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Let All Things Praise the Lord 
 
Praise the Lord! 
 
Praise God in His sanctuary; 
Praise Him in His mighty firmament! 
 
2 Praise Him for His mighty acts; 
Praise Him according to His excellent greatness! 
 
3 Praise Him with the sound of the trumpet; 
Praise Him with the lute and harp! 
 
4 Praise Him with the timbrel and dance; 
Praise Him with stringed instruments and flutes! 
 
5 Praise Him with loud cymbals; 
Praise Him with clashing cymbals! 
 
6 Let everything that has breath praise the Lord. 
 
Praise the Lord! 
 
                                        -Psalm 150:1–6  
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brother. I really appreciate you, LuAnn Harris, and all of your love and support 
since the day I arrived in Durham. Special thanks to Juan Ontario Richardson 
who photographed and recorded the band and is still serving the band to this 
day. Thank you, Dr. James H. Ammons, for your time and support and for 
believing in me as a young twenty-something-year-old college band director. 
Thank you to Ronnie and Austin Chalmers, my drum majors first, then staff and 
now colleagues.  
 To Hosea Brower, I miss you dearly. We cannot talk about music 
anymore. You were a musical father and mentor even though you were sending 
me students from your band program. I could not accept what you were going 
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through, and you passed away before we could talk. You always encouraged me 
to finish this degree. Your death came as a shock to everyone. At my highest 
points, you were there for me and checked on me when I was at my lowest. I 
saved one of your texts where you said, "You have made the NCCU band and 
put it on the map. Let's talk about your future soon. I do think you need to finish 
your PHD asap." I look at and think about that text every time I have worked to 
complete this doctorate. In addition to my parents, I dedicate this degree to you, 
Mr. Brower, my mentor, father figure, and fraternity brother; this is our degree. 
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The purpose of this dissertation was to elucidate my lived experiences as 
an HBCU band director as I navigated through tensions within HBCU culture, 
between HBCU culture and the dominant culture, and issues of inequality, and 
access. I chronicle my early life and influences to bring clarity and meaning to the 
choices and decisions made as I transitioned to becoming an HBCU student and 
then band director at an early age. It was my intention to use autoethnographic 
self-examination and personal narrative to make transparent racial inequality as 
it: (a) impacts the academic and musical quality of HBCU band programs, (b) 
raises questions regarding access to resources, and (c) elicits larger and more 
complex questions related to race and culture. In addition to a thorough review of 
my personal recollections and historical artifacts, I also sought to interview as 
many people as possible that had impacted me, my life, and HBCU bands in 
order to check my memory and perspectives. As the word got out about my 
project, hundreds in the HBCU community reached out wanting to participate. Of 




I analyzed my story through the framework of "Double-Consciousness 
Theory" as articulated by W. E. B. Du Bois, specifically through the concepts of 
the veil, the color line, and twoness. The guiding question for my inquiry was: 
Why is the musicianship of HBCU bands praised by one culture and viewed in a 
mostly deficit view in another, and how did an HBCU band director navigate 
these tensions to lead two successful programs? The findings demonstrate that 
there are multiple and conflicting expectations and perceptions of HBCU band 
programs. By considering HBCU bands through my own experience of double-
consciousness it was possible to amplify the voices of marginalized groups and 
provide more nuanced understandings to those who have a one-dimensional 





Dr. Quincy Hilliard, a famous Black composer and university professor, 
had his words from a two-hour 2017 interview taken out of context and 
weaponized in social media. The interviewer leaked short soundbites of the wide-
ranging interview to social media, where Dr. Hilliard said, "a majority of the Black 
high schools... they are doing more of a dance—Southern or Grambling type—
style marching." The crux of Hilliard's statements that went viral and became 
controversial when the edited soundbite referenced Black high school bands (in 
Louisiana) of that marching style asserted that, "Those kids don't play that well. 
So they couldn't get into my university if they tried."   
The leaked interview catalyzed emerging arguments in the Historically 
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) community about the aesthetics 
associated with HBCU and corps-styled bands. Dr. Hilliard's full interview had 
nothing to do with all HBCUs or every predominately Black band program, nor 
did it cast a racialized discourse of Black bands as least functional, all the same, 
or to tear them down. The leaked interview posts left contextual gaps in 
Dr. Hilliard's statements, in particular, not highlighting his words regarding band 
students’ success through excellence in musicianship with proper tone and 
competent teaching. A major violation to most was the fact that a Black man who 
did not attend an HBCU or work at one made these assertions. The 
HBCU community focused on the offending statements that were further 
circulated by Earnest Stackhouse in his blog titled, "I'm Better Than You!: The 
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Elitist Mentality of Music Educators” (2017, November 29).  
Despite the hyperbole that the media have focused on marching bands at 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), an approach is needed in 
order to rectify the problem of misrepresentation and missing narratives. The 
interview of Dr. Hilliard and the subsequent backlash on social media and the 
HBCU community reveal myriad complex problems. The problems related to the 
perceptions of the musicianship of Black bands are convoluted and biased. 
There is a missing narrative on tensions due to HBCU culture, Black culture, 
resources, and negative beliefs of the dominant culture as they relate to 
musicianship. This tension within the perception of good musicianship as 
it relates to culture has attracted more social media attention in the area of HBCU 
band programs in contrast to the few academic studies that have focused on it. A 
possible solution to the problem at hand is to have open conversations, free the 
narratives, and address the issues.   
Focusing on Dr. Hilliard's remarks in-depth through the lens of the "Double 
Consciousness" concepts of the "veil" and "color line" initiated dialogue and 
discovery of missing narratives. The words of Dr. Hilliard revealed long-standing 
tensions and offended some in the HBCU community who would make 
accusations of Black bands being shut out from the world of the dominant 
culture. Centering the lens on the concepts of the veil and color-line, some in the 
HBCU community believe they are victims of an "elitist mentality of music 
educators” (Stackhouse, 2017), confirming to some that dominant cultures deny 
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opportunity, dignity, power, and respect.  
This dissertation will explore the life and experiences of a Historically 
Black College and University (HBCU) band director of bands through an 
autoethnographic narrative approach. Autoethnography is a method of emotional 
expressiveness in storytelling, and experiences connected to meaningful "truths," 
while historical "facts" in the form of documents, artifacts, literature, and 
interviews support the narrative. As Ellis (1997) suggested, this individualized 
story is unparalleled; however, at times, the individual is at the periphery.  
The structure of this dissertation divides into seven substantial sections. 
The sections are 1. "Down Beat - Warm-Up and Tune," 2. "Rehearsal (Theory 
and Practice)," 3 "Zero Quarter/Pre-Game," 4. "Half-Time," 5. "The 5th Quarter," 
and 6. "Coda to CODE SWITCH." The sections represent the typical schedule of 
an HBCU marching band from warm-ups to the end of the show on any given 
Saturday home college football game. Within the five of the seven sections are 
twenty subsections defined as "Twenty Principles."  The first letter of each of the 
twenty words form the acronym "Marching Sound Machine," as this dissertation’s 
title expresses. The first principle presented by letter “M” is, fittingly, 
“Musicianship.” Moreover, the autoethnographic method and structural concept is 
“peppered” or emphasized throughout by quotes referencing the methodology at 
the beginning of each “Principle.” Each “Principle” serves as a structural frame to 
the story, and the “Principle” definitions are not tied to content of each sections 
vignette. Every effort and attention to detail is taken for this autoethnography to 
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be "reader-friendly in that the personally engaging writing style (tend)s to appeal 
to readers more than conventional scholarly writing" (Chang, 2016). 
The introductory section, "Down Beat - Warm-Up and Tune," is designed 
to engage the reader by immersing them deep into the story, as the title 
suggests. This first section introduces the director of bands and the method of 
autoethnography. The band director, theoretical framework, and methodology are 
all presented and explained in an autoethnographic narrative in this introductory 
"warm-up." 
The second section is titled "Rehearsal (Theory and Practice).” Principles 
one through eight are in this second section covering the band director's personal 
life history and musical development through elementary school. "Pre-Game" the 
third section includes Principles nine through 11, chronicling my middle and high 
school years. The fourth and most extensive section, intentionally called 
"Halftime" spans across principles twelve through nineteen. In the fourth section, 
the narrative chronicles the director's stories covering my years as an HBCU 
student and band director. 
Appropriately, the fifth section is titled "The 5th Quarter." The "5th Quarter" 
is a highlight of HBCU band programs where opposing bands exchange songs in 
the stands long after the game has ended. Section five is written and typed in an 
industry-standard script format for a screenplay. The 20th principle alone 
occupies this section closing the autoethnographic narrative. This section covers 
my last four years at one HBCU and my transition into another HBCU as Director 
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of Bands. This dissertation will have an accompanying film script and original 
composition outline since audio and "visual data complement textual data and 
sometimes supersede the benefit of textural data because visual data make long 
term impression on viewers" (Chang, 2016). 
The ending sixth section is the "coda" titled "Coda to CODE SWITCH."  In 
this closing section, the narrative will "code switch" to the academic voice. The 
section includes a discussion outlining autoethnography and the choice to use it 
as a method. The academic voice will address this code switch to further discuss 
the methodology, methods, theory, data collection, interviews, findings, analysis, 
conclusions, discussion, and recommendations. The focus becomes telling a tale 
that readers can enter and feel a part of (Ellis, 2004). The aim becomes to inspire 
others to critically reflect upon their own music experiences in relation to the 
autoethnographic tale being told (Spry, 2001). The overall structure permits any 
reader to look at the table of contents and start at the beginning or wherever they 
would choose.  
Bochner and Ellis (2003) write: 
Autoethnography frees musicians from writing dry descriptions or reports 
of musical experiences. Rather, this approach encourages them to convey 
the meanings of vibrant musical experiences evocatively... The product of 
the process thus becomes "something to be used; not a conclusion but a 
turn in a conversation; not a closed statement but an open question; not a 
way of declaring 'this is how it is' but a means of inviting others to consider 
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what I (or they) could become. 
As mentioned in the abstract, following the narrative and vignette sections 
in the Coda 2 Code Switch, I sought to interview many people as possible that 
impacted me, my life, and HBCU bands to check my memory and perspective. 
The idea was to get many voices heard as possible. However, after the initial 
interviews, word spread of this study, and hundreds in the HBCU community 
reached out wanting to participate. Of the eighty-seven responses of those 
wishing for an interview, I would only be able to interview fifty-two before 
publishing this dissertation. I will continue to work on this type of research after 
the completion of this study and provide an open platform for those who wanted 
to participate to have their voices heard. 
I created a visual guide for this dissertation to serve as an alternative 
representation of the table of contents. This visual guide serves as a map of the 
sections, Principles, and subsections to ensure that the narrative is not exclusive 
to only academics. Each of the seven sections will have its visual guide at the 
beginning outlining the fleshed-out subsections. The images and colors of these 
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Introduction:  How Did I Get Here in Such A Dash? Am I A Rarity? 
But they that wait upon the LORD shall renew their strength; they 
shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be 
weary; and they shall walk, and not faint. 
-Isaiah 40:31 
 
Five years of waiting to enter the hall of justice. Seven years to have my 
voice heard by the bench! How did I get here? Why am I here? My daughter’s 
birthday is coming up and she wants My Little Pony Rainbow Dash toys. On this 
frigid day of January 10, 2017, I am walking into a Durham County Courthouse. 
The wait is over, and it is now time for the arguments about my case against the 
odious actions and conduct of an HBCUs leadership and its acts against me as 
an employee. I have a story to tell. 
HBCUs maintain 13% of the universities that retain the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) membership while accounting for 
one-fourth of the accreditation sanctions (Wershbale, 2010). These sanctions 
are, in part, due to HBCUs’ frequently reported negative practices and actions. 
There are often resources and infrastructure deficiencies at HBCUs as they 
compare to Predominately White Institutions (PWI) (Wershbale, 2010, p. 2). As a 
product of an HBCU, I did not want to discuss abuse, disparity in resources, 
retaliation, and cultural tensions, but my voice cannot be silent. Win or lose, what 
was done will be on the record. The resounding voice will always be a court 




I march into the courtroom and take a seat. I am living an epiphany!  This 
court date was a meaningful event or epiphany in my life, and how I was 
experiencing it, how it is defined, and how it is woven through my lived 
experiences constitutes the focus of critical interpretive inquiry (Denzin, 2001). 
This story must be told in the widest autobiographical lens possible. My story 
‘dashes’ in my mind beyond this court room, a band room, or any one HBCU. I 
perceive multiple lenses in the middle of a busy intersection during rush hour. 
How can I direct this traffic without being run over? The method of 
autoethnography allows me as the author to build a relationship with you as the 
reader through incremental layering of trust in which I openly illustrate my 
personal narrative and critical reflections in order to trace my journey (Schindler, 
2009). 
Autoethnography is an autobiographical genre that connects the personal 
to the cultural, social, and political. Projects in this genre are distinctly 
characterized by a focus on “intimate involvement, engagement, and 
embodied participation” in the subject matter one is exploring. (Ellis & 
Bochner, 2006)  
Dash, and no Rare #HASHTAG  
My eyes connect with my attorney suggesting that it will be a wait as the 
judge will hear several lengthy arguments before ours. My attention begins to 
‘dash.’ Trying to find something to calm my nerves, I dig in my bag and pull out a 
picture of my daughter in her My Little Pony Rainbow Dash outfit (see Figure 1). I 
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begin to fidget in the hard-wooden bench whose incline seems purposefully 
uncomfortable. This bench is worse than an old church pew, and it makes a loud 
noise with the slightest movement. My eyes wander around the courtroom and 
my attention ‘dashes’ through my lived events of the past, present, and future 
simultaneously. It is like looking through a kaleidoscope lens of epiphanies! It is 
surreal. 




Autoethnographers look through an ethnographic wide-angle lens, 
focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal 
experiences; then, they look inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is 
moved by and may move through, refract, and resist cultural 
interpretations. As they zoom backward and forward, inward, and outward, 
distinctions between the personal and cultural become blurred, sometimes 
beyond distinct recognition. (Bochner & Ellis, 2004) 
I retrieve my pencil and notebook from my briefcase and begin to journal. 
Can I officially say that I am about to be the world’s first court autoethnographer? 
If I were, it would be unintentional as my mind is far from focused on 
autoethnographic research as my thoughts are on my story and getting justice. 
“In ethnography, people are viewed as embodiments of their own lived stories”  
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). 
I focus on the other attorneys in the room. Are they representing the 
institution? I then glance at the judge who appears unconnected. To my left, 
facing the judge slumped in a cushioned seat few feet away is a corpulent sheriff 
who is nodding in and out of sleep. Sleeping on the job, in the sacred hall of 
justice in which not “just us” but all justice needs to be protected? This is a joke. 
To encourage my temperament, an internal moment of humor conjures within my 
imagination. I envision him trying to ‘dash’ after a suspect in a foot chase and 
losing. Dashing! My attention is still dashing. I continue to write in the journal. 
Why am I here? Not for a crime. Not for a traffic citation. Not for any civil 
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case. I am in court in response to a power struggle at an HBCU BAND program, 
a battle for one of the few HBCU band positions in the country and how an HBCU 
can operate negatively. Can I get justice? Will I get justice? Will my voice even 
be heard? Can the institution be fair and not hide behind sovereign immunity to 
dismiss? Sovereign immunity is often used as the ground ax of injustice for 
impotent leadership that does not accept responsibility. Sovereign immunity is 
wielded when an institution (HBCU in this case) wants to show it can commit no 
wrong and is immune to criminal or civil legal action. The aftermath of the failure 
to take responsibility has a negative impact leading to a more substantial 
undoing. The students end up losing and those in power only move on to other 
higher paying jobs (Palmer et al. (2019). But, how could they? Do they even 
care? I recall what those in power tried to do to my family and career. Then I 
think of how HBCUs have a long history of being marginalized by accrediting 
bodies managed by PWIs (defined as power wielding institutions in this case) 
who often “discover” problems such as “institutional control” or mismanagement 
connected to administrative and essential position turnovers (Association of 
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, 2014). Those problems 
compared to my experience is no RARITY. HBCUs have well-documented issues 
with conflicts of interest, lack of institution accountability, financial 
mismanagement and ethical problems which are often reflected in the 
disproportionate number of accreditation warnings or losses (Peeples, 2016b).   
I knew and know faculty and administrators who are only at HBCUs to 
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“pad” their vitae for their next gig. I know faculty who do not want to be at the 
HBCU where they teach and are frustrated because they feel trapped. A few, not 
all, have a deficit view of HBCU students. One tenured faculty member went as 
far as to say that the students were dumb and stupid. North Carolina Central 
University (NCCU) Chancellor Debra Saunders-White was accused of saying 
that “the only two things NCCU was really about were chicken and pussy” in a 
settled reverse racism lawsuit.1 This has to have an impact on teaching quality, 
decision making, and planning. For the record, there are many great competent 
and passionate HBCU leaders such as Dr. Charlie Nelms who wrote From 
Cotton Fields To University Leadership: All Eyes On Charlie, A Memoir in 2019 
and. Dr. Walter Kimbrough, President of Dillard University. I met Kimbrough early 
in his career as a member of a search committee where we selected him for the 
position because of his clear love for HBCUs and HBCU students. He is doing 
very well serving Dillard University and they are blessed to have him. 
Are all of the negative issues at HBCU due to systemic racism being a 
root issue? At various points in my career I have seen a myriad of internal and 
external tensions. It is unclear at various points if systematic racism impact 
externally is partly or solely the cause for how these institutions operate. HBCUs, 
NCCU in this case has been hit with so many lawsuits from individuals who 
believed they were treated unfairly by internal actors trusted to lead. Now, here I 





down people with my own legal complaint against an HBCU. Regardless of our 
spirited rivalries and apparent imperfections, I LOVE ALL HBCUs. I would not be 
where I am if it were not for an HBCU! This larger epiphany, is a moment of crisis 
that is a result of interactional moments and experiences that left an impact on 
my life. My intention is to ask the questions and seek clear answers.  
Epiphany! I have had to operate in the center of HBCU internal and 
external tensions. There are some in the HBCU community who embrace the 
Black culture while some be it faculty, alumni, or students who do not. Some who 
are thoroughly immersed in HBCUs only as their surrogate and prefer a more 
PWI-looking approach to education. Am I at the strongest point of tension in a 
tug-of-war between maintaining HBCU traditions and being judged by PWI 
standards while striving for the highest in attaining a "top-notch" wind ensemble 
and marching band? 
The longer we wait, the more anxious I feel. I blame the bench I am sitting 
in. I begin to recall what got me to this point of fighting for myself. The evidence 
is clear. The proof is there. I lost friends whom I cared about who believed in lies. 
One of the individuals that were primarily responsible for the decisions that hurt 
me is now deceased, and I will never have the opportunity to confront that person 
and hold them accountable for what they did. What about the primary perpetrator 
that lied about hazing? The one who tried, and failed to get me fired. The one 
who divided, and conquered friendships, and stole? Will they get away with it? 
Vindication always comes even when it appears impossible. That is life, and I will 
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be a VICTOR and NOT a VICTIM. Some things in life are not fair. But, I want to 
get better and not bitter. No self-pity. HAPPY THOUGHTS!!!  Think Positive! I 
keep writing and, then I find some happy thoughts to encourage my being. My 
daughter. 
My daughter’s birthday is coming up, and she wants a My Little Pony 
themed party. Her favorite pony is Rainbow Dash!  Dash!  Rainbow Dash stood 
for the element of loyalty. Her other favorite is Rarity! Rarity! My thoughts seem 
to dash, and Rarity is a Unicorn (Figure 2). Metaphorically speaking, am I a 
unicorn for trying to take a stand against power? Building any band program from 
small beginnings in a short time is RARE, and I am sure it has been done before. 
Am I a unicorn, for building two HBCU band programs with instrumental numbers 
in the teens to over 100 in two years? Would this cause jealousy and give the 
impression of power to other faculty and administrators as my mentor Dr. William 
P. Foster, father of the HBCU band warned (Reid, 2018)?2 I would argue that Dr. 
Foster was also a rarity as a young band director who in his mid-twenties 











Figure 2: Aria Posing with a Cut Out of Rarity. 
 
The crux of the matter is that I am in a courtroom where I must take a 
stand for myself and make sure that there is no other narrative than my truth. I 
have spent years standing up for others and helping others but have never stood 
up for myself like this. I spent 15 years of my life to build an HBCU band from 
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nothing and the fake contract presented by the dean and chair summed up their 
appreciation.  
RARITY? My work proves Loyalty, Sacrifice. Vision. Time. Pain. 
Dedication. Love. I will win, my case is solid. I have subpoenaed IP addresses, 
emails, digital forensic evidence of parties involved, and defamation. I was given 
photocopy evidence of a signed, postmarked, and dated application for my 
position when I was still occupying it, months before my contract ended. The 
position was not officially advertised, and the handwritten application was sent in 
secret, illegally addressed to an unethical department chair who would later step 
down instead of following the university system and HR policies. This applicant 
was from another institution and was secretly given my job. The evidence was 
undeniable, and I appreciate the anonymous whistleblower or whoever had 
leaked the documentation of the unethical behavior of my supervisor and others 
which gave me a heads-up months in advance. All of this for BAND. An HBCU 
band program. Someone working with me wanted to take the band program that 
took me years to build and put their name on it. I was told by faculty and 
administrators that they wanted my job and I did not listen. Later, the institution is 
recorded saying that they knew it. Another band director at another HBCU saw 
my job as a “come-up” since they were at an institution they perceived as under 
resourced and less desirable. Someone else in leadership at the time felt that I 
had too much power and wanted someone else for my job. My attorney had 
hundreds of signed statements, videos, contracts, audio recordings, emails, 
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texts, and other documents. I have audio recordings of all parties in the 
complaints making unethical remarks and outright lies. I will not lose to sovereign 
immunity when the system is fair and balanced with equal justice for all. Can an 
HBCU receive justice if it cannot be just, especially when its existence is built on 
injustice? Receiving justice and beating institutions of power that hide behind 
sovereign immunity is a RARITY! Justice and injustice are realities relative to 
one’s perceptions and I want to make sure that my voice along with others are 
heard. I agree with novelist Chimamanda Adichie that a critical misunderstanding 
is certain if only a single story is heard 3 
Justice is truth in action     -Benjamin Disraeli 
 
As I continue to wait, my mind begins to ‘dash’ to a specific epiphany in 
my life as a Director of Bands at HBCUs. I question the things I have seen and 
experienced. Think happy thoughts! My thoughts are on my 5-year-old daughter 
Aria, she is my song and as her name implies, she often sings the song . . . “My 
Little Pony.”  I cannot help but laugh and think of all the My Little Pony episodes 
that I have endured . . . I mean watched with my daughter.  Her birthday cake 
would be topped with Rainbow Dash and Rarity Pony figurines. My heart smiles. 
Maybe I should ‘dash’ towards the rainbow of events that I have experienced and 
tell this story. What I have experienced in court to uphold my claims and actions 






this narrative and study in the field of music education for current and future band 
directors. There is a need for knowing and understanding HBCU culture, funding, 
leadership, infrastructure, advantages and disadvantages, challenges, and 
achievements as they impact their band programs. As a product of an HBCU, I 
am an academic, and served as Director of Bands/faculty at two, I am drawn to 
dash toward an obligation of presenting a meaningful narrative through my rare, 
colorful and experienced lens. Rainbow Dash! Rarity! 
Symbolically, Rainbow Dash’s Pegasus Character on My Little Pony 
controls the weather and clears the skies as she represents the element of 
loyalty. Rarity’s Unicorn character is creative and represents generosity (see 
Figure 3). My daughter’s favorite show and toys have become the catalyst of an 
allegory of my lived epiphanies. The memories of all of these events ‘rainbow 
dash’ in a flash in my thoughts still as if looking through the lens of a colorful 
kaleidoscope where each meaningful vignette is set. I have experienced 
epiphanies in every color of the spectrum imaginable as an HBCU Band Director. 
My thoughts ‘dash’ to focus the kaleidoscopic lens on those events that connect 










Figure 3: Aria Holding a Book with Rarity and Rainbow Dash on the Cover. 
 
Remembering Epiphany 
I have never thought of writing for reputation and honour. What I 
have in my heart must come out; that is the reason why I 
compose.  
-Ludwig Van Beethoven 
 
I recall my experience at Florida A&M University and how I got there to 
study, earning a scholarship to play oboe, becoming a drum major for Dr. Foster 
and being on the cover of his book Man Behind the Baton. Epiphanies! I 
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remember the 2011 hazing death of FAMU drum major Robert Champion and 
soon after turning down the Band Director position offer at FAMU making 
mainstream news. Then, I thought of the situation of the band at NCCU making 
mainstream news for a suspended drum line for false hazing allegations resulting 
in being denied entry in the Honda Battle of the Bands (BOTB) for the 7th and 8th 
years due to false hazing allegations. My mind rarely drifts to the happiest of my 
experiences such as the Tournament of Roses Parade since my mind is again 
distracted by an inaccurate news article on band resources and turnover. I try to 
turn my mind off as soon as I recall all of the connected incidents which 
culminated in a Change.org4 page for my contract renewal, These events are 
real regardless of having the resemblance of an episode of the TV series 
Scandal. I am fortunate to have archived countless artifacts of video, audio, 
witnesses/interviews, legal and other documents, pictures, and physical evidence 
in addition to thick, rich description that could be provided in an autoethnographic 
narrative. As Glesne (2016) states in Becoming a Qualitative Researcher: 
Taking thick, rich descriptive notes helps you to notice more and makes 
you conscious of what you notice. Then, through descriptions from 
observations and words from interviewees, the thick description allows 
readers to understand the basis for the claims you make. Ideally, you 
provide enough thick description that the reader can see a possible way to 





engagement (spending sufficient time at your research site) in the field 
and on persistent observations (focusing over time on elements most 
relevant lo the study). (Glesne, 2016) 
HBCU band programs face deeper challenges that are intricately 
connected to the infrastructure, accreditation, and funding of their institutions as 
a whole. With HBCU marching bands having a pervasiveness in media and film, 
it would be easy to assume that these band programs are thriving and well-
funded. The movie “Drumline,” the hit TV show “The Quad” and the millions of 
YouTube measurable impressions (seen by actual viewers) for various HBCU 
band programs present the illusion that all is well.  
There are perceptions and attitudes about HBCU bands that are not 
positive. I attend conferences and realize that many colleagues at other 
universities do not understand how a university can offer a music degree without 
a set of timpani. To me, not having timpani signified to me that HBCUs often lack 
the essential resources for students. Student success after graduation requires at 
least equitable teaching resources compared to institutions in power that offer the 
same degrees to compete later in the workforce. They do not understand that 
most HBCU students that I have taught did not own their own instrument and 
never had a private lesson They have no clue that many have never played 
concert band literature and only took part in marching band activities all school 
year. Then, larger epiphany hits me. I think of renown Black composer Quincy 
Hilliard’s interview regarding HBCU band programs that reignited existing 
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debates of their musicianship sums up the tensions (Appendix A). I met Quincy 
Hilliard as an aspiring composer seventeen years ago and received an 
autographed copy of one of his method books that help band musicians achieve 
proper “tone, intonation, balance and technique,” all of the things he spoke of in 
his interview (Figure 4). I made every effort to reach out to Dr. Hilliard for this 
study and we had several lengthy conversations that clarified his intentions and 
point of view while providing more context. The HBCU community’s frustration 
with his edited comments posted on the Block Us Up blog and the fact that those 
statements were taken out of context revealed tensions at HBCUs that were 
normally undiscussed. Many only see the glory, but fail to hear the story. One 
respondent said that many were offended because Dr. Hilliard did not attend an 
HBCU himself and should not have made the statements. The tensions at 
HBCUs within funding, resources, academics, and culture, are directly related to 
Hilliard’s words addressing the quality of musicianship. A narrative of these 
issues has yet to be produced to reach a larger audience and assist in seeking 
solutions where students in all bands can have the same opportunities with the 
same access to resources sans the power struggles and administrative egotism. 
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Figure 4: Autographed Copy of Dr. Hilliard's Method Book. 
 
 
I became a university band director in my mid-20’s. I did not want to be a 
band director. I was reluctant. Being aware of the perceptions and attitudes 
regarding HBCU band programs and musicianship, I drew up a plan. As a 
cornerstone to build this program I took an arrangement of Holst’s Jupiter that I 
wrote my junior year at FAMU. To establish a band creed or principle, I 
underscored each letter forming the acronym Marching Sound Machine (MSM) 
that offered text for the hymn set to the music of Jupiter. The first “M” or principle 
was musicianship. MSM had a special meaning to me since I grew up in Miami 
and it stood for Miami Sound Machine. 
Ironically, I had always imagined if I had a band program, I would call it the 
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Marching Sound Machine. Before I arrived, the marching band’s name was 
Marching Eagle Band and Sound Machine. I thought of changing the name of the 
band to something different by excluding machine and sound in 2001, but Dr. 
Wiggins, Director of Jazz Studies was an alumnus who said he liked the Sound 
Machine name. So, I just added the M for musicianship. M would be the first of 
20 principles below (Figure 5). I designed a logo in the 1990s after being inspired 
by a documentary on the Discovery Channel chronicling the Marine Corps basic 
training. It showed how after completion of basic, a Marine has earned their 
eagle globe and anchor (Figure 6). The words I wrote were placed into the 
setting of the chorale section of Jupiter and affectionately called “the Hymn.” (see 
Figure 7) The acronym was the divine inspiration to drive my energy. 







TWENTY PRINCIPLES  
OF THE 
Marching Sound Machine 
 
IN PREPARATION FOR OUR HIGHEST AMBITIONS, 
OUR DUTY IS TO LOVE EACH OTHER IN FELLOWSHIP 
AS WE FOSTER, ATTAIN, AND STRIVE FOR: 
 
1.  Musicianship 
2.  Allegiance 
3.  Revelation 
4.  Creativity 
5.  Harmony 
6.  Inspiration 
7.  Nerve 
8.  Guidance 
 
9.   Scholarship 
10.  Order 
11.  Uniformity 
12.  Numbers 
13.  Discipline 
 
14.  Morals 
15.  Appreciation 
16.  Commitment 
17.  Humility 
18.  Integrity 
19.  Notoriety 
20.  Energy 
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It’s our love for the Marching Sound Machine,
We Pledge Allegiance to.
Humble hearts and ONE VISION as our Guide,
We March by faith not Sight!
We will mount up like an Eagle!
We will soar high in the sky!
We will wait for God’s Promise;
Renew our strength and pride.
We love the Marching Sound Machine,
Our Loyalty is true.
We will perform with all Integrity
Great Discipline in view.
Musicianship is our Allegiance;
Revelation to the Dream;
The divine Inspiration
To drive our Energy
May we always have Humility
But, Never loose our Nerve.
We will March and Play in Harmony







Introduction Through Different Lenses 
BourDIEU + Du Bois = Suspended Fourth 
A double minded man is unstable in all his ways. 
        -James 1:8 
 
Double-consciousness? But I have made up my mind. After exhausting all 
theoretical lenses, many with blurred focus, to my chagrin, a theoretical concept 
from W. E. B. Du Bois “The Souls of Black Folk” reemerged. I had been familiar 
with Du Bois since tenth grade. My first introduction to this work was during a 
summer program for high achieving African American high school students at 
Florida State University in the “College Quest” program. Ironically, it was NOT at 
an HBCU that I was introduced to African American history and issues.  
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always 
looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul 
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One 
ever feels his two-ness,—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, 
two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose 
dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder (Du Bois, 1903) p. 
14). 
How did I forget Du Bois’s double-consciousness? Did I overlook Black scholars 
unconsciously or “was I shut out from their (non-African American scholars) world 
by a vast veil?”  The Du Boisian veil was a metaphor for the peril of segregation. 
This veil, a visual manifestation, separated the internal and external “color line” 
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as defined by Du Bois, where Black people are denied equity and equality in 
opportunities, respect, and power (see Figure 8). 
Figure 8: Double-consciousness is two-ness being aware how others perceive them. 
 
For two high school summers, in addition to math and language arts, we 
were educated and exposed to African American history and blackness in this 
“College Quest” program by the counselors and instructors. The now renown civil 
rights Attorney, Ben Crump (Figure 9) was my counselor and advisor for two of 
those summers. He was passionate about civil -rights, justice, and equality as a 
19-year-old college student. He was just as passionate then as he is now taking 
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on every high-profile civil case involving injustice to African Americans nationally. 
Crump, as we called him, was one of the few young adults that I admired, 
respected, and looked up to. Then as a high school student, I even aspired to 
pledge the same fraternity he was in, and I did. 
 





At the summer program, there were lengthy discussions, debates, and 
assignments on Du Bois, Booker T. Washington, The Niagara Conference5, The 







over those summers. I guess I am a packrat. Maybe the delay in rediscovering 
Du Bois and this material will be the ultimate payoff.  
I would not be reminded of Du Bois’s writings until a conversation in front 
of a coffee shop across the street from the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro during the 2019 National Association for Music Education 
Symposium on Music Teacher Education. As I sat with two of my professors and 
Dr. Smith, my dissertation supervisor, presented the idea of double-
consciousness, in my head, I wanted to be hard on myself. It was not an “Ah-Ha” 
moment as it was more so a feeling of losing the lottery by one number. How did 
I miss this? I was in the Du Bois Honor Society! I am a Black scholar! Did I read 
and do my due diligence in studying literature that would address my questions?  
The only African American that I considered to borrow theoretical 
concepts from was Derrick Bell Jr., who wrote extensively on Critical Race 
Theory (CRT), and that was initially placed within Solórzano’s (Solórzano et al., 
2000) social justice perspective and under Yosso’s (Yosso, 2005) Cultural 
Wealth umbrella. Figuring out a proper theoretical lens was a conundrum and it 
was clear in my mind mapping (see Appendix B). Double-consciousness is a 
theory by one of America’s all time preeminent BLACK scholars. After years of 
studying CRT, it took the process of considering autoethnography as a method to 
reveal emerging themes from artifacts, conversations, literature, and interviews 
before I realized that Du Boisian concepts provided the most appropriate 
framework considering my research questions.  
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My oversight of Du Bois was difficult to accept because not only do the 
concepts help me to interpret and understand the narratives that I am telling, but 
his actual work “The Souls of Black Folk” IS AN AUTOETHNOGRAPHY! 
Moreover, he begins each section with MUSIC. How did I overlook Du Bois? I 
had pompously explained all of the histories about the auditorium that was in full 
view across the street and how it was the place where John Phillip Sousa played 
his last concert in Greensboro in 1930. In addition, this auditorium (as other 
buildings on North Carolina campuses) was named after North Carolina 
Governor Charles B. Acock (1901-1905) who was a White supremacist. Due to 
questions being raised regarding Acock’s beliefs and actions regarding race, the 
name of the auditorium’s name was changed from Aycock Auditorium to UNCG 
Auditorium in 2016. In 2015, at UNCG, the late Dr. Susan Conkling would 
introduce me to Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings, whose work I was studying at that 
time to connect a theoretical framework to accreditation (see Figure 10). What a 
place to finally settle on a framework. 
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Figure 10: Jorim Reid Sr. with Dr. Gloria Ladsen-Billings and Susan Conkling at 
UNCG. 
 
Early in my search for a framework, there was Bourdieu (see Appendix B). 
I studied his work for years, cramming his ideas of class and capital, forcing his 
Theory of Reproduction concept of “Habitus” to look at inequalities and inequities 
of HBCU bands. But, my firsthand experiences needed to be voiced. 
Reproduction, somehow, was not sufficient. I am a Black man, who was told 
many times that I was not black being “light-skinned” “High Yellow,” having 
“nappy” red hair being the only indicator of my “blackness.” I hold narratives of 
personal challenges that I experienced from inside my social structure that were 
in conflict with the dominant culture and Black culture. Those silenced stories 
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needed to be addressed. While Critical Race Theory could provide the 
opportunity to share narratives and counter-narratives and define evidence of 
racial bias and injustice, studying HBCUs in some abstract way would fail to 
convey a holistic picture of my perspectives that I could offer through the 
storytelling of unique experiences. By writing an autoethnography I can reveal 
the identity crises I experienced that were caused by navigating the Du Boisian 
“color line.” Or, as I will show in figure 11, the color line, the color shade 
complexion line, the music/band world line, and Christian music line. How rare 
am I? I do not have just have two sides of the color line to navigate; I have four 
distinct lines! My experiences learning about these four lines serve as a 
cornerstone or foundation for my queries (see Appendix B). 
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Figure 11: Double-consciousness. A Black Man is a Professional but Conscious of 
Stereotyping and how he is perceived. 
 
The “Double Consciousness” Theory of Du Bois, when attributed as a 
musical cornerstone to my personal experience with music and Black American 
culture, leaves me conflicted. The original title of this section included a play on 
the word Dieu in French translates to “God” in English ("Collins English 
dictionary," 2018). It also loosely interprets Dieu and Du to mean “two.” Two 
sides of the color line. And, I do not exist in two or three cultural spaces; I find 
myself in all four corners looking inward with my back against each wall and with 
nowhere to sit comfortably. In the center, I stand in a position where I see each 
aspect of my self denied opportunity, power, dignity, or respect. Just as my 
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thought’s “dash” instantaneously in two directions, I feel four corners converge 
simultaneously as the destinations to each cultural space. It is as if I am a deer in 
headlights at a busy intersection with nowhere to run without addressing each 
cultural space head on.  
In this busy intersection, it is just me in the middle of traffic. I have no 
whistle, traffic wand, gloves, or reflective vest. I am not directing this traffic. I am 
grounded to the pavement in fear like a deer. Knowing that I must find the right 
moment to “dash” to a corner for temporary safety and unconsciously inhaling the 
exhaust and burned rubber fumes of this traffic, I CAN’T BREATHE! I grasp that 
no matter where I “dash” to escape, I will still smell the residual stench of the 
exhaust fumes of unheard voices from each cultural space I exist. I cannot run. 
Choking. These VOICES cannot breathe and all these particular voices 
MATTER. Through my unique perspective, I perceive the intersection from my 
position as a hub to four corners or the destinations to cultural spaces within my 









Figure 12: Jorim Reid’s Consciousness Dashing Through an Intersection of Four 
Souls, Thoughts, Strivings, and Ideals 
Intersection From My Position As a Hub to Four Corners or the Destinations to Cultural Spaces Within my Experience 
 
Of course, my identity is connected to all of them, and at times I can see 
myself and how I am perceived in each reflection or as viewed through different 
lenses. As I consider the Du Bois double-conscious model, I see myself as four 
souls, four thoughts, four unreconciled strivings; four warring ideals in one light-
skinned Black body (see Figure 13). Intersections are hotspots for collisions and 
Kimberele´ Crenshaw used the analogy of traffic to show how discrimination can 













Figure 13: Peculiar Space Jorim Reid Sr. Exists  




I exist in a peculiar space where I have questioned what it meant to: (a) 
maintain Blackness and be Black enough, (b) be a Christian musician, (c) 
maintain or abandon Black and HBCU traditions and culture, and to (d) maintain 
the musical traditions of the dominant culture (see figure 13). In terms of the color 
line, I saw Dr. Foster navigate being a fair-skinned Black man and who heard 
colleagues say that the only reason he was successful was that he was a light-
skinned Black. He even said in his book that despite his aspirations, he was told 
he would never conduct an orchestra because there were no “nigger” 
conductors.  
And unfortunately, I have been pulled over numerous times since high 
school and most recently in my own neighborhood by police, where I am Black 
enough to be told that I fit the description of a robbery suspect in the area. I now 
have a “dash” cam installed in my car for my own protection. In terms of the 
Christian music line, I experienced two music worlds, the influence of 
Maintain Blackness or be Black 
Enough
Maintain the Musical Traditions of 
the Dominant Culture
Maintain or Abandon Black and 





accomplished gospel musicians who could not read music, and my mother and 
others who saw to it that I took lessons to read music. Because both of my 
parents were ordained ministers, we did not listen to secular music. I played 
piano, organ, and drums at church. In terms of the lines between HBCU 
traditions and the musical traditions of the dominant culture, my story is complex. 
In high school I marched in a predominately Black band where we were called 
sellouts because we tuned, played chorales, and received superior ratings at 
concert band festival. Because of this experience, I created a hybrid marching 
style at the collegiate level that utilized corps and traditional marching techniques 
while incorporating a pit percussion at an HBCU, but we STILL danced at least 
30% of the show and played 98% African American music. Four lines. In music, a 
suspended fourth is unstable by definition, but, as you will see in the story ahead, 
I believe something beautiful can resound when this 4-3 “suspension” resolves at 






Figure 14: As a Black Band Director I, Jorim Reid Sr. am a Conductor, Composer and 
Scholar but Aware of Stereotypes 
 
HBCUs exist on a foundation of double-consciousness catalyst. 








founding of Cheyney State Teachers College in 1837. Through the 1920s, most 
HBCUs were founded and directed by White missionaries and based on 
“traditional liberal arts curricula” (Allen & Jewell, 2002, p. 244). Before Brown v. 
Board of Education, a majority of African Americans attended HBCUs; however, 
by 1975, most African Americans attended Predominantly White Institutions 
(PWIs; Allen & Jewell, p. 249). Tension has always existed between African 
American access to higher education and the dominance of White, European 
values in the curriculum and structure of U.S. higher education—a tension that is 
manifested in HBCUs’ struggle for resources and respect. The Higher Education 
Act of 1965 defined an HBCU as 
Any historically black college or university that was established prior to 
1964, whose principal mission was, and is, the education of black 
Americans, and that is accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting 
agency or association determined by the Secretary [of Education] to be a 
reliable authority as to the quality of training offered or is, according to 
such an agency or association, making reasonable progress toward 
accreditation.  (Section 322(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965) 
The process of writing this autoethnography has exhumed many personal 
stories. Some are lighthearted and some dark. Some tear at the heart. But I have 
to dare to share. Writing has also functioned as a catalyst for catharsis that has 
taken me to places of joy and pain. I will always appreciate my journey, and hope 
that someday, someone can learn from my experiences. Autoethnography is a 
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suitable method for exploring these research aims, as it allows the opportunity to 
make transparent the lived experiences of marginalized persons in order for 
those to challenge dominant and oppressive narratives (Denzin, 2014). Most of 
all, I hope that the sharing of my story makes it possible to create an open 








Rehearsal (Theory and Practice) 
The truth needs so little rehearsal.       -Barbara Kingsolver 
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Principle 1:  MUSICIANSHIP 
By using music as a framework for our autoethnographies,..we 
can go straight to the senses and emotions of the listener. As 
musicians, we bring our bodies, feelings, and intuition to our work, 
and this can evoke a powerful relationship with those who we’re 
performing alongside, and those who are listening to us. (Brydie-
Leigh Bartleet and Carolyn Ellis, 2009, p. 13) 
 
Silver Screens 
So much of what we do is ephemeral and quickly forgotten, even 
by ourselves, so it’s gratifying to have something you have done 
linger in people’s memories.  
-JOHN WILLIAMS, BIG THINK 
 
“It’s our love of the Marching Sound Machine, our loyalty is true” are the 
opening words of a hymn that I wrote as the cornerstone for its principles. It was 
always my love of all music, and loyalty to creating it was true. The inspirational 
cornerstone of writing the "Marching Sound Machine HYMN" came from the 
music in movies about airplanes and rocket ships. I took the words for the 
"HYMN" and set it to the melody of Gustav Holst's fourth of seven movements 
from The Planets Suite: Jupiter, the Bringer of Jollity (1914). The first time I ever 
heard Holst's Jupiter was in the movie The Right Stuff Philip Kaufman (1983). 
This epic movie is a historical drama based on the first astronaut group for the 
National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA), often referred to as the 
"Mercury Seven." Bill Conti was the composer for the original score, and his 
original score won the 1983 Academy Award for Best Score, beating out John 
Williams score for Star Wars Return of the Jedi (Lucas, 1977). Many scenes in 
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the movie about space appropriately used musical movements representing 
celestial bodies from Holst's The Planets, Op. 32. Ironically, John Williams 
borrowed heavily from Holst in orchestrating his iconic academy award-winning 
"Star Wars" score. Years later, after I became a collegiate band director, I 
incorporated Holst’s Jupiter and John Williams’ Planet Krypton into a band warm-
up chorale and etude.8 The musical ideas that inspired me growing up emerged 
in my writing from the foundation of my personal experiences as a child. 
Creating and inventing and my tinkering nature I undoubtedly inherited 
from my father. Dad was in the Air Force and his career in aviation was the 
catalyst in my systematic curiosity in all things space and flight. He would take 
me to the Airforce Base and airshows. I would grow up watching with naked eyes 
space shuttles and other rockets launch from Kennedy Space Center, which was 
three-hour drive north from my home in Miami. My ear for music was passed 
from my mother who sang, played piano, and always talked about playing the 
clarinet in the band. When I was very young, I remember listening to my mother 
sing original songs and play the piano daily. I got a toy piano one Christmas, but 
it was not good enough—I wanted to learn how to play music. At age five, my 
first music lessons were on the guitar. Like my mother, I made up my own songs 
in my head or by playing them on my tiny toy piano. My father was an audiophile, 






“streamed” throughout the house music from various genres that included 
classical, Christian contemporary, Black gospel, R&B, pop, and jazz. But, back in 
those days “streamed” connections were made possible with wires, of course. In 
the late 1970s, Stereophonic HI-FI was the old Wi-Fi.   
Spaceships, Science, Then Came Music 
While the musical landscape of my home life was robust, the most 
memorable and formative musical epiphany for me was launched through a 
science fiction movie set in a “Galaxy Far-Far Away.” At a drive-in theater right 
off of the Palmetto Expressway in Miami Florida, my parents took me to see a 
movie that was quite a big deal at the time. The moonless night was dark yet 
clear enough for me to see millions of scattered stars. I soon learned that the 
movie my parents wanted to see was about a war taking place in these stars. 
The movie was Star Wars (1977). John Williams’s musical score had me hooked 
as if I were in a tractor beam and this caused my musical interests to be 
propelled at warp speed into hyperspace.  
I was so excited to watch a movie from inside our car. I remember seeing 
a shiny gold robot (C3P0) walking in a bland desert talking to what I thought was 
a rolling sliver and blue beeping trash can (R2D2). As my parents sat in the front 
seat and watched the screen facing the car, I crawled back from the front seat of 
our vast 1971 Ninety-Eight Oldsmobile in Figure 15 to watch the other screen on 
the other side of the drive-in through the rear window. There was sound coming 
from this brushed silver box that my dad clipped to the car door that served as 
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some sort of speaker. To my three-year-old self, this was magic. I was curious as 
to where the sound was coming from and why the sound coming from my 
sizeable rear window did not sync up with what I was watching. When I heard the 
fantastic music, through my private rear window, I saw people talking on my 
screen, and my parents were looking at spaceships and bright lasers through the 
front windshield. Drive-in movie theaters were open parking lots where cars 
connected to the audio in front of the movie screen they paid to watch. There 
where multiple screens situated at various angles in a huge parking lot at this 
drive-in movie. At this drive-in, anyone could glance the scenes of different 
movies at the same time. I was clueless, stretched across the rear dashboard, 
looking out of the rear window at another movie screen and soon fell asleep. 
Since the movie was still in theaters for years after the picture’s original release, 
my dad took me to see Star Wars again at the Omni theater in downtown Miami. 
I was now four or five years old and more able to comprehend and connect with 
the music.  
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Figure 15: Jorim Reid’s Family's 1972, 98 Oldsmobile at our home in Miami. 
 
To this day, I always have an R2D2 toy nearby whenever I practice or 
compose. To me, Star Wars was more important than just a science fiction 
drama movie or about the popular toys. John Williams’s soundtrack resonated in 
my thoughts and caused me to wonder what instruments made the sounds that I 
heard. My parents purchased the soundtracks for me. I listened to the 
soundtracks of movies such as Top Gun and The Right Stuff that impacted my 
musical identity. Collecting movie soundtracks became an obsession of mine, 
and thankfully classical music was always in the discount bin at record stores. 
For hours with headphones and my Walkman cassette tape player on auto-
reverse, I would listen to the music while conducting in my head until the 
batteries died. I wanted to make these sounds, play these instruments, create 
these melodies. That said, I never wanted to be a band director. My real dream 
was to be a composer and write music for movies and other media. In my heart, I 
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preferred to be a conductor and film composer like John Williams. However, in 
2001, I became a university director of bands and had to write music 
arrangements to enhance musicianship. Consequently, writing for band became 
my film scoring allegiance. I believed in the words I wrote in a stanza of the 
Marching Sound Machine hymn resonating, “musicianship is our allegiance, 
revelation to the dream.”9 I became the youngest university band director to 
serve at an HBCU at that time. During this time in my life, another blockbuster 





Principle 2:  ALLEGIANCE 
Autoethnography by its very nature is engagement. It is reaching 
deep down into the soul and pulling up trash and scum. It is a dirty 
job. However, the results of engagement with oneself are the act 
of “courage and clarity of purpose.” By choosing to withhold our 
deepest and most intimate thoughts from ourselves and the world, 
in effect, we create fear, insecurity, and distrust. (Dwayne Custer, 
2014, p. 4) 
Vision Denial in 3D 
The sound and music are 50% of the entertainment in a movie. 
-George Lucas, Variety 
 
If a movie from the 1970s could influence my musical tastes and 
sensibilities, a marching band movie and TV show would definitely impact other 
generations. Films can create perceptions that influence reality or make 
impressions that become realistic perceptions to the misinformed. Andrew Cook 
(2013) wrote, “as popular texts that circulate widely, films contribute to the way 
groups, individuals or ideas are understood in society” (p. vi). Cook wrote about 
the motion picture Drumline that was released in 2002. According to Cook (p. 5), 
Drumline (2002) promoted and popularized the unique style and competitive 
atmosphere of bands associated with Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCU).”   
Drumline was released at a critical time at the beginning of my career as 
an HBCU band director at North Carolina Central University (NCCU). I was fresh 
out of grad school, in my mid 20s, and was in my mind attempting to do 
something that felt impossible. In the Fall of 2002, the motion picture studio 
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Twentieth Century Fox issued complimentary screener tickets to HBCU band 
directors to attend the film along with their bands. The theater was packed, and 
my entire band was present. Interestingly enough, a featured co-star in the 
movie, recording artist Pete Pablo, was also in attendance much to the delight of 
my band members. It was a good movie. It was great seeing elements of my 
experiences from the FAMU Marching 100 Days portrayed by people who I 
marched with up on the silver screen. I had an inside ear to the entire production 
process of this movie. The script was off limits, but the music and marching had 
FAMU DNA running deep from the cameos to the credits. I was honored to have 
a colleague that I marched with at FAMU ask me to review the scores that he 
had written that would be used in the Drumline movie.  
While the movie did a nice job of introducing the culture and style of 
HBCU marching bands to those who had not previously known about them, in 
terms of providing a voice for HBCU band members, the movie had it all wrong. 
The movie did not convey my experiences as an undergraduate at FAMU or as a 
Director of Bands at a HBCU. However, my close acquaintances who were 
consultants and producers of the movie explained that many creative decisions 
were out of their control. My colleagues who worked on this movie were also 
band directors and well aware of the challenges related to how HBCU band 
culture is perceived. I realize that factual narratives often have to change for 
cinematic impact, but I was confident that outside of the positive exposure, there 
would be some harmful residue that band directors working at HBCUs would 
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have to endure as a result of the film. One such example is that the main 
protagonist played by actor Nick Cannon was not able to read music, while from 
my own experiences and the confirmation of colleagues, many students in fact, in 
drumlines at HBCUs do not read music. For this dissertation, I interviewed Don 
P. Roberts, executive marching band consultant for both Drumline, Drumline 
Live, Beyonce’s 2018 Cochela, and Drumline: A New Beat (2014) where he 
discussed the tensions and challenges for HBCUs and how they play out in 
media. I also interviewed one of my former students, Marcus Joyner, who 
performs with Drumline Live and had a significant role in Drumline: A New Beat 
stated how he came into my band program with a lot of talent, but not able to 
read music. Marcus was heavily inspired by the movie Drumline to be in the 
band. I would see a considerable impact upon an entire generation of youth who 
later joined my band because of this movie.  
Of course, the motion picture industry made it cool to be in the band, but 
only the marching band. The themes of musicianship versus showmanship 
referred to as “edutainment” in the movie, are tensions in the real HBCU band 
world that are all too familiar. Throughout my career as an HBCU band director, I 
cannot count the number of times that the movie “Drumline” would be referenced 
by both students and administrators who as a result of the film were indifferent 
about the quality of the music degree programs or the necessity of other 
ensembles beyond the marching band. There was an administrator that once 
stated to the band that he, “saw the movie ‘Drumline’ and knows what goes on 
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and how HBCU bands operate.” Sadly, with this thinking at the highest level of 
academia, apparently there are administrators who think that they can simply 
watch the movie Top Gun and pilot Airforce One without proper credentials or 
experience.  
We cannot afford this kind of storytelling. It amounts to the type of 
‘fake news’ that is prevalent today. You see, all that most people 
know about HBCUs is what they see on television. What I saw on 
BET February 1st was not accurate; rather, it was a bogus 
representation of very important and historic institutions.  
-Dr. William Harvey, Hampton University President, Open Letter to BET 
 
There are faculty and administrators whose deficit perceptions of band 
programs frustrate many HBCU band directors who suffer in silence to maintain 
their positions and careers. I have found that at local and national conferences 
when HBCU band directors find time to fellowship the conversation often goes 
toward such frustrations that we can only share amongst ourselves. Fortunately, 
not all HBCU administrators have deficit views of band programs or see them 
only through the lens of the media. For example, Dr. William Harvey, Hampton 
University president for over four decades, penned on February 3, 2017 an open 
letter to BET (Black Entertainment Television) on behalf of HBCU presidents in 
response to the televisions network’s drama The Quad (2017). Dr. Harvey wrote: 
Devoid of any reference to academics, The Quad is about a president who 
is promiscuous, trustees who are unwilling to deal with a rogue band 
director, and a band director who condones criminal activity on the part of 
his drum major [emphasis added] . . . The Quad will lead many to believe 
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that HBCUs exist because of their marching bands; that our presidents are 
unethical; that our boards are dysfunctional and have misplaced priorities; 
that our faculty, students and administrators are driven by sex, alcohol, 
marijuana, low self-esteem, parties and a preoccupation with music; that it 
is acceptable to disrespect women; that university policy can be set by a 
band director;[emphasis added] and that there are no standards of 
conduct or penalties for bad behavior. This depiction seems more 
analogous to a disgruntled, adolescent and unrealistic point of view that 
some may have. It also feeds a false narrative about the irrelevance of 
HBCUs. (Harvey, 2017) 
Messy Media Manifests Marching Malevolence 
By employing post-structural approaches to analysis, Andrew Cook 
explored these portrayals of music teaching: 
Exploring possible dominant, negotiated and contrary readings of these 
film texts, I look at a variety of possible interpretations and suggest ways 
that the films might be used by teachers and pre-service teachers to better 
understand expectations that people carry with them into the music 
education environment. As films may be used as sources for common-
sense understandings in society, I explore how these films may act as 
structures to the agency of music teachers and how the negotiation of 
these portrayals might impact the music education environment. (Cook, 
2013, p. vii) 
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Media undoubtedly has had a profound impact on public opinions and tastes as 
they relate to HBCU bands. Of course, music is a very personal and ubiquitous 
art such that every living person has their own ideology of how music should 
sound and function.  
In the sphere of HBCU culture, marching bands have traditionally 
maintained a highly competitive role with more entertaining presentation than 
other university bands. In the Associated Press, Johnathan Landrum Jr. 2018) 
wrote an article titled, For HBCU marching bands, it’s all ‘about the 
showmanship,” Alabama State University’s (HBCU) Mighty Marching Hornets 
band director James Oliver stated, “It’s our time now to show the country and 
world that HBCU marching bands are so entertaining. Times are changing. 
People are changing. We are in great demand now.’ The Mighty Marching 
Hornets has its own reality show Bama State Style (2015) on the Lifetime 
network.  
The media perceptions of HBCU marching bands and the resulting 
emphasis upon them have created rarely examined tensions and paradoxes. Do 
HBCU bands disregard musicianship and avoid comprehensive band programs 
with multiple ensembles by emphasizing only on their marching bands? I have 
personally encountered Predominantly White Institution (PWI) band program 
directors and members who dismiss HBCU musicianship and playing ability by 
negatively labeling them “entertaining” or “show style” bands that care only about 
dancing and play loudly. But are entertaining and showmanship not the purpose 
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of musical ensembles? How is one bands performance on the field during 
halftime at their institution not perceived as a “show” or “entertaining” and 
another is considered more sophisticated?  
Most concert, jazz, and marching bands at both HBCUs or PWIs perform 
shows and entertain their audiences with the only dichotomy of separation being 
the European classical sound and strict rigid rhythms. Curiously, military bands, 
PWI bands, DCI bands, high school bands and HBCU bands all perform shows. 
Why are HBCU bands perceived as the wardens of showmanship? Why are 
HBCU bands are pegged into one classification? Is it the musical genre 
selections? One has to ask, why are predominantly African-American or Black 
marching bands that utilize high knee lift called “show bands” or “show style.”  
The high knee lift style did not begin at an HBCU. The Big Ten athletic 
conference originated the high step, or high knee-lift marching style. When I hear 
“show style” to reference the style of band that I am associated with, I 
automatically translate that reference to the 19th century blackface “Minstrel 
Show” as a code word. Unfortunately, many of my HBCU band director 
colleagues refer to their bands as show style bands which signals an acceptance 
of this coded language. There is even a National Show Band Association (NSBA) 




Figure 16: As an HBCU Band Director, I Jorim Reid Sr. see myself as a Professional 
Musician Where Some in Society See me as a Simple "Entertainer" 
 
I will never forget a confrontation at the Tournament House Pasadena with 
a Warrant Officer of the West Coast Composite Marine Band who brashly 
canned Black bands as “Juke Bands.” (see Figure 17). My band along with 
Southwest Dekalb High School band was selected to march in the 2011 
Tournament of Roses Parade and both of these bands were Black bands. During 
an event hosted at the Tournament House, the “Juke band” statement was made 
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and James Seda, band director at Southwest and FAMU graduate, immediately 
responded asking, “what do you mean when you say juke band?” I must point out 
that the Marine who made this statement was Black and the Southwest Dekalb 
band was the featured band used in the previously mentioned motion picture 
Drumline. The conversations and narratives of band directors over bands that 
model the HBCU style need a stage to address the negatives from the dominant 
narratives. The dominant narrative is even published in the literature. 
Sneiderman published Marching to Different Drummers in an April 2000 issue of 
Black Issues in Higher Education, describing styles of marching band 
presentations and the resulting tensions impacting diversity and participation at 
the collegiate level. After interviewing students and band directors Sneiderman 
wrote: 
Georgia Tech Band Director Bucky Johnson explains that there are two 
main styles of marching band presentations, "show" style and "corps" 
style. Show style, which is identified closely with HBCU bands, involves 
the use of the high step, and incorporates dance, popular music and 
concert formations to achieve a crowd pleasing, community-energizing 
performance. Corps style utilizes a glide step, and, rather than a 
perpetually upbeat approach, uses motions that ebb and flow with the 
mood of the music. Corps style is more focused on a symphonic, 
controlled sound that utilizes dynamics and a range of mood, Johnson 
says. High school students who continue in college bands like to continue 
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in the style they were taught, especially if it's culturally relevant to them, 
Johnson says. "It's like Southern churches," he adds. 
"Even though segregation is illegal, there is voluntary segregation in many 
of our services down here, simply because people choose one style over 
another. A lot of that is personal style, ways of individual expression that 
are comfortable and preferable for any given community," Johnson says. 
"An African American student looking for a show band experience, as is 
available at Black colleges, would likely find the band experience at a 




Figure 17: Drum Majors Adam Sobers, Roy Ector, Jorim Reid Sr., James Seda and 
Two of his Band Parents at a Tournament of Roses Event 
 
The point of view in Sneiderman’s article, “Marching to Different 
Drummers” exposes the dominant narrative regarding the perceptions and 
attitudes regarding HBCU and PWI bands. My college band director, Dr. William 
P. Foster, who is considered the father of the HBCU marching band, is quoted in 
the article stating that White schools have not been as competitive as historically 
Black schools in attracting Black musical talent largely because of different 
cultural traditions. Foster stated: 
At major football universities, it is true that the racial composition doesn't 
match the ethnic enrollment of their football teams and the universities 
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themselves. The style of marching, selection of music, format, type of 
maneuvers and show design is not relevant to the heritage and lifestyle of 
Black people. (Sneiderman, 2000, p. 3) 
Sneiderman’s article indirectly addresses the philosophical and musical 
tensions that exist between two cultures. However, it is concerning when Georgia 
Tech’s band director is quoted as identifying HBCU bands as setting a goal of 
crowd-pleasing that all bands or ANY ensemble aspires to achieve. For instance, 
PWI marching bands have incorporated popular music “and concert formations to 
achieve a crowd pleasing, community-energizing performance” (Sneiderman, 
2000). Furthermore, Clark (2019) documented that “the repertoire of HBCU 
bands often includes a wide range of styles... Additionally, musical selections for 
halftime shows often span across styles and eras within American popular music, 










Principle 3:  REVELATION 
When one’s prior understanding of self has been undermined, the 
things one does not like can become the focus of attention, 
revelation can become revile-ation. (Colin Webber, 2009, p. 267),  
Children’s Concert 
 I was born in Chicago, Illinois which was a short drive across the state line 
to Gary, Indiana. Both sides of my family are from the Gary, Indiana known as 
the "Steel City" I am often reminded that although I was born in Chicago, my 
parents "drove my butt straight to BOTH grandparents in Gary right after I was 
born. My mom needed motherly help as a new parent as dad was working late 
shifts. Residents of “GI” or Gary, Indiana have a deep family connection and 
sense of pride in their hometown. In its prime, Gary was a model municipality 
dubbed the “City of Century.” African Americans migrated to Gary from the South 
for a better quality of life and the opportunity to work at the steel mills. There was 
a lot of prosperity in Gary before the “White flight” (when White residents leave 
urban communities as they become increasingly diverse with minorities and 
relocate to suburban areas). This “White flight” began after the election of Gary’s 
first Black mayor. Subsequently, major employers such as U.S. Steel began to 
leave the city and racially guided political decisions secured the city’s decline. 
Documentaries, Gary, Indiana: Tale of Two Cities (2018),10 narrated by my 
parent’s high school classmate and successful Hollywood actor Avery Brooks 
 




who had a starring role on Star Trek: Deep Space Nine; and Stagnant Hope: 
Gary, Indiana (2014),11 both capture this history and culture. The city of Gary is 
now referred to as “An American Tragedy” in documentaries. 
In addition to the steel mills and its proximity to the windy city, Gary is 
known for the birthplace of Michael Jackson and the world-famous Jackson 
family. Music was intense in many families throughout Gary and the Midwest. 
Motown was just a few hours’ drive away. A lot of families in Gary were musical 
and had hopes of being discovered by scouts from a major record label. My 
family participated in or attended talent shows where the Jacksons also 
performed. My family, my mother, father, aunts, uncles, and cousins would 
always tell stories about the Jacksons legacy in Gary before their journey to 
Motown and superstardom. I always thought my aunt’s story of Michael’s older 
brothers getting their dogs to chase kids walking to school hilarious. These 
stories and spending time with family in Gary would have a defining influence on 
my life and musical journey. While I would meet my future wife in undergrad, 
where we both marched in FAMU’s Marching 100, at the time we met, I did not 
know that she was born in Gary until the day that Michael Jackson died when we 
both posted our heartbreak on Facebook. We reconnected over ten years later 
on social media after a few posts about “good ol’ Gary,” our musical families, and 
the music of MJ. 
 




My parents were introduced to each other by a close friend, Bobbie Jean 
Green. Their high school, Roosevelt High School, happened to be right behind 
the Jacksons house on 2300 Jackson Street. My mom, Rose Ann Reid, loves 
telling the story of how they met in eighth grade and how my dad, Edgar Lee 
Reid, tried to impress her with his new reversible jacket in the alley of the high 
school in clear view of the Jackson’s home. Mom was born in Gary and my father 
was born in East Chicago, Indiana. My father served in the Vietnam War as a B-
52 and KC-135 aircraft technician in the U.S. Air Force and was honorably 
discharged as a Staff Sergeant E5 when the war ended. Dad was more of an 
audiophile. He could hold a tune but always jokingly exclaimed how he was a 
"Virtuoso Kazoo Player." His older sister Linnell sang, played the piano and 
organ, and was the church choir director; and his youngest sister Gwen sang, 
and played the clarinet and piano.  
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Figure 18: Jorim Reid’s Uncle Sonny (far left), Uncle Alvin watch as his mom Rose 





Figure 19: Uncle Sonny plays clarinet while Jorim Reid’s Grandmother Lula Barron 
accompanies on piano.  My Grandfather Willie Roy Barron Sr. holds my Aunt Denise 
Barron with Uncle Alvin and my mom watch. 
 
My mother was creative, talented, and gifted as a singer, piano player, 
and clarinetist. My maternal grandmother played piano and grandfather (Willie 
Roy Barron) or “Papa Willie, owned a record shop on Broadway in Gary. Mom 
loved talking about the "Barron Singers," which was a group of her siblings who 
sang gospel music in the area and even made a few records. My Uncle “Sonny” 
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Willie Roy Barron II, who is also my godfather, is a professional musician who 
has recorded several albums and has served as minister of music for renown 
churches in Chicago and Gary. Uncle Sonny is my mom’s oldest brother that 
played clarinet, piano, several other woodwinds and brass instruments, and the 
Hammond Organ (see Figures 18 and 19). Yes, there is an emphasis on 
"Hammond." The Hammond Organ was originally marketed to churches as a 
cost-effective alternative to expensive pipe organs and gained popularity in the 
Black church and Black gospel music accompanying Black choirs, “tuning” and  
“whooping” Black preachers, and jazz.12 (Kempt, 2018) defined “whooping” as: 
Whooping is a sing-song way of talking that keeps a rhythm and tone that 
is usually in a specific musical range. If a preacher is a singer, he or she 
has probably had an opportunity to use this technique to engage an 
audience. (p. 53) 
My parents would purchase a Hammond organ (see Figure 20) for our home and 
it sat in the front room adjacent to the Kawai Piano. I grew up playing on the 
organ and piano for hours. This Hammond organ had a headphone jack where I 





Figure 20: The Hammond Organ Jorim Reid’s  Parents Purchased With a Yamaha PSR 





Dad continued his career in aviation after Vietnam and was employed with 
the now-defunct Eastern Airlines. He commuted from Gary to Chicago O'Hare 
airport before moving to the Chicago Village of Addison. His father and mother, 
my grandparents, were from the mountains of Jenkin Jones, West Virginia.  
Grandpa would work in the West Virginia coal mines until moving to Alabama 
and later to Gary. Papa Ed, as we all called him played guitar and loved playing 
songs that had a mix of Appalachia and deep South blues sounds.  
My mother found work in Chicago at SRA (Science Research Associates), 
a subsidiary of IBM (International Business Machines). SRA (now McGraw-Hill) 
was a pioneer in educational research and in the publishing of classroom 
learning and study materials. Mom was proud of working for a company that was 
doing innovative work in education. When I was eleven months old, my father 
was offered an opportunity to move to Eastern Airlines headquarters in Miami, 
Florida.  
From the Windy City to the hot city of Miami in the Sunshine State. The 
Reid family relocated to Miami and would live in Miami Springs and Hialeah for 
our first three years in the Sunshine State. We left our entire family on both sides, 
just the three of us. Fortunately, all summers, Christmases, and other holidays 
were always spent back in Gary, where I was always blessed to be able to hug 
both grandmas (who were best friends) at the same time! They both had pianos 
in their homes and the holiday meals were always great times to spend with the 
family eating and making music together.  
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Principle 4:  CREATIVITY 
Our subjectivities are ever present in research. We’ll have to do 
some experimenting. Perhaps autoethnography might offer a 
creative format for exploring this further.  
                                            -Katelyn Barney and Lexine Solomon 
Early Musical Experiences 
My music had roots which I’d dug up from my own childhood, 
musical roots buried in the darkest soil. 
                                                               -Ray Charles, Smithsonian 
I remember so much of my early childhood, and it was filled with music. 
The music in my home as a small child was very diverse. My parents had and 
still have their extensive record collection that was mostly of classical, 
Christian/gospel music, and traditional Black gospel. Yes, there is a difference 
between Christian music and Black gospel! Black gospel music infuses elements 
such as the blues and jazz which has its roots in negro spirituals going back to 
the days of slavery in the American south.13 My ears were like two cornucopias 
filled with an abundance of sounds from a myriad of genres. One reason why I 
may remember so much is because of my FIRST SPANKING! As I stated earlier, 
my dad was an audiophile and had a lot of HiFi high tech that was state of the art 
in the 70s. I touched the shiny silver Pioneer amp. I can still picture it. The shiny 
knobs that had such a smooth analog spin and the glow of the transistors and 






HAD TO SWITCH THE LEVERS. It was like they were speaking to me. What 
made it even more irresistible was that everything on my dad’s system that I 
touched made a different sound, flickered a flashing light, or made another 
device come on. Come on, dad, I was only 2! But, for the record, I WAS NOT 
ABUSED or BEATEN. This is important to clarify so it is not taken out of context 
since this story is about music; my roots being in Gary, Indiana; and the 
connections made with the Jackson family, many who have alleged abuse in 
their childhood. I only got a little spanking that was more in line with a correction 
than abuse. I believe that my dad was protecting me because I could have gotten 
hurt by the electrical cords and other sharp items around the system. This event 
had to be around the time of my second Christmas when I would get my first 
musical instrument, a small toy piano that really played. Although I outgrew it, I 
loved that thing! (see Figure 21)  
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Figure 21: Jorim Reid at his toy piano at the age of two years. 
 
Praise and Worship 
Music can change the world because it can change people. 
                                                                -Bono, BethandBono.com 
Music had a direct relationship with my family’s faith. Praise and worship 
music were integral parts of the Black church and our house on Sunday 
mornings and afternoons were filled with gospel music playing on the radio. Mom 
was very “saved,” as some would say today, or very much committed to Christ 
and the Holy Spirit. Dad, at first, not so much. Mom stayed in prayer and 
volunteered at the church in many capacities including directing and playing the 
piano for the children’s choir. On Saturday’s mom would host a Bible study for all 
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of the neighborhood kids. I spent many weekends with my parents visiting 
nursing homes and going door to door in various neighborhoods passing out 
tracts and witnessing the Gospel of Jesus Christ and passing out Christian tracts. 
We even went to the nursing home and ministered once a month. My father 
accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as his Savior when I was four. Before he 
accepted Christ, the radio played all of the “secular” hits of the day. The Hustle, 
Disco Duck, and Tear of a Clown. What I remember most is hearing my dad’s 
new favorite song by Tremaine Hawkins, “Changed.”  I remember clearly as if it 
was yesterday, when everything changed. When dad had changed.  
We were driving down I-95 south towards downtown Miami. I heard me 
and daddy’s jam! “Rock the Boat!” On so many occasions, I would dance and 
rock every-time the song came on, and dad and mom would laugh encourage my 
uncoordinated moves saying, “Get it, baby!” This time, the song came on the 
radio, and I would flip up the chrome bar restricting me in my car seat and lunged 
to the middle of the car in between my parents in the front seat and began to “get 
it!” This time dad said, “we don’t dance to that anymore, baby. No ‘Rock the 
Boat’.” I knew something had changed, but I did not understand yet. And yes, I 
could get out, and it was really a chrome bar in front of me. There were no laws 
or regulations until 1985, and it was 70’s safe…. I suppose. My dad was not an 
alcoholic, he only drank beer, but at that time he completely stopped drinking and 
cursing. He began to serve in the church as an usher with Mom and eventually 
became an ordained minister. I love my father as he changed for the better in 
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Christ, and became his best for our loving family.   
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Principle 5:  HARMONY 
In music, counterpoint means that while individual voices may be 
different in rhythm and contour, they are interconnected when 
played together to form harmony. (Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and 
Carolyn Ellis, 2010, p. 13) 
I Surrender All, to Jesus 
I prayed for twenty years but received no answer until I prayed 
with my legs. 
-Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Fredrick Douglass 
The Evangelical and Charismatic Church was the cornerstone of my 
musical experience. Like most Black musicians, I have musical roots in the Black 
church. I remember pointing to the musicians on the stage and telling the visiting 
preacher at a revival that I wanted to play ALL of the instruments. My desire was 
fostered at an evangelical church called Evangelism for Christ through a 
prophecy of an evangelical preacher at a revival (see Figure 22). 
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Figure 22: Jorim Reid and his Parents with Our Evangelism for Christ Church Shirts 
on in Miami Witnessing 
 
When my mom left her job at SRA in Chicago to relocate to Miami for my 
Dad’s new job with Eastern Airlines, she worked several positions and eventually 
began to work for the Evangelism for Christ church as a secretary. My mother’s 
work at the church gave me full reign of the musicians’ instruments in the pulpit. I 
loved going to work with mom so that I could get on those drums and warm up 
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that Hammond B3 for hours. My parents encouraged me to play everything 
except for the drums. But later on, since we were in church sometimes six times 
a week, I learned to play the drums anyway.  
My perception of the cultural differences between gospel music and other 
music began early on. I noticed musical tensions when I realized that many of the 
musicians at my church could not and did not read music. But, they played so 
well in EVERY KEY. Many formally trained musicians do not have the musical 
skill of some of these church musicians. Simply being in the church, many Black 
musicians who could not afford lessons learned as they performed up to seven 
days a week. They could follow anyone who would start off singing and pick right 
up and accompany them as if they rehearsed. They could “tune” or play behind 
any preacher right in pitch and in sync. Yet, with all of their skills that I admired 
and learned, they would adamantly demand that I learn to read music and master 
music theory. These musicians at my church often lamented that they lacked 
formal training due to limited economic resources. One organist expressed to me 
how it would be better to have the best of both worlds and how there was so 
much that he just did not know due to the lack of formal training. With all of this 
exposure and encouragement, I jumped around from the piano, to organ, to the 
drum set. I tried to get on the drum set when my parents were too deep in the 
service to notice. It was not that they did not like the drums, it is just that they did 
not see how playing them would benefit my overall musicianship. I also think that 
they did not want that type of “noise” in the house. 
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From my prospective, these “untrained” church musicians were great. 
They communicated with the drums, bass, piano, guitar, etc. throughout the 
service with hand signals, body movements, and even subtle head and eye 
gestures. Everything flowed and seemed rehearsed. There were no stands of 
sheet music. This was when I was exposed to the “FIVE.” The “FIVE,” a “cheat 
code” used by gospel piano musicians to follow singers and preachers by ear, for 
Black gospel musicians it has a life of its own, wherein with formal music training, 
the “FIVE” is just as important being the dubbed the Dominant. My live music 
surroundings consisted of Black gospel music, while at the same time I took 
classical piano lessons. I did not realize the dichotomy between being classically 
trained and playing by ear until my senior year as an undergraduate. 
Evangelical Church Musician 
My mom noticed my interest in church music and enrolled me in lessons 
with Mother Wheeler, who was a gospel piano and organist in the Miami area. I 
continued my classical piano lessons, as well. During those early years I grew up 
in a Black evangelical church that had a White pastor. There were so many 
revivals, tent meetings, Bible studies, noonday prayer, vacation Bible school, and 
workshops that there were times when we were at Church every day of the week 
and twice on Sunday. I also spent more time at church on days that I was out of 
school when I went to work with my mom, who was the church secretary. 
Because by parents were both ordained ministers, in truth, I was a preachers’ kid 
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even though my parents were not pastors of our church. 
So many traveling musicians would come and sit in the pulpit of the 
Church for visiting preachers. Everyone referred to each other in the Church as 
“brother” of “sister.” I was even called “brother Jory” by the adults and felt a 
sense of belonging. I would always sit back with the musicians listening, learning, 
and of course, waiting for the first opportunity to get on the drum set much to the 
dismay of my parents. All of the musicians that would come through would have 
a very unique approach to playing. Brother Carter would lead praise and worship 
with his guitar and had a fantastic blues style. Brother Ellis served as minister of 
music for a few years and lived next door to the Church. He had a son my age 
named Daren who was my best friend at that time. Southern White gospel would 
be the most descriptive of the sounds that Brother Ellis produced while playing 
the organ and singing in his strong Southern drawl. Brother Reuben, a Haitian 
immigrant, played the organ in a blocky style that had the strident sounds that 
included a Hawaiian guitar reflecting the Caribbean rhythms he embodied.  
As in many Black churches, there were “musical families” where the family 
members would perform as a self-contained group. Pastor Welton Lane Sr. and 
his family would come down every year from Louisville, KY, and present a week-
long musical revival at Evangelism for Christ Church.14 Pastor Lane would lead 
worship service on the organ while singing or playing the harmonica. His oldest 





supporting his father on the “forbidden” drum set. This was the first time I had 
ever seen an electronic keyboard set up where synthesizers were stacked on top 
of the organ, providing the option of the unlimited number of sounds and timbres 
that captured my ears. 
Then there was our musical pastor, Pastor Reverend Edwin L. Kelly. 
Pastor Kelly (Figure 23) was a White male standing six foot five. He was also a 
well-accomplished singer, songwriter, and pianist. Kelly had a White, southern 
gospel style of singing while the entirety of his parishioners were Black. His 
approach to piano was dominant as he had massive hands that produced 
weighty sounds that I would reminisce and compare to the pianist-composer 
Sergei Rachmaninoff, whom I became a fan of in my adolescent years. He was a 
songwriter, and quietly penned the song “Acres of Diamonds.” He had the style 
of Elvis Presley and vocal style of Jim Nabors with an underlining southern drawl.  
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Figure 23: Pastor Kelly Officiating a Wedding at Evangelism for Christ Church 
 
There would be many services where Pastor Kelly would invite me up to 
sing a selection. My song of choice would always be “I Surrender All.” I would 
belt the chorus in the microphone while avoiding eye contact with the other kids 
in the audience who tried to make me laugh. My family was close to the pastor, 
and we spent many evenings having dinner at his home or going to the Dade 
County Youth Fair when it was in town. My first leather Ryrie Study Bible (see 
Figure 24) was from Pastor Kelly, and he opened up the alter for me at the age of 
five to give my first sermon on the topic of obeying your parents. My calling was 
to minister, and I was the little redhead preacher boy according to my parents 
and Pastor Kelly. I would not realize how much of an impact church had on me 
and my musical being until I began doctoral studies (see Figure 24). 
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Principle 6:  INSPIRATION 
As we have discovered, music and autoethnography have much 
in common. At the heart of both is the desire to communicate 
engaging and personal tales through music and words, which 
inspire audiences to react, reflect, and, in many cases, 
reciprocate. In terms of process, many musicians spend their daily 
lives moving through cycles of creation, reflection, refinement and 
performance. These cycles often occur in communion with a wide 
range of sources that inspire and inform the creation of the work. 
(Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and Carolyn Ellis, 2010, p. 8) 
 
The piano keys are black and white, but they sound like a million 
colors in your mind. 
-Maria Cristina Mena, Emory & Henry College Music Department 
 
Ebony and Ivory in Black and White 
Lovable, cute, adorable. Kawai spelled Kawaii with two Is translates to 
lovable, cute, and adorable in Japanese. Kawai is also the name of a piano 
company in Japan. One weekend, Dad drove us to a piano store to buy Mom a 
piano. There is nothing like the smell of a new piano. This smell would stay with 
me forever. Along with the smell would be the deep richness and subtle 
expression of sound that Kawai pianos make. This was the birth of my affinity for 
the Kawai and Yamaha piano sound. This would serve me later in my musical 
career. When the piano was delivered to our new home in North Miami now 
infamously called Miami Gardens, that cured wood “smell” came with it. The 
cured wood smell filled our home as mom pulled out her piano books to play her 
favorite, La Zingana by Carl Bohm. 
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While some cannot tell the difference between various piano sounds, I 
was fortunately exposed to the subtle and sometimes apparent nuances created 
by serious piano craftsmen. While working in a piano store throughout graduate 
school, I was later educated by the piano store owner and registered piano 
technician about the intricacies of Steinways, Baldwins, and Mason and Hamlin 
Pianos. I also learned that jazz, Prokofiev, or Bach would each suggest their own 
appropriate piano sound. Pairing the piano sound with a particular genre I 
learned would explain the piano choices at competitions. The biggest blessing of 
going to work in a piano store was being able to practice for hours on a Kawai ES 
(flagship 9” grand piano) and a Bösendorfer 290 (96 keys and 9” 6’). I was proud 
to sell the Bösendorfer 290, and sold pianos to support myself in graduate 
school. This experience solidified my love for the piano. 
Formal Music Lessons 
My parents made a lot of sacrifices for my education, sports, and music. 
Money was tight due to my dad anticipating Eastern Airlines going bankrupt and 
the layoffs that normally proceeded. The first sacrifice I remember was when I 
started music lessons on guitar at age five. I wanted to play the guitar because I 
thought that it was the instrument that Kermit the Frog was playing at the 
beginning of The Muppet Movie in the swamp while singing “Rainbow 
Connection.” Lessons were at Cam School of Music in a shopping center before 
it became the location of the formerly infamous “Carol Mart” on 183 Street and 
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27th Avenue.15 There is a lot of Miami music history in this shopping center. 
Rapper Rick Ross featured the Carol Mart in his video Hustlin16 and often used 
verses that gave depiction of criminal activity there. After some time with the 
guitar, I decided to switch to the piano, and my first piano teacher’s name was 
Miss Todd Smith. She taught me music theory very early, and I caught on fast. 
The drums were my pulse, piano became my passion, and the tone of the oboe, 
which I would learn later, it is my soul (see Figure 25). 









Principle 7:  NERVE 
Often you confront things about yourself that are less than 
flattering. Believe me, honest autoethnographic exploration 
generates a lot of fears and self-doubts – and emotional pain. Just 
when you think you can’t stand the pain anymore – that’s when 
the real work begins (Brydie-Leigh & Bartleet, 2004, p. xviii).  
 
Beacon Hill Private School 
More sacrifices were made by my parents for my education. Since my 
mother had worked for SRA, she had access to research data on every school 
and the school system in the country. When we moved to Miami from Chicago, 
she reviewed data on the school systems there. Because she believed that the 
public-school system in Dade County, Florida was not on par with that of the 
schools in Gary, my parents decided to enroll me in private school. From pre-
school until the 4th grade, I attended Beacon Hill School (now Beacon Hill 
Preparatory School) on 22nd Avenue in Miami, Florida.  
The first school music teacher I remember was Mr. Kendrick. He sang and 
played the piano. He also supervised the after-school program where he worked 
to keep us out of trouble until our parents could pick us up. He was definitely a 
religious man because he always said “praise the Lord” and “Amen.”  I would 
assume Mr. Kendrick must have been retired and choosing to occupy his time 
giving back to children. By second grade, Mr. Kendrick called me out because I 
could hold a tune and he had me lead the music class. His favorite song was the 
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“Candy Man,” and he had a deep, resonant voice with a rich rasp that hid his 
Jamaican roots. His piano style was clearly jazz, and I loved the harmonic 
textures and stride-like rhythmic feels that interconnected to the harmonic fills. 
One day, Mr. Kendrick called me out of my second-grade class to help him teach 
the first-graders some music. To this day, I cannot forget how scared but 
honored I was that he called for me out of the entire elementary school to help 
sing the parts to the younger kids. This was the first moment I ever felt special as 
a musician outside of church. I really loved music time at Beacon Hill School. 
There was no instrumental music at school but at that time I was still taking 
private music lessons at home over the summer.  
I was excited to go back to school in the fall after a long summer. On the 
first day of third grade, I remember looking for Mr. Kendrick. He was always kind, 
uplifting, and joyful in the mornings, as he smiled and greeted students and 
parents starting their day at early drop-off. This time he was not there, and he 
was not there for after-school either. I asked a teacher close by where he was, 
and she told me that he had died over the summer. I did not understand, at first. 
To me, it seemed that everyone was going on with their business as if everything 
was normal. This was the first time I remember trying to grasp the finality, reality, 
and inevitability of death as a child, and his death made me aware of how much 
of an impact he had on me. The death of Mr. Hooper on Sesame Street did not 
prepare me well enough for this real loss. I cried uncontrollably, and my teacher 
embraced me, told me it would be ok, and that he was in heaven looking down 
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on me. All I could hear was his voice singing “The Candy Man Can,” and it was 
not anything spiritual or spooky… I cried harder. When my mom picked me up, 
she saw I was still hurting. Mom said, “let’s pray” and prayed for his family and 
me. I was devastated. 
The school found another teacher for music who was an acoustic guitar 
player. I immediately noticed the difference as the music and sounds changed. I 
loved the sound of an acoustic guitar, but I did not like the songs or musical 
content. For me, the most loathsome song that I remember begrudgingly singing 
with the new music teacher was the traditional song “Down in the Meadow.” I 
would sing brashly, “A boop boop diddum dadum wada-ma-choo …..And they 
swam, and they swam all over that DAMN!!!!” Yep, I would yell the word DAMN, 
ignoring any pitch as if I were singing a solo to some vulgar operatic recitative. 
My frustration with loss was managed by being a clown. Not understanding or 
having a better way to express by frustration, I began to act out! 
Music is the movement of sound to reach the soul for the 
education of its virtue. 
-unknown 
As I mentioned before, there was no instrumental music at school but I still 
took private music lessons at home over the summer. Our next-door neighbor, 
Louis Varona, happened to be a professional pianist. Mr. Varona was classically 
trained and had studied at Juilliard. We could hear him practicing his Steinway 
baby grand loud and clear at all times of the day. When Cam Music went out of 
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business, I began classical lessons with Mr. Varona. My mom took lessons too. I 
owe all of my technique, expression, and phrasing to Mr. Varona. He had me go 
through the Hanon and Burgmüller exercises methodically focusing on precision, 
hand position, and accuracy. Learning from Mr. Varona was a drastically different 
experience from the lessons at the music store where the music books that I 
used had cartoons and songs with lyrics based on children’s themes. The music 
for lessons with Mr. Varona had nothing but notes—a lot of notes and markings 
that I had never seen up to that point. 
While the Beacon Hill school offered instruction up to the fifth grade, it did 
not offer sports or football specifically, and I wanted to be in the band. Because 
of these aspirations, my parents felt it was time for a new school. It was natural 
for me to want to join the band because the kids in my neighborhood were in the 
high school and middle school band. Also, my neighbor’s dad played in Florida 
A&M University’s “Marching 100” and the Army band, and he would show us all 
of his woodwind instruments. And, like it was a religion, we played tackle football 
all year round in the street. Basketball was rarely on the agenda, but football was 
and still is a significant part of the culture of South Florida and, more specifically, 
Miami Dade. My parents decided to enroll me in a Christian school in Hollywood, 
Florida that had band, sports, and Bible study all under one roof. The school was 
eight miles north of our home, which meant a 45-minute or longer drive during 
traffic. Also at that time, my mom stopped working at the church to enroll at the 
nearby Sheridan Vocational School to get a fashion and design degree.  
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This worked out well because we could commute together in the same direction. 
Hollywood Christian 
Hollywood Christian School, now Calvary Christian Academy, offered 
band starting in the fifth grade. They also had fifth-grade basketball, Bible class, 
devotion, Chapel on Monday, a gym, baseball, and so much more. I was excited 
to see my new school. The campus was vast and modern. They had a gym and a 
lot of property. It was connected to what was then the First Baptist Church of 
West Hollywood which held major events on Easter and Christmas. I felt that the 
only downside for me was that I could not play football until the eighth grade.  
I visited the school to take an entrance exam, and apparently my scores 
were very high. However, my father was not so elated. Looking back, I believe 
that the test administrators held low expectations for my performance, so their 
expressions of wonderment at my high scores was sensed as a negative racial 
micro-aggression by my father. I did not understand that I would be attending a 
predominantly White and very affluent school until my first day. The only thing I 
remember my dad telling me before I started school was, “Son, don’t let anybody 
call you BOY or NIGGER!” Culture shock was coming.  
The poisonous catalyst of division is racism of any kind. 
-Jorim Edgar Reid Sr. 
On my first day attending Christian School in the fifth grade, I was called 
“Buckwheat.” This was the first time I had ever experienced malicious racism 
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directly. Fortunately, for them and for me, I could not tell who said it, or I would 
have been kicked out of school on the first day for due to my hands meeting 
someone’s mouth multiple times. There were three fifth grade classes with about 
20 kids in each, and I was the only Black kid in the entire fifth grade. When my 
mom dropped me off in the morning, I saw all of the other kids getting dropped 
off wearing designer clothing, fancy shoes, unique book bags, etc. The faculty 
and staff lined up in the parking lot to open the doors for the students and assist 
them from their vehicles. Some of the kids got dropped off in Porsches, Ferraris, 
while the most were delivered in Mercedes AMGs. This is no exaggeration. As 
for me, I was dropped off in a huge two door 1971 Ninety-Eight Oldsmobile! I 
loved that car because it was roomy, comfortable, and most of our family 
vacations were spent riding in it! It sat six passengers and this was the car that I 
watched Star Wars in theater. 
This was the first time in my life that I had realized that my parents gave 
me everything that they had and could. They wanted the best for me. My parents 
found a music store that would lease-purchase a used instrument for me to play. 
For band class, most of the other kids had shiny new silver flutes that could 
tarnish, where my flute had the nickel-plated peeling off. When I was able to 
switch to the saxophone, I had a heavily worn and used discontinued Buescher 
that had mold on the pads where the other kids had horns that had a brand-new 
smell to them. Fortunately, I understood then that success was not always about 
the equipment and economics as much as it was about the quality of the teacher 
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and the willingness of the student to learn. When it was time for basketball 
tryouts, my parents again made sacrifices to buy me some basketball shoes. 
In 2019, I re-connected with my first band director at Hollywood Christian 
School, Mr. Gil Estes (see Figure 26) and learned that the band program was 
new at the time I attended, and according to his interview for this 
autoethnography, he had built it from nothing. Choosing an instrument was hard 
since I loved the sound of all of them, and I kept gravitating toward the drums. 
The band did not have a drum set like at church, though. It was suggested that I 
play the saxophone. However, fifth-graders were not allowed to start on 
saxophone, and if you wanted to play the saxophone in the sixth grade, you had 
to start out on the flute. My first solo and ensemble festival was a flute solo, and I 
received my first Florida Band Masters Association Blue superior medal in fifth 
grade. My parents made sacrifices and insisted that I never start anything and 
not finish. We went on several band trips to an ensemble festival and even 
Disney World. This was my first introduction to band culture. 
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Figure 26: Gil Estes, Jorim Reid’s First Band Director 
 
Most of the friends I made at this new private school lived in very wealthy 
homes. There was a glaring disparity. There were students who clearly had 
economic privilege at my new private school. Where I had a few GI Joe and Star 
Wars action figures and vehicles, they had the entire collection of both. I would 
never talk about what I received for Christmas or my birthday, but my classmates 
talked openly about the gifts they had. Their gifts were things like an ATV or the 
latest gaming console including all of the games that came out with it. My family 
planned to go to Gary, Indiana, for summer vacation, where my friends planned 
to go on ski trips or to Europe. Before attending this school, I thought that such 
experiences only happened to kids on TV. But the reality was that my cohort of 
classmates included the son of the owner of one of the largest funeral homes in 
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South Florida, and he was its namesake. Also, in my class sitting right in front of 
me, the direct descendent of Famed Seminole Leader Osceola (also the Florida 
State University Mascot), who attended there because the Hollywood Seminole 
Indian Reservation was only minutes away from the school.17 But overall, I 
enjoyed the learning resources, and most of my classmates were pleasant, 
genuine, and represented what I knew to be Christian. 
From an economic perspective I did not feel deprived, but I knew that my 
family did not have the same pleasantries and luxuries. I was also well aware of 
people that had less than my family and me. I learned quickly about the 
economic divide, and apparently, my parents wanted to make a path for me so 
that I could have a greater chance and opportunity economically than they did. 
They knew that education was the pathway out of poverty. My parents prepared 
me for everything, except for racism. There really was no way for them to shield 
me from the overt or covert racism that emerged in elementary school, and that I 
would inevitably face in life. 
There were times that my teachers would share stories from their 
memories of segregation. They would often preface them by saying, “excuse me, 
Jory.”  They would continue with a story about some un-Christian act done or 
said to an African American that would offend anyone in today’s rabid internet 
“stay woke philosopher” driven culture where the offended is called a 





racism at the “Christian” school.  I was not the only target. On the first day of 
school, this one kid, Krista, who would later brag about how his parents donated 
funds to the KKK, turned and looked at Allison Osceola, who like her sister Amy 
in the other class only dressed in their Native American clothing to school. Krista 
turned to her and gestured with his hand over his mouth, moving it back and forth 
vocalizing “hoya woo wah wah wah…..” Mocking her heritage. Mrs. Weber, our 
teacher, immediately reprimanded him verbally and sent him out of the room. 
This was not acceptable yet at this time where we were still told to sit “Indian 
Style” during PE or other events. I felt irritated because my grandfather was also 
Native American Choctaw Indian, and he was still alive when this happened. 
Later in the school year my mother would be deeply concerned at how Mrs. 
Webber disciplined me and she would apologize in writing. My mom kept the 
note saying how she wanted to remember how angry she was (see Figure 27). 
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Figure 27: Letter to Jorim Reid’s Mother From his 5th Grade Teacher Apologizing 




The poisonous catalyst of division is racism of any kind. My parents also 
had to endure racism at concerts and sporting events where some parents would 
move away from them, ignore them, or not even speak to them. At an open 
house, my parents heard the younger brother of one of the assistant pastor’s 
sons who attended the school shout, “Hey mom, hey mom, I’ve got a chink in my 
class a real chink!.” He was talking about Chrystal Shu, who was Japanese and 
played saxophone with me in the band. She was the first girl I ever got to talk 
over the phone, and I had a huge crush on her. I remember that she had to deal 
with slick comments and racist remarks about her eyes, among other things. I 
supposed we minorities stuck together. On another occasion, my Mexican 
classmate invited me to her birthday party and one of the assistant pastor’s sons 
yelled loudly down the hall, “don’t drink the water” after seeing me get the invite. 
One of my basketball teammate’s parents took me home after one practice. The 
next day he told everyone that I lived in the boonies. Apparently, the ride home 
was orchestrated to see where and how I lived. Another occasion, during a 
cookout, one kid screamed, “Hey Jory, did you get the cake or the watermelon?” 
as if some wager was placed that the Black kid would get watermelon. The 
laughs were at my expense even though I did not get the watermelon. 
The worse insult I remember had the historical and social context to 
support it. A student said, “Hey Jory, you didn’t go RIOT? Why are you in school 
today and not rioting? Don’t you live down there with the riots?” He was referring 
to the McDuffie verdict rioting in Miami and the anticipation of another riot in 
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response to the Nevell Johnson Jr. police shooting verdict in 1984.18 “I don’t live 
near the riots!” “I am not rioting, my family doesn’t either.” I didn’t realize that my 
classmates were making a racist and malicious assumption that all Black people 
lived in Liberty City or Overtown or the “Boonies” or some sort of HOOD. And SO 
WHAT IF I DID?!!?!?!? The city was just recovering from the 1980 Miami Riots 
which were the result of the acquittal of four Miami-Dade Police officers in the 
Death of Arthur McDuffie.19 I REMEMBER THE HUGE BLACK PLUME OF 
SMOKE OVER THE Miami skyline that the “Miami Vice” TV show would make 
popular that hung over the entire sky like. It reminded me of the overcast over 
Gary, Indiana caused by the steel mills. We lived nowhere near the riots. And if 
we did, I doubt we would have been looting or rioting.  
A riot is the language of the unheard. 
     -Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., The Other America 
I made the basketball team all three years that I attended the school, and I 
was the only Black kid on the team. By the sixth grade, I made the middle school 
team. Then in seventh grade, the eighth graders attempted to bully me and a few 
others on the team. They disrespectfully spoke to me and very aggressively said, 
“get the ball bag Jory,” clearly speaking to me in a demeaning way as if I was 
subservient to them and was the team’s token. At this moment, I heard my 




19 https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/article77769522.html  
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Black and the need to stand up for myself respectfully as well as protect myself. I 
told them NO! I had no problem with helping out with the equipment, but they 
made it clear that they wanted me to be the flunky. I did not get the ball bag. 
Several of the players pointed angerly at me stating that they were going to get 
their revenge. The biggest of the kids on the team promised to give me a 
“wedgie,” A “wedgie” called for one’s underwear to be pulled from the back of 
their shorts outside of their pants where the victim would hang as high as they 
were lifted in the air. One could hang as long as the elastic in the underwear 
endured the stress before ripping. Some of the other smaller kids on the team 
suffered the pain of this act, crying how it hurt. This went on for a few weeks.  
I told my parents, and Dad angrily, but succinctly said, “Don’t you let those 
boys give you a wedgie. That can injure your groin! Don’t let me have to come up 
there!!!!” They plotted and attempted all season. By the last practice for the final 
game of the season, I overheard that they were going to ambush me in the locker 
room and give me a wedgie. Several kids rushed into the locker room and I 
noticed a few trying to walk behind me so I could not escape this time. I played 
the entire situation as if I had no clue, but I knew very well what they were trying 
to do. I saw that the coach was nowhere to be found and noticed that I was alone 
walking to the locker room. They began calling me inside taunting and chanting 
my name and “wedgie.” My outside demeanor was calm and I acted as if I was 
oblivious, but on the inside, I was past my boiling point. I casually walked outside 
and grabbed the sharpest rock I could find by the gym. I was going to protect 
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myself. I was outnumbered, but I was not going to run. When I entered the locker 
room, they were clearly waiting for me, but I was ready for them, and they were 
ready for me. My demeanor was no longer calm. With the rock in my hand and a 
clenched fist in the other, I defiantly screamed at the top of my lungs “you are not 
giving me a wedgie. Try it!” The locker room cleared. No one ever bothered me 
again (see Figure 28). 
Figure 28: Jorim Reid’s 5th Grade Basketball Team Photo. 
 
I tried out for the baseball team and hit my first and only home run. I still 
did not make the team. Some of the same kids from basketball threw the ball 
very aggressively in my direction when I was in the catcher’s position with no 
protective gear. In spite of these experience, I still loved the school and have 
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some of my fondest memories from those days. I was looking forward to playing 
football the following year in the eight-grade, but my time was up at Christian 
School. When my parents told me that it would be my last year in private school, 
my first thoughts were that it was because my mother did not want me to play 
football. I thought she felt I would be a target in a violent sport because I was 
Black (figure 29). 
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On the last day of school, a girl in class made a remark that I thought was 
about my hair. I was always teased about my hair. She teased me about getting 
a “blowjob,” and this upset me. The teacher interpreted it as something else that I 
did not even understand at the time, and sent us to the principal’s office. We did 
not have Google then, and my home surroundings were not that profane. The 
school administrator laughed when he heard that the student had yelled 
“blowjob” at me. This was the last straw for my dad, and my parents told me I 
was not going back to that school. I later learned that one reason I did not 
continue at the Christian school was due to 80’s Reaganomics which had a direct 
impact on our household income. My parents could not afford to keep me in 
private school.  
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Principle 8:  GUIDANCE 
Any efforts to achieve objectivity are foiled from the outset 
because ethnographers always come with ideas that guide what 
they choose to describe and how they choose to describe it 
(Wolcott, 1999) and that are grounded in a “set of intellectual 
assumptions and constitutive interests (Stivers, 1993, p. 410).” 
80’s ReagaNOmusics 
Within the covers of the Bible are the answers for all the problems 
men face. 
-Ronald Reagan, Convention of the National Religious Broadcasters 
 
  America in the 1980s is often depicted in media in two polarizing 
extremes. Most saw the 80’s as the golden era for movies, television, video 
games, a bright clothing aesthetic, Hip-Hop, and portable music such as the 
Sony Walkman. The darker side of this era that impacted marginalized 
populations included a rise in crime, the rise of the crack cocaine epidemic, 
widening income disparity, unemployment, and the AIDS crisis.20 
The 1980s began with a recession. Fortunately, I was blessed with 
parents who both had jobs to support our family. Since my dad worked at 
Eastern Airlines, we were able to fly all over the country. Eastern Airlines took 
good care of its employees offering travel discounts for lodging and rental cars 
which allowed us to travel as far as the Pacific West and even to Canada. Being 
in unfamiliar places and meeting different people curried my understanding of 





individuality. I also understood that it took financial resources to have these travel 
experiences. This travel had an impact on how I perceived the world outside of 
my home in Miami. The sights, sounds, smells, and people in places that were 
different from my own world remain in my imagination as inspiration. 
Even though my buddies at Christian School were traveling around the 
world, I never, for one moment, took for granted the domestic travel experiences 
I was fortunate to have. Looking back, I remember how most kids in my 
neighborhood had never flown on an airplane nor had been to Disney World 
even though it was only two and a half hours away. Yet, I got to see Niagara 
Falls and the Space Needle in Seattle. All of the traveling I did as a youth gave 
me the needed perspective to understand that there were many worlds different 
than my own. My parents took me to museums, aquariums, the NASA Kennedy 
Space Center, and military bases to see aircraft up close. There was so much to 
learn, and after each trip I realized that the more that I learned, there was even 
more that I did not know. I cherished traveling then and now, and those moments 
were always a learning experience. I especially appreciated these experiences 
considering that so many others never had such opportunities. I recognized 
disparity then, and realized that my family was in the middle. 
Dad was often frustrated with his job, and for some reason that I did not 
really understand at the time, Eastern Airlines was ALWAYS on the news. My 
Dad, Edgar Lee Reid, worked in the main hangars of the Miami International 
Airport. He was also in the IAM (International Association of Machinist and 
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Aerospace Workers Union.21) Sometimes, he would take me into the IAM 
building which was across the street from the credit union and hangars. I admired 
the cool logo in figure 30 that was on the side of the building, and it inspired the 
design for my future band program.   
Figure 30:  International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) 
Logo that inspired Parts of the MSM Logo. 
 
With the economic policies of Reaganomics22 in full swing, many 
companies pushed for deregulation.23 The airline industry immediately felt the 
impact of the cost of operation and deregulation. Most of the significant airlines 








the ’80s, leaving thousands unemployed. One of the things that I learned then 
was that the small percentage of those who hold power do not want the masses 
to organize or to have a voice. I learned early on—unions are often at odds with 
those in power. The owner of the company and former astronaut, Frank Borman, 
sold the company to Frank Lorenzo, who many believed wanted to liquidate the 
company for profit. My father saw the writing on the wall and was stressed about 
providing for the family. He knew that big business wanted to force the company 
into bankruptcy so those on top could benefit from all of the assets while he lost 
his retirement pension and other benefits (see Figure 31). 
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Figure 31: The Air and Space Museum in Washington DC displays artifacts from the 





Strike! Dad did not agree with everything that the IAM advocated for its 
workers at EAL (Eastern Airlines). Still, he knew that when it was time for the 
employees to strike, he would have to comply. After years of speculation, the 
workers finally went on strike. I will never forget the day when my dad came to 
pick me up from band practice. It was unusual for Dad to pick me up because he 
worked far way at the airport. He arrived wearing his blue work uniform pants but 
had on a plain white T-Shirt instead of his regular work shirt that had his name 
embroidered, as well as the EAL logo, IAM patch, and his Badge with FAA 
license and ID. He looked as if something had been ripped away from him. His 
gaze was empty, and while I knew he wanted to pick me up, I also knew that he 
did not want to talk about it. Soon enough though, I learned that the EAL 
leadership actually locked the workers out to force a strike (see Figure 32). 




During the following months, there were more abrupt changes and 
cutbacks. Dad secured a side job at a private air maintenance company and also 
received strike pay; however, the household income was apparently much less. 
My private lessons stopped, and we did not fly or travel together anymore. 
Anything that was not essential was cut back at home, and food was scarce and 
there were times that I was hungry. For the rest of my days in grade school, I 
would wake up every morning, hearing a five-gallon jug filled with coins loudly 
rattling and my mother pilfering through the loose change scraping up enough 
money for my lunch. I suppose that Regan and his supporters would say that we 
needed to “pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps!” 
Fortunately, during this time, the expense of private school was no longer 
a burden on my parents. However, my transition from private school to public 
school created my first taste of culture shock, and in my own neighborhood. I 
began public school for the first time in 8th grade at Parkway Middle School. On 
the very first day, one of the administrators said, “Look to your left, look to your 
right. Many of those next to you will not make it to their senior year, and only one 
out of five will graduate from high school. Some of you will either be in jail or 
dead.” At the Christian school, we had a daily devotion, sang Christian songs in 
the morning, pledged allegiance to the American Flag, the Christian Flag, and the 
Bible. Now, I was delegated to the most pessimistic and discouraging 
environment imaginable. 
I arrived with private school habits. My shirt was tucked in as in Figure 33, 
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and I always raised my hand (and still do to this day) and then stood at attention 
when it was time to speak. My new classmates laughed at my behavior and the 
way I spoke. I did not know that using correct English was not favorable. My 
history teacher, Mr. Wilson, was an excellent teacher who stood up for me. He 
pointed out where I had come from, and bridged the gap by eloquently by 
explaining my behavior. He also made me aware that many students in the 8th 
grade class could not read. I also learned that there were students who had been 
held back several grade levels. For example, there was one student who could 
already drive and instead of attending class he frequently roamed the halls. Mr. 
Wilson observed the student’s disrespect and quipped, “he will be voting this 
year.” I guess that was Mr. Wilson’s way to let us know that the student was 
academically deficient.  
After testing, I was placed in all honors and advanced classes. They 
considered to promote me a grade, but my parents declined. I suspect that my 
parents may have been fearful that the older kids would have bullied me. Thank 
God! I do not think that I would have been ready for public high school being that 
I was fresh out of private Christian school. I was frustrated, though. The 
classwork was not challenging, and my classmates really could not read. We 
covered material that I had learned in the 5th grade. Students in my honors 
history class did not know where Florida was on the map, and it was possible 
that I was the only one who knew all fifty states and capitals. Memorization was 
clearly not emphasized in this public school. In private school we had memorized 
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geographic facts including the capitals and locations of countries as well as the 
major bodies of water. We also had to memorize the preamble to the 
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, the Gettysburg Address, the Declaration of 
Independence, and much more, including a new Bible scripture every week! 





 In Miami, the phrase or words “My Nigga” are cultural and used often at 
the beginning and end of most sentences when having a conversation. From 
small children to the elderly in the community, the use of “My Nigga” in greeting 
someone, agreeing, disagreeing, or after a “what’s up!” it always ended with “my 
nigga!” The language was distinct to those living in Miami and had no malice. It 
could be a noun, adjective, verb or all of them at the same time. There was 
nothing racist intended or demeaning when it was used in this context. You can 
hear an example of “my nigga” usage in an intro to Miami rapper Trick Daddy’s 
songs.24 I would still caution anyone who is not Black using this language, 
however. Racism in Miami was hardly hidden, always blunt and direct. Now I am 
in public school and hundreds of times a day I would now hear “my nigga!” Now, 
let’s talk about racism, “my nigga!”  
Racism. While minorities are not perpetuating the discriminations and 
systemic atrocities as some racist Whites are toward Blacks, I saw instances of 
racism being directed at my White friends. Although it was a predominately Black 
school, there was certainly racism at Parkway Middle. In the fall of my first 
semester, I learned about “Cracker day.” By January, I noticed that my friend 
David Owens (my White neighbor from around the corner who I would 
sometimes catch a ride to school) began to show signs of fear. He was well 
 




aware of the upcoming Martin Luther King Jr. weekend and “Cracker day.” 
Basically, on “Cracker Day,” the worst of the middle school kids would seek out 
White people and punch them in the mouth or beat them up. Not surprisingly, 
there were few White students in attendance at school that day. The one white 
kid I did see ran away immediately after school to a fence in order to escape the 
other students who were chasing him down. 
The public school sometimes felt like a prison. Routinely, there were 
security guard hall sweeps, fights, a lot of student cursing, and even students 
who cussed out teachers. Later on in high school, I was placed in a program for 
young Black males called Project Hope. Somehow from the time I had arrived 
from the private school until then, I had become an “at risk” student.  
The difference in educational standards was clear. Public school was not 
on par with the Christian school education I had experienced. The private school 
used a curriculum published by A Beka Book (now Abeka) which provided a 
comprehensive system that covered the basics such as reading, writing, and 
math. Of course, the Bible was at the center of most of their texts, and their 
marketing offered the perception that the materials were higher in quality than the 
ones found in public school. However, despite the deficient curriculum, 
pessimism, and racism, the best part about my transition to public school was 
experiencing the marching band at Parkway Middle School!  
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Slow One Bring It On 
As explained in the Preface, “the organization or structure of this 
dissertation divides into six substantial sections.”  This section marks the 
third of six titled “Pre-Game.”  This section aligns with my experiences 
from starting public school in the eighth grade to senior year. The prose 
here aligns metaphorically in analogous to these experiences that 
navigated me in the direction of becoming a college band director at an 
HBCU. 
 
Death March! Slow One! Bring It ON! Those are the titles given to the pre-
game entrance for the Florida A&M University Marching 100. Iconic for 
audiences and revered by its band members. It begins with the band 
wrapped around the sideline moving in a sharp but slow and precise 
marching procession and a sudden (subito) of sights and sounds on the 
football field.  
 
The band walks a ritualistic procession from the band room after its 
standard warm-up and run-through routine before arriving to the stadium, 
before the band takes its position around the field. Everything is 
orchestrated. From the line up to the uniformed stretch. Attention to every 
detail. 
 
The band. FAMU’s band enters the stadium gates with the drum majors in 
the front leading the percussion section and a tail of wind instrumentalists 
in a long line of band members in two lines. The drum majors, flanked 
shoulder to shoulder are walking confidently in-step with the bass drum 
heartbeat like pulse. The instrumentalists using their instrument free 
hands to “throw snakes” with their two fingers “striking” in sync with each 
section. “Doom doom, Du Doom,” drives the repeated sound of the bass 
and tenor drums as the band loudly chants in rhythm, “Get up for the 
Hundred, everybody get up!”   
 
The Drum majors form a circle after taking their positions, facing inward 
with their batons planted in the center, their capes raise up on each 
other’s shoulders blocking any prying eyes or ears. A meeting of the 
minds? A prayer? A call to order? Ritual. Capes fall off of the shoulders 
and the drum majors form a diamond with the tip pointing at the 40 yard-
line opposite the side-line of the fans) symbolizing the head of a 
venomous rattlesnake and behind them, the body of the snake wrapped 
around the field through the endzone with the sousaphone section making 




 After a synchronous stretch initiated by the head drum major, at the top of 




The band is in the formation of a snake wrapped around the entire field 
outlining the sidelines.  
 
The head drum major, facing his seven drum majors and percussion 
section begins to sound off. Head drum major after the the preferred and 
required “ACME Thunderer whistle.” “ Deet deet.  .  .deet deet, 
deeeeeeee.  .  eeeeet!”  Then one voice heard over three hundred plus 
band members, “Band, HUP TED HUT!” With only the sound of over 300 
footsteps, synchronized in unison, the entire band snaps the left leg, then 
right leg. The band transitions from parade rest to attention in an instant. 
 
The sound of a distant thunder.  .  a far and distant. Snare drummers in 
sync Chat, chat chat chat chat  (Eee And Uh). Bass Drum - .Boom! 
Sounds of an imminent threat. Slow and deliberate. High knees are lifted 
at a slow rhythmic exchange as the snake inches forward in a death 
march procession. The tempos of this march? Half or a regular marching 
tempo of 120 beats per minute. But it all changes in an instant. 
 
We hear the announcer, “Ladies and gentleman, the Florida A&M 
Marching Band!” Here, the head drum major jumps into a flying split and 
blows the whistle signaling an explosion of movement double the time of 
the death march. It is the “Rattler March” and with the energizing cadence 
from the percussion section the band bursts on to the field behind the 
drum majors at 320 steps per-minute symbolic of venom being released 





Principle 9:  SCHOLARSHIP 
In autobiographical narrative performances, the performer often 
speaks about acts of social transgression. In doing so, the telling 
of the story itself becomes a transgressive act—a revealing of 
what has been kept hidden, a speaking of what has been 
silenced—an act of reverse discourse that struggles with the 
preconceptions borne in the air of dominant politics. (Linda Park-
Fuller, 2000, p. 26) 
Parkway Middle School, Fears, and A New Hope 
Parkway Middle School in the mid-to-late 1980’s had one of the finest 
middle school bands in Florida according to ratings and achievements in the 
Florida Bandmaster Association festival, music education colleagues of this era, 
and former students of the program. Our director was Wayne Hoffmann. He 
played the trumpet professionally, and his father, who we called “Daddy 
Hoffmann,” was on campus daily with his double horn. They always played or 
demonstrated as they taught. It was a competitive and fun music program. Every 
band student had to memorize scales, advance through method books, and 
succeed at playing long tones in front of a Peterson Strobe tuner where we had 
to make the blue dial stop spinning to show we were in tune. These clever games 
that Mr. Hoffmann created became very competitive and every day challenges 
took place where students would face off to demonstrate that they had better 
mastery of the method books, scales, and stopping the blue tuner! This helped 
us to see and hear the progress we were making on our instruments. Our 
exposure to quality literature by W. Francis McBeth, Clifton Williams, and the 
marches of Sousa, Fillmore, and Alford laid the foundation for our musicianship 
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and discipline. We received superior ratings at festivals while playing high school 
level music that was graded at level 4 and 5 by the Florida Band Masters 
Association. I was proud to play in one of the best middle school bands in the 
state of Florida.    
Top Gun Goes Back 2 the Future 
Many currently successful and prominent musicians and music educators 
participated in this band program. Mr. Hoffmann was a showman. The year 
before I arrived, he had the middle school band play from memory an entire 
symphonic band concert on the festival stage and the band received a superior 
rating. He was known to pull out his trumpet and solo in front of the band. The 
sound from his horn was refined and he knew he had talent and was never afraid 
to use it. While I was in the middle school band, he took us to the Florida 
Bandmasters Association Marching Band Festival for High Schools and we 
received a superior rating by performing the famous music from the hit movie 
Top Gun as our field show. I was in movie music heaven! (see Figure 34). 
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Figure 34:  Jorim Reid in Uniform with Saxophone for Parkway Middle School. 
 
The band made my private to public middle school transition enjoyable. 
Mr. Hoffman knew I was from a private school and he bragged about having a 
new student that could play multiple instruments. My first experience playing in 
an honors band would be in middle school under the direction of Mr. Hoffman. As 
advisor for the National Junior Honor Society (see figure 35), he was adamant 
we achieve academic success and be well rounded as a student. Mr. Hoffman 
took on the challenge of having a marching band in middle school, yet his focus 
was always on musicianship. He knew that the marching band could create more 
community support for the program and that would increase the number of 
students who would participate in the program. But, even with this emphasis on 
marching band, we worked daily on the fundamentals of tone and intonation. He 
had a chart that documented everyone’s progress through the method books in 
an area for everyone to see. For most, this was welcome competition, but the 
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chart became a wall of shame for a few. Our instruments were not allowed to 
stay in the storage room overnight or over the weekend as we were encouraged 
to practice. I was proud to walk for about a mile from my house to school carrying 
my colossal saxophone case wrapped with duct tape and cords.  




The first time I ever heard of a student arrangement was in middle school. 
Mr. Hoffmann encouraged students to write and arrange popular songs for the 
band at a time when Finale notation software did not exist. Although Mr. 
Hoffmann was a White teacher working at a predominately Black middle school, 
he had extensive experience working in the community that was located just 
walking distance from the infamous Carol Mart where I had my first music 
lessons. Hoffman also knew how to select current and relevant music along with 
the standard literature to prepare all of us for our high school band programs. 
Current hit movies of this time were Top Gun (1986) and Back to the Future 
(1985), so naturally the music from these movies became standard in our 
marching band repertoire. The first time I saw the Blue Devils Drum and Bugle 
Corps was in Mr. Hoffman’s band room. He took us to the Orange Bowl to 
perform at an exhibition where both the Grambling and the Florida A&M 
“Marching 100” played. This was the first time that I saw the “Marching 100” 
perform a field show, and I was seated on the sideline front and center. The 
ground shook when this band marched. The horns were clear and resonant. 
FAMU! I was in awe of the sound and marching style, and …… did I say sound? 
Most important of all is the fact that the first thing FAMU’s Band plays on the field 
before starting their show as was the 20th Century Fanfare, the introductory 
music always played before John Williams down beat of his score for all of his 
Star Wars movies. “Marching 100” I was forever in love. If I could go back, I 
would let Mr. Hoffmann know how much I appreciated him for his impact upon 
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my career and wish I could tell him, but unfortunately, he passed away in 2012 
(figure 36). 
 





Principle 10:  ORDER 
When writing up data as a play, poetry, or narrative, you still read, 
reread, analyze, and interpret your data, but how you think about 
them and how you order them vary with form, stressing, in the 
process, different issues. The same data can tell slightly different 
stories-a somewhat disconcerting, but fascinating realization in 
itself. (Corrine Glesne, 2016, p. 248)  
 
Kenneth Rudolph Tolbert – To THEE Dear Norland High 
Drum Major for Justice Marching with Double-Consciousness 
This section is devoted to my high school band director Kenneth Rudolph 
Tolbert. My original plan was to write my dissertation on my high school 
band director, and his wife gifted me with all of his work and recordings 
after his death. Mr. Tolbert's life, impact, and contributions to me and 
many others, require reflection in this autoethnography on "band."  He was 
the most influential person in my life in terms of my impression of bands 
and musicianship. The ideas and values that have shaped my career were 
formed out of the mold of his influence. I played the flute, saxophone, 
piano, and oboe under Mr. Tolbert's direction. Mr. Tolbert changed my 
entire life trajectory when he put an oboe in my hand and trusted me to be 
his head drum major at the end of my sophomore year.  
 
The philosophies of sound and the pedagogical concepts that I hold dear 
took root under Mr. Tolbert’s baton. He was stubborn, and never gave in to 
cultural stigmas that would have him compromise his values for musicianship. He 
would not stand for overblowing (playing loud and out of character) or what he 
called "monkeyshines and antics," "coonery," and "carrying a greasy bag around 
the chitterlings circuit."  He embraced his Blackness, often quoting Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, and Muhammad Ali, but also countered the 
stereotypes and stigmas that the Black community, as he felt, mistakenly viewed 
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as a part of Black tradition. In my view, his model was one that was the epitome 
of a Du Boisian double-consciousness. Many of his former students, some which 
I interviewed for this study, share similar values related to musicianship. Multiple 
prominent band directors (college and high school) that I interviewed referenced 
or spoke on the record to Mr. Tolbert's life and achievements. In our interview, 
Alfred Watkins referred to Mr. Tolbert as one of the best teachers to ever come 
out of FAMU. I was fortunate to be in his band program (see Figure 37). 
Figure 37: Me in my Band Uniform Freshman and Sophomore Year at Miami Norland 
Senior High 
 
“To THEE dear Norland High” are the first words of my high school's alma 
mater, which was set to the music of Jean Sibelius' Finlandia. Mr. Tolbert 
arranged that setting, and the band played it for marching band competition. He 
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also loved the music of Wagner, and arranged Invocation of Alberich25 for the 
marching band to play at the opening of every field show. Mr. Tolbert was pro-
Black and embraced Wagner’s music which is peculiar considering scholars 
argue if Wagner was racist, and to this day his operas are not staged in Israel 
(Burton-Hill, 2014). Yet, Mr. Tolbert also frequently referenced Dr. King's "Drum 
Major for Justice" sermon. Because of his profound influence upon me, I seem to 
have inherited the ability to navigate both sides of the color line as his drum 






Figure 38: Jorim Reid Sr. in his High School Drum Major Uniform 
 
From a band perspective, I was in the right place at the right time. My 
middle school matriculated into "THEE" Miami Norland Senior High School which 
was the home of the "Pride of North Dade" band (see Figure 39). That was when 
I met Kenneth Rudolph Tolbert, who was both a flute and tuba player, a FAMU 
graduate, and a teacher who at that time had over 20 years of experience. He 
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was a legendary musician who was inducted into the 2011 Florida Bandmasters 
Association Hall of Fame. Before he came to Norland, he taught at Miami Central 
for more than a decade and was known for taking his band on a historic trip to 
Berlin in the 1970s.26   
Figure 39: Pride of North Dade full Band Photo from Jorim Reid’s Senior Year. 
 
I was fortunate to attend Parkway Middle under Mr. Hoffmann and then 
graduate from Mr. Tolbert’s band. In addition to the exceptional student 
musicians who matriculated from Parkway Middle, many of the students in Mr. 
Tolbert's bands throughout his career are successful and prominent in music and 






Kenneth R. Tolbert: Born in Jacksonville, Fl, Kenneth Tolbert is a product 
of the Duval County School System and graduated from New Stanton 
High School in 1963. He graduated from Florida A&M University where he 
was a member of the Marching “100” Symphonic Band and was selected 
for Who’s Who in Colleges and Universities. He served as band director of 
Keller High School in MacClenny; Douglas Anderson High School; 
Mathew Gilbert High School; and assistant band director of William M. 
Raines; band director of Miami Central 1971-85; and Miami Norland 1986-
98; Florida Memorial University; Dillard High School; and John Fitzgerald 
Kennedy Middle School. He was named Teacher of the Year at Miami 
Central five times and Miami-Dade County runner-up in 1986. Tolbert is a 
member of the Florida Bandmasters Association, National Band 
Association, American School Band Directors Association, Kappa Kappa 
Psi, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonian and the Greater Miami Community Band. He 
was selected into Florida A&M University’s Gallery of Distinction and 
received the Miami-Dade County Commission certificate of Achievement. 
(Rogers, 2011) 
 
The first time I saw the Miami Norland Senior High School Marching 
Vikings was at the MLK Parade in Miami while I was in the 8th grade and 
marching in the Parkway Middle School Band. The “Pride of North Dade” band 
had a reputation as being one of the best in Florida. When I joined this band, we 
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had had many invitations to perform at historical events throughout South 
Florida. I had the opportunity to perform in the 1988 and 1991 Orange Bowl 
Division One College National Football Championships (see Figure 40) as well 
as the grand opening of Miami's Famous Bayside Market Place downtown by the 
Port of Miami.  




Drum Major Instinct for JustUS 
The Drum Major Instinct, Sermon Delivered at Ebenezer Baptist 
Church, February 4, 1968  
 
Drum major instinct—a desire to be out front, a desire to lead the 
parade, a desire to be first. And it is something that runs the whole 
gamut of life. . .let us see that we all have the drum major instinct. 
We all want to be important, to surpass others, to achieve 
distinction, to lead the parade. . . And the great issue of life is to 
harness the drum major instinct. . . The drum major instinct can 
lead to exclusivism in one's thinking and can lead one to feel that 
because he has some training, he's a little better than that person 
who doesn't have it. 
Do you know that a lot of the race problem grows out of the drum 
major instinct? 
…if you want to say that I was a drum major, say that I was a 
drum major for justice. (Amen) Say that I was a drum major for 
peace. (Yes) I was a drum major for righteousness. 
-Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
 
As I mentioned before, the most significant impact that Mr. Tolbert had on 
my life was when he selected me to be head drum major my sophomore year 
(see Figure 41). Becoming a drum major in high school was one of many 
blessings that Mr. Tolbert would give to me. Being the drum major forced me to 
learn to speak up and to develop leadership skills that I would need later in my 
career as a band director. I had to learn to speak publicly and even perform 
under pressure both of which are invaluable skills for a conductor. The drum 
major cape, tall furry hat, and whistle became metaphors for who I am in the 
band world. The drum major whistle to me symbolizes order and an instrument to 
navigate life. As if for superstitious, habit or ritual reasons, I always have an 
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ACME Thunderer whistle around my neck, to remind me of who I am, where I 
came from and who I am to become, since my sophomore year becoming drum 
major to this very day. Whenever I perform or conduct the marching band along 
with the whistle under my shirt, I always wore at least a pair of Michael Jordan 
shoes, socks, gloves or hat for good measure. Tradition or habit? Maybe I am 
superstitious or need these as a reminder to persevere when I am striving for the 




Figure 41: Jorim Reid Sr., Mr. Tolbert, and Adrian Morton After Receiving a Superior 




Another thing that I quickly learned were the stereotypes that were 
associated with predominately Black high school bands. Mr. Tolbert, a Black man 
and FAMU-HBCU graduate, referred to them as "Hook Boogie."  Hookboogie or 
Hookboogie bands, according to Mr. Tolbert, were bands that did not sound that 
good because they emphasized playing their instruments as loud as they could 
be played without any attention to intonation or tone quality, and the performers 
enacted "monkeyshines and antics." Monkeyshines and antics were actions void 
of musical content such as spinning or twirling the instrument, humping the 
ground or instrument, and making vulgar gestures with instruments to drum 
beats. Mr. Tolbert viewed these as unnecessary movements inappropriate for 
marching, and he believed that they could cause injury and did not represent 
Black culture positively. A few in the Black community argued that the "showy" 
nature of Black bands was simply a part of the culture. Conversely, Mr. Tolbert 
pointed out that our band still danced and did halftime dance routines to further 
assert his position. With our band consistently receiving superior ratings in 
marching band, concert band, and solos and ensembles, Mr. Tolbert was justified 
and felt vindicated in his approach to band. While we did not play any corps style 
music or use any corps techniques, the band was not quite a hybrid. But, our 
marching band played mostly popular Black music, marched in a traditional style 
of high knee lift, and performed with an organized look all while playing 
undistorted music. To quote Mr. Tolbert, "we were not going to look like a three-
ring circus carrying a greasy bag!" 
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Mr. Tolbert was not about what he called “foolishness,” but I never felt he 
was derogatory. That said, sometimes he was perceived as a Black man with a 
grudge with the negative attributes of Black band culture. My most memorable 
recollection of Mr. Tolbert’s aversion to what he called “foolishness” occurred the 
first time I marched in the MLK parade in Miami as a drum major. Although the 
Miami Norland Band did dance, we did not dance in parades. This particular 
parade was known to be long and grueling, and the parade route was through 
communities that had many housing projects and a high rate of crime. Many of 
us in Miami called the area the "Pork in Beans" public housing projects. As we 
began to march, the band knew that we would not "break it down" as we were 
instructed by parade marshals to keep moving.  
"Breaking it Down" is a term common in the Black community used to 
describe when a marching band breaks rank and cadence and, at the sound of a 
dance-like drumbeat, begins to shake, dance, and gyrate with all enthusiasm 
replete with strong pelvic thrusts accented by the percussion. On that day the 
community was out in the thousands for the parade. The smell of "weed" blended 
with fried fish and grilled meat. Many of the bystanders along the parade route 
would routinely jump into the ranks of the band, and were known to even grab 
band members dancing or marching along. This parade was not intentionally 
interactive as we were supposed to keep moving down the route. There were 
police, but there was no control.  
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As we cycled through songs along the parade route, the audience 
consistently shouted, "Break it Down Right here!!!!" These words were screamed 
at the band from community members of all ages. There was even an elderly 
woman that I suspect was in her late 80s or 90s who walked up to me with a 
walker and grabbed my cape and said in a soft voice, "please baby, have the 
band break it down right here." What made this situation difficult was the fact that 
ALL of the bands in Dade County marching in this parade were "breaking it 
down" and this caused the parade flow to slow down and even stop for long 
periods. When a band would "break it down," the unit stopped moving forward for 
16, 32, 64, or even more counts, causing a chain reaction with all the parade 
units behind it. With that in mind, you can imagine the delay that would happen if 
more than 20 bands decided to break it down at least 10 times in a five-mile 
parade. 
The crowd began to get aggressive when they noticed that our band was 
the only band that did not "break it down." Someone cursed, "hey yellow light-
skinned f#$% drum major, stop the band and 'BREAK IT DOWN RIGHT 
HERE!!!!!!'" My orders as to when to call a roll-off to play a selection came from 
the director. I, along with another drum major (we had two), kept eye contact with 
one other and Mr. Tolbert for when to call the next song. Mr. Tolbert was very 
large and overweight, so he drove his car in front of the band along the parade 
route. He stuck out his hand from the car window to signal when to play. 
Down went the driver's window, and the arm came out, signaling to roll off. 
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We heard Mr. Tolbert's almost falsetto voice yell, "Purple Carnival!" I turned 
around and made eye contact with the percussion section leader to signal the 
roll-off for the "Purple Carnival March." As I blew the whistle, I heard the crowd 
begin to cheer in excitement. The drums played the roll off for the band to get 
their horns at the ready to play, and the crowd started to back up and move out 
of the way in. The horns were up and the band ready to play. The fanfare 
introduction of "The Purple Carnival March" resounded, and the cheers and 
anticipation quickly changed to contempt and anger before the first strain.  
Pop! I got hit on the shako with poppers and then with rocks. The 
community along the route cursed out the drum majors and then started to make 
remarks to the band. We marched forward and got out of the area. In the end, 
the band was safe for the most part, but we all certainly suffered from bruised 
egos. Mr. Tolbert lived and taught in a state of double-consciousness. I do not 
believe that he had a deficit view of Black culture or traditions, but that he only 
wanted the best out of his students and to create quality music. The fans of black 
bands expect for their bands to “break it down.” They expect the band to perform 
at an instant where sometimes the band members or directors have this double-
consciousness where they perceive that they are being urge to “shuck and jive” 





Principle 11:  UNIFORMITY 
This is how music and method come together in their goals: 
Autoethnography with its roots in systematic ethnographic 
methods reaches for feeling, evocation, and embodiment in its 
narrative presentation, and what it asks of the reader. Music 
provides an exemplar for how to do that. Music has both feet in 
the creative arts, in feeling and evocation. As it reaches now for a 
way to explore itself and add the personal to the professional, it 
turns to autoethnography to pave the way. Together the two 
provide a harmonious serenade. 
     -Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and Carolyn Ellis 
 
WOOD Is GOOD From Africa, But No Nigga’ Plays Oboe  
There was one point in high school where I was being pulled by science 
on one end and music on the other. Science or Music. The two-year old New 
World School of the Arts (NWSA) provided an opportunity to deepen my musical 
development. NWSA was a program that offered dual enrollment in visual and 
performing arts and offered a conservatory approach as well as an associate and 
bachelor’s degree. Around the same time, I was accepted into a dual enrollment 
program at a local university along with two brilliant classmates Keith Levy who 
would have a registered patent before 11th grade, and Richard Pengelli (both 
who graduated from Harvard). The program was attractive because it would 
allow me to get college credit at the university, and would also allow me to be 
involved in advanced studies for science and math. But I turned it down because 
I learned that I would have to give up band. To participate in the dual enrollment 
program, I could only attend Norland in the morning, and would need to attend 
the university for the rest of the day—well past the 2:30 band practice. Would I 
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regret this decision? Sometimes. After the meeting at the local university about 
the dual enrollment program, I happened to stop by the band room, and Mr. 
Tolbert stated that he thought that I could learn to play the oboe. I remembered 
that in middle school that Mr. Hoffmann said it was an intellectual instrument, and 
he said that I had the test scores that showed that I would do well.  
When Mr. Tolbert handed me the brand-new Selmer oboe, I knew that I 
would have a special connection with this instrument that I did not have with the 
saxophone. It was a wooden instrument, and I knew that meant that it was not a 
cheap student model. The smell of the wood and case was strong before I took it 
out of the plastic. When I brought it home, I told my parents that Mr. Tolbert had 
faith in me to learn the oboe—this thing that sounded potentially gorgeous but at 
times like a dying duck. 
I practiced the oboe for hours and listened to every professional oboe 
player recording I could find. During the summers at FSU, I discovered oboist 
Heinz Holliger and the Strauss Oboe Concerto, which I would learn for FBA 
district and state solo festival. I never had a private lesson on the oboe from an 
actual oboist until I was in graduate school pursuing my master's degree. 
However, my friend Shawn Jones who had played the bassoon since middle 
school, did have private lessons. He practiced every day after band practice, and 
I joined him. I did my best to absorb from him any knowledge about double reeds 
that I could. Even though they were two different instruments, they did have the 
commonality of being double reeds in my mind. I also trusted what I learned from 
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him because he had private instruction from a professional bassoonist who 
played in the Florida Symphony. Unfortunately, Shawn only stayed at Norland for 
one year and then transferred to the New World School of the Arts. He later 
graduated from Juilliard with a degree in music performance on the bassoon.  
OBOE, First Chair All Miami-Dade County 
I made 1st chair of the all-county band my junior year after having played 
the oboe for only a few months. All-county was an awesome experience. The 
rehearsals were in Filmore Band hall, and the concert was in the Gustman Hall 
on the campus of the University of Miami. The conductor was Col. Arnold 
Gabriel. Here was this conductor who was also in the Air Force like my dad, but 
he was conducting! Col. Gabriel was impressive as a clinician a conductor. He 
had all of the scores memorized and could recall any note in any measure on any 
part, and he demonstrated this gift the entire week. He did not have any scores 
and carried only his baton. I had a great week enjoying time spent on a college 
campus and being conducted by an inspirationally charismatic conductor. 
I knew Mr. Tolbert was proud that I made first chair so soon after taking up 
the instrument. He made sure to tell all of the other Dade County band directors 
that came to the rehearsals and performance that the Black kid on oboe was in 
his band. However, the other two oboists who were from very affluent schools in 
the county were not so excited. I immediately noticed how they glared with angst 
as I opened my oboe case to assemble my instrument with the bright Dade 
County Public School sticker and the poorly engraved serial number carved deep 
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into the beautiful granadilla wood. I suppose the wood can be from Africa but no 
negro should play oboe.  
They looked at me and my (in their eye's "unacceptable") Dade County 
engraved oboe with disgust. For the first time, I realized that access to resources 
could give one a better start. Regardless of how proud I was of having a brand-
new Selmer oboe, it was not a Loree or Fox professional model like theirs. I did 
not make my own reeds because I did not know how. I scraped my store 
purchased reeds with a razor blade, and my oboe case did not have a fancy 
leather case. At that point, I had never seen a soft leather case or an oboe reed 
making kit outside of a picture in a book. The other oboists began to ask 
questions. Who did I study with? How long had I been playing? What school was 
I from? All of this happened before we had played a single note. Quickly I 
realized that the other oboe players had formed an opinion of me before they 
heard how well I could play. As I glanced at their fancy instruments and 
accessories, I began to focus. They were not going to make me feel like some 
pariah. I auditioned just like they did in Miami – Dade County Public Schools 
which is one of the largest school districts in America, and I had earned the right 
to sit in front of them.   
Throughout the rest of high school, I was also the principal oboist for the 
South Florida Youth Symphony. Playing with an orchestra was a great 
experience. I enjoyed playing in the sharp keys, and having the responsibility to 
play the resounding A-440 to tune the ensemble. It was there where I realized 
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that there was more that I needed to learn. I was not about to ask my parents for 
an oboe of my own. I knew that oboes were more expensive than most 
instruments, and the reeds and reed making supplies were also costly. My family 
did not have these resources, and in my eyes, Mr. Tolbert had purchased a 
perfect horn. I loved the expressive sound the oboe had and the fact that there 
was always a solo. Of course, there was always a solo; the oboe is the greatest 
wind instrument of all time!27 
Both Mr. Hoffman and Mr. Tolbert instilled one consistent message, "They 
cannot say a word if you can play." They were so rude to me before the warm-up. 
Was it because I was Black? It did not matter at that point. I had grit and 
determination. I had worked hard over the summer taking care to match my tone 
with oboe recordings and movie soundtracks. I refused to sound like a duck! 
After I played the first notes, I showed that there was no question that I had 
earned 1st chair. I played several exposed oboe solos and did not fail. 
Fortunately, back in those days it was customary for band students to wear their 
marching band uniform to concerts, and I wore my drum major uniform with all of 
my blue district and state medals. Mr. Tolbert told us to always wear our medals, 
"you will never see a four-star general without their medals!" 
Although the other oboist’s rudeness quelled once I had proven my value 






another oboe player that was coming up from our middle school who had played 
the oboe longer than I did. I decided that we would make sure that neither of 
those other oboists would make it into all-county the next year. And in my senior 
year, I once again made first chair. Sophomore, Frank Washington, also from 
Miami Norland, made second chair. Neither of those girls made it into all-county 
again. 
Later on, I found another opportunity to earn college credit while in high 
school, but while remaining in the band. I, along with other students who had 
good grades and high test scores, was selected to participate in the College 
Quest Program at Florida State University (FSU). I spent two summers at FSU in 
this early college experience. This is where I met Ben Crump, the now famous 
defense attorney, and many other lifelong friends. The two summers in this 
program shaped me as a musician and a scholar. The first year, I lived in 
Cawthon Hall right next to the school of music, and my window faced the main 
campus library. I spent hours in the practice rooms, music library, and main 
library.  
Florida State was also right next door to Florida A&M University. One 
afternoon, I heard the FAMU band practicing from my dorm at FSU. A kind camp 
counselor saw my excitement and drove me to the band field where I got to 
watch the Marching 100 practice and prepare for their memorable trip to Paris, 
France for the Bastille Day. They sounded terrific, and I recorded the sounds with 
my trusty analog audio cassette recorder that I had in hand. For me it felt like a 
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once-in-a-lifetime experience.  
However, when it came time to fill out college applications, Mr. Tolbert 
stated that he did not want me to go to his alma mater, FAMU. He thought that I 
could go to a conservatory, but I did not think that I was good enough. I was self-
taught on the oboe. I was also undecided as far as what I wanted to do in terms 
of a career, and was much less confident to choose a college. I was all over the 
place. Military, engineer, or music? I was about to become a first-generation 
college student, and although my parents had given me everything they had to 
give for my education; they did not have the experience to guide me going 
forward. 
My first college audition was with oboist John Dee who at that time was 
teaching at the University of Miami. He offered me a scholarship and private 
lessons. I did not tell my parents about the offer for private lessons because I 
knew they did not have the money and would try to find it anyway. During my 
junior year, after hearing me play the featured oboe solos and oboe duets in 
Strauss’ “Die Fledermaus” which our band performed State festival, I was offered 
a band scholarship. Dr. Julian E. White, Associate Director of bands at FAMU, 
was the clinician and adjudicator for the Florida Bandmasters Association State 
Festival that year, and he approached me and introduced himself while I was 
warming up for my state solo. I knew who he was and was star-struck as 
everyone in the band world knew the band staff at FAMU. He mentioned that he 
had heard me play the previous day and that he thought that I was an excellent 
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player. He then offered me a scholarship to FAMU. When I told him that I was a 
junior, he said that he would be back and to keep FAMU in mind. 
As my senior year approached, I realized that I had a knack for writing. I 
began to win essay and poem competitions that offered cash prizes. I used these 
funds to pay for my college applications. Awards and recognition started to pour 
in as they usually do for seniors. I received the Silver Knight Award honorable 
mention in music for the county, which is one of the nation’s most highly 
regarded student awards programs. Miami Herald (2008) wrote, “The purpose of 
this award program was to recognize outstanding students who have both 
maintained good grades and have unselfishly applied their special knowledge 
and talents to contribute significant service to their schools and communities.“28 
Later I was voted the most outstanding scholar bandsman in the county, 1st Paul 
Bell Award, McKnight Academic Achiever. I was blessed to receive the John 
Phillip Sousa Award and many other superlatives in high school. None of this is 
all that extraordinary, but winning these awards provided me with some insight 
into the direction I should pursue. However, the most significant accomplishment 
I earned in high school was the honor to deliver a graduation speech and be the 
first in line to march the class during the processional. 
I hugged Mr. Tolbert at graduation and thanked him for everything he did 
for me. After his death in 2012, his wife Donna, who was a choral music 
 
28 https://www.miamiherald.com/site-services/miami-herald-events/silver-
knight/article1930300.html   
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educator, left all of his work, writings, recordings, personal artifacts, and 
belongings for research and archiving with me. I am truly grateful. I regret that my 
last exchanges with Mr. Tolbert occurred after the death of drum major Robert 
Champion. Mr. Tolbert messaged me and told me that I should be offered the 
FAMU job and that I should take it. He asked me to call him if I needed him, and 









Principle 12:  NUMBERS 
The reflexive interviewer gives special attention to those 
performances, spaces and sites where stories criss-cross the 
borders and boundaries of illness, race, class, gender, religion, 
and ethnicity are told (Gubrium and Holstein, 1998, p. 8).  
 
This One Time at Pre-Drill or Was It Band Camp? 
As the end of my senior year in high school approached, I had yet to 
decide where I would go to college. The only thing that I was sure about was that 
I did not want to be the “band man” or “music maestro” that my guidance 
counselors, teachers, and peers assumed was my intended destination. 
Everyone just assumed that I would go to FAMU, for what some called the “13th 
Grade,” and be in the Marching 100. At that time in my life, I did everything in my 
power to run away from music and I especially ran from band. I believed that 
music did not pay well, and was worried that no one would want to marry a 
“broke musician.” Instead, I thought that I wanted to pursue my passion for the 
sciences through military applications. I excelled in science and had won many 
1st place ribbons at both school and county science fairs throughout my school 
years starting in elementary school (see Figure 42 and 43). 
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Figure 43: First Place High School Science Fair Project for the School and County on 
Rockets 
 
My grandfather stormed the beaches of Normandy France and fought in 
the Battle of the Bulge in World War II (see Figure 44). My dad served in the 
Vietnam War (see Figure 45). I admired their bravery and courage. The stories 
that they told me as a child resonated with me. I also had uncles and cousins 
who were Rangers and Special Forces Green Berets. My dad’s military aviation 
experience had a profound impact on my love for aeronautics and space. I wore 
my dad’s Vietnam dog tags throughout high school and even wore his old 
uniforms around the house. Dad received the Federal Aviation Administration’s 
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Charles Taylor “Master Mechanic award”29 that recognizes the lifetime 
accomplishments of senior mechanics with over fifty years of service in both 
military and civil aviation. Building and flying model rockets and airplanes was a 
hobby we did together that I continue to this day with my kids. I love taking my 
kids outside on a clear night’s sky to look up and see the International Space 





Figure 44: Jorim Reid’s Grandfather "Papa Willie" Fought at Normandy and the Battle 





Figure 45: Jorim Reid’s Father Edgar Lee Reid at Home in Gary, Indiana After Serving 
a Tour in South East Asia with the Air Force During the Vietnam War. 
 
My parents allowed me to hang up items from my numerous first place 
science fair projects, airplane and rocket models, and the mission picture of the 
Challenger Seven Astronauts who died due to a malfunction after lift-off in 
1986.30 This photo included Dr. Ron McNair, whom I deeply admired as an 
intellectual and adventurer. He also attended an HBCU majoring in engineering. I 
also looked up to Air Force Major Robert H. Lawrence Jr., who was the first 
African-American selected for astronaut training and Air force Colonel Guion 
Bluford; both earned PhDs like McNair. Most Black astronauts had served in the 





young age, I took note of these details and I hoped to model myself after them 
from the degrees that they earned, their military service, and the fraternity that I 
planned to someday pledge. I had pictures of them hanging up like a shrine to 
motivate my endeavors like a wall of high aspiration (see Figure 46). Everything 
about their manhood, scholarship, and perseverance seemed to me to be 
tenacious and extraordinary. In my mind, I had a plan. I would become an 
engineer via a military route, apply to NASA, and be another Black 




Figure 46: Working Model Rockets and Airplanes, Science Fair Projects and Awards 




At that point, I regretted that I had turned down both the college-level 
science program at the University of Miami and another opportunity that I had to 
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attend Miami Dade College because I wanted to stay in the band. As I stated 
previously, those programs would have required me to leave Norland’s high 
school campus mid-day to finish out the afternoon and evening on the college 
campus for classes. Two of my friends who participated in the program had their 
own patents before they graduated from high school and later attended Harvard 
University. I knew that if I had chosen either of these programs that I would have 
been in a better position to pursue my science-related career aspirations. 
Military, Space Travel, Science but NEVER Music and still The General 
I applied to various institutions, but not FAMU. I was running from being a 
professional musician. I had remembered Dr. White’s scholarship offer, but I was 
at a crossroads. I interviewed at the Air Force Academy and scheduled a 
physical at Homestead Air Force Base. This was it. The Gulf War was in full 
swing and in my young mind, I imagined fighting for my country and later flying 
into space. This was very common, I thought, as most astronauts had a military 
background and experience.  
To become a pilot at that time, one must have 20/20 vision uncorrected, 
and because I did not have perfect vision this prevented me from becoming a 
pilot. I still pressed on eager to join the military until my dad had a serious 
conversation with me. It was about WAR. Dad had served in Vietnam and lost 
cousins, uncles, and friends to that war. Without saying it explicitly, he let me 
know that he did not want to lose his only son to some war or politically motivated 
conflict thousands of miles away. He said, “war is not glamorous or what you see 
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on TV, son, please if you do go military, be an officer.” But, I had been watching 
the war every day on the 24-hour news cycle I was a young patriot. Added to this 
sense of patriotism my birthday was July 3, a day before American 
Independence Day, so felt I had some obligation to serve.  
My mind was made up. I was going to do my part and serve “my country.” 
On the day of the physical, I got ready, and dad reluctantly let me borrow the car 
to make the hour and a half drive to Homestead Air Force Base. When I left the 
house, a heavy weight fell upon me. When I finally made it to the Palmetto 
Expressway and began to cruise along, I suddenly found the nerve to let the 
military thing go. I pulled off the highway and off to the side of the road and cried 
to myself, thinking, “I will not do this to my dad.” I turned around and went home. 
Dad was more relieved than happy. This would be the first of four times that I 
would pursue the military as a career option only to be guided in a different 
direction by family, friends, or …. a band director. 
The next time I considered the military as a career was during a visit to the 
US Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, and I loved it. But this was not my 
destiny. Being in the Air Force, as an officer, was no longer an option since I did 
not go to the Base in Homestead. It was actually at the last minute that I made a 
decision to go to college. At this point, housing was full at all of the universities 
that had accepted me. Of course, I had that offer to stay in Miami and attend the 
University of Miami, where my audition with John Dee had produced a 
scholarship. Unfortunately, the offer was for half of UM’s tuition which at that time 
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was over $25,000 a year. Even if I commuted to Coral Gables where the campus 
was located to avoid housing costs, I still came up short. I did not realize that I 
could apply for school loans. 
One night after graduation from high school a group of my close friends 
gathered to meet up with one of our classmates who was leaving for Ball State to 
play football. We decided to meet at our salutatorian’s house. On the way, we 
were held up because the entire US Route 441 was roped off with yellow police 
tape and police officers were directing traffic to turn around and take an alternate 
route. This was right at the intersection by Popeye’s Chicken where we needed 
to turn.   
When we finally got to our meeting spot after the long delay, we noticed 
one of our classmates was missing. No one knew where Calvin was, and we 
assumed that he was late like the rest of us. We did not have text messaging, 
internet, or cell phones to contact each other as we so often take for granted 
today. We all briefly mentioned that someone was apparently shot at Popeye’s, 
but it never crossed our minds that it was someone close. It was Calvin.31 We did 
not get word until the next day. Calvin’s mother got into a verbal altercation at 
Popeye’s with some guys and one of them chose to solve the dispute by 
shooting into their car, killing Calvin in front of his mother. Another friend, Hilda 






arms of her sister at a party just next door to the spot where Calvin was killed.  
As a Black male in Miami who had just lost two classmates to gun violence, I felt 
that I needed to leave  
At the last minute, I decided to apply and attend FAMU. Late in the 
summer, the HBCU, FAMU accepted my application. I received my acceptance 
letter in August on a dot-matrix printout after I had arrived for FAMU Pre-Drill or 
what many college bands call band camp. Better late than never. I would “be in 
that Number…. I would be in the Marching 100.”33 The band that I had seen so 
many times on commercials, TV, magazines, bowl games, parades, I would wear 
that uniform, be a part of a tradition, and march in that band. 
Now it was time to transition. I was a drum major for three years and had 
not marched with a saxophone in the same amount of time. My focus had been 
on the oboe throughout high school, and I had totally abandoned the saxophone. 
You cannot march with an oboe. I definitely was not about to become a freshman 
drum major without coming up through the ranks. Everything would work out 
since the sax was not as complicated as the oboe to me, but I had to memorize 
pages of music before I arrived. It was simple to grasp the musical concepts 
since the most challenging pieces for the marching band were the marches, and I 
was fortunate to have a high school band director who insisted we play marches 
from memory. I found that the FAMU band had many great musicians including 





former section leaders, and drum majors at their high schools. Some of the best 
musicians in the country. I was fortunate that I was from Miami Norland High 
School, so I felt prepared for the transition to college-level musicianship. 
My high school band director Mr. Tolbert was good friends with Dr. Julian 
E. White. (see Figure 47) They had attended Stanton High School in 
Jacksonville, Florida together. Their familiarity with one another also made my 
transition easier. Dr. White ran the band program and did all of the legwork and 
day-to-day workings. He ran most of the rehearsals and saw to the marching and 
symphonic bands. Dr. White developed student leadership and organized the 
show and drill designs. Dr. Foster was the patriarch of not only the FAMU band 
program but all HBCU band programs. Both Dr. White and Dr. Foster had 
reputations as legends that proceeded them. To see them for the first time as a 
member in their band was humbling. 
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Figure 47: Dr. White, Mr. Tolbert and Jorim Reid Sr. at Mr. Tolbert’s Retirement 
Celebration in Miami. 
 
Dr. Foster had a presence that commanded respect and perfection. When 
he spoke, the timbre of his voice was a Mid-Western, Southern mix. Alumni of 
FAMU who studied under Dr. foster often speak of his elegant speech and 
evocative vocabulary that did not alienate students who came from 
underprivileged educational backgrounds. His command of the baton and score 
was brilliant. When he approached the podium, you immediately understood why 
his nickname from his students was “The Law.” Band students who gave Dr. 
Foster this nickname would make police siren sounds when he approached the 
band drill field and then shout, “get tight, here comes the Law.” It is ironic 
considering my consistent desire to join the military throughout my young adult 
life, my own students would ironically give me the nickname “The General” my 
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first year at NCCU as director of bands in 2001. I am not sure if this was given 
because of my dedication or discipline. One thing for sure, I was NOT and never 




Principle 13:  DISCIPLINE 
I recall Varese (as cited in Levitin, 2006, p. 14) describing music as 
“organised sound” and I guess avant-garde composers 
challenged what most of us think music is, using sounds from 
daily life like jackhammers, trains, and waterfalls, playing with their 
pitch, and combining them into “an organi(s)ed collage of sound 
with the same type of emotional trajectory — the same tension 
and release — as traditional music” (p. 14). Is that different to the 
boys who use growls, screams, drums, and distorted guitars to 
create their music? Perhaps if I embrace the tension and release, 
I’ll come to appreciate this organi(s)ed sound … “this music. 
(Karen M. Scott-Hoy, 2009, p. 43-44) 
 
Warming Up Performance Milestones 
Practice at FAMU was, simply put, professional. No time was wasted. 
Students were expected to be prepared, and errors were quickly corrected. Dr. 
Foster’s concept of “transfer of learning” was always implemented. The “transfer 
of learning” concept required one to build upon learning after attaining one 
subject and analyzing what was learned to see how it could apply in other areas 
or topics. Marching band practice was very intense to the point where we were 
expected to practice as if we were performing, giving 100% every run-through. All 
of this was accomplished under the immense heat of the Florida sun. By the end 
of my freshman year, I knew I wanted to be a drum major and worked myself so 
hard towards that goal that I dislocated my entire knee cap with the left calf and 
thigh twisted (dislocated patella) on the practice field and had to be hauled off in 
an ambulance.  
I heard this loud pop, as did everyone around me, and I assumed it was 
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broken from how it looked. I remember everyone running towards me and looking 
in horror. Silly as I had always been, I tried to keep my spirits up by joking, “I 
have fallen, and I can’t get up.” I borrowed this line from a famous Life Call 
commercial that was popular at the time. In the commercial an elderly lady falls 
to the ground and then makes that statement. The catchphrase was so famous in 
the 90’s culture that the band had included it as part of the dance routine. Dr. 
White, FAMU Associate Director of Bands, ran out from the tower towards me, 
but he did not think my joke was so funny. He looked genuinely concerned, and 
at that moment, I realized that although I was in “that Number,” I was more than 
just a number or an oboist for concert band. There were 300 students in this 
band. Dr. White knew all of them. Even Dr. Foster knew who I was as a 
freshman. He later asked me daily in his distinctive voice, “How’s that knee?!” 
Because of the injury, I missed the last three games of my freshman year, 
which were the most important to me. The first was the game to be held back 
home in Miami, the second was homecoming, and the third was the final game 
held in Tampa against the then Bethune Cookman College. I still went to every 
practice and showed up at performances with an instrument and dressed in 
uniform. Not being able to perform hurt, but I needed to heal. But, to make things 
worse, I learned that the drum major tryouts were being held for the fall, and that 
the freshmen were being allowed to tryout. At that time, I was moving around on 
a crutch.  
Victor Gaines was the head drum major at that time and began the tryout 
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by training those auditioning after regular band practices. On the first day, I 
watched it from the sideline. The term Freshman brother or sister was defined at 
FAMU as the fall semester that one arrives, participates, and completes a 
season in the Marching 100. My freshman brother Edwin looked at me from the 
field, wishing I could be out there. We both knew we could outmarch anyone. I 
had known Edwin since middle school, and although he attended my rival high 
school and was drum major there, we had remained close. It was at that moment 
I limped from the sideline with my cane and lined up with the rest of the drum 
major candidates, right next to Edwin. Victor looked puzzled at first, but 
continued to teach. I fell in line and learned how to become a FAMU drum major 
for the next few weeks. I was so determined that I tried out for drum major using 
a cane.  
Wanted to Be in that Number 
The actual tryouts were held one day just after training. At the end of the 
tryout there was an endurance portion that included a “sweep of the field” where 
you marched 100 yards back and forth the entire football field from endzone to 
endzone and did 20 sets of 8 in place. At some point, Kofi Hemmingway, an 
upperclassman, said something to Dr. White, and he nodded. Kofi came to me 
while I was struggling in pain, but marching strong 90-degree knees to my chest 
with one leg, and told me to stop before I made my injury worse. Despite my 
injury, I become the FAMU drum major. Edwin became the section leader of the 
saxophones and then the drum major a few seasons later. 
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Being in the “Marching 100” afforded me notable performance 
opportunities. We performed at Disney World for various occasions that were not 
the typical band parade down Main Street. We played for Disney’s 25th 
anniversary, which was nationally televised. We were invited to two Presidential 
inaugural parades. During both of those events I was able to meet President Bill 
Clinton and First Lady Hillary. We performed at the 1997 Sugar Bowl National 
Championship halftime for Florida vs. Florida State. There were also many times 
that we appeared on ESPN or performed for the governor or for senators. My 
senior year corresponded with Dr. Foster’s 50th anniversary as director of bands 
at FAMU, and a yearlong celebration to place.34 I was his head drum major and 
had the privilege of being interviewed for the TV show Focus On that featured 
both he and Dr. White. The best way I can express the opportunities that I had 





Figure 48: FAMU President Dr. Fredrick Humphries, Jorim Reid Sr., Dr. William P. 













Figure 51: Sun Sentinel Front Page picture of President Bill Clinton, Drum Majors 




Figure 52: Image of Jorim Reid Featured on the Front Page of the Tallahassee 













Figure 54: Jorim Reid Posing in the FAMU Drum Major Move Known as the One Leg 





Principle 14:  MORALS 
But the judgments of musicians and critics are often put in 
absolute terms expressing a moral and self-righteous outrage 
when their personal boundaries of taste are crossed. 
 - Stephen Emmerson 
 
We Talkin’ ‘bout Practice 
There was an honor in being a drum major. There had been no hazing 
required to become a drum major at FAMU as the media had portrayed after the 
death of Robert Champion. The requirements I was asked to uphold involved 
character, musicianship, and showmanship. Being the drum major at FAMU was 
not considered an auxiliary position. We had to work. We set up the field, 
conducted warmups, tuned the band, looked after the staff, and, of course, kept 
order as it pertained to music and marching discipline and uniformity. Leadership 
in a band so enormous and diverse required the respect of students and the 
band staff on many levels. Later on, I realized that I learned how to be a band 
director while being a drum major at FAMU. This happened because I had the 
opportunity to work closely with the band staff and observed how they managed 
and ran the program. 
While at FAMU, I continued to fight the idea of declaring music as my 
major. I pursued engineering and the military via the ROTC, although all of my 
extracurricular time was spent with the band. Money was short, but I was 
privileged to receive the National Thurgood Marshall Scholarship, which Dr. 
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White encouraged me to apply after hearing that had taken the Armed Services 
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) test and going to enlist in the military due to 
a lack of money for school. However, no matter what ideas I had about my future 
or what classes I took, I found that I always ended up back at music.  
After finally settling on music as a major during my junior year, I had to 
decide which primary instrument to study. There was no oboe professor on 
faculty to study with, and the saxophone never resonated with me. I also had a 
passion for the piano, and I still had a desire to compose and write for film. After 
hearing me play the piano and knowing of my interest in composition, my music 
theory teacher, Dr. Horn, recommended that I consider majoring in piano. I 
listened to his advice, and the department allowed me to major in music as a 
piano major although I played wind instruments in my large ensembles. Then, I 
committed to invest in my dreams by working and saving up my money to 
purchase a Fox oboe and Korg 01/W proX weighted action keyboard building a 
bedroom apartment studio for both to practice and compose (see Figure 55). 
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Figure 55: Apartment Bedroom Studio right next to the bed in Tallahassee. 
 
The Difference is Clear 
As I advanced through my undergraduate studies, I began to notice and 
question the differences between the resources available at FAMU as compared 
to FSU where I practiced during my high school summers in the College Quest 
program. Why were the pianos at FAMU not in good order or in a proper playing 
condition like the ones at FSU? Why were the practice rooms not as adequate as 
those at FSU? Through my entire time at FAMU, most of my practice (as many 
other music majors) took place at FSU in their facilities. There was no official 
partnership. I still had my FSU IDs from when I attended in high school and still 
had access to the library and other resources. But I could not help but to ask why 
there was such a difference between what were both state funded schools 
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located in the capital of Florida just a walking distance apart. In 2007, for 
example, HBCUs Fayetteville State University (where I am currently director of 
bands), and North Carolina A&T University received $7,800 per student where 
PWIs North Carolina State University and the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill received $15,700 per student (Minor, 2008). 
During my undergraduate years, I focused on learning to write music 
better. My high-school arrangements of “Poison” by Bell Biv DeVoe and “Can 
You Stand the Rain” by New Edition needed some improvement. During that 
time, I learned to fully accept the fact that arranging was not the same as 
composition. One semester my music history professor the late Wallace Clark, 
while lecturing on Mozart, dared that he would give anyone in the class an A if 
they could write a theme and variations to Twinkle Twinkle Little Star as Mozart 
did. I foolishly took on the challenge for what I thought would be an easy A and 
presented my version35 with a score and music to the class. Professor Clark, the 
class and my piano teacher loved my variations and noted how I had traveled 
stylistically from the classical and romantic periods later including elements of 
jazz, gospel, impressionism, Rhythm and Blues and country styles. This track 
has the most plays on my Soundcloud to date. Variations on Twinkle may have 
been the first musical moment where my multiple-consciousness in my music 






I was blessed to study with the best. I opted to take private directed study 
in conducting with Dr. White and Dr. Foster. I learned composition and 
orchestration from Dr. Horn and Dr. Marty Robinson, and my harmonic 
vocabulary and voicing would explode under the guidance of Lindsey Sargent. 
However, the more I learned, the more I realized what I did not know.  
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Principle 15:  APPRECIATION 
As a conductor, I want people to know what goes on behind the 
baton. I want them to understand and appreciate the personal 
journey that I have taken to be able to stand on the podium and 
deliver the performances that I do. I don’t want to cloak them in 
silence; these musical stories need to be told! (Brydie-Leigh 
Bartleet and Carolyn Ellis, 2009, p. 12-13) 
 
Death March in Slow One 
I could have graduated several semesters earlier than I did, but I felt so 
unprepared for what I wanted to do. At this point, I had decided that I wanted to 
write music. I did not want to be a band director. I used this time to take mostly 
directed study in composition, applied voice, piano, and other music electives 
with the thought that I could improve my musical knowledge. I submitted to 
various composition competitions to see where I fit in the world of composers. I 
did not want to be just an arranger. There was so much that I thought that I 
needed to know. The most significant moments came from my decision to study 
that developed my second-sight and ability to navigate the musical veil of double 
consciousness. 
The first arrangement that the Marching 100 played of mine as a student 
was HAY (1995) by rap group Crucial Conflict. The song was about smoking 
marijuana. Students in the band had requested the stand song for weeks and I 
knew Lindsey Sarjeant, the band’s arranger, was not going to write it. 
Considering that I had never smoked, but was well aware of the lyrical context of 
the song, I still saw the opportunity to get a student arrangement played. This 
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was far from the first arrangement that I had written. I had written I love the Lord 
(1996)36 from the movie The Preacher’s Wife (1996) and felt that it was more 
musical and demonstrated my capabilities as an arranger. But to get a student 
arrangement played at FAMU required Sarjeant’s musical blessing and more 
importantly the students’ approval. Sarjeant always said, “If the band don’t like it 
they won’t play it!” Simply put, if I wanted I Love the Lord to be played, I had to 
gain the faith of my student peers by writing Smokin’ on Hay in the Middle of the 
Barn!37 I also had to navigate the veil of my faith in wanting to debut a Christian 
song while having to introduce my arranging skills by presenting a stand tune 
that has literally only four notes in most sections. 
To this day, the band still plays HAY and after it debuted that season I had 
multiple arrangements played by the band that included I Love the Lord, Rock 
and Roll Part II (1972), Movin’ On Up (1975), and Imperial March (1980)! Hay 
became an HBCU staple and crowd favorite among students as many other 
universities would create their own version of Hay and garner the same 
reactions. Musicians and band directors at the collegiate and high school level 
complimented I Love the Lord and requested it and other pieces. This arranging 
opportunity opened doors for me as a young arranger as far as improving at 
writing and exposure where other high schools and universities were playing my 






are, for Hay and I Love the Lord. I learned then and there that I would have to 
write in two musical languages to navigate the band music world. 
As graduation approached, I decided to apply to Florida State for graduate 
school in music composition. I did not apply to any other graduate school 
because I did not feel that I was ready to be far away from my teachers at FAMU. 
Without hesitation, I personally asked Dr. Foster for a recommendation letter 
(see Figure 56) for my application. I still remember when he pulled out his 
celebrated fountain pen and signed my recommendation letter. He noticed my 
eyes, thankfully cherishing his signature. I think it was clear to him that I did not 
want to mail it and lose the keepsake. He sat back deep in the massive leather 
chair behind his desk, he tilted his head down just enough to look at me over his 
eyeglass frames. In his distinctive vocal tones, eloquent diction, and melodic 
timbre, he said, "tell Mrs. Jones to print another, and I'll sign one for you to keep!" 
That was it! I was set and ready to go. “The Law,” Dr. Foster’s nickname, has 
inked his approval, I had to get accepted. 
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 After my application was received, the FSU composition faculty called me 
to campus for an interview and to review the portfolio of compositions that I had 
submitted with my application. They were not impressed. What I remember most 
is how humiliated I felt. They asked who taught composition at FAMU and 
wanted to know who I studied with. I knew my current composition training was 
limited and what I had prepared might not be good enough. But I thought that any 
knowledge and teaching that was not available in undergrad would be accessible 
in graduate school from my point of view. I thought that getting into school would 
give me the opportunity to learn what I did not have the chance to be exposed to. 
I felt like the skills and abilities that I had mastered were of no substance 
compared to the lack of my compositional pedigree. They did not respect FAMU 
as a learning environment for composers. I am inclined to believe that they 
thought that FAMU was simply a “band school.”  But I could "play well." 
Unfortunately, not even a recommendation from Dr. Foster could get me into the 




A Dream Deferred, but not Denied 
What happens to a dream deferred? 
 
      Does it dry up 
      like a raisin in the sun? 
      Or fester like a sore— 
      And then run? 
      Does it stink like rotten meat? 
      Or crust and sugar over— 
      like a syrupy sweet? 
 
      Maybe it just sags 
      like a heavy load. 
 
      Or does it explode? 
-Langston Hughes 
The lease was about to end for my apartment, and my parents were in 
town for graduation. They kept asking me if I had heard from FSU regarding 
graduate school. I had received the denial letter a few days prior to their arrival 
and was deeply saddened, so I delayed in answering my parents. With my back 
against the wall, I decided to march up to the FSU School of Music. I happened 
to catch the Dr. Deal, dean of the graduate program, alone in his office. He 
invited me in. I told him directly that I applied to the composition program and 
was not accepted because I did not have proper instruction. I asked him if there 
were any other options. He appeared irritated as he starred at me and looked 
surprised, but seemed to have some familiarity with my situation. He looked on 
his computer. Dr. Deal looked at me and said, “Jorim, would you major in music 
education for your master’s? You could still take composition classes and tailor 
the degree to your expertise. I said, yes! He then smiled and said, 
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congratulations, you are admitted to Master’s of Music Education!” 
Just in the nick of time, I was able to tell my mom that I was accepted to 
graduate school on the weekend of graduation. Relief. At FSU, I finally learned 
jazz theory, music production, electronic composition, and film scoring. I think 
that I was able to compose more music and have it performed as a music 
education major than I would have as a composition major. For example, I had 
several original pieces performed on FSU's campus. One of the compositions 
was a jazz chart, which for me was a milestone since I was so new to that 
genre.38 Throughout graduate school, I worked at a piano store selling and 
demoing pianos, taught the collegiate Bible study at Tabernacle Missionary 
Baptist Church, and I played at various churches and served as a minister of 
music at Turning Point International Church. I would support my good friend from 
Miami Minister Lorenzo Johnson with music and arts at his groundbreaking JAM 
4 Jesus services and outreach in Tallahassee. I lead my own gospel music 
singing quartet called Vision. My piano playing improved, and I learned how to 
navigate a mixing board and understand how to do music studio setups. I was 
able to connect theory, practice, and performance throughout graduate school at 
FSU.  
I was fortunate to know a few FAMU graduates who went on to FSU for 
their master’s, and they offered me some good advice. One of the FSU 





campus. I did, and I remember entering his office filled from floor to ceiling with 
books that were worn at the spine—showing that they were clearly not just for 
decoration. I introduced myself, and he pleasantly asked me a few questions. 
During the conversation, I explained to him that I had majored in piano during 
undergrad, but that I wanted to study oboe as my primary instrument. I further 
explained that I had recently purchased my own oboe and I did not have the 
opportunity while at FAMU to study with a private teacher or learn how to make 
oboe reeds. He smiled and wished me well at the end of the conversation, but 
just as I was about to exit the door, he said, "Jorim, do not tell anyone—
anyone—that you do not know how to make oboe reeds or never have had 
private lessons . . . you understand." This was clearly code. I got it. One of the 
most revered researchers of all time in music education and psychology clearly 
understood the cultural barriers I had faced. This was a warning to me that the 
behavior of his own colleagues might be biased and that they might work to 
discourage my achievement. It was then that I fully realized and appreciated 






Principle 16:  COMMITMENT 
Autoethnographers look through an ethnographic wide-angle lens, 
focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal 
experiences; then, they look inward, exposing a vulnerable self 
that is moved by and may move through, refract, and resist 
cultural interpretations. As they zoom backward and forward, 
inward and outward, distinctions between the personal and 
cultural become blurred, sometimes beyond distinct recognition. 
(Ellis and Bochner, 2004, p. 38) 
 
First Quarter 
As I navigated through undergraduate and graduate school, I began to 
take note of the fact that where one studies and who they study with translates 
into a priceless commodity. I was accumulating individual 'social capital' as 
conceptualized by Bourdieu (1986), which would provide me a very slim access 
point in navigating through structural constraints. Through my own educational 
experiences, I realized that social capital is not limited to economics or property 
of a group but can be retained by an individual. I firmly believe that being a 
graduate of Florida State and Florida A&M Universities opened my opportunity to 
begin my career as a college band director at an early age due to the name more 
so than the actual talent and skills that I had proven to possess.  
During the final semester of graduate school at Florida State, I was 
allowed to compose an original song for a children's concert in Opperman Hall. I 
performed the piano part and was accompanied by both a saxophonist and 
children singing and playing Orff instruments. The faculty attending took notice, 
and word got around to a graduate assistant at the time, Dr. Nicole Robinson, 
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who knew of someone looking for an assistant band director and arranger in 
North Carolina. I was asked if I could provide some scores, a resume, and some 
other samples of my work for a position that would be opening at her alma mater, 
an HBCU in Durham, NC. This opportunity would not have come had it not been 
for the extensive composition opportunities and the connections I had made 
through their performances.  
During 1997–1998, my last school year at FAMU, I chose not to 
participate in the marching band and used the time to study conducting and 
composition. I was blessed with the opportunity to conduct the symphonic band 
more often than was usual for an undergraduate. I was also fortunate to have five 
of my arrangements performed by the marching band. From this exposure and 
experience, I began to receive requests for arrangements and clinician services. 
Morris Brown College began playing my arrangements, and an organizer of a 
private North Carolina Band Camp also secured and used my arrangements. 
These opportunities would open doors that I would not enter until after graduate 
school. Band arranging was not the type of composition work that I would have 
preferred, but I was writing music, nonetheless.  
Robyn Reaves 
Robyn Reaves was Director of Bands at North Carolina Central University 
from 1997 to 2001. Robyn attended Duke Ellington’s School of the Arts in 
Washington D.C. and Winston Salem State University. She was reported as the 
first female head band director at an HBCU in North Carolina as well as North 
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Carolina Central University. Since 1997, she had been looking for an assistant 
band director who could also assist as an arranger for the marching band. 
Through some coincidence, she had heard of my work and my band 
arrangements while I was in graduate school before we connected over the 
phone. During this conversation, she asked if I was interested in the assistant 
director of bands position and if I would apply. I told her that I would; however, I 
had never heard of NCCU (North Carolina Central University), and neither had 
anyone else that I knew. 
Several classmates stated their opinions as soon as they heard about my 
opportunity. Jealousy did not cross my mind. One exclaimed how he had gone to 
the NCCU website and "burst out laughing" at the fact that most of the buildings, 
including the administration building, on the website had window AC units. 
"Joreye (one of my undergraduate band nicknames), how the fuck they gonna 
have window AC units and duct tape on their web page and call themselves an 
institution of higher learning," he screamed. Another said, "why the fuck would 
you go there? That shit is raggedy as fuck and they ain't gonna put any money 
into the program, and the band sounds like shit . . . they some sorry shit!" During 
the late '90s and early 2000s, a website called the 5th Quarter that covered the 
HBCU marching band became the hub for anything Black band-related, both 
negative and positive. Chat rooms and clips were all out there for anyone to see. 
No one heard of NCCU but everyone wanted to know about this place in North 
Carolina, where I was considering going. 
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Before I made my final decision, I sought advice from my current 
professors at FSU and then went over to FAMU to talk to Dr. Foster, Dr. White, 
and Lindsey Sargent for advice. At that time Google didn’t exist, and the internet 
was mostly dial-up. Some of the clips that I was able to find of various bands in 
the Carolinas were not flattering. Furthermore, so many of the statements from 
prominent band directors did not speak well of the quality of band programs in 
North Carolina. Several well-respected musicians who I am not at liberty to name 
made it clear that the musicianship in the area was poor, and that out-of-tune 
marching bands that focused on playing as loud as they could were prevalent. 
They said that the college bands and high school bands had been deficient as far 
back to the '60s.  
The alleged “void” of musicianship was my biggest concern. Were bands 
in North Carolina really focusing on marching band year-round? Do they all really 
sound bad? Allegedly, as so many expressed in secret, the overall quality of 
musicianship for band programs in a state including HBCUs and PWIs was 
subpar. I heard so many voices of discouragement. However, I did receive some 
encouragement from my music technology and industry professor at FSU who 
stated that although he had never heard of NCCU, that I should not expect things 
to be perfect and keep in mind that the quality of music “is what you bring.” Also, 
my Florida State Professor of Contemporary Media Brian Gaber said, "you are 
what's happening in music when you get there!"  Professor Gaber taught me 
everything I knew up to that point about music technology and production. 
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To get some additional advice, I took an entire day to hang out in the 
Foster-Tanner Music Building on FAMU's campus where the music department 
was located. I first spoke with Dr. Foster. During the summer of 2000, Dr. White 
was the chair of the music department and director of bands at FAMU, so Dr. 
Foster was semi-retired and had an office to work as professor emeritus. I sat in 
Dr. Foster’s office and found that he was very familiar with NCCU and began to 
recall his history with the institution. I then learned that another FAMU graduate 
by the name of Willie Williams was director of bands at NCCU in the 1970s, and 
Dr. Foster had often traveled there to give clinics and workshops. He encouraged 
me to take the position and said that he had great faith that I would be 
successful. This encouragement gave me more ease as the deep-rooted FAMU 
connection I believed would help me to transition from Florida to North Carolina. 
Musical Ebonics. After speaking with Dr. Foster, I was able to catch 
Sarjeant or Sarj (as students affectionately call him) in his office. I told him about 
the opportunity in North Carolina. He was also very familiar with NCCU. He told 
me that he was the arranger for NCCU as an undergraduate student in the 
1970's. This information put my mind at ease. With this information, I felt that 
there was enough continuity and that the foundational concepts of tone, 
intonation, and balance would be similar enough that I could be a musical fit. I 
stand by these foundational concepts that Dr. Hilliard recommended in his 
interview. We were taught the basic concepts of sound production, tone quality, 
and intonation at FAMU and this balance was leveled across all ensembles and 
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not just the symphonic bands. This idea of musicianship was not some 
"European" concept, as some argued. Through our lens at FAMU, we were 
Black, an HBCU, and most of the music we played was from Black artists, and 
we played well-crafted arrangements of these songs in tune, in time, with good 
tone, in balance, and at various dynamics, articulations, and expressions. All of 
the ensembles mattered including the concert bands!  Every ensemble deserves 
equal emphasis regardless of audience and allocated resources. The concept 
was reinforced in the FAMU philosophy and pedagogy throughout all classes and 
ensembles. Is this concept musical snobbery? 
I was well aware of HBCU band culture and how FAMU was perceived (by 
some) as this soft and pretty "White" “European” sounding band (as some 
described) as compared to the "Black" sounding bands that played loud and 
abrasive. My apprehension was regarding how much would I have to play what I 
have referred to as musical Ebonics. I could not grasp how or why playing in tune 
or with good tone was considered "White" or, conversely, why playing loud was 
thought of as playing incorrectly out of character. The Chicago Symphony can 
play very loud, but it is not distorted. I LIKE IT LOUD TOO! Can we have loud 
and in tune? Is playing out of tune culturally acceptable? In my humble opinion, 
some of the bands that are praised for the loud and high playing sound like 
amplified bee hives up two octaves, others sound like mic’d murder hornet’s 
nests…or acute to chronic tinnitus! I knew there would be battles over 
philosophical concepts of sound and style, but I wanted assurance that there 
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would be no war. Maybe, I thought, it was the training . . . the teaching that has 
some of these groups embracing certain concepts of sound. Perhaps we can 
teach properly, develop a balanced program, and keep cultural traditions intact? I 
am from FAMU, but I would never try to make NCCU a FAMU. But, I did hope 
that my training and comprehensive band program experiences at FAMU could 
be a template and catalyst.  
The Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU) ‘Marching 100’ 
band and its founder, Dr. William Patrick Foster, has received a wealth of praise, 
publicity, and has been the topic of research studies. Dr. Foster was credited with 
inventing, innovating, and pioneering the performance style of HBCU Marching 
bands (Foster, 1968). Unfortunately, the FAMU symphonic bands have often 
participated or performed at major conferences, clinics, or adjudicated festivals 
for decades with little fanfare. Furthermore, malignant panning and negative 
perceptions ignited controversies due to a select number of HBCU band 
programs who chose to neglect symphonic bands while emphasizing time and 
resources to their marching bands. For over 60 years, FAMU’s musical leaders 
have opted for a balanced band program to abate the negative stigmas placed 
on HBCUs. The philosophies and values that I embraced as a FAMU student 
would influence the development of my own band programs.  
Eyes of an Eagle, Mount Up and Soar on Eagle’s Wings! During the 
summer after I graduated from graduate school, I had to move out of my 
apartment and drive everything back down to Miami in a Hertz Penske truck. 
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NCCU had not processed their offer or paperwork, and I did not have the money 
for a moving company nor a place to stay. Durham was twelve hours away from 
Miami. I had to wait. Everything I owned was boxed up in the living room and was 
taking up all of the available space in my parents' home. This was my first lesson 
about university bureaucracy and politics. As I later found out, there was 
disagreement about how to use financial resources, and some opposed Robin 
Reaves’s request to hire an assistant band director. She had to fight to get 
support. Fortunately, she ultimately received that support from the dean who took 
the initiative to get her what she needed to proceed with the hire.  
When I finally arrived in Durham, NC, everything that I had ever owned 
was packed into a U-Haul. At that point, I still did not have a place to stay, nor did 
I have a contract. They were still sending faxes at this time; documents were not 
sent through email. Therefore, I had no way of receiving documents in a timely 
manner. My parents helped me with the move by driving my car while I drove the 
truck. We found a LaQuinta hotel on HWY 15 501 near the campus to stay the 
night. Later that day, we decided to drive by the campus for the first time. It was a 
much smaller campus than some high schools and it was clear by the 
appearance of the buildings that a lot of work needed to be done. I was already 
keenly aware that FAMU had fewer resources than FSU and other PWIs, but I 
never imagined that other HBCUs would have an even greater deficit of funds. 
Maybe there was some truth to what my friends were saying concerning 
resources. If Florida State had everything, then FAMU had a little something. So, 
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it was clear to me that in comparison to both FSU and FAMU, NCCU had very 
little when it came to resources. At that time, I had no knowledge if the lack of 
resources was due to missing funding support or unfair appropriation decisions 
from governing bodies. Securing proper and equitable resources for students 
was my outward motivation. What was my motivation internally? The words of Dr. 
Foster were my internal motivation. Dr. Foster made something out of nothing. It 
was clear that as an educator with two degrees that I had to plant seeds for 
change and demand what was best for the students. Like Dr. Foster, I would also 
have to make something out of nothing. Yeah, I pulled myself up by my own 
bootstraps, but in boots that were paid for in the price of the sacrifice of those 
before me. In these boots I could walk on paths no longer dark or crooked 
because of those, like Dr. Foster, who sacrificed, lighting and paving them before 
me so that I could go even further. To Dr. Foster, the students were first and to 
be treated first class. 
My entire motivation could be summed up in one video interview with Dr. 
Foster. I posted this video39 and statement on social media on November 6, 2014 
and wrote: 
THIS VIDEO IS OF DR. WILLIAM P. FOSTER, THE FATHER OF HBCU 
BANDS. 
IN ONE WORD FOR ME, APPRECIATION. ONE OF 20 PRINCIPLES. 
MY BAND LINEAGE AND PHILOSOPHY ARE SUMMED UP IN THIS VIDEO 
OF MY TEACHER AND MENTOR, DR. FOSTER. WHY SHOULD WE 
PROVIDE 2ND CLASS RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS AND EXPECT 1ST 





CLASS IS OR QUALITY, MUCH LESS APPRECIATE IT UNTIL IT IS GONE. 
AS WE CANNOT COMPROMISE ON ACADEMICS, HBCUS CANNOT 
COMPROMISE ON THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE.  
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Principle 17: HUMILITY 
Autoethnography challenged me to find the cadence point, to 
breathe, and to listen to the reverberations of my pain and 
sadness. Autoethnography helped me to hear the beauty and 
vulnerability in that phrase and understand the reasons for its dark 
timbre, competing melodies, and restless pulse.  
In musicology and ethnomusicology, researchers are sensitively 
exploring the interconnectedness between their lives and their 
areas of study, and the relationships they share with those in their 




In the past 60 years, FAMU has produced scores of instrumental music 
educators and band directors. The instrumental program at FAMU maintains 
several active ensembles that include concert band, symphonic band, jazz band, 
and wind symphony in addition to the marching band. All of the ensembles from 
as early as the ’50s had performed at major venues consistently. The jazz bands 
had toured Europe and Japan. Most recently, the wind symphony performed in 
Carnegie Hall in New York City, later to receive an invitation to perform at the 
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C. In contrast, the 
FAMU ‘Marching 100’ had accumulated most of the attention and the focus of 
academic research such as:   
• Allen, D., Lawhon, Mary, Bledsoe, Adam, McCreary, Tyler, Doel, 
Ronald, Nair-Collins, Michael, & Pierce, Joseph. (2019) Affirmative 
Assertions of Black Life: Making Places of Respite in Florida A&M 
University's Marching 100 
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• Malone, J. (1990) THE FAMU MARCHING-100 A JAZZ-SPIRITED 
COLLEGE MARCHING BAND  
• Joiner, L. (2012). The Call to End Hazing Gets Louder After Death 
• Kelderman, E. (2010). William P. Foster, Who Led Florida A&M's 
Famed Marching 100, Dies at 91 
• Kessel, R. (2013). Remembering Robert Champion.  
• U.S. Congress. (1998). TRIBUTE TO DR. WILLIAM FOSTER AND 
THE MARCHING 100, and  
• Walker, R., Hinton, Kandace, Finnie, Jimmy, & Howard-Hamilton, 
Mary. (2014). The Life and Leadership of William P. Foster: The 
Maestro and the Legend. 
The notable performances of FAMU’s ensembles have provided music 
graduates with formative experiences that they would later model and implement 
in their secondary programs. Many FAMU graduates have band programs with 
ensembles that have performed at the highest level in major performance 
venues. These graduates manage multiple successful ensembles with the same 
sense of balance they experienced at FAMU. However, in discussions regarding 
HBCUs, one controversial issue has been why symphonic bands are not as 
popular or pervasive and seldom seen in in social media as their marching 
bands. On the one hand, some HBCUs argue that the lack of resources and 
other circumstances preclude a balanced program. 
On the other hand, the FAMU philosophy implies that regardless of 
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resources, measures of musicianship, quality, and standards in balance must be 
upheld for music education. HBCU culture of making miracles into something out 
of nothing empowers its graduates with "grit" (McCall, 2015). Having limited 
resources and achieving regardless does not make this system acceptable. 
While others maintain that social media sites such as YouTube provide a clear 
indication of the perceived facts regarding HBCU band programs stating that they 
only emphasize their marching bands. An unbalanced emphasis has been 
correlated with the quality of musicianship and student success. According to Dr. 
William Revelli (2003), “Quality is the result of correct fundamental preparation.”40 
Many successful, master instrumental music educators share this philosophy. Dr. 
Revelli, renown band master and director of bands at the University of Michigan 
(1935–1971), was a mentor to Dr. Foster. Dr. Foster was heavily influenced by 
the University of Michigan band and Dr. Revelli. Various students of the FAMU 
music program state that fundamental preparation takes place in the “seated 
ensemble” or symphonic band.  
Resources at HBCUs for music areas often go toward the hefty expense 
of operating a marching band. With this support that is sometimes relative to the 
institution and athletic conference, there is a deficit view of marching bands 
internally. The dominant culture for marching bands has demonstrated a deficit 
view of HBCU marching bands and labeled them as entertaining and much less 





regarding the pervasive presence of their marching bands on social media in 
contrast to other ensembles if they exist. Marching bands have their place, yet 
the question of musicianship of HBCU bands is raised when the dominant culture 
fails to see any balance in the university ensembles.  
Many music academics at HBCUs have expressed that resources spent 
on marching bands, regardless of how limited, are not worth it. From my 
experience, many closest to band programs with marching bands view “BAND” 
as a four-letter word. Music faculty at both PWI and HBCU have often express a 
deficit view of their music students being in the marching band. At most HBCUs, 
the marching band is the only reason most of the student instrumentalists are 
there in the first place. Marching Band, and the culture it encompasses, should 
not be a curse. From my experience, only on their campuses are HBCU bands 
held in a different regard as compared to PWI band programs. The tension 
between the academic and cultural biases fester due to HBCUs limited 
resources. 
Literature on FAMU and HBCU 
In an article published in 1984, “Dilemmas of and challenges for Black 
university marching bands in the 80's: a personal view,” a controversial subject 
regarding HBCU band programs was outlined by Dr. Lenard C. Bowie. Dr. Bowie 
was the associate director of bands at Florida A & M University under Dr. William 
P. Foster. Bowie was the second in command of the elite FAMU Marching 100. 
Bowie also published the book The Truth, The Whole Truth, and Nothing But The 
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Truth: Memoirs of My Life Working with the Florida A&M University Marching 
Band (2013). Bowie’s (1984) article postulated reasons to investigate Black 
university marching bands for their emphasis on marching bands. This article 
may be better received and serve to be relevant today. The outspoken Dr. Bowie 
and his thoughts regarding the negative impact of desegregation on HBCU 
bands have always garnered interest and controversy. Bowie was well aware 
that his article clearly articulated his loathing of HBCU band’s emphasis on 
entertainment rather than musical education and creativity of symphonic bands. 
As in this article, Bowie often called for the re-examination of HBCU band 
programs. Dr. Bowie publicly re-emphasized his examination in 1995 and penned 
them again in his 2013 book before passing away in 2014. Bowie even cites me 
in this book and provides very inaccurate information regarding my decision to 
turn down the FAMU band director position I was offered in 2013. This will be 
fleshed out later in this autoethnography. 
Garrison (1986) wrote a contrasting viewpoint of marching bands from that 
of Bowie. The marching band’s positive aspects are stated from a public relations 
esprit de corps standpoint. Garrison argued that the marching band can provide 
a genuine aesthetic experience through corps marching style technique usage. It 
should be noted that no distinction is made between HBCU marching style 
techniques and corps style usage. Garrison concedes that marching band has 
drawbacks. These drawbacks include the impact on learning due to the focus on 
contests and the one show per season format. The viewpoint Garrison argues in 
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the article supports my study of HBCU marching band programs. Perspectives 
articulating different viewpoints are needed to support the topic, expose bias, and 
publish reliable truths and facts. Garrison’s observations of the drawbacks of 
marching band underline a clear argument for a balanced program where one 
ensemble is not favored more than the other.  
A year prior, Mason (1985) expressed a point of view questioning if 
marching band was in step with music education. Mason wrote that marching 
band could be a band concert on the march. Mason pointed out the conundrum 
of marching band being valid outside of the social center of athletic events in 
which it thrives. The article made an argument for the negative and positive 
factors and attitudes regarding corps marching bands, but there was no mention 
of HBCU bands. Mason discussed all bands in general and established a neutral 
position to ground the research focus on all perceptions. The validation of social 
and athletic events outlined supports an emphasis that HBCU band programs put 
on marching bands. This point of view highlights the visibility of the marching 
band as an asset. Mason offered suggestions on how to teach literature, music 
history, theory, and musicianship through marching band. Suggestions included 
singing during drills instead of counting or selecting literature that exposes 
students to great composers. As a FAMU band director insisting that the 
cornerstone to musicianship be through the symphonic band, the argument that 
musicianship can be cultivated through marching band requires review. 
Furthermore, Mason asserted the teaching and various music education 
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concepts that are solid indicators of a balanced band program. 
Peitersen (1956) promoted the marching band as a component of music 
education. This article was published in 1956 during what was considered the 
golden era of wind band. Renowned composers like Persichetti and Hindemith 
were beginning to accept and respect wind band as an ensemble worthy of their 
time. Both composers would accept commissions to write masterpieces for band 
ensembles. Peitersen introduced the idea of marching band in curriculum and the 
notion of a balanced program. During this time, educators and academics were 
determined to find a place in music education for the marching band. As an 
activity, marching band was rapidly growing in popularity due to television and 
football. Peitersen wrote this article ten years after Dr. Foster established his 
famed marching band at FAMU (Walker, 1998). Foster was able to construct a 
balanced program model that did not emphasize the marching band. Other 
HBCU programs in the late 1950’s and 1960’s would attempt to adopt this model 
(McDonald, 2009). 
HBCUs often report that their marching bands are ambassadors and 
recruitment tools for the institution. Madsen (2007) revealed in the findings of a 
case study that marching band as a recruiting organization was very effective. 
Madsen’s case study demonstrated that maintaining a band program at the 
collegiate level does help with recruitment significantly. Because in my study 
(and in my career) I question an over-emphasis upon marching bands at HBCUs, 
an argument for recruitment and retention as they pertain to marching band is a 
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subject that should be covered. The HBCU experience is often marketed to 
attract students in recruitment efforts; therefore, the musical behaviors of Black 
people must be studied to answer questions regarding musical preference and 
tastes as they pertain to band programs (Smith, 1976). Madsen’s findings 
included only Ohio State, a Division I university. It is possible that HBCUs that 
are neither Division I nor Research I institutions, and have significantly lower 
enrollments than a Big Ten Conference Schools, would have similar results to 
Madsen’s findings. 
There is a clear dichotomy between HBCU and PWI band programs. 
Standifer (1980) wrote in his research that “there always have been two 
dominant musical traditions in America; the musical traditions or aesthetic of 
White people of the Western world, and the musical traditions of Black people 
translated to the New World” (p 51). Does Black cultural tradition have a role in 
the musical behavior of select HBCU bands? Standifer identified the Black 
church in particular as an environment for nurturing their expression. Hymns, 
embellishments on basic tunes, sliding on tones, getting happy, are listed as 
products of tradition and cultural behavior that takes cues from the roots of 
slavery grown from the soil of African vocal practices and idioms. The research 
question suggests that the HBCU audiences value the marching bands over the 
symphonic bands. Standifer clearly documented how Black concert audiences 
are not passive receivers and participate by clapping, chanting, singing, or 
moving. Music for the Black community traces its roots back to the African legacy 
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where music was integrated into daily life and was often a group activity. 
This could explain why HBCU bands perform in their particular style, 
which is more interactive with the audience and requires constant attention and 
aesthetic interaction (Sneiderman, 2000). Having a perspective of Black music as 
a teacher is knowledge that can facilitate understanding as to why some students 
coming from high school band programs reject symphonic band and its music 
literature while favoring the rhythmic and active marching band (Ware, 2008). 
Rosita Sands (1996) articulated the importance of having knowledge address the 
dichotomy while identifying the needs of Black students in a band program at the 
secondary and post-secondary level. 
The HBCU has a direct impact on African-American secondary students 
who often matriculate at these universities and participate in their band 
programs. The FAMU band benefited greatly from high school band programs 
such as Stanton High School in Duval County, Jacksonville, Florida where most 
of the assistant band directors of FAMU attended. (Thomas, 2008) documents 
historically Black school bands in Florida and FAMU being a state institution 
benefiting from the continuous supply of students ready to participate in its 
collegiate band program. There is limited research in the area of concert music 
with the active participation and involvement of Black bands. (Wyatt, 1980) called 
for papers for presentation at professional meetings to be discussed. Given that 
the 1980s research questions are still relevant to today’s Black universities’ 
interest in even having a symphonic band, makes this concern imperative. 
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Thematic catalogs, studies on individual composers, concerts featuring the works 
of Black composers, and the author call for composer accessibility. It is a major 
concern, however, that interest in researching Black music literature could be 
directly impacted by the lack of symphonic bands to perform them. Dr. Foster’s 
impact on HBCU bands as a composer and conductor was very influential, but 
regardless of the perception, even some of the successful symphonic band 
conductors who graduated from FAMU attribute the marching band as their 
primary reason for choosing to attend the university. After Dr. Foster passed 
away in 2010, I posted a video of him speaking on the impact of the band at an 
HBCU. It inspired me to write a note to accompany Dr. Foster’s video uploaded 
to Facebook in 2010: 
We (HBCU) band programs have to get past the mentality of 
minstrel shows and the "chitterlings circuit," expecting payment 
with a greasy bag and small change. The prostitution of student 
musicians, as well as athletes, must come to a coda. Some may 
disagree, but I challenge you to note the direct correlation 
between "competent support" with band programs that have 
blessed their students with once in a lifetime experience. 
Experiences such as the Macy's Thanksgiving Parade, 
Tournament of Roses, Super Bowl, President's Inauguration, 
CBDNA, a "memorable" Homecoming, or any significant venue 
can create a strong bond between the students and university 
during their matriculation. This is the seed to cultivate school 
pride. Esprit de corps! We must be mindful of how we treat 
students while they are under our watch. After they graduate, we 
will not have the same opportunities to make an impact or lasting 
connections. 
Do we not want students to give back after they graduate? Treat 
students, 2nd class, get 3rd-class, or NO results at all. Investing in 
their TOTAL experience, mainly if they serve the university in 
revenue-generating activities or units such as BAND and 
ATHLETICS WITHOUT WAGES. If supported competently, 
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investing in students PAYS for itself during matriculation. After 
graduation, that investment returns in time, active participation, 
and monetary gifts. That is compounded interest, giving a boost to 
enrollment, attendance at athletic events, merchandising, 
branding, and donations translating to REVENUE or MONEY. For 
number crunching administrators, we must realize that students 
are the best investment. Treat them 2nd class, and they will take 
their families and money to other events or even rival universities 
up the road. 
Again, note the direct correlation with all band programs. "The difference is 




Principle 18: INTEGRITY 
Few people are capable of expressing with equanimity opinions 
which differ from the prejudices of their social environment. Most 
people are incapable of forming such opinions 
-Albert Einstein, Ideas and Opinions 
 Snowflakes of Musicianship in the Second Quarter 
This section sets the tone for following narrative from Principle 18 to the 
Coda. Some of the vignettes are dark and may offend some, but this is my truth 
from my voice and I can support every story with evidence. It took me years to 
grasp what hatred was. Some people will always hate you, when you have a 
different point of view. Having an unfamiliar perspective should only mean that 
two parties disagree and not the reason to hate.  
People who fundamentally disagree with you politically or socially 
are not bad people. I can't expect that other side to have 
compassion for me if I can't put myself in their shoes, too. 
- Jonathan Van Ness, The Blush Society 
 
Snowflakes. In modern-day terms, a snowflake is a sensitive and easily-
offended person, or it is sometimes used to denote someone who believes that 
they are so unique. With the present cultural climate, facts can be subdued or 
omitted to protect one’s feelings. With that in mind, I am pretty sure someone will 
get offended regardless of how I present the facts of my story. As evidence, I will 
display before and after pictures and videos throughout this work as “receipts” for 
those facts or what autoethnography refers to as artifacts. The bottom line of my 
assessment of NCCU was that I was not impressed with NCCU on the outside, 
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and I found it to be even less impressive on the inside. Upon arrival, I saw 
several affordable housing communities (projects, as we call them) surrounding 
the campus consisting of abandoned homes and some dilapidated structures 
where families still resided. To me, this was not a deal-breaker. Most in the 
HBCU community are accustomed to the fact that many HBCUs are located in 
the most improvised parts of their city. Why? That said, in the summer of 2000, I 
did not see any verdant green or blossoms on campus as the school’s alma 
mater suggested I would find.  
My greatest horror would be found in the band room which was smaller 
than some of Florida State’s ensemble practice rooms. There was mold. The 
elevator did not work. The paint was peeling off of the walls. There was the smell 
of urine in some corners of the room that was strong enough to overtake the 
smell of the damp and moldy odors that permeated the space. The room was 
much too small for a large ensemble, as only 65 persons were allowed to occupy 
the space, and the sound reinforcement was not adequate. It was a fire hazard. 
There was no hearing protection. To make things worse, there was NO band 
practice field. Even the high schools and middle schools in Miami had a band 
practice field. Not having a band practice field at NCCU would have a 
MALIGNANT impact on the band programs field show formations, scheduling, 
and morale in years to come.  
I found that many of the instruments and equipment were damaged 
beyond use or were seriously outdated. For example, I found single piston valve 
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horns that had to have been produced in the 1940s according to the serial 
numbers. To me, the smoking gun to the operation was that there was no full 
working set of timpani nor other concert percussion. I tried to imagine how 
instrumental and percussion majors functioned in their methods and applied 
lessons without access to working timpani. There are very few band 
compositions in the standard literature that do not have timpani or a battery of 
concert percussion. Not having proper instrumentation limits a band’s access to 
most of the standard literature published for the college level. This is a problem 
because students who attend HBCUs must meet the same standards to graduate 
and to be adequately prepared for employment as students who attend PWIs 
who typically have access to this equipment.  
Because so much was needed, I wondered, was there an active concert 
band, and was there an ensemble required for music majors?  My thoughts 
immediately turned to, how are we going to offer a music education degree? I 
suppose that one can get a degree in music education and become a band 
director without timpani or other instruments, but how much of a disservice is it to 
these students when students from other institutions whom they will be 
competing will experience the full gamut of what large ensembles have to offer? 
There   were    no    timpani!  There was only one working concert tuba and no 
double or lower reed instruments. But, it was not just that the instruments were 
missing from the inventory, also missing were the students to play them. There 
was only one horn player on campus, and he was not a music major. After 
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gathering thoughts, getting my bearings, and adjusting to the move, I began to 
focus on the task at hand, which was to educate and prepare students for life, 
and do my best to give them an even better experience than the one I had. 
My primary role was to support Robyn Reaves, who was producing 
miracles considering that she did not have the basics such as a proper band 
room or band practice field. She was an excellent musician and great arranger. 
She was knowledgeable and very charismatic. She was the one who taught me 
the ropes concerning college bands, university culture, and music departments. 
When she introduced me to the band, I remember that some of the students had 
apprehensions about me because I was from FAMU. Some felt that my 
background threatened what they were already doing as a band. The fact of the 
matter was that the band was tiny . . . extremely small for a college band at well 
under 100. To me, this was evidence that whatever it was that they were doing—
it was not working. Growing a band program was not just about offering some 
scholarships. I disagree with many in the HBCU community who believe that all 
one needs to grow a sizeable band program is to provide competitive 
scholarships. Certainly, a financial offering can lure students to a band program 
at an institution; however, more factors are crucial to growth and retention 
including the quality of the music and music program, campus life, the 
university’s culture, and overall student experience.  
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A Threat, Offended, and a Promise 
As I look back, I believe that those who saw my arrival as a threat were 
jealous of my age as well as the fact that I was from “FAMU.” Assumptions were 
made that I would make NCCU like FAMU. Contrarily, the threat to the students 
really was the result of eliminating student roles in areas that required skilled 
faculty at the collegiate level. I was hired as an assistant director to arrange the 
music for the marching band. Before I came, the students had been doing the 
arranging and would often take short cuts on the computer dodging music theory, 
chord voicing, and other orchestration concepts. They would pass out music that 
had a lot of errors in terms of instrument ranges, key signatures, rhythms, and 
voice leading. While later I would use student arrangers that I would train 
properly, the students at that time were no longer able to arrange music in the 
“kitchen,” which was the name of the room where students would use the 
computer (to avoid Finale) and print arrangements from the Digital Audio 
Workstation (DAW) program Cakewalk that could not produce appropriate 
notation. The printed music had no bar lines and almost always looked like a 
quint percussion part. Robyn Reaves wanted to eliminate student arrangements 
and handed the task to me. I was also responsible for inventory in addition to 
other band-related and faculty duties (see Figure 57). Due to the lack of 
resources and a competent band staff, students had taken on a lot of roles that 
were more appropriate for the band directors. Students were doing a lot of the 
work for the band when their primary goal was to learn. At most supported and 
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well-funded university band programs, undergraduate students are not relied 
upon to conduct rehearsals unassisted, manage inventory unsupervised, or any 
other band director related duty unless they are doctoral or master’s degree 
graduate assistants with prior years of teaching experience. Only six HBCUs with 
marching bands do not have graduate programs to have graduate assistants in 
place.41 
Figure 57: Robyn Reaves, Drum Major Javonti Rogers and Jorim Reid Sr. 
 
HBCUs are often under pressure to present fresh and current music every 
week. With this in mind, most of the music for HBCUs is not cleared because 





to perform the tunes before a particular popular song was no longer relevant. 
Copywriting arrangements also costs a lot of money, either to hire an arranger or 
to purchase stock arrangements. Students at similar institutions both then and 
now attempt to write music to keep their audiences and peers’ interest. While it is 
great that the students are participating in music, the lack of basic music theory, 
orchestration, voicing, and even ear training can make such arrangements 
glaringly amateurish. 
I learned at FAMU that a key ingredient that is often overlooked at HBCUs 
is that playing quality music is crucial. Well-scored music is required for marching 
band if the expectation is to meet a respectable standard of quality sound. 
Student arrangements were rarely perfomed at FAMU. I just so happened to be 
fortunate. I later noticed that student arrangements did not occur at other top-tier 
or reputable programs. It is almost a form of quality control. Many PWIs pay 
professionals to write arrangements for their halftime shows if they do not have 
an arranger available on staff. I have been personally commissioned by large 
well-funded universities to write music for their marching bands. I am certain that 
there are students in these large programs that can arrange, but it is clearly 
prohibited. 
Despite these challenges, the students were great and eager to learn. 
There were quite a few students who were older than me. This was my first job 





Principle 19:  NOTORIETY  
Narrative collage allows the writer, interviewer and performer to 
create a special world, a world made meaningful through the 
methods of collage and montage. These uses lay bare the 
structural and narrative bones of the reflexive, postmodern 
interview. In text and in performance, this form announces its 
reflexivity. No longer does the writer as interviewer hide behind 
the question–answer format, the apparatuses of the interview 
machine. (Norman Denzin, 2001, p. 30) 
 
Halftime is Game Time 
Entrance, Fanfare, Drill, Concert Selection, Dance Routine, Exit 
This section is organized in a structure that relates to how traditionally most 
HBCU band halftime shows are patterned. HBCU halftime shows often start with 
an entrance. This entrance is where the drum majors enter the field stylistically or 
ceremonially to the center of the field to call the band to attention and then blow 
the whistle to start a drum cadence for the band to begin to march on the field. 
After the band has entered the field, a fanfare is played with the band standing in 
place. After the fanfare, the band will march and maneuver in precision drills 
creating various patterns and formations. When the drill concludes, the band will 
be stationary to play a slower ballad-like piece called the concert selection. Some 
HBCU bands will opt to have this part of the show feature dancers in front of the 
stationary band playing up-tempo music. After the concert selection, the band 
transitions to what is called a dance routine. Some HBCUs call the dance routine 
portion of the show the "Freak."  During the dance routine, the band plays and 
dances to current popular or community-relevant music. The dance routine is 
usually the most energetic portion of the show and often gets the most crowd 
response. After the conclusion of the dance routine, the band will EXIT the field 






 Eagles Flock or Fly? In the spring of 2001, I was told that there would be 
budget cuts at NCCU. What this meant was that my position as assistant band 
director that was created in 2000 would be cut. In reality, I was not upset or 
disappointed. My goal was not to be a band director, and I was still looking to 
write for film and produce commercial music. Having gained valuable college 
teaching experience, I planned to leverage that experience to move into another 
career outside of the band world. Moreover, I had recently purchased an 
engagement ring at Tiffany's and planned to propose to my girlfriend that 
summer. She lived in West Palm Beach at little less an hour north of my home in 
Miami. To me, leaving my job would work out well as I imagined that I could find 
a job in South Florida and start my family there. To me, this news was a sign that 
I needed to go back home to Florida. 
 There were also tensions in the music department that I was unaware of 
before I arrived in North Carolina. For example, there was a search for a new 
band director at NCCU that was posted while Robyn Reaves was still the 
director. There was a group of faculty, alumni, and administrators that wanted to 
force her out. The way it was handled was very disrespectful to Robyn, and at 
that time, I did not understand the typical process for hiring faculty at universities. 
It was through the situation with Robyn that I learned about the process and the 
need for search committees. As the situation unfolded, I learned that there were 
faculty who were upset about her salary and griped that she was getting paid too 
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much even though she had a full teaching load and was operating an entire band 
program. She shared with me that there were some music department faculty 
who were against her, and there were others who passive-aggressively created 
barriers to her success. She also explained to me that the University did not have 
to advertise for her position, and that they could simply decide not to renew her 
contract. Robyn made it clear that they did not want her, and she was frustrated. 
It was at this time that she confessed to me that she had to fight her colleagues 
to get an assistant director position and was only able to create it by going above 
the department to the dean for help.  
After Robyn provided me with more background regarding NCCU’s hiring 
process, I figured I would get on the search committee for the band director 
position where I could advocate for her and also simultaneously eliminate myself 
from being a candidate. She made it clear that because of how she was treated, 
she was not going to apply for the position. As for me, I was NOT interested in 
being a band director, and I definitely did not want to be a band director at NCCU 
after I saw her struggle and frustration (see Figure 58). 
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Figure 58: Robyn Reaves and Jorim Reid Sr. at Fayetteville State University Band 
Rehearsal 
 
Don’t tell me what was said about me. Tell me why they were so 




During my first year as a faculty member at NCCU, I taught piano, ear 
training, secondary applied lessons for music majors in addition to my assistant 
band director duties. As I got to know the faculty, I began to understand for 
myself the faculty dynamics that Robyn had outlined. One day, a senior faculty 
member called me into their office to have a conversation. After I entered, the 
senior faculty member unsuspectingly closed the door behind me, looked at me 
directly, and asked me to apply for the band director position. I was offended and 
upset, especially considering that I was serving with them on the search 
committee. It upset me further because this professor knew that Robyn had hired 
me as her assistant. After I expressed these concerns, the professor responded 
by saying that Robyn did not apply, which I already knew. This faculty member 
had an agenda, and they made it clear through their tone and condescending 
language that they did not respect Robyn. The professor was careful not to say 
anything disparaging about Robyn to me other than asking me to apply.  
But, from that point on, I made sure that no music department faculty 
member felt comfortable even attempting to say anything negative about Robyn. 
I did not tolerate them putting her down in my presence or even within ear shot. 
And, from that point on, conversations about the band did not occur around me, 
as the faculty knew where I stood. Of course, prior to this experience, I had 
known from my own experience and from the reports of witnesses, that the 
faculty would often demand or encourage students to not participate in the band. 
They considered the music "low brow" and one even called the director 
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“musically incompetent.” My former students verified that the faculty would make 
negative and personal comments about Robyn directly to them.  
 After I told the senior faculty member that I would NOT apply and that I 
planned to stay on the search committee, I went and immediately told Robyn 
what had happened. I knew she would be hurt, but I felt that she needed to know 
about the situation and how blatant the faculty member had been about asking 
me to apply. If I knew then what I know now, I would have encouraged Robyn to 
1.) file a grievance, 2.) submit a complaint with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission or report the incidents to Title IX, or 3.) file a lawsuit.  
At that time, there were too many powerful faculty members within the 
department that either did not approve of the leadership of the band program, or 
simply held a deficit view of the marching band and HBCU band culture. Faculty 
members who did not support Robyn made their negative opinions aware to 
students who shared their sentiments. As for me, I was NOT interested in putting 
myself in such a hostile situation. With the ongoing microaggressions that the 
faculty railed against the band program, I did not want any part of it. 
Because the budget line for my assistant band director position was 
moved to another unit on campus, I did not have a job. I filed for unemployment 
at the end of the spring semester as my contract ended in May of 2001. I packed 
up most of what I owned and headed back to Miami to look for work over the 
summer. I was happy to be with my fiancé and back at the "Crib;” Miamians’ term 
for the city. But during this time, NCCU got a new Chancellor, Dr. James H. 
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Ammons, who I knew because he had served as the Provost at FAMU during the 
time when I was a student. Dr. Ammons accepted the Chancellor position at 
NCCU on June 1, 2001, and many speculated that he would support the NCCU 
band because he was from FAMU. But I was still not interested. 
During that summer I continued to look for work, but not for band 
positions. I also took time to enjoy my break in Miami. I had not had a break 
during the summer since middle school because my time had been occupied with 
band or some other summer program. The month after I graduated from FSU a 
year prior, I moved to North Carolina and was working in the same month. But in 
the midst of my job search and well-deserved time off, I periodically heard from 
Ronnie, one of the drum majors at NCCU. He reported that no band director had 
been hired, and he and the other students had not received plans or directions 
for the upcoming fall band season. He confirmed that Robyn had left and would 
not return. Ronnie pleaded for me to consider taking the band director position. I 
explained to him adamantly that I did not want to go through the fire, as Robyn 
had. All I could think of as he spoke, were all of the fiery tensions between the 
band and the faculty and the ongoing problem of a serious lack of resources for 
the program. What I didn’t tell him was that I was also insecure because of my 
age. As I mentioned before, there were students in the band that were older than 
me. 
Following the call from Ronnie, faculty, alumni, and students contacted me 
to ask be to consider applying for the position. Ronnie then called me on a 
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second occasion, and asked me to reconsider. At this point, I started to open my 
mind to the possibility because I highly respected Ronnie as a leader and held in 
high regard the band program (EE Smith High School) from which he graduated. 
His brother, Austin Chalmers, later was named my assistant band director in 
2019 at Fayetteville State University. I received a phone call from Dr. Holley, who 
was chair of the search committee, and from there, I decided to submit a late 
letter of interest on June 30, 2001 for consideration. I did not fill out an 
application or go through the application process as I was still apprehensive. My 
letter read as follows in figure 59. 
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Dr. Holly called to make arrangements for me to fly from Miami for an 
interview. When I told Dr. Foster, Dr. White, and Mr. Sarjeant about the interview, 
they encouraged me to consider the position. Sarjeant advised me to write out 
my plan for building the program including what resources were needed, as well 
as my philosophy and other tangibles. I wrote up such a proposal and printed 20 
spiral bound copies to deliver at the interview. My plan included a request for 
Kawachi Clemons to be hired as the assistant band director and director of 
percussion, and Anthony Simons as associate band director of bands over brass. 
I made it clear that I intended to develop a full band program and not just a 
marching band. This 25-plus page proposal later became the basis upon which I 
would apply for Title III and other grant funds that I received for the band 
program, and it served as the guide for developing my band programs. 
Specifically, the 2001 proposal (see Appendix C) introduction outlined my 
concerns and articulated what I felt the band program needed to ensure its 
success. 
After the interview, I still felt strongly about staying in South Florida to be 
with my new fiancé and family. I did not feel at home within the culture of North 
Carolina, as it was drastically different than that of Florida, much less Miami, 
which is like a country of its own. I decided to turn down the position if it were 
offered. There was still a bad taste in my mouth because of how Robyn was 
treated. Because they had terminated the assistant band director position, taking 
the job would mean that I would start my career as a director of bands without 
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any assistance. If I took this job, I would be the only band director at the college 
level in the state and conference that did not have at least one assistant band 
director. During the interview, they made it clear that my former assistant band 
director position would not be filled. And most importantly, I was getting married. I 
could not leave. I knew that I did not like long-distance relationships because we 
endured being separated as I finished graduate school. I wanted to stay in Miami, 
get married to my college sweetheart who I thought was the love of my life, play 
at a church, produce music, write arrangements for bands, and publish music. 
 The Eagle Has Landed. Ronnie called to let me know that he knew I 
interviewed and hoped that I would accept the position. I received a phone call 
and was given an offer, but I asked for time to think. I called my Uncle Kenny 
Edwards for advice because he worked on Wall Street and was familiar with the 
art of negotiation. My parents were excited about the offer, contrary to my strong 
apprehensions. They saw the opportunity as something that would open doors. 
My parents were proud of me for being considered for such a position being that I 
was so young. I could not stop thinking of my parents and their sacrifice and 
support. I remembered that they had helped me to drive the U-Haul and my car 
up to North Carolina from Miami and then drove the over 12 hours back in the 
very uncomfortable U-Haul because we did not have the money to rent a car. 
This sacrifice weighed on me. My parents maintained the property and cleaned 
the winter Miami Beach home of a known billionaire to help get me through 
ungraduated school. I was fresh out of graduate school and had no money. I had 
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accepted a job in North Carolina with no way to get there. I still have the image of 
my parents inside the box truck in front of the Sears at North Gate Mall in 
Durham. It was visibly uncomfortable in the cabin. The seats did not recline, nor 
was there a head rest.  The radio barely worked, and the smell inside was typical 
of a cargo moving vehicle. This was the only type of vehicle we could afford to 
rent. I never let my parents know that I cried after they pulled off. I cried because 
I hated that my parents still had to sacrifice for me, and to see it in this manner 
was tough. They just wanted me to succeed. My parents had supported me, and 
so I felt obliged to consider the NCCU band opportunity. 
 My final decision came when a random number appeared on my phone. I 
answered, and it was Dr. Ammons, the Chancellor at NCCU (see Figure 60). The 
only words he said that I remember to this day are, "do we have a band director 
or what?"  At that point, I had to accept. I knew what his expectations for a band 
program would be. And contrary to many who rumored that he brought me from 
FAMU, I had worked at NCCU over a year before he arrived. I learned later that 
he had considered bringing Prof. Bing or Dr. Chipman (both assistant band 
directors at FAMU in 2001) because he knew them, but he vetted my application 
through all of my professors at FAMU to see if I were capable and selected me in 
the end. He would state in his interview for this study that he was confident that I 
could be successful because of where I was trained. 
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Figure 60:  Jorim Reid Sr. and Chancellor James H. Ammons at the 2007 Honda Battle 
of the Bands 
 
 On my first day, I videorecorded the entire band room, instruments, 
equipment, and facilities. To me, I felt an internal need to document the "before" 
of this situation. I felt deep inside that there needed to be a record of where I 
planned to take this program and what I started with. I refused ever to let anyone 
revise or attempt to dismiss what I was going to transform after I had rolled up 
my sleeves, put my head down, and began to work. In 2001 I set the Rose 
Parade and other prestigious performances as goals. For example, for one 
specific long-term goal, I wanted our band to be the second HBCU (after my 
alma mater FAMU) to receive the Sudler Trophy, the highest award a collegiate 
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marching band can receive. An article was published in the local Herald Sun 
News Paper (see Figure 61) chronicling my arrival and first week as well as my 
vision for the future of the band program. With much sacrifice, I surpassed every 
promise and goal. My ultimate objective was to bring value to both a band 
program that not many knew about and only a few cared about, and value to a 
band director position that NO ONE wanted at that time due to so many well 
documented negative factors. I wanted to develop a program where students 
could learn beyond band stuff by providing experiences that would help them to 
develop in their fields through cross curricular integration and exposure to places 
beyond North Carolina. 
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Figure 61: Herald Sun August 12, 2001 Article on Jorim Reid Sr. Becoming NCCU's 







I had some advantage in my first year as a director since I knew the 
students and the lay of the land. I had a grasp of what the culture was like and 
who the rival bands were. I even knew what their homecoming was like though it 
was not impressive. My first homecoming at NCCU had not been what I would 
expect as an HBCU homecoming game. The stadium had a lot of empty seats 
where the bands who participated in the parade came with their instruments to 
sit. The stadium was tiny compared to what I was accustomed, seating barely 
9,000. The high school bands had little respect for the university band as they 
began to play throughout the game directing their bells at us. This culture was 
new to me as an assistant director, but now I was prepared to address the 
situation. 
My first year as director of bands in 2001 was challenging, considering the 
band had to march in wind suits instead of band uniforms, did not have adequate 
rehearsal space, and the instruments were in poor condition. I also had to 
operate a university band program that included marching band, symphonic 
band, and pep band alone. This was not acceptable on any level, be it middle 
school, high school, or junior college. I argued on many occasions that we were 
understaffed by comparing the staffing of the basketball and football teams by 
pointing out that the coaching staff included support staff for administrative 
duties, equipment, academic support, and health. I also pointed out that the band 
program had more students than the football team even when it was small at 
under 100. The band had only one director for 100 students, where in athletics 
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there was one coach or support staff per every five student athletes. I created a 
visual chart to demonstrate the need for help to operate a successful program. 
Along with a visual table, I stated the following in my 2001 Proposal: 
No one can deny that a band provides a lot of pride, spirit, and 
recruitment to a university. When understaffed many positive 
aspects of the program are weakened. A team is needed to create 
not only a variety of good band, wind, and percussion ensembles 
but also a positive learning environment for students who desire to 
become directors of their own band. A football coach is expected 
to have a staff of offensive and defensive coordinators with 
subordinate specialty coaches for strength, special teams, 
quarterbacks, running backs, defensive backs, defensive line, 
linebackers, offensive line, and equipment. There will never be 
more than nine quarterbacks on a team. Only one quarterback 
can play on the field at one time. There are never more than 22 
players on the field at a given time. NCCU had less than 96 
persons in the band for the 2001 season. They practiced and 
performed all at the same time. There are more than 12 different 
instruments in a band that take years to master. Therefore, a band 
director should not be expected to develop a 300- piece band, and 
coach 32 tubas and 64 trombones all on the field at one time 
alone. Special needs for the band program require educated and 
skilled persons for various instruments. A college band director 
also teaches courses and is required to attain a terminal degree. 
There is no Ph.D. in football. Band ensembles are a major factor 
in the continuity of a collegiate music program and university 
spirit. 
 
The biggest mistake I made coming in was accepting the position without 
appropriate help. I should have stipulated to have at least one full-time assistant. 
At the time, I did not know that many HBCU band director voices are silenced 
when they advocate for additional resources such as assistant directors, funding, 
or other band-related endeavors. Voices from the music department faculty 
touted a narrative that marginalized the marching band program, and ignored the 
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many demands placed upon the director to run a program including the time 
needed for various duties such as rehearsing, planning, chaperoning, drill writing, 
arranging, inventory, dance girls, flags/color guard, repairs, travel, athletic 
performances, academic performances, community performances, and all other 
administrative and teaching duties. My focus was on student success, the 
musical growth and quality of the band program, and creating a brand for the 
band program. In hindsight, I realize that I was putting in well over 12 hours a 
day, and many times, seven days a week. My hunger and desire to achieve in 
such an impossible environment led me down the path of a non-existent work-life 
balance. My new job was the cornerstone of stress to come. This would impact 
my health and personal life. At that time, I did not know nor had ever heard of 
work-life balance, and looking back, that balance clearly did not exist.  
 Help! The band began to improve and grow in numbers at the cost of my 
own personal life and health. My diet was poor because I was often in a hurry 
and ate fast food. Earlier in my life, I had regularly gone to the gym and had gone 
mountain bike riding, but now I could no longer find the time. The stress of 
operating a band program at any level is often downplayed. A band program, 
even if small in numbers, can still be the largest student organization and class 
on campus. Being that a band ensemble is usually open to all students at a 
school, diversity is rich and encompasses all extremes. Band directors have to 
wear so many hats with all of these personalities with varying talents. Outside of 
the artistry and teaching music, I found my new job role included therapist and 
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guidance counselor. Having so many students with diverse backgrounds, I heard 
many personal stories that had to remain confidential. This meant I carried a lot 
of weight. 
There were stories of death, abortions, abuse, STDs, drugs, domestic 
violence, and homelessness. Some students did not have parents and looked to 
me as a father figure. This was also a lot of weight to carry, and it would have 
been so even if I were not the only band director. Even after I directed the 
students to the appropriate campus counseling and resources, I found that 
carrying these stories was troubling. As a college director in his mid- 20s who 
was in a long-distance engagement, the stress of my many responsibilities did 
not begin to show on the outside initially. But, for years the stress and frustration 
built up on the inside because I kept it all inside with no work-life balance and no 
support at home. I was also insecure about my age. The faculty often dismissed 
my voice because I was so young. Because I was so insecure about my age, I 
tried to make myself look older by growing my hair out and keeping a quasi- 
beard. My parents were in Miami, and my fiancé was just as far away. I had no 
means to keep me grounded. I did not know any better. My focus was only on the 
work of building that band. I made work my life. 
Fanfare 
When it comes to the [FAMU] ‘Marching 100’, we see ourselves 
as “Hamilton” [the Broadway musical] and they see themselves as 
“The Wiz” [a Black reimagining of the “Wizard of Oz”], but what 
they really are is a Tyler Perry Play. 
Gerard Sanders, Autoethnography Interview 
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Crankin’ and Dumpin’. My first game as director was against North 
Carolina A&T (NCAT), which is the rival of NCCU. At 170 members, their band 
was not huge by Florida or Texas standards, but was still massive compared to 
the 30 wind instrumentalists that I led as seen in figures 62, 63, and 64. Another 
conundrum that I was prepared for was the fact that the rivalry game was the first 
game of the year. They played first in the season because at that time NCCU 
was Division II and in the CIAA (Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association) 
conference, and NCAT was in Division 1 in the MEAC (Mid-Eastern Athletic 
Conference). I used this as a tactical advantage in that it gave me a rallying point 
for the band to prepare thoroughly in the pre-season and then maintain that 
momentum throughout the season.  
I was familiar with the NCAT band and their director Dr. Johnny B. Hodge, 
who I respected as a student at FAMU. His band exited the stands, came across 
the field, and set up in front of our band during the 5th quarter (post-game) to 
exchange marches. Knowing this, I saw it as an opportunity to accelerate the 
attainment of musicianship in my group by demanding marches be included in 
the repertoire and to be learned before any other music. The marches served as 
etudes for the marching band where I could work articulation, dynamics, 
intonation, balance, and tone with music that we would use against our rival 
NCAT. Although we were small, we were ready, and before he passed away, Dr. 
Hodge, and ironically an NCCU alumnus, both referred to that moment as the 
turning point for the NCCU band program.  
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Figure 62:  2001 MSM in the Stands 
 




Figure 64: Band Director Jorim Reid Gives Band the Kill a Mosquito with an Axe Pep 
Talk. 
 
 Good friends from FAMU came up to support my first game. My dean of 
pledges for the Delta Iota Chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band 
Fraternity Gerard Sanders and Head Drum Major Victor Gaines were there to 
show support. We all marched together at FAMU, and it was good to have this 
support for my first game as a college band director. Victor would support me in 
creating images for publications over the years as we rebranded the band 
program. Gerard was a graphic artist gifted with the ability to create shirts, 
uniforms, and paraphernalia for marching bands. He also helped me with 
branding the band by converting my logo, and he created uniform ideas in 
Photoshop as well as designed the band's annual themed t-shirts.  
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I introduced a pregame show to the university to take place just before the 
football team would run onto the field. We played North Carolina "Raise Up" by 
Durham resident hip hop artist Pete Pablo. NCAT called themselves the little 
band with the big sound, and while we were on the field for pre-game, they 
played loud as they could from the stands—so loud we could not hear ourselves 
on the field. This overly loud playing of a band to intimidate or humiliate another 
band is referred to as blasting, dumpin’, blowin’, or crankin’ in the HBCU 
community.42  
The biggest advantage for us was that we discovered that the NCAT band 
was planning to exit the field playing NCCUs signature "Rock the House."  This 
was a tuba break where the crowd and band would chant the letters N-C-C-U!  
They planned on humiliating us at halftime. Another situation that I was not used 
to in my college days, was that the universities were so close. They were closer 
than some high schools in Miami, and the colleges often interacted. The nearest 
university to us at FAMU was our rival, Bethune Cookman, which was 4 hours 
away in Daytona. After getting this intel, I had the idea that since they went on 
first and that was the last thing that they would do before exiting the field, we 
would play it back. With the perfect timing of the crowd and their exit, we would 
not call attention and would play our "Rock the House" immediately from the 
 
42 In his interview for this study, Gerard Sanders would note that “we (HBCUs) play into this 
narrative of being irrelevant… Alvin Ailey was a Black performer and his dancing and 
choreography [he hated being called a “Black choreographer”] was always powerful, it was 
art and never this ‘Stepin Fetchit’ stereotype of presentation.” 
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sideline before entering the field and go into the aggressive song "Bia Bia" in 
retaliation. If it worked, I would be a hero to my new band, and they would have 
faith in me. If it failed to work or go over, it would have been thought of as some 
derogatory "FAMU Jive," and I would have lost before even starting my band 
directing career. It went over! It worked. The band was small, and you could 
barely hear us, but the crowd got it! Whew! 
We captured the audience’s attention before we entered the field. The first 
song in the half-time show drill was Janet Jackson’s “All for You," where the 
entire band spelled "4" and the letter "U" on the field with all of the winds in the 
number "4" and the entire drum line in the U. We were tiny. For the concert 
selection, we played I Love the Lord,43 an arrangement that I originally wrote for 
FAMU, and it drew a huge response. The first huge donation to the band came 
from an alumnus who stated that she was touched by the music and wanted to 
support scholarships, uniforms, and instruments. 
Bands Blasting. Band Blast was an event that existed before I arrived to 
NCCU. The original purpose of the event was to bring band students from area 
high schools to NCCU for one day in the spring to play marching band music. 
High school kids would simply come to campus to blast, crank, and overblow 
their horns as loud as possible. Honestly, I did not like the connotation that came 






suggested to me overblowing and improperly playing out of character. I also took 
issue with the event taking place in the spring when that was a better opportunity 
to develop the symphonic bands. However, I saw the event as a recruitment 
opportunity to expand our reach to the entire region or within an eight-hour drive 
of NCCU.  
I decided to not eliminate the tradition of Band Blast. In the spring of 2002, 
I decided to connect with admissions to get the addresses of every high school 
as far north as New Jersey and as far south as Georgia. Admissions came and 
set up recruitment tables, to distribute materials, and give tours during the event 
which was huge with over two-hundred and fifty students representing over thirty 
middle and high schools. To cease upon the opportunity, I wrote “Ribbon in the 
Sky” for my first Band Blast in 2002, so that I had a fun way to teach tone, 
intonation, and phrasing to a very young group forming a mass band. At the time 
I was working on the arrangement, I decided to call a band director at a mostly 
White high school to see if they would be attending the 2002 Band Blast. The 
director was clearly irritated, showing his disdain for the scheduling of a marching 
event in the spring when his students were preparing for concert festivals. The 
irritated director did not know we already had our symphonic band concerts, yet 
perception is a reality to some. I was aware of this dilemma early on and tried to 
have the date as late in the spring as possible.    
I knew beforehand how HBCU bands were perceived as monstrous 
marching machines void of the playing of any “serious-seated” music. This 
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situation represents another intersection of my double consciousness. It would 
be a lie if I were to say that the conversation did not bother me. I questioned my 
musicianship and discipline. The dichotomy of my consciousness caused me to 
express the conflict through my hands from pen to paper, to piano, to the writing 
an eclectic musical arrangement. The arrangement began with a risky open 
voicing that set up a warm melody. The simple form of Ribbon in the Sky was a 
dare to write for band. The entire song was the same melody repeated with only 
modulations. I had two ideas in my mind at the same time. My conscious 
thoughts heard the melody and the harmonic colors of the Isley Brothers song 
Spend the Night. This did not seem conflicting to me but the duality or 
‘quaduality’ of my consciousness would always come through in the music I 
wrote. The sounds to some could be described as tension, but to me they were 
unifying themes.44 
Originally, in the spring of 2001, the Band Blast was small and intimate 
and took place in our small band room. No one outside of the area knew about 
this event. After sending out thousands of flyers (See Figure 65) I made sure that 
every school program in the region knew about Band Blast. I reserved the gym 
and aimed for and attendance of over three hundred middle and high school 
students. My goal was to make Band Blast a recruitment event and a quasi-clinic. 






Fraternity and Sorority to perform a step show during the event. It had to be fun!  
The guest band directors were given opportunities to work various sections. My 
ultimate objective was to hold scholarship auditions during the event. I 
maintained that Band Blast should be free and open to the public because I 
believed that the funding of the event was the responsibility of a state university 
to promote music education. This event eventually became larger than some of 
the university’s spring open house events.  
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In the early 2000s, NCCU was the only university to have an event like 
this. Many guests that attended the event were current and former students from 
neighboring universities. As social media grew, more prying eyes could see what 
we were doing and how we ran as a program. They would see the Band Blast 
format and eventually spawn events of their own copying everything all the way 
down to the step show and other presentations. Our students felt disrespected 
when other universities “borrowed” the concepts that we had worked hard to 
create. At first, I did not feel disrespected believing imitation is a form of flattery 
and approval, but my opinion changes when one wrongfully claims another’s 
work as their own. It was obvious that our concept for Band Blast was “borrowed” 
when our HBCU competition produced names such as “Band Blow Out” NCAT, 
“Band Splash” Winston-Salem State University (WSSU), and “Explosion Day” 
Virginia State. Our market share for this event was diminishing. The nerve of 
these bands, especially when most of the negative remarks about what we were 




Figure 66: Ronnie Chalmers, Jorim Reid Sr., Latia (White) Boney, and Austin Chalmers 
at a Presentation to NCCU National Alumni. 
 
The Promise: No Common, Ordinary Barnyard BAND 
The Eagle is no common, ordinary barnyard fowl,…and while a 
Sparrow clings to its flock, an Eagle soars alone. 
-Dr. James E. Shepard, Speech 
Founder of North Carolina Central University  
 
 
In spite of many who expressed that they were excited to have a new 
band director from FAMU, there were others who grumbled that I would turn 
them into the Marching 100. What they did not understood is that there was no 
way that that could happen, and that creating a carbon copy of my alma mater 
was never even remotely something I thought about. I understood how some 
students and alumni could have assumed that this was the goal, being that the 
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new Chancellor was from FAMU and I was making a lot of efforts to make 
changes in the band’s approach to musicianship. The FAMU marching band did 
not have dancing girls, and many feared that I would get rid of the dancers. The 
practice schedule, although shortened to two hours per day, had changed to 
begin and end before the cafeteria closed for dinner. The warm-up and tuning 
process was new. The rehearsal approach was also different. I am sure the 
assumption was that everything that I chose to do was something that I learned 
at FAMU. Certainly, I was aware that being educated at FAMU would have some 
impact on my teaching style, but I promised the band that it would have its own 
unique style. My high school colors were maroon and grey, and my favorite 
animal was the eagle. As long as I was director, the band would not be an 
ordinary barnyard fowl! 
What a few alumni and students failed to comprehend was that their 
current band used several marching styles that imitated various other HBCUs, 
and the core marching band repertoire was also from other HBCUs. They played 
the same exact arrangements used by NCAT and high schools throughout the 
state. The drum line’s cadences were exactly the same as their rival NCAT. To 
make things worse, the first song that they played upon entering a stadium or 
any other public performance is a well know HBCU traditional arrangement from 
Jackson State University, Get Ready. As I fought to persuade those opposed to 
what I was trying to do, I could not help but think about how misinformed people 
choose to be. In my mind, they were worrying about traditions that were not 
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actually their own. To me, they did not really have any traditions of their own, yet 
some were concerned about being labeled a FAMU-spawned band. NCCU's 
mascot was an eagle, and as indicated in the university’s mantra at every major 
university event, the eagle did not flock. But, I felt that this was certainly a 
common ordinary barnyard band! 
I brought students together to discuss the issue of originality in our band 
program and they eventually agreed that we needed to change. From there, I 
decided to get the students involved in creating the changes needed. I proposed 
the idea for a new drum cadence that would be iconic to our program. I specified 
that the new cadence would have strong accents but include subtle polyrhythms.  
The various drums in the percussion battery would be introduced as an 
ensemble using clear musical phrasing and keeping with our Blackness. I shared 
that this cadence would be the first cadence we would play before any other 
cadence is played as to brand the band aurally. I helped them to understand how 
anyone in the HBCU community can recognize a particular marching band with 
their eyes closed by hearing their signature cadence. But there was one catch, a 
student had to write the new cadence. So, Robert Yates wrote “Bring It” and it 
became the band’s signature cadence.  
 One of the biggest challenges I had was to establish an appropriate 
concept of ensemble sound. Students often expressed how they “wanted to be 
heard” and they rejected woodwind instruments. They held the mindset that 
playing loud was more important than ensemble timbre or having a variety of 
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instrumental colors and textures. Of course, the band culture at HBCUs does 
encourage loud and aggressive playing of wind instruments out of their intended 
design characteristics. The competitive rivalries between HBCU bands are fought 
in the stands or on the field where the crowd determines the winner by cheering 
for the band that has the biggest or loudest sound. The band that is loudest often 
gets the most positive crowd response. Some of this playing is in line with the 
African-American expectation that music has an emotional context. There is the 
perception that one is not really playing if you cannot really see, feel, and hear 
them playing. Audiences expect for emotion to be expressed through aggressive 
horn movements (horn flashes) and loud playing. These are the unrefined HBCU 
sounds and styles of playing that some in the HBCU community defended in 
response to Dr. Hilliard’s interview where his comments, “those kids, don’t play 
that well” were taken out of context.  
 NCAT’s band played extremely loud to the point where they overplayed 
our smaller band and drowned us out in the stadium. Situations like this are 
tough for young college students to reconcile, especially when you are trying to 
teach proper concepts. They had been humiliated in live performance in front of 
their family and peers. When HBCU bands play in the stands, it can oftentimes 
be compared to a boxing match. The bands will exchange songs, and sections 
within each band will play challenges to the same section in the opposing band. 
These sectional exchanges or battles in the stands are called "punches."  Most of 
the time, the loud playing will produce an unfocused blasting sound. The 
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question that is often presented, that if it sounds good to one group and awful to 
another, how can one argue cultural preference and subjective tastes of 
aesthetics? My response is that if we are in an academic setting, we must agree 
on a standard. There should not be this shoot from the hip pedagogical approach 
that is influenced by those who are not stakeholders in these bands or music 
education, especially if a degree program is involved. 
 Regardless of the initial challenges, I must give credit to the students at 
that time for believing in what I was trying to do. Most of them maintained the 
focus on tone and respected my teaching that the band can only get as loud as 
its size and instrumentation and that sound should be in balance without 
distortion or faulty intonation. But some students were still tempted to crank or 
dump when they were not supposed to. Fortunately, I learned that once students 
have a good quality sound in their ear, it becomes very difficult for them find bad 
tone and technique acceptable. It was still hard, however. Many students came 
from programs where unorthodox instruction such as putting sheets, comforters, 
and pillows in tuba bells to help students to learn to play louder was encouraged. 
I had several students over the years state that to play louder, each player 
needed to find a spot on the wall and try to crack it open with their sound. This is 
seriously pushed as pedagogy and technique. 
 The band grew to over 100 students during my second year in 2002. I 
agreed to shave off my hair if the band got to that mark. In a public event, the 
drum majors, including Ronnie and I, shaved our heads bald and we called 
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ourselves the bald eagles. As we developed a formidable band program, 
attention grew, and resources and support began to appear. I learned early on 
that if there was a quality product, support would begin to come. It was noted by 
many that the band needed uniforms. During my entire career, I never had to ask 
for uniforms or instruments. My strategy was to perform and produce well with 
what I had and make sure those with influence recognized the need. Buy-in and 
support is the product of tangible quantitative and qualitative progress that is 
seen. Even if the band had not grown or improved, those students deserved new 
uniforms and proper instruments. The growth of the program, fortunately, 
secured the need.  
Hybrid: Corps to the Core. The style of the band had not changed, and it 
did not have a unique marching style. I encouraged the students to come 
together to study film and observe the lack of uniformity and military bearing in 
our marching style. I met with Ronnie, who was head drum major at the time, as 
well as with some other student leaders. We agreed that there was no defined 
concept or marching style, and that there were no original traditions that were 
attached to the band. I took this team of student leaders, and we began to refine 
everything that the marching band did from the drum major attention whistle to 
the band's call to attention. The students, with Head Drum Major Ronnie 
Chalmers leading, and with my guidance, created a unique marching style that 
was meant to resemble an eagle in flight. Students marched with their 
instruments (not in playing position) in their right arm while the left hand was 
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parallel or perpendicular to the ground. I then considered the students' 
refinements of the marching style when designing the band uniform (see 
Appendix D). 
 One thing that I suggested was double-time march or fast marching. 
Unfortunately, this marching technique was popularized by FAMU, and most in 
North Carolina had no clue that many bands (including those in the SWAC 
conference) throughout the country fast marched. They interpreted this move as 
an attempt to FAMUize the program. It was not. The CIAA conference sent a 
memo that restricted the band's time on the field. Because I had introduced the 
pre-game show which took up more time, I saw fast marching as an opportunity 
to move the band from one position to another saving as much as three minutes 
of showtime so the band could play additional songs. It worked. As the band 
grew, we designed a pre-game show that began with a fast march entrance out 
of a percussion tunnel and then onto the field to form an eagle. This eventually 
became a tradition and the alumni loved to come back to homecoming and 
march pre-game as this would not change. 
 The fear that I would get rid of dancing girls lingered until I made it clear 
that I would not. Dancers at HBCUs are often perceived by some as risqué, 
vulgar, or inappropriate due to the attire and/or their body movements. I felt they 
were an asset, and with the proper auxiliary coach, we would avoid any 
complaints regarding their choreography or dress. I also thought that there was 
an opportunity to think of the dancers and flags as more of an auxiliary unit. This 
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could provide multiple options to change wardrobe during field performance or to 
use equipment such as rifles, hoops, sabers, and flags making the dancers more 
than a one-dimensional group. I felt that the auxiliary was a key ingredient to 
becoming a unique HBCU and would give us a shot at winning the Sudler 
Trophy. As I developed the band into a multiple option hybrid format, I knew that 
the auxiliary (i.e., dancers and flags) would be the key component of expressing 
the music visually and emotionally. We performed themed shows that had 
uniform changes into costumes, props, constant movements, and designs of 
formations that were in sync with the music. I wanted to bring pageantry, as the 
title of my college band director Dr. Foster’s Columbia dissertation and band 
manual “Band Pageantry” emphasizes, back to HBCU bands. 
As the band program developed, I struggled to figure out how to get a 
quality sound on the field with such a small band. I also wanted to be able to 
access current popular songs that had the rhythms and feel that a more 
traditional marching style can make impossible. The best way to play the music 
with complicated musical elements while continuing to move on the field was to 
use corps-style marching.  
Also, I quickly learned that in North Carolina, there was a very negative 
view of Black show-style bands, and that those from corps-style programs felt 
that the HBCU band members did not play well. There were a lot of students on 
campus who had been in corps-style bands in high school who did not participate 
in the band at NCCU. They refused to play because they felt the style was 
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inferior with all of the dancing and greater focus upon entertainment. There were 
some racial undertones in this thinking. Students from corps-style bands stated 
outright that their band directors forbade them to waste their time in “show-style” 
marching bands. So, my decision to develop the first hybrid marching style as 
seen at any HBCU, was made not primarily because of the music or sound of the 
group, but in order to increase recruitment of students on campus. 
 There were students on campus who could not relate to the traditional 
high knee lift marching style. They often thought it was too hard to learn. 
However, when they discovered that our band shows included corps-style 
maneuvers, our program began to grow. Another reason I decided to push the 
hybrid concept was because I firmly believed that to adequately prepare music 
education majors, the students needed to be familiar with both styles so that they 
would not be limited in terms of job opportunities upon graduation. I did not want 
our graduates to be limited to Black traditional marching bands because they 
were from an HBCU. The hybrid concept exposed my own Du Boisian double-
consciousness concerning band, which influenced my pedagogy and teaching 
philosophy. It was clear to me how our bands were perceived differently by both 
the Black community and the wider band community, and I knew the students as 
graduates would be perceived in the same manner. To accomplish the objective 
of providing the music majors a holistic and all-inclusive experience, I believed 
that they needed to be aware who they were, how they were perceived, and 
leave the program with the tools and experience to be successful in any situation.  
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Our sound on the field improved, but we did not eliminate traditional 
marching from our shows as high knee lift was still used in 95% of our shows. I 
introduced the concept of a show planning committee where eclectic students 
were involved in determining the field shows and stand music. Having the 
addition of corps-style maneuvers added multiple options to show planning 
design. Students from corps-style high schools loved the concepts, because, for 
once, they had the opportunity to perform field shows using current Black music 
with corps techniques. The next big opportunity was the introduction of pit 
percussion, also a first at an HBCU (see Figure 67). We did it. We used the pit 
percussion not in the same manner as Drum Corps International (DCI), but in 
specific areas of the show where we could stage the battery to play a selection in 
the pit and then complete the show marching on the field. This opened up more 









As far as the drum majors. I left that up to Ronnie. I felt that as a FAMU 
drum major, I would only guide them on leadership and uniformity as I did not 
want them to have a FAMU style. I wanted them to be creative, and I encouraged 
them to push the envelope. I knew how much I had practiced as a drum major 
from high school to college and that was something that I could inspire them to 
imitate. Ronnie and Leonardo Williams developed drum major traditions and 
maneuvers that became iconic, being that they either mimicked a flying eagle or 
demonstrated authority and strength. The students began calling me “The 
General.” (See Figure 68) 
Figure 68: The Band Students of the 2001 Season after Andrew George Gave Jorim 
Reid Sr. the Nickname or Band Name "The General" and the Zeta Sigma Chapter 
Purchased Presented me my First Kappa Kappa Psi Band Jacket at the Spring Band 




Whatever has happened in my quest for innovation has been part 
of my quest for immaculate reality. 
-George Lucas, People Analytics in the Era of Big Data 
 
Innovative. Colleagues have said that I was innovative on many occasions 
in the past and present, but I did not think of myself as being as innovative as 
other band directors expressed. I thought of the concepts that I was co-
implementing with students as ways to be relevant, to play relevant music, and to 
include the talents and interests of all students enrolled at NCCU, all while having 
a great show on Saturday. Alfred Watkins, mentor and former band director of 
Lassiter High School, once remarked how often kids spend much time in high 
school learning rifle, sabre, pit percussion, and other band skills only to go to 
college and join a band where those skills are no longer utilized. It was 
backward. I had so many students in the auxiliary who had experience with rifle 
and sabre, and I also had percussion majors who had played in the pit who 
wanted to use their talents at the college level. I would make it happen. We 
presented our innovative hybrid marching band concepts on the national level 




Figure 69: Kawachi Clemons, Drum Majors and Jorim Reid Sr. March MSM on to the 
Field for our First of Six Honda Battle of the Bands. 
 
At the 2006 College Band Directors National Association Conference 
(CBDNA), I met Gary Smith, Associate Director of Bands Emeritus at the 
University of Illinois. At this time, Ronnie Chalmers had graduated, was 
employed with me at NCCU, and regularly volunteered with the band program. I 
registered Ronnie for the conference where he met Gary Smith at his vendor 
booth. They discussed both what we had accomplished with our program and 
what we hoped to achieve, and later Ronnie introduced Gary to me. Gary Smith 
became a teacher and mentor to me as I pursued the development of the 
marching band concepts I had envisioned. Gary was always available to talk in 
person or over the phone to mentor me through my band performance related 
issues as well as questions I had about life as a band director.  
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For several years, students requested that we consolidate the flag squad 
and dancers into one unit. My idea adding to this merger was to have auxiliary 
truly feature the entire field show and make efficient use of all auxiliary personnel 
and their talents be it majorette, flag, rifle, dance, tap, hip-hop dance, or sabre. 
We had so many students on campus who had amazing talents that were 
untapped due to having a one-dimensional band program. Gary Smith supported 
what I was trying to accomplish. To get the proper training techniques and 
leadership, I made it a requirement for all auxiliary and student leaders to spend 
a week in Charleston, Illinois on the campus of Eastern Illinois University to 
attend Gary’s Smith Walbridge Clinics.45   
The Smith Walbridge Clinics were a week-long camp that exposed my 
students to quality instruction from the likes of James Keene, Professor Emeritus 
at University of Illinois; and Alfred Watkins in Figure 70. Alfred Watkins was 
director of bands at Lassiter where his bands had won the Bands of America 
Grand National Champion twice, and had been invited to perform for multiple 
Midwest Clinic symphonic band appearances. Alfred was a FAMU alum, and 
became my mentor after we reconnected at the Midwest Clinic in Chicago in 
2003. The first time I saw him was in high school when I sat first chair oboe in the 
North Area Festival Honors Band in Miami of which he was the conductor and 
clinician. That was the first time I had ever seen a Black conductor in such a role 





Walbridge, Mr. Watkins took precious time out of his schedule to come to the 
dorms where my band was staying and met with my band for priceless 
discussions and teachings. 
Figure 70: Austin Chalmers, James Keene, Jorim Reid Sr., and Alfred Watkins at Smith 
Walbridge Clinics 
 
New Sound, New Look. The band debuted its new uniforms in 2003. The 
uniform was designed to look like an eagle that appeared to be moving when 
standing still. It had a pointed stripe down the side which was meant to evoke the 
soaring of an eagle. Not the first of its kind, I must admit that the pointed stripe 
down the side was also inspired by the University of Miami football uniform pants 
of the early 2000s that I saw a lot of in my hometown. The school’s colors were 
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maroon and gray. Since gray was very dull, I substituted silver. The previous 
uniform was black. I felt that since many had not heard of NCCU or its band, it 
would be good to go back to the base color of maroon. I took a lot of inspiration 
from the older uniforms as far back as the 1970s when considering design 
characteristics. The instrumentalist’s uniform was inspired by an Anime tv show, 
previous NCCU designs and then patterned around the band logo that I had 
envisioned as an undergraduate. At the urging of students such as Donald 
Parker, we would wear silver shoes instead of spats to add to the band’s new 
brand and mystique. Inspiration for silver shoes came from my Delta Iota Chapter 
of Kappa Kappa Psi National Honorary Band Fraternity, known to wear silver 
boots. Students were also aware that my Kappa Kappa Psi line brother Travis 
Kimber, the band director at Martin Luther King High School in Atlanta, had his 
renowned band march in shiny silver shoes.  
Branding was at the forefront of my mind. We would brand the sound and 
look of the band while being original—never ordinary. The drum major uniform 
was inspired by a Japanimation series “Gatchaman" (see Figure 71) where the 
protagonists were humans in eagle-like suits. This new image pushed the brand 
of the band program further. The sound of the band, the marching style and 
concepts, the musical selections, and the band uniform all became recruitment 




Figure 71: Battle of the Planets G-Force Team Uniforms That Inspired the Band and 
Drum Major Uniform and My Hand Drawing Concepts to Final Realization of the Flying 



















Division I, 1 Vision as our Guide 
If you do not tell the truth about yourself you cannot tell it about 
other people 
-Virginia Woolf, Years 
 
 
 By 2005, the university saw the value of moving up to NCAA Division I, 
and voted for a three-year plan. I had been lobbying for this move since the day I 
arrived. Division II status has a different look and impact on the entire institution 
when it comes to recruitment beyond athletics. A lot of alumni and faculty did not 
understand this. They did not understand that the reach of the institution through 
intercollegiate sports can impact academics because the name of the institution 
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can travel beyond the Division II CIAA boundaries. I was fortunate to be brought 
on to the Division I exploratory committee under the leadership of athletic director 
Bill Hayes, a member of the Black College Football Hall of Fame. He understood 
that the chancellor wanted to raise the profile of the institution, and also knew 
that it would be easier to attract better athletes with the more vigorous 
competition this would bring. At the time, NCAT was the only HBCU in the state 
that was Division I, and that was an advantage to them in recruitment for both 
athletics, the university, and the band.  
I was brought on board to provide a rationale narrative that explained how 
moving to Division I could impact students and recruitment beyond that of 
athletes. My narrative included the total student experience. Simply put, the CIAA 
boundaries did not provide our students with the opportunity to engage with 
universities with a more extensive profile in terms of competition. I also pointed 
out that travel opportunities to other states would increase the presence of the 
institution at athletic events which could serve as a recruitment catalyst. We had 
a meeting with the trustees who were not sold on the idea; I shared my narrative 
concerning the student experience after the team presented the numbers and 
cost. 
Ready-made, Ready to Make, or a Ready Maid? 
Music expresses that which cannot be said and on which it is 
impossible to be silent. 




When I was hired in 2000 as an assistant band director, everyone on 
campus was aware that I was from FAMU. I still had my FAMU license tags on 
my car and my Florida driver’s license. Later, when I was the director, and finally 
able to hire an assistant band director, Kawachi Clemons (see figure 72), the 
music department chair referred to us both in a negative light. We heard that he 
referred to us as “the Golden Boys” because apparently, some in the campus 
community felt that we received special treatment for the band because the 
chancellor had come from FAMU. What is sad about it all, is that out of all the 
resources that I have ever received for the band program, no funds were ever 
taken from another area.  
It had been difficult for me to understand why the music department put up 
a fight when I advocated for the hiring of an assistant band director when the 
funds were not planned to come from the departmental budget line. But it took 
almost three years to get an assistant band director, and the funding and 
resources were developed and acquired through grants and fundraisers. No one 
lost their job or had their program reduced to the benefit of the band. I remained 
silent. But my silence was taking a toll on my relationship with my fiancé. My 
fiancé had been my “freshman sister” at FAMU as she played clarinet in the 
Marching 100. The term freshman brother or sister refers to first year band 
members who join the band in the fall of each season. So with that experience, 
she knew that leading a band was a lot of work. However, she began to see how 
the stress of running a band program alone without proper staff would impact our 
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life after marriage.  She knew very well that a collegiate band was more than a 
job for three. She always asked, “Are they going to support you?” and “Are they 
going to let you get your help?” Silent, I had no answer. 
Figure 72: Jorim Reid Sr. and Kawachi Clemons in the Stands at an NCCU Home 
Game 
 
Threats versus Promises. Around my 5th year at NCCU, I had two 
administrators pull me aside on separate occasions. One shared that senior 
faculty members expressed that, while I had I achieved great success in a short 
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time, I had not paid my dues or had been teaching long enough to be taken 
seriously. That administrator, also shared that one senior faculty member in 
particular, discounted my accomplishments saying that increasing band 
numbers, improved sound, and positive media attention were not deemed 
important in their eyes. After asking how old I was, a different upper administrator 
said to me, “Jorim, you are about the age of my son, and I will tell you this, just 
because you are sincere at wanting to run your band program and have no 
desire to be a department chair or administrator does not mean that those in 
those positions do not see YOU as a department chair or administrator. . . you 
are a threat and fail to see it.”  So many people who supported me warned me 
and wanted to make sure I understood that there was jealousy and that some 
departments on campus saw me as a threat. I had to come to the reality of what 
had taken place over the time that I was there. But I remained silent.  
Because there was no money to purchase uniforms, for the first three 
years, the band wore wind suits when we represented the university publicly and 
the student routinely got laughed at by our audiences. When the new chair was 
appointed in the early 2000s, that person made it very clear to me that the band 
would not get new uniforms. The chair specifically said that "band uniforms are 
not important right now and anything as such would come through (them).”  The 
mandate was peculiar since none of the resources for travel, uniforms, 
scholarships, or instruments were funded by departmental resources. Because 
this chair came in with tenure, I could not say anything. To keep my job, I 
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remained silent.  
In hindsight, I realized that the music department administrators were 
frustrated that alumni and community supporters would badger them about 
resources for the marching and symphonic band, not mentioning the needs of the 
less visible ensembles. Dog whistle messaging or coded language to debase the 
band emerged from faculty and administrators who opposed the band getting 
resources and viewed the band as a pariah. The messaging would be the first 
time that I would hear the term “band school,” which is a dog whistle for those 
who were opposed to any resources being delegated to a marching band. Band 
school was also a blunt assertion of my roots at FAMU to make sure NCCU was 
NOT to become known for its band program as they perceived. One department 
chair often made it clear that NCCU was NOT a “band school” when speaking to 
alumni and community. These sentiments came from administrators with and 
without HBCU experience, and they emanated mostly from within the music 
department. I would see six department chairs and four chancellors in less than a 
ten-year span while at NCCU. My firsthand experience observing a high turnover 
rate of HBCU administrations corroborates with the contributors of the 2019 book 
Examining Effective Practices at Minority-Serving Institutions: 
Excessive executive turnover at HBCUs over prolonged periods 
significantly hampers the recruitment, hiring, and retention of talented 
faculty and administrative subordinates who fuel HBCU advancement. 
This represents a persistent existential threat to an already vulnerable 
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sector of higher education, particularly to emerging executives attempting 
to build careers who are potential heirs and heiresses to HBCU 
presidencies and chancellorships. (Palmer, Preston, Assalone, 2019,      
p. 91) 
I found that I had more significant issues with administrators who did not 
have HBCU experience. Often when they arrived, they had preconceived and 
negative views of HBCU music programs. Essential band program resources 
such as uniforms and athletic performance travel are considered unnecessary by 
those with deficit views of bands and band culture. Administrators with this 
viewpoint believed that band funding had to first be funneled through the chair to 
decide if the funds should go to the band program. I experienced the siphoning of 
money from the band program firsthand when my third department chair in three 
years took a $10,000 contribution out of the band foundation account. The check 
was issued to the band by the 25,000-member New Birth Church in Dekalb 
County near Atlanta, Georgia. New Birth requested the band to perform at their 
service after I sent a personal email to the late renown founder and pastor, 
Bishop Eddie Long (see Figure 73). Long was an NCCU alumnus and member of 
the Board of Trustees. We honored him at the 2002 Morehouse Football game 
and the 2006 Honda Battle of the Bands Show at the Georgia Dome. Bishop 
Eddie Long is mostly known for scandals involving highly publicized sexual 
impropriety lawsuits. Since 2002, the band had maintained a rapport with Bishop 
Long where the band would perform at his Sunday church services multiple times 
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whenever we were in Atlanta for a football game or battle of the bands (see 
Figure 74). The church members were kind to feed the band a warm meal after 
the service. The band performed on the Sunday after our performance at the 
Honda Battle of the Bands. The band earned that money, worked for that money, 
and needed that money. The money was returned. I was not silent. 
Figure 73: Honda Corporation Presentation to Kawachi Clemons and Jorim Reid Sr., 




Figure 74: MSM Performing at Bishop Eddie Long's New Birth Baptist Church in 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
Early in my career, any time the band got an accolade or recognition, all 
units on campus would celebrate the achievement except for the music 
department. There were faculty in the music department that would not excuse a 
student from a Friday class to travel with the band on university business; 
however, the biology, nursing, math, and other departments would honor the 
excuses that came through academic affairs. The students noticed the different 
treatment they received as music majors and how they were marked absent 
when other students were not. The band students only missed one school day in 
the spring semester for the Honda Battle of the Bands performance, and the 
basketball tournament was during spring break. Choir, jazz, and other ensembles 
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often had extended tours where students missed multiple days, and those 
students were not admonished. I understood what was going on, to a few, the 
marching band was a necessary musical pariah that would not go away.  
As I look back at this situation after 20 years of experience, I now more 
fully understand that HBCU band success is more about power and narrative. 
Some leaders prefer to control the narrative and funnel support and resources 
from a band program that, by default, gets more attention than areas that they 
deem worthier. Power and narrative are reasons that some band programs do 
not thrive. Band directors do not have a voice about matters related to their own 
expertise which often limits the resources that they receive. I learned that if I 
spoke up or raised on opinion contrary to those in power that I was labeled un-
collegial or hard to work with. I never thought that the facts or one’s viewpoint 
would be dismissed in academia. This was hard for me when I was younger 
because they did not see that I worked long days, on the weekends, and went on 
the road with 180 students. They were not doing any of the work I was doing, nor 
was I taking anything from them. Their workload was not my concern, yet I was 
overworked in comparison and my work was being marginalized or discounted. 
Maybe the assumption was that I had time since I did not have a family of my 
own?  
I recall looking on department doors and seeing two and three days a 
week class schedules of faculty who complained about the band. I understood 
that their teaching, research, and service load was different. However, my actual 
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contact hours and interactions with students was every day and weekends. I did 
not care about their resources or schedule, I just wanted to be left to do my job 
without the negative energy. I also understood that none of them understood 
marching band or band program obligations. This negative culture in the 
department was what Robyn had fought. I wonder if they let her go because they 
did not want her to get as far as I did. I felt powerless in standing up to them 
because they were tenured. But the department was growing in terms of the 
number of music majors, yet some did not want it to grow because of band 
recruiting efforts. Some believed that the department could increase in 
enrollment numbers because of the recruitment for private studios or niche 
programs such as sacred music. I wish Dr. Madsen's “Marching Band as a 
Recruitment Tool” article had been available then. Madsen’s findings of how 
marching band impact the recruitment and enrollment at universities may have 
lent some support.  
Tempus Fugit     -Virgil, Georgics 
 
I am most vividly reminded of the time where my work-life balance began 
to be non-existent, and I started to stress more because I aimed for the 
impossible—to make the faculty happy. My engagement was in distress because 
our relationship was a long distance one, and because I neglected my fiancé to 
focus on the band program. This set up a poor foundation for my personal health. 
The September 11th terrorist attacks triggered my negative response to stress. 
My closest friends and family were in New York when this terrible tragedy took 
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place. Diron, in figure 75, who was my band fraternity brother and had been a 
friend since preschool was attending Juilliard at the time, and I had not heard 
from him. I heard that my uncle who worked on Wall Street was okay through 
America Online Instant Messenger. There was also a close friend that no one 
could get in contact with. The last time I had seen her was when I attended her 
graduation from Harvard and drove her from Cambridge to New York to help her 
move to Columbia University for graduate school. We had kept in contact through 
phone and email, but after the terrorist attack, there was nothing. I developed 
heavy symptoms of worry and anxiety. It was the worst thing for me to do, but I 
watched the news nonstop. All of the images and news were negative.  




I would eventually hear from all of my friends and family, but I neglected 
the most important person in my life at that time, my fiancé. Because I was so 
consumed with the chaos of September 11th and with operating the band 
program, I FORGOT my fiancé’s birthday which was right after the terrorist 
attack. The tragedy was no excuse and neither was our long distance apart. I 
was winning at band and music but losing at life. As our relationship fell further 
apart, my coping mechanism was writing music. There were two September 11 
commemorative magazines with horrifying images and heartbreaking stories that 
I mulled over for hours in an emotional state. From those images, I was inspired 
to compose the opening bars and cast my mood to paper. I wrote Tribute to 
America46 to honor the events of the tragedy of September 11, 2001. My 
students and others have pleaded with me to get it published. To this day, every 
year in September, I share the recording of this composition on social media in 
its various settings to remind me of the space I was in at that time in my life.  
During this time, I only wanted to build a band and have the best quality 
program. I wrongly assumed that everyone could see that I did not want power or 
acclaim. To me, my success was to be measured by student achievement, their 
experience as they developed through the program, and what they would 
become after they graduated. I also made a promise to the university alumni and 
students that I would raise the image of the band program to the highest level of 





father always instilled in me that I should finish what I start.  
Sacrifice 
Truth will ultimately prevail where there is pain to bring it to light. 
-George Washington, Letter to Charles M. Thurston 
 
 
My plan did not involve making a career in North Carolina. I was not in it 
for the long haul; I knew I was going back to Florida, get married, and begin a 
new life. But, all of that changed in 2002. My fiancé would tell me that her pastor 
insinuated that she heard from the Lord that "she would not be happy in North 
Carolina with me." This added insult to more injury, considering when I was in 
town, her pastor always asked me to play keyboard for her storefront church 
services in West Palm Beach. She was often prophesying that I was "anointed" 
and "gifted" and could make the keys talk.  Both of our parents were upset and 
offended by her pastor's statements. I felt it was typical manipulative church 
mess. In the end, my fiancé broke off the engagement stating that she did not 
want to move to North Carolina and that my salary at the time was not capable of 
the lifestyle that she wanted to live. To add, there was no infidelity or fighting. 
After seeing how much time my job took, she decided that she did not want to be 
with a “band director” even though we met in the band at FAMU. This was 
heartbreaking and ironic considering that many of my music faculty colleagues 
felt that I was getting paid twice as much as I should. The dean made sarcastic 
comments like, "you make the big bucks."   
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My insecurities as a young faculty member began to take root. I lived far 
from family support. My fiancé left because I didn’t make enough and my 
colleagues were resentful because I made too much. All I had was the band and 
music. Without the music in my head, I was alone. Looking back, the band 
program benefited in growth and quality due to the redirection of my focus. The 
band program gained due to my greatest loss during that period in my life. I was 
already silenced at work; therefore, I had no more words. I had nothing but 
music. I poured everything that I could not say on the inside into my fingers on 
piano keys, then to pen, and from paper to the sounds heard in performance. 
Where words fail, music speaks.  -Hans Christian Anderson, BBC 
 
The band had become a formidable program with multiple concert bands 
and an established marching band style. As I described before, the students 
were the biggest inspiration in show planning and concepts. By 2004, I had 
recruited a lot of students from high schools who marched corps-style who were 
accustomed big budgets, using props, and playing challenging musical passages 
on the field. I served as an arranger for the band, and I wrote whatever ideas my 
students could imagine. No aspect of the program was a ready-made or given. It 
all required hard work, time, dedication, and the grit from the students I was 
blessed to have in my program. 
 Students were creative in their concepts for shows. I used Gary Smith's 
"The System" book as required material for those interested in show planning, 
and our shows began to evolve. The dancers practiced in the music department 
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lobby. In 2001 they played Dangerously in Love by Beyoncé on their stereo and 
asked me to write an arrangement. Originally, the song was released on the 
Destiny's Child Survivor album, and Beyoncé later released the single on her 
solo debut as Dangerously in Love 2 with minor changes. By 2004, the band had 
grown in size and had the proper instrumentation to pull off the selection on the 
field. I wrote the colors and orchestration out that I heard in my ears, and this 
piece inspired the band’s national breakout performance at the Honda Battle of 
the Bands. 
 I got a phone call late in the Fall 2004 semester congratulating me and the 
band program for being selected to its first Honda Battle of the Bands. The 
annual event was only three years old and had become the Super Bowl of HBCU 
marching bands. The selection process at that time consisted of popular votes 
online, votes from university presidents, and votes from band directors. Ten 
bands were selected, with two from each of the four HBCU athletic conferences 
and two independent conferences. Each band selected won an all-expense-paid 
first-class trip for the entire band and staff to go to Atlanta, Georgia for the event, 
and received $10,000 for the program. This was an opportunity to put everything 
that we were working on in secret out in front of the world.  
The strategy for the fall was to make enough impact to get the votes to be 
selected. Every halftime show was designed to demonstrate that our little-known 
band program was worthy of the big stage. The only downside was that the concert 
band program that I had been building since 2002 would be interrupted by an 
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extended marching season. Because the event was held on the last weekend in 
January, it encroached upon what we were doing in developing the other 
ensembles. However, the advantage was an enhancement of the image of both 
the university and our band program—there was no bigger stage since the 
university was still Division II in the CIAA boundaries. 
In 2004, Lil' Jon was a popular artist, and produced many hits during this 
time. Every predominately Black band in the country was playing the Lil' Jon 
produced track Yeah featuring Usher. On this same album, a B-Side song 
Caught Up had not gained the airplay of the rest of the singles on his album, but 
it was suggested by our drum major at the time, Leonardo Williams. My thinking 
before the season was that everyone would be playing "Yeah" and that we 
needed to be unique. When Leo suggested "Caught Up” I decided to arrange the 
music beginning with the opening bars of "Yeah" as a tease and then went into 
"Caught Up" after the bell tones. It worked. At every battle of the bands or 
halftime show that we performed that year, every band was playing "Yeah." 
When our band started with the same intro, we expected the crowd to respond 
with a "not again" reaction, but we shocked them by playing a different tune.   
The Honda 2005 show was intended to make a point. We wanted to 
establish our unique and innovative program by introducing ourselves to the 
world and proving that we were “no common ordinary barnyard band” as NCCU 
founder Dr. Shepherd once lauded. Every part of the show had meaning and 
thought behind it. Instead of beginning our marching downfield in traditional style, 
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I decided to start with corps style. The opening bars consisted of twelve strong 
traditional high-knee marching steps with a halt on the bell tones where we 
transitioned to corps style for "Caught Up." 
The first drill formation that we created as we came out of the end-zone 
was a chevron that moved downfield. This was a tribute to my high school band 
director Mr. Tolbert. Tolbert’s design was a traditional downfield march in 
chevrons which converted into the lost man drill. Our student announcer, now Dr. 
Kevin Jenkins and creator of the bands' slogan "Eagle Pride Amplified," skillfully 
began to read his script, and acknowledged Dr. Foster's contributions to all 
HBCU bands. When the band hit the midfield, we played Ja Rule’s “Wonderful” 
as a transition which was a suggestion from Jamie Patterson, owner of Subject 2 
Change Customs and alumnus and supporter of NCCU. We then formed a car 
on the field and featured our trombone section on the tune “Car Wash.”  NCCU 
cheerleading coach and Luann Edmond Harris, a woman who had become like a 
second mother to me, had asked for the selection, so I arranged it and dedicated 
Car Wash to her (see Figure 76). 
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Figure 76:  Dean Bernice Johnson, Associate Director of Admissions Luann Edmonds 
Harris, Jorim Reid Sr., Music Department Chair Frank Williams, and Vice Chancellor 
for Student Affairs Roland Gaines 
 
Toward the middle of the field show, I wanted to add a percussion feature. 
It helped now that I finally had an assistant director, Dr. Kawachi Clemons, who I 
knew well because we attended high school and college together. We had the 
same philosophy of band, academics, and agreed upon the sound we wanted the 
band to have. During that time, we experimented a lot with the sounds of the 
percussion section. Neither of us was a fan of the high pitch tight sound typical of 
Drum Corps International (DCI) groups, but we did not want the percussion 
section to sound like our alma mater FAMU, which was more traditional having 
limits to actual tones since most of the cadences were over 50 years old. I 
wanted a tonal sound where specific pitches could be heard from each drum, and 
Kawachi agreed. Kawachi experimented with the tuning of the bass drum 
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intervals between minor and major 3rds. He tuned every drumhead to a specific 
note. Even the snare drums, both top and bottom head, were tuned precisely. I 
wrote a grant that allowed us to have both performance and practice drums from 
Yamaha. The drums were top of the line and were the color silky silver as 
Kawachi wanted. Because Kawachi knew my arrangements well, he wanted to 
make sure the drumline sound matched them, and that the cadences still had 
that strong impact that is expected of HBCU bands.  
Kawachi’s experiment with the percussion tunings worked. Our drumline 
had a unique sound with multiple timbres with overtones blending with the band 
sonority. Once we had our sound, we brainstormed about what the band could 
play as a drum line feature. We wanted something like "Coming to America" 
which almost every HBCU band was playing at that time. To me, we were not 
thinking outside of the box, because I did not see a box. But I did want to play 
something different than the other schools. "Coming to America" was featured 
prominently in the motion picture "Drumline."  What could we play that was 
African inspired, and have the same impact for the band and drumline?  At 
almost the same time, we said, "Zulu," Shaka Zulu. Both of us were from Miami, 
so there was a lot of multicultural influence in our musical DNA. When we were in 
high school, the TV mini-series “Shaka Zulu” was a big deal and it continuously 
aired on local Miami stations. With this spark of inspiration, Kawachi took the 
students of the drumline into the NCCU old jazz band room to watch the film, 
collect ideas, and create an awesome percussion feature. 
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 As they were working, I peeped in while Kawachi and the drumline were 
working out rhythms. I had a note pad in my hand and sketched out the 
arrangement to fit with the percussion. The rhythm and tones were to match the 
signature Shaka Zulu musical theme. When we presented the completed work at 
the Honda BOTB, I had the winds move behind the percussion section which 
was center field. I placed the winds intentionally in an area where they could do a 
corps style box drill including some additional choreography coordinated with the 
percussion rhythms during the percussion feature until it was time for the horns 
to play. The feature became a standard for the band and was played in the 
stands at football games from that point on (see Figure 77). 
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Figure 77: MSM Forms ZULU on the Field at the 2005 Honda Battle of the Bands 
 
 After the percussion feature concluded, the band transitioned to a concert 
band formation to play Dangerously in Love. Before I wrote this arrangement, I 
did my research by listening to every version I could find. When I am getting 
familiar with a tune for an arrangement, I often search for live-in-concert versions. 
I often find that the live-in-concert versions have a significant amount of 
emotional impact and musical content that is simply missing in studio recordings. 
I found Beyoncé's live version and drew inspiration from that. One big risk I 
decided to take was to have a solo trumpet play on the opening line and then 
come in again at the climax. This was risky because HBCU bands traditionally do 
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not feature ballads like this, and if this failed at this national event, I feared we 
were done. Another risk I took was to have the band transition by moving the 
brasses closer to the sideline which is more typical of corps style. I chose to do 
this to give the impression that the band had modulated and sounded louder after 
the trumpet cadenza climax that I had written. To my knowledge, this had never 
been done before. But I believed in the band and in the trumpet soloist and 
section leader at the time Reginald Solomon Jr. (see Figure 78). In the middle of 
the song and at the end, we got a standing ovation. The NCCU band was now on 
the map, and our recruitment efforts went into autopilot.  
With the help of alumni, I purchased every senior who was with me since 
2001 a custom lightweight MSM band jacket with their band names stitched on 
the back. As soon as the show ended, I had the seniors meet me in the Georgia 
Dome tunnel where Gerard Sanders, who designed and embordered the jackets, 
was waiting with the jackets boxed as a surprise to cap off a great show and four 
years of commitment. 
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Figure 78: Reggie Solomon Playing the Solo to Dangerously in Love at the 2005 
Honda Battle of the Bands. 
 
 The 2005 Honda Battle of the Bands would be the first time that I realized 
that I was a band director at a university. This was a turning point in my career as 
a band director. I was aware that I was a band director, but I never really let it 
sink in. Up to that point, my focus was on our goals and objectives. During the 
Battle of the Bands in Atlanta there was an ice storm that forced the event to 
delay one day. The band directors of the ten selected bands were called into a 
meeting in a suite of the Marriott Marquis. When I arrived, I sat down in an empty 
seat. As the directors walked in, my first response was that of a fan boy. All of the 
band directors that I grew up watching filed into the room. They were legends 
and heroes. Dr. White entered the room and sat right next to me with his huge 
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smile. For a moment, I was not even paying attention to the instruction, as I was 
more focused on who was in the room with me. The band from my alma mater 
was there, and I had last suited up in their uniform just seven years prior. I looked 
up at Dr. White who was looking at me and he said he was proud of me. I then 
snapped back to reality and after five years at NCCU, it sunk in that I was a 
college band director (see Figure 79). 
Figure 79: Jorim Reid Sr., Drum Majors Austin Chalmers, Leonardo Williams, Kevin 
Williams, Antwone Vass, and Kawachi Clemons in the Tunnel before the 2005 Honda 
Battle of the Bands. 
 
After that, I purchased a North Carolina NCCU license plate with MCHNE 
on it (see Figure 80). After spending years to build the band program it was now 
starting to get mainstream recognition. The band received invitations to multiple 
high-profile events which allowed us to share a positive university image to the 
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world. This was now my truth. I had nowhere else to go. My plan was to commit 
to, stay, and retire at NCCU. I would continue to build a great program and give 
the students the best experience that they could imagine. But, my work-life 
balance still did not exist, yet I was proud of the students for the band we were 
creating. I focused my time on NCCU and the band and figured everything else 
would work itself out. After the 2005 Honda Battle of the Bands, I accepted that I 
had birthed something, and I could not just up and leave it. I always made it clear 
to the students that the program was “THEIR” band, but it was my baby!  I was in 
it for the long haul. 
Figure 80: My personalized MSM NCCU Plate 
 
eClipse ALL OTHER shows 
When the moon covers the sun, we have a solar eclipse. What do 
you call it when birds do that? 
-Kim Young-ha, TED 
 
 
For the 2007 Honda BOTB show, I had this crazy idea after seeing our 
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Zeta Sigma Chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi’s step show in the fall of 2006. The 
theme for this step show was called "Broke Phi Broke" and they dressed up in 
weathered clothing reminiscent of the depression era of the 1920s. At one point 
in their presentation, they used Michael Jackson's music "Smooth Criminal," and 
the students creatively incorporated the infamous and patented (Jackson et. al., 
1992) anti-gravity illusion lean that Michael Jackson executed in his iconic video. 
The Gary, Indiana side of my soul, was struck with an epiphany. But, to make 
sure my epiphany was not some crazy idea that was too outlandish I reached out 
to one of the auxiliary captains Vanessa Bell.   
Vanessa was a brilliant and talented student from Atlanta, Georgia, who 
was forward-thinking when it came to taking calculated risks. She was not afraid 
to tell me or anyone else that a show idea was in her words "just dumb."  
Vanessa was also one of the advocates and pioneers for combining the flags and 
dancers to merge talent and create shows that would feature auxiliary during the 
entire show. She was a part of the first team that traveled to Springfield, Illinois, 
to study and train at the Smith Walbridge Clinics with Gary Smith. We were eager 
to put some of the ideas that we had learned on display. This training would pay 
off as she eventually became the Auxiliary Coach and Coordinator as well as the 
designer of several of the uniforms the group later wore during various seasons. 
She, along with student Latia White Boney, would name the newly merged 
auxiliary squad, eClipse. I liked the idea and my only suggestion was for the “e” 
to be displayed in lowercase for a touch of style and to subtly represent our 
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mascot, the eagle. 
Whenever I had halftime show ideas, I firmly believed that even though I 
was the band director, I still needed to "sell" the idea to the show planning 
committee and then to the band. I later referred to this vetting process as the 
“lame assessment” where the students helped me to “assess any whack or 
corniness.”  This was a realistic way to lay out ideas, understand the risks, but it 
helped me to see if any of the ideas were worth implementing. Furthermore, the 
students were the ones performing, and I knew that the best performances were 
created when the performers are connected to and bought into the music and 
material. With this show, I decided upon a DCI approach as far as staging, 
costume changes, props, and smoke. At that time, HBCUs had done thematic 
shows with outfits and costumes, but not to the level that I was trying to sell. Our 
auxiliary unit was the key to our success with this presentation. I kept the idea to 
myself until we got the official and third consecutive invitation to the Honda Battle 
of the Bands. After we received the invitation call that confirmed our participation, 
I called "Nessa." 
For the Honda 2007 show idea, I presented Vanessa with clips or quasi 
storyboards of what I wanted to do. After I had her approval, we decided that we 
needed someone to play the role of Michael Jackson. She at once recommended 
Latia, co-captain of the eClipse auxiliary squad. We would keep the idea between 
us until I decided the best way to present and sell the approach to the group. I 
felt it important to have the entire flow of this part of the show fleshed out and 
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accurately choreographed down to the fight scene and "lean." (see Figure 81) 
Figure 81:  Michael Jackson Smooth Criminal Antigravity Lean 
 
We spent a lot of time watching every MJ (Michael Jackson) video and live 
performance we could find and extracted the most iconic moves that we could 
translate to the band field. After this intense study, I began to sketch out the 
sequence on paper. While the band transitioned from a drill formation, we 
decided to try to move the audience with MJ center field on the 50-yard line 
accompanied by the iconic beat from "Billie Jean," as played initially by Ndugu 
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Chancler on the drum set. The transition allowed for the brasses to rest their lips 
and for the remaining auxiliary the time to change into their Smooth Criminal 
costumes on the sideline—all unnoticed since all eyes would be on MJ. After 
several bars of the drumbeat, I introduced the iconic bassline from Billie Jean. I 
added a tuba solo on the melody and had the tubist interact with MJ center field. 
Donald Parker, the tuba section leader at the time, had the musicianship and 
charisma to pull this off enthusiastically. We then created tension and visual 
conflict; the music changed abruptly to the intro of The Jackson’s “Heartbreak 
Hotel.” 
This tune provided an entrance for the rest of the eClipse auxiliary squad, 
who were dressed as 1920s thugs with various prop weapons. They entered the 
field encircling MJ, while walking to the rhythm. I purchased two smoke machines 
to highlight the entrance of the thugs. The thugs began to attack MJ 
unsuccessfully as MJ brushed them off with superior fighting skills. Because I 
had significant martial arts experience in To-Shin Do Ninjutsu, I was able to 
choreograph this fight scene with some realism. After realizing that he was 
clearly outnumbered, the MJ character dressed in the iconic white suit pulled out 
a prop Tommy gun like is featured in the music video, and he shot all of the 
attackers. To further create the effect of a gun, I wrote out precisely 
choreographed gunshots and reloading sounds in the drum parts. After the MJ 
character appeared to have killed the attackers, I had the piccolos play a flatline 
tone, the percussion played rhythms that simulated a heartbeat while the thugs 
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laid on their backs and bounced on each beat until they awakened as zombies. 
As the percussion beat intensified, they began to dance to the exact 
choreography and music from “Thriller.” This transition carried forward right into 
the Thriller motif that elided into the Smooth Criminal musical idea. 
Vanessa and I spotted the points in Michael Jackson's videos as to where 
the choreography should be placed and that guided how the music would be 
written. Every single beat was planned and mapped out. The most crucial part 
was "the Lean" (see Figure 82). I wanted the "Lean" to be a lot longer than in the 
video, and since I would be conducting, we would use "space chords" like those 
that the drum corps the Blue Devils use in their warmups. The "space chords," 
would allow us to bend the pitch flat and pull the tempo and bring the band back 
in on the beat to create a moving effect and moment and energetic crowd 
response. I created a practice track of the parts after completing the 
arrangement. We practiced the MJ segment all the way up until the night before 
the show at the hotel. Everything went as planned and we got a standing ovation. 
I appreciated the mettle of our students and their maturity to take risks and 






Figure 82: eClipse Executing the MJ Antigravity Lean 
 
The drill for the 2007 show signified a step forward for the group. The goal 
was to make our shows elided or to have continuous movement without long 
stops. Most HBCU bands have sustained periods of pause where the ensemble 
plays between 40 to 50 percent of the show. Another of the selections for the drill 
was the tune “I Call It Love” by Lionel Richie. We had the band form a cupid with 
a bow and arrow, and then created an effect of pulling the arrow back and 
shooting it into a heart. When the arrow hit the heart, it exploded. Most of the 
heart was made up of the auxiliary who "exploded" out of the formation and 
exited to the sideline to discretely change into their costumes for the “Smooth 
Criminal” segment. It was the Honda 2007 field show where eClipse was debuted 
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and the NCCU Marching Sound Machine was praised for its unique style for an 
HBCU (see Figure 83). 
Figure 83: MSM Go out and Vote Show 
 
Shortly after the Honda 2007 performance, I received an email and 
subsequent phone call from Pasadena, California from a Rose Parade 
Committee member. The representative complimented our band on its fine 
performances and asked me if I had ever considered applying to the enter the 
band in the Rose Parade. I told him that I had planned to apply for the parade in 
about ten years but at this point I did not think the band or university was ready to 
make the commitment financially or logistically. It was on record with (see Figure 
52) that my plan was to pursue the Macy’s Thanksgiving and an Inaugural 
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Parade before aiming for the Rose Parade. If we ever applied and won an 
acceptance, the Macy’s parade was in New York and the Inaugural Parade in 
Washington DC, were both less than a day’s drive, which made the cost 
significantly more manageable as compared to transporting an entire band and 
equipment to California from Durham, North Carolina.  
Most band directors know that all three of these prestigious parades go 
through a rigorous application where the band director is vetted in the selection 
process. The Rose Parade, The Presidential Inaugural Parade, and the Macy’s 
Parade are the Triple Crown of achievement and few band directors are fortunate 
to win a spot in just one of these parades. While there are many parades and 
events around the country and world that are advertised and sponsored by travel 
agencies and touring companies, these companies solicit high school and 
university bands for profit. These companies encourage bands to take part in 
hundreds of little-known parades that are more like field trips than they are 
experiences for students and bands to present their schools brand 
internationally. I am not belittling such events, but the fact is that they are not at 
the caliber of the Macy’s or Rose Parade where bands must meet certain criteria 
in terms of the size of the group, the band’s performance quality, the experience 
of band director, and the band’s overall reputation. The Rose Parade and Macy’s 
Parade are protective of their brand and every aspect of their respective events 
involve millions of dollars in advertising and are well planned. The Rose Parade 
alone is broadcast live on multiple major networks typically having over 47 million 
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US and 28 million international viewers according to Tournamentofroses.com. 
Considering all of this, I took this invitation to apply very seriously.  
 I learned that there is an application process as opposed to a simple form 
to fill out, to get selected for the Rose Parade, Macy’s Parade, and the Inaugural 
Parade. I downloaded the applications for all these parades in the early 2000s to 
see what criteria and milestones our band program needed to work toward. 
Those applications were thorough and specific even requiring recommendation 
letters from band directors that had their bands selected in the past. There was 
also a long application, which included the background and resume of the band 
director. In 2007, I applied for the 2008 Presidential Inaugural Parade and our 
band was not accepted after completing the requirements of the comprehensive 
application. Historically, for any of those three parades, the best high school 
bands in the country typically get selected. For the Rose Parade there is a higher 
application rate as compared to the limited slots for the best high school bands 
around the world with only two college bands on average that appear 
representing the universities that are playing in the Rose Bowl game. I knew that 
the best American and international high school bands selected would have well 
over 350 instrumentalists but I knew that the culture at my institution would not 
understand the dynamics of how things are in the band world outside of North 
Carolina. I did not think we were ready to compete against international groups. I 
did not expect to get this call. While I had several classmates from FAMU who 
had their high school bands selected to participate in the Rose and Macy’s 
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parade, I only knew of one HBCU, Prairie View A&M University, in 2009 to march 
in the Rose Parade. The Rose Parade was an international parade with 
thousands of applicants per year. There was stiff competition to get into these 
parades. 
The Rose Parade representative asked if he could email me the official 
application and if I would consider to apply. I mulled over the idea of applying for 
weeks before doing so. My plan was to get our program further along in size and 
quality before going before an international audience to perform. There would be 
a lot of stress that would take its toll as we raised funds, prepared, and planned 
for this massive event. I decided to begin working on the application which was a 
portfolio including recordings and videos of the band’s performances. The 
application also needed a signature of approval from the university president or 
vice president. I got approval of both and a signature of the vice chancellor for 
student affairs. Before I asked for their signatures, I told them of my logistical 
plans, funding concerns, and about the phone call from California. They were 
extremely optimistic and supportive and believed that the band would win the 
invitation. I completed the application in Miami while visiting my parents over the 
summer and sent it overnight from the Post Office just around the corner from my 
old high school. In September of 2009, I got a phone call from Pasadena saying 
that our band was selected for the 2011 Tournament of Roses Parade. I was 
both excited and anxious being well aware of the magnitude of this opportunity. 
(see Figure 84) 
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Figure 84: Tournament of Roses Presentation from Jeff Throop 2011 Rose Committee 
Chair 
 
For our 2008 Honda Battle of the Bands show, we introduced our pit 
percussion to the world. We had been developing this concept for some time and 
used the music from the motion picture Saw as an introduction. The 2009 show 
also opened with the pit percussion and eClipse dramatically entering the field 
first. Having a pit percussion at an HBCU was controversial as it was incorrectly 
perceived as something “only for White bands.”  However, mallet instruments 
have their roots in Africa. Therefore, during that time my frustration with such 
ignorant attitudes increased. We had students who were exceptional mallet 
players. I felt it unjust not to use their talents at the collegiate level. Also, the 
addition of the pit percussion during key points in our show allowed for multiple 
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options in music selections, sounds, and timbre. 
My band students continued to bring forth the best ideas, and I was willing 
to risk it all on students’ ideas for a show. To me, this was what the college 
experience was meant to be: learning to learn, study, work, develop, practice, 
perform, create, and take risks to advance. There were plenty of times that I had 
doubts about some of the student ideas brought up in the show planning 
committee. There were also times that I had plans that were tabled for another 
day due to make room for student ideas that were better for the present situation. 
One such show was the final Honda 2010 performance of NCCU's Marching 
Sound Machine. 
For years, several students pressured me to arrange “Earth Song” by 
Michael Jackson. I was very familiar with the song but felt that it would require a 
higher level of musicianship and an even greater arranger than me. For at least 
three years, “Earth Song” kept coming up as a suggestion, and the students 
confidently said how they felt I could write an excellent version for the band. I 
appreciated the faith that the students had in my arranging and composition. Still, 
there were honestly times where I would have a voice in the back of my mind 
reminding me of the rejection I had when I was not admitted to the composition 
program at Florida State. But, never being the one to back down from a 
challenge, I took my students' ideas and found a piano and a quiet space to 
write. 
The 2010 Honda BOTB show began with the band entering the field from 
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four areas (reminiscent of the four corners of tensions I have struggled with), and 
all marching in four different marching styles as they entered the field. The four 
styles were traditional, half time, double time, and corps. The boxes converged to 
the middle of the field to make the point about how the program embraced its 
uniqueness. We would form the letters R, O, S, and E on the field to announce 
our selection for the 2011 Tournament of Rose Parade. The drill was written for 
another MJ tune "Shake Ya Body Down," which was an idea that had been 
tabled the year before to make room for a student idea that was better suited for 
the NCAT show in 2009. We played an arrangement of "Poison" by BBD that I 
first penned in the 11th grade, and eClipse partnered with male members in the 
band dancing in 80’s costumes. This year, the risk we took was the concert 
selection “Earth Song.” The students wanted to include “Earth Song” to honor the 
victims of the earthquakes that had recently ravaged Haiti. 
The students created a slide show to play on the big screen in the Georgia 
Dome while the band played. After the band finished playing “Earth Song,” I 
remember climbing down off the ladder and in my own space thinking that it had 
fallen flat. Ronnie was on the sideline, and I approached him to ask him his 
opinion, and he told me to, "shhhhhhh, (he was) having a moment . . . let me 
have a moment.”  To my right in the bleachers where the FAMU band sat, and I 
saw my entire alma mater standing to its feet clapping. Not taking this for granted 
. . . I did not want to assume. I looked up and around the stadium to see 
everyone in the dome standing and cheering. The band sounded terrific. Another 
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standing ovation. I walked over to the FAMU band with my Earth Song score in 
hand to show to Sargent, the FAMU arranger, and my former arranging teacher. 
Regardless of the applause, I wanted his approval. My students on the show 
planning committee had been right again! 
The band performed before its largest audience to date at the 2011 
Pasadena Tournament of Roses Parade (see Figure 85). We had finally carried 
out the first phase of my ten-year plan, years early. One of my fondest memories 
of this trip was taking students across the country who had never flown on an 
airplane. Many had never been out of the state of North Carolina, never having 
seen the mountains or a beach. Of course, I knew that my students lacked such 
experiences when I took the job back in 2001. Back during my first year, when I 
took the band to Atlanta and we stayed in the Marriott Marquise, my mother and I 
watched band members ride the elevator as if it were a ride at an amusement 
park. My mom was so touched that she cried. She had never seen so many 
Black young adults who had never been in such a tall building or had had the 
chance to ride an indoor glass elevator that had 50 floors. Most of my students 
were from rural areas with little means, they qualified for free or reduced lunch, 
and were on Pell Grants to attend NCCU.48 Some for the lack of better words, 
were quite poor. The student experience and exposure to the wider world to me 
was a higher value than being selected to appear in the parade itself. My goal 





Figure 85: Jorim Reid Sr. and Austin Chalmers outside of the Rose Bowl Stadium 
 
We continued to develop groundbreaking shows celebrating artists such 
as Beyoncé and Jackson centered on popular themes with relevant material. A 
lot of resources went into buying props, equipment such as flags, and costumes. 
We took the approach that every field show would present a story like a 
Broadway show. My mother made auxiliary uniforms and capes for eClipse early 
on to support our efforts. Later, I encouraged the students to design the auxiliary 
uniforms, and by 2010, they even made the eClipse uniforms for the Rose 
Parade. Two students, eClipse captain Vanessa along with trumpet player 
Amanda Williamson, who went on to be a successful fashion designer and owner 
of high-end fashion line and store Ennyluap, designed, drafted, and constructed 
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the iconic eClipse uniform for the Tournament of Rose Parade (see Figure 86). 
NCCU had an apparel design program, so I believed that everything that could, 
would be done in house. 
Figure 86: Amanda Williamson Taylors Vanessa Bell's Uniform for the Rose Parade 
 
 
Band student involvement in band areas related to their major presented a 
great opportunity for many band members who were not music majors. Since 
many aspects of the band program afforded the opportunity to connect with so 
many other industries and curricula, my philosophy was to push cross-curricular 
pollination within my band program. Business majors were encouraged be 
involved with recruitment and branding. Art majors assisted in designing band 
shirts and props. Hospitality and tourism majors were given clearance to assist 
with band events such as the band ball. My goal was to make sure that the 
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students received relevant and useful experiences in the band program beyond 
marching in halftime shows and parades (see Figure 87). 
Figure 87: Vanessa Bell Poses in the Rose Parade eClipse Uniform 
 
Those Kids Don’t Play That Well. The catalyst for any success is the 
hard work that goes unnoticed and unseen. Most of the work of successfully 
building the band program at NCCU occurred in the concert band. For our first 
two major concerts in spring 2002 and 2003, I had to borrow timpani and chimes 
from a neighboring university. At that time, Ronnie and I would rent a U-Haul to 
pick up and return concert equipment that we did not have. By the fall of 2003, 
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our grant was awarded, and our much-needed instruments and equipment 
arrived. I was also able to begin to buy music literature to update the music 
library with standard literature as well as other quality music that was recently 
published.  
The concert band built the marching band. Some may have felt that the 
sound of the marching band improved overnight, but they were not aware of how 
the student musicians were being developed in the concert band. Concert band 
became a lab for music majors and non-majors who wanted to improve. In my 
first year, I made it a requirement for first-year band members to enroll in the 
concert band in the spring semester, or they would not be able to participate in 
the marching band in the fall. This proved to be challenging for the drum line as 
most of those students could not read music. I knew that I had to bring things to 
their level to lift them up.  
With the marching band requirement of spring concert band participation 
for one semester, participation increased incidentally. Non-majors took part in the 
concert band for all four years of enrollment. The reason for this policy was 
because most of the students were deficient musically. Most students knew only 
one scale. These "kids did not play that well," and I do not say this in a 
condescending or elitist way. But, because they did not have all the musicianship 
tools and skills coming in, I saw it as my responsibility to teach them. I never 
allowed them to feel insecure about what they did not know or did not 
experience. I showed them the direction as to reach what they had missed.  
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For context and clarity, some students matriculated into the program with 
varying levels of playing skills. Unfortunately, only a few could play at a collegiate 
level. The wind players that had excellent facility on their instruments were in the 
jazz program, and before I arrived were told not to take part in the concert or 
marching band.  
I received a federal grant and served as the principal investigator for the 
grant which required monthly, quarterly, and annual reporting of quantitative data 
to be collected and reported. The data revealed facts about the socioeconomic 
background, education, musical experiences, access to musical resources, and 
individual musical ability of the entire group of band students. We would not play 
Hindemith's "Symphony in B flat" or Grainger’s "Lincolnshire Posy" anytime soon. 
I was optimistic about programming standard literature, but I quickly learned that 
I needed to challenge these students that had never experienced quality band 
literature of any kind. As the grant reporting data revealed, most of my students 
had never been in a concert band. Some colleagues pointed to these issues and 
faulted the band directors in the high schools and middle schools. But it did not 
matter at this point. They were here in my program now, and if they wanted to 
learn and grow, we were set to go.  
The students who had never played in a concert band came from 
programs that had marching band all year round. I discovered in the data that I 
collected that most did not own their instrument, and for those that did, the 
instrument was inadequate. An average of only one student per grade level had 
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private lessons before arriving. I experienced a huge revelation when I asked the 
band class to raise their hand if they ever heard of Clifton Williams or Alfred 
Reed, ubiquitous band composers known for hundreds of standard band 
compositions programmed at band festivals. Only two students from Hosea 
Brower’s band at Rocky Mount High School raised their hand. I thought to myself 
of how many of my high school classmates were sick of these composers by the 
time we were in the 10th grade. This further confirmed that the students in my 
band had little to no concert band experience.  
In my first year as an assistant, I would routinely fill in for missing parts 
and sit in on the concert band. The first time I unpacked my oboe, it disrupted the 
rehearsal because everyone looked at the instrument as if it were something they 
had never seen. Immediately, the music majors asked me what the instrument 
was because they could not name it. One claimed it was an Eb Clarinet while 
another confidently proclaimed, “it's a bassoon ya'll." Then I played a few notes 
on "the greatest instrument of all time," because it was clear that they had never 
heard an oboe in person. Keep in mind that we had no lower reeds, no 
bassoons, and no horns. There were so many colors missing that these precious 
students had never had the pleasure of hearing—at least in an ensemble that 
they had played in. It was clear that I would have to roll up my sleeves and put 
my head down and work if we were going to have the great balanced program 
that I envisioned. I was confident that as soon as we added these beautiful colors 
and sounds from the full variety of instruments, and were able to play quality 
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literature in tune, that they would buy into it. They would be hooked.  
There is a book titled Our Iceberg is Melting (2006) by John Kotter that I 
read early in my career. The book told the story of how to change culture and 
succeed in any environment regardless of circumstances. The book tells the 
story in the form of a fable with penguins having to make survival decisions on a 
melting iceberg. Drawing inspiration from this book, I realized that I had to 
convince the band to believe in what I was trying to do while accepting that some 
would not agree with every decision even if it saved their own life. I would make 
the concert band just as important, if not more. We set up student leadership in 
the concert band the same way as we did the marching band. Also, we made 
sure that sectional work in concert band was necessary just as much, if not more, 
as they did for the marching band. The lever for this cultural change toward an 
emphasis on a rounded band program was the introduction of student conductors 
for concert bands. This served as the best method to get students to buy into 
what I was trying to do as well as hold them accountable for what took place 
musically. 
Students who were in my advanced conducting class were required to be 
enrolled in the concert band class. The concert band class served as a lab for 
them where they could shadow me. There was a music literature component that 
involved listening to recordings as well as error-detection assessments. The 
student conductors had to have all scores for every piece played by the 
ensemble. To conduct the ensemble, the students had to have the scores 
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prepared with their notes and outline available. They handled setting up the 
rehearsal area and made sure all the music parts were in the folders and on the 
stands before the class began. Having the students closely involved with the 
concert band program facilitated the growth and interest in the symphonic band 
program.  
In reality, I had the student conductors operating as if they were graduate 
assistants. When the student conductor had some time on the podium, I gave 
give them feedback as well as recorded them from the players' perspective to 
critique them on their patterns and posture. This system proved remarkably 
successful in developing interest in the symphonic band as music majors in their 
early semesters looked forward to conducting class to direct symphonic 
literature. The possibility of conducting the symphonic band in a concert was 
always a draw. The students always wanted the ensemble to sound its best.  
The marching band would be the flypaper to attract the players to the 
program as it was most visible. The concert band would be the requirement and 
foundation to develop the musicians when they arrived. Dr. White used to talk 
about how it was necessary to teach private lessons from the podium in cases 
when students were deficient in fundamentals. And, so I selected quality grade 1, 
2, 3, and 4 literature for students that had never played Grade 5 or 6. Upper 
grade literature would prove attainable after the students began to buy into the 
process and practice. This method is what I introduced to work our way to 
playing Hindemith and Grainger.  
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I burned CDs and DVDs with hundreds of wind band recordings from 
renowned ensembles. I played recordings of standard literature in the band room 
as students entered to set the tone as well as to spark interest in the genre. By 
the second year, students began to request music for concert and symphonic 
band. The program grew in numbers, and we were able to establish a separate 
wind symphony in 2004. Having a symphonic band and a wind symphony as the 
top group created friendly competition and as a result musicianship improved. At 
our peak, we had three symphonic bands that included a concert band, grand 
symphonic band, and wind symphony. The symphonic bands were the gears that 
drove the energy of the Marching Sound Machine. Seated ensembles would 
never get the same attention or crowd following as the marching band, but the 
work in those concert groups aided the band in its fast growth. 
Racism Through Mirrored Lenses. Why must HBCUs be ALL inclusive 
when their sole existence is due to Blacks being excluded? As I stated earlier, 
minorities are not perpetuating the discriminations and systemic atrocities as 
some racist Whites are toward Blacks. We should NEVER forget this. But, I saw 
instances of racism being directed at my students who were White and Asian. 
With that in mind, I believe that the third law of Newton applied as a response to 
racism and systemic racism where every action has an equal and opposite 
reaction would only serve as a catalyst of more division, hatred, and societal 
destruction. Hatred of any kind from any race will not move Blacks or the human 
race forward as a whole.  
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There were racists who hated that I had Kevin McCloskey (Figure 88), a 
White drumline section leader at an HBC; never mind that this person was the 
best player. These critics said that the band was “not Black enough” because we 
were marching corps style, and we endured very ignorant posts stating how the 
band was "walking" and needed to “march like a Black band.”  Later on, I 
selected a White drum major in (figures 89 and 90). While I was in the 
barbershop getting a trim, someone began talking negatively about it, not 
knowing I was the band director sitting next to them in the barber’s chair. I spoke 
up for my drum major and almost got in a fight at the barbershop. I felt this 
person was going too far talking negatively about one of my students. I made the 
decision to select him as the drum major NOT because he was White, but 
because he was a good leader, musician, and performer. We had students from 
all races, places and walks of life in the band. (See Figures 91) 
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Figure 90: Negative Remarks in Social Media Regarding the Band Having a White 







Figure 91: William Jung Marched in MSM While Attending UNC Chapel Hill Because he 
Wanted to be in an HBCU Band. 
 
One semester, I was accosted by an alumnus after approving and 
supporting the initiation of the second White person as a member of Kappa 
Kappa Psi, the National Honorary Band Fraternity. The alumni aggressively 
approached me, saying, "Bruh, why you keep letting these White people in the 
frat?”  What angered me the most was that Kappa Kappa Psi was founded in 
1919 in Oklahoma, and the founders of the fraternity were White males. I pointed 
out this fact by saying, "you make this statement about an organization that did 
not have Black chapters until almost 40 years after being founded and is one "K" 
short of being called the KKK… trying to deny a White student who loves and 
contributes to your alma mater."  According to an article in the Spring 2020 
Podium, a bi-annual publication of Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma, the 
first known African Americans were initiated April 24, 1947 at the University of 
Michigan. In the Podium article titled “Kappa Kappa Psi History, Part 2: The War 
Years,” Moore and Wieden (2020) wrote about race in the fraternity: 
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In Fall 1946, the Nu Chapter at the University of Michigan chose two 
African American bandsmen as prospective initiates: L. Allen Pyke and 
Marshall M. Penn. At that time, the National Constitution restricted 
membership to men of the Caucasian race, so the Nu chapter submitted a 
proposal to A. Frank Martin to remove the race restriction, stating that "it is 
noted by this group that no other national honorary fraternity limits its 
membership according to race, color, or creed. By restricting membership 
to the Caucasian race, this fraternity is not in accord with one of the basic 
principles of democracy. Having just passed through a heated issue that 
was contested on procedural grounds, Martin brought the issue to the 
Grand Council, who all agreed changing the constitution was the right 
thing to do. (p. 30) 
There is no denying the atrocities perpetuated on Blacks in the form of 
slavery, Jim Crow, segregation, exclusion, hate crimes, violence both physical 
and symbolic, are the bi-products of racism!  For every action, there is an equal 
and sometimes opposite reaction; therefore, it is difficult to deny that there is a 
level of mistrust in the Black community of White people. There are some who 
define racism as it only relates to Blacks in America and believes that Black 
people cannot be racist. Racial tension and racism work both ways. Again, while 
not denying the horrific actions taken by racists, that does not mean only a 
specific group can be racist. Racism does NOT define only an ideology attributed 
to one race or group. It is possible that the definition of racism has evolved from 
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its original meaning as the word did replace prejudice in 1970 (McWhorter). To 
some, the term racism in 2020 no longer defines what it meant 50 years ago 
when the word was considered vile and evil with the belief that one group is 
inferior or superior because of skin color. The fact is that racism as a noun can 
be appropriately labeled to anyone that chooses to discriminate or antagonize 
another person because of their race with the belief that their own race is 
superior. 
Orange and Green-Eyed Snake Monster of HBCUs in Social Media  
The thermometer of success is merely the jealousy of the 
malcontents. 
-Salvador Dali, Inc. 
 
By 2004, the band had become the same size as our rival NCAT. The 
band also began to be invited to battle of the band’s exhibitions and other 
performances. We appeared on MTV's Crashing With (2002) AWK49 and 
MSNBC with Chris Mathews. The band received honoraria from playing at grand 
openings such as the area's largest mall at the time, South Point. The band also 
received its first of six invitations to the 2005 Honda Battle of the Bands. But 
sadly, some in the community began to think ill of the program. Later on, when I 
spoke to Dr. Foster in the nursing home, he told me that the most difficult thing 
that he ever had to deal with in his career was the jealousy of others. Such 
jealousy was to be proven in the 5th Quarter. 
 




The 5th Quarter was a website for HBCU bands where people gathered 
and posted on message boards and threads on various topics. The name of the 
site is in reference to the battle of the bands that occurs after the game has 
ended and each school has played its alma mater where HBCU bands exchange 
songs back and forth. Unknown to most, the site was maintained by an alumnus 
of NCAT, which created an inevitable bias and a host of negative threads that 
were directed at NCCU. At the time, NCCU was unknown in the HBCU band 
world, and the institution was in Division II which gave it a lower status as it 
pertained to exposure. However, most of what the NCCU band did was somehow 
spun negatively as being “White” or not Black.  
It was obvious that the Marching Sound Machine was becoming a threat. 
Early threads consisted of negative posts regarding the NCCU band’s choice to 
march corps, and commenters asserted that the band was not Black enough. 
When I review videos of our band shows throughout the years, it is clear that our 
band did plenty of dancing and playing of then current music meant to appeal to 
the tastes of HBCU audiences. Our audience responses were loudly positive, 
while the internet discussion boards had comments from less than a handful 
seemed to be amplified much louder. This was "fake news" before the term was 
popularized, and was especially frustrating considering that the band used corps-
style concepts in very small portions or transitions in our field shows. Our 
students began to refer to the site as “Fox News for HBCU bands” because they 
over-sensationalized these issues, and had a clear agenda to marginalize our 
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band. I had every name and screenshot of those libel posts adding to my own 
emotional baggage. This was cyberbullying before the term became mainstream. 
Alfred Watkins advised me early on to ignore social media and the internet, and 
to do everything that I could to keep the students away from it. Regardless of all 
efforts, this hurt our students; however, most remained steadfast. Those who 
appreciated what they had in the band and had been hands-on in the process of 
building the program, understood that the cyberbullying was just jealousy. 
Some of these negative posts did impact some in the NCCU community 
negatively. They sometimes shared the same sentiments as the site, and ignored 
the facts about how far the band come and what it had been like not so long ago. 
This prompted Jamie Patterson, NCCU alumni and owner of Subject 2 Change 
Customs, the company who outfitted the band’s travel attire, to state that, 
“everybody wants to be us but us!” 
Everybody Wants To Be Us, But Us! 
Presenting themselves and a method as if it is their own 




 Recruitment was now natural since so many high school students began 
to have their sights on being in the Marching Sound Machine due to its sound, 
uniqueness, and atmosphere. But, on social media and sites such as the 5th 
Quarter there was an upsurge of negative comments regarding the band 
program especially by our fourth consecutive Honda Battle of the Bands. Yet, the 
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2006 season and the January 2007 Honda Show had sparked the phone call 
from the representative from the Rose Parade committee in Pasadena for the 
2011 invitation. While the loud vocal few in our community appeared to reject the 
band and its progress, doors began to open as others recognized the uniqueness 
and quality of the program. It was hard for me now grasp why some alumni of the 
band program were so opposed to anything the band did regardless of the 
miraculous improvement in size, sound, image, and the highly publicized 
success. We received letters of praise and approval when we had games out of 
conference against larger PWIs such as James Madison University and 
Appalachian State University, even got standing ovations from both White and 
Black crowds. We played all Black music and kept true to our culture, but a small 
few had the loudest voices at their fingertips and had the internet to amplify it. In 
hindsight, I can see it was all jealousy.  
This mean-spirited jealousy from a cabal of a few created pockets of 
tension both within and outside of the program. Some of the detractors (precisely 
a small few associated with rival NCAT) saw the value in what the program was 
doing and wanted to take this creative capital for their own. NCCU was a band 
program that only a few knew about or heard of in 2000. Those outside parties 
who criticized the band for the innovative corps style elements and the staging of 
shows would eventually claim these innovations as their own. The negative 
voices on social media succeeded as the institution, and its alumni, rejected the 
uniqueness and innovation of the MSM. The students in my bands bravely took 
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risks with these performances that garnered positive reactions early on. Inside I 
often wanted to respond to the condescending remarks with, "OK, I will leave, 
and you all can go back to what you had before I arrived."  Through it all, I 
developed thick skin to ignore the negative energy.  
As the band became more popular, there were microaggressions targeting 
me and my students from those who did not agree with what I was doing with the 
program. There were those who incorrectly thought that I was turning the band 
into a "White corps style band."  There were others that hated that the band did 
not do an HBCU band "tunnel" in and out of the band room, which had more to 
do with respecting the students' time than it did cultural abandonment. Some 
hated the sound of the band because they felt that Black bands are only 
supposed to be loud with all brass parts taken up an octave wherever possible. 
Most of my interest was aimed at developing the percussion section and growing 
that section which was the largest section in the 2001 band, but still very small by 
HBCU expectations at under 24. I would aim to get new percussion and drumline 
instruments to grow the section and develop a pit percussion. When I was 
awarded a Title III grant to purchase the equipment to develop student 
percussionists that were majors with all of the percussion equipment needed for 
concert and marching band. The microaggressions would win, evolving into 
vitriol. Years later, after my departure, I would see all of this federally-funded 
percussion equipment in pawn shops and neglected in disarray in various high 
schools apparently given away.  
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“Who wanted to be us?” As predicted, NCAT would assume NCCU’s 
hybrid marching style, unique themed pageantry and musicianship that some in 
their camp had so often shunned for years. NCCU former drum major, band 
director and alumnus Austin Chalmers would later state in 2020 that NCAT is 
“presenting themselves and a method as if it is their own innovation, and you are 
really copying and pasting from someone else’s idea.” 
Digital Tongues as Sticks and Stones! It’s Personal 
Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and those who love 
it will eat its fruit. 
-Proverbs 18:21 
 
Doing everything I could to keep the focus on the positive, I tried to ignore 
social media and posts. Of course, it would take all that I had to avoid reading 
"the comments below."  The negativity of sites such as the 5th Quarter was so 
bad that I had to report the problem to the administration. At the time, 
cyberbullying initiatives did not exist as it was not seen as a real threat or 
problem. I clearly saw it as a problem. I was attacked personally very often, but I 
was not as concerned with myself as much as I was for the students and band 
program. Still, there was a lot of weight on me. I kept so much inside that it 
began to affect my health in the form of stress. The band program had been a 
safe haven in the beginning because the program was not a threat, and still 
small, no one cared.  
It also did not help that I was from FAMU as clearly some were jealous of 
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that alone. While some admired the connection that I had with Dr. Foster, some 
resented me for it both publicly and behind closed doors. I had no idea how many 
current and former HBCU students, band directors and the alumni of other 
institutions during the 1960s through the 1990s, had had their hearts set on 
attending FAMU and being in the Marching 100. Former director of Jackson 
State University and Virginia State University Harold Haughton (Figure 92) said, 
“everybody wanted to attend FAMU.”  During my entire journey as a teacher and 
in the process of completing this autoethnography, an unexpected theme 
emerged from all my interview: FAMU had a wide-ranging impact on Black bands 
and band directors, and I documented many voices corroborating this 
unexpected theme.  
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Too Much BAND for One Man 
One of my failures was in spending so much time developing the band 
that I had no time left to create a support system and relationships outside of the 
band. The negative rants by a small few did not stop my work but took a toll on 
the inside. I am human and had family and friends who read those posts. 
Although I was a state employee, I was not a public figure nor was I paid as one 
so there was not consolation from the university. During this time, I had just 
turned 30, and the person I most trusted was Ronnie, a former drum major now 
working on campus in the admissions department. Kawachi was no longer 
working with the band by 2006, and during his tenure as an assistant band 
director, he had a wife and child. Too much of my time at home and at work was 
spent trying to please everyone and win as a band. Inside, I was breaking apart, 
and my only release was being creative—designing shows and writing music. 
Life was nothing but the band. Too much band for one man. The only benefit 
would be to the program, as all my time and creativity were devoted to it 110%.     
I was not a perfect band director, nor ever thought I was. My alleged 
perfect pitch was not always perfect! Our shows were not always showstoppers 
that ended with standing ovations. There were many mistakes, and I learned 
from every single one of them. The band program was never perfect. I would 
often say at the beginning of the season that if anyone came to be in a perfect 
program, this was not it. I would end my statement by making it clear that should 
someone leave to join what they thought was a perfect program that they should 
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be sure to understand that that program would no longer be perfect the instant 
they arrived. Nothing in life is perfect, but our band program's striving for the 
highest of musicianship and showmanship was operating in the perfection of 
uniqueness. The only perfect in my band program was having the ‘McGuffin’ in 
the form of a hymn where one phrase resounds, "one vision as our guide…and 
we marched by faith, not sight!"  
 Stress and Mental Health are Real  
The greatest of follies is to sacrifice health for any other kind of 
happiness. 
-Arthur Schopenhauer, The Wisdom of Life 
 
Perfectionism is the precursor to the error of stress. Trying to please 
everyone shows a lack of maturity. My insistence on trying to fix every situation 
and correct every wrong note while expecting perfect results every instant took 
its toll early on. I tried to serve on every committee and even took time to clean 
areas of the music building that had neglect. As I mentioned before, a senior 
faculty member constantly told me that I needed to “pay my dues.”  I could only 
assume that person did not agree with the resources the band was receiving 
since I never asked the department for anything. On days that were not full of 
band related duties, I tried to stop by other faculty members offices to connect. I 
wasted so much time trying to make everyone happy. In my early years at 
NCCU, the faculty often tried to kick me out. This is why I grew my facial hair and 
my hair into an afro to make myself look older. Still, I was singled out either for 
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being young or for having come from FAMU.  
For the first couple of commencement ceremonies, I wore the only 
graduation gown that I owned, which happened to be green. Immediately, 
someone complained to the dean that I was wearing a FAMU gown and I needed 
to wear something else. Nothing on it said FAMU or had logos. Keep in mind that 
at any commencement, there are hundreds of faculty who wear their academic 
regalia of all colors. Every faculty member in attendance wore gowns in the color 
and regalia of the respective schools and degrees. Being that I had replaced the 
FAMU license tag on my car with one that had NCCU and an eagle on it, what 
else did I have to prove? Since then, I have never worn academic regalia to any 
commencement or ceremony that requires it, instead I opted to wear a suit and 
tie instead. I told myself that I would never wear a graduation gown to an 
academic ceremony until I earned a doctorate, and regardless of the color, I was 
not going to take it off.  
My career as a band director did not take the normal route. Most of my 
peers dreamed and focused on becoming a band director at the college level. So 
many understood the natural progression was to teach successfully in the public 
schools, get a master’s degree, teach some more, get a doctorate, and then 
become a college band director. It is like a check box. But this was never my 
dream. So many dreamed of going back to FAMU to become the band director of 
such a renowned program and to retire with grandiose reverence. I did NOT want 
to be a band director, and here I was, a college band director at that. My teaching 
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experience only consisted of two years teaching K-12 at a private school right 
after graduating from FAMU, and teaching piano and winds in my private studio 
and selling pianos and organs through graduate school. There was something to 
prove to those who doubted me, especially since very few people ever spoke of 
NCCU or its band outside of the Carolinas. My goal was to build this program 
and uplift my students. 
The first three years I functioned without an assistant director or staff. I 
only had volunteers and student leaders. I had to run the program like a high 
school. Alone. I was doing everything from inventory, arranging the music, writing 
the drills, teaching classes, directing the symphonic, marching and pep bands. 
There was no administrative help. The only advantage I had was that I was 
young. But my youthful energy and inexperience allowed me to be taken 
advantage of. 
The help that I did get came from faithful and dedicated alumni and willing 
students. Alumni such as Marilyn Clements, Mrs. Laws, Frankie Perry, and 
Dennis Ellis were huge supporters of the program (see Figure 93). They were 
there for the students as they are still actively involved with supporting that band 
program at the time of this study, which proves that their loyalty had nothing to do 
with me. They were grounded and supportive and shared my philosophy of 
creating a student-centered program. They travelled with the band for trips and 
performances, served as chaperones, and helped out wherever needed. Mr. 
Ellis, Ms. Clements, Mrs. Laws, and Ms. Frankie were, and are still to this day, 
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like parent figures to me. They were all I had being that I was so far from home. 
My parents always thanked them for their support when they came to visit. 
Figure 93: Sound Machine Booster Club and NCCU Alumni Marilyn Clements and 
Dennis Ellis at Rose Parade 
 
This group of supporters had formed a booster club to further support the 
band prior to my arrival and they took to supporting the band in every way 
possible. They were tenacious and had a true love for their institution and band. 
The Sound Machine booster club, as they named it, became a model for other 
university band boosters at HBCUs. FAMU did not even have a band alumni 
association or booster club until the mid 2000s. It was a blessing to have people 
who were already in place who were dedicated and ready to work. My only 
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contribution to the club was to suggest creative fundraising ideas and to offer 
branding ideas to generate a perpetual income for the band. They were great 
advocates for the program and believed in what I was trying to do. And for that, I 
was grateful.  
Regardless of the challenges, I continued to push myself and the band. 
The early days were tough. I often had a drum line outside practicing 
unsupervised when I had a music rehearsal in the band room. Our practice 
schedule had to work around the athletic department since the band did not have 
a band field. The field that we could use when available did not have a tower, 
lines, or lights. Since the field belonged to athletics, they did not want the band 
on the grass as they felt that the band would tear it up. At one point, the band 
had to practice in front of the CC Spaulding Elementary School down the street 
from the university. This school playground was less than 80 yards, was uneven 
on two hills, and had fire ants, but fortunately the principal let the band use the 
space. Rehearsals indoors were challenging as well. I decided to move the band 
rehearsals to the recital hall because the band room was too small, and the 
basement band room had mold from flooding along with other Operation Safety 
and Health Administrations hazards. The biggest demand that I made was to 
change the rehearsal time to one best for the students which was 4PM to 6PM. 
This change gave students the time to come to practice after classes and then go 
to dinner after practice and study. Some HBCUs have been notorious for starting 
practice in the evenings and continuing past 1AM. These late rehearsals were 
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both a morale and GPA killer. But, I knew I could get a lot done in the same or 
less than the football team did. Faculty in various departments have gone on 
record complaining about the amount of rehearsing that HBCU band programs 
require of students addressing how they are longer and more intense than 
athletic teams. 
The first signs of stress and that I was overworking were early in 2003, 
when I got over-ambitious and programed a concert that I should not have. I 
ignored the signs and advice of mentors to slow down.  At that point I still did not 
have an assistant director.  While the concert was a success and the students 
played well—the performance is considered a milestone in the program—I 
worked the group so hard using method books, private lessons, and sectionals 
that I did not take care of myself. My parents came up from Miami to attend the 
concert and expressed concern about my emaciated appearance. I had lost a lot 
of weight due to stress and not eating properly.  
We programmed grade 5 and 6 literature and dedicated the concert as a 
tribute to Dr. Johnny Hodge, the director of bands at NCAT as well as an NCCU 
alum. Dr. Hodge attended the concert and was the guest conductor. Many of his 
students from NCAT came for support. The NCCU students saw that as an 
opportunity to show off their developed musicianship to their rivals. I was 
immensely proud of them. They did, and everyone heard. After the concert, I 
later found out that my mom had nicely approached the dean and asked her 
when I would get an assistant band director. She made it clear to the dean that I 
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looked stressed and unhealthy. I was a little upset at Mom for doing this, but I 
understood. Looking back at some of the videos and pictures, my tuxedo was 
hanging off my body like a wet tea bag. If only I had the foresight and 
understanding of stress. Eventually, I would get a dog whom I named Bownder, 
which alleviated my stress. How I wish I had had this foresight earlier in my 
career to help overcome the mental and physical challenges. 
My next move was to pursue a doctorate in conducting. I knew that since 
my master’s degree was not in conducting it would be a long shot. I attended my 
first conducting conference with Jerry Junkin from the University of Texas at 
Austin as the clinician. From this clinic experience, I discovered that I had all the 
tools I needed when it came to literature and pedagogy, but lacked so much in 
terms of my conducting form and technique. I practiced for hours. I studied the 
video that we received for feedback. I began to stress over getting my videos and 
application materials together. Since I was rejected as a composition student, I 
figured that my arduous work with building a symphonic program that did not 
have any performance majors would count for something toward conducting 
study. I assumed that the literature I chose with the group would be understood 
and acknowledged, and that it would be clear that the musicians I led did not 
have the same abilities and level of musicianship expected of a college but had 
been elevated to meet the standard. Besides, I thought it was obvious, that going 
to school to get a degree is to learn and not for those who already had all the 
skills and tools to advance.  
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Dr. Ammons, the chancellor of NCCU at the time, made it clear that he 
wanted us to earn doctorates and for Kawachi and I to keep him informed of our 
progress. Kawachi enrolled in the UNC School of Education program and begin 
his studies. I applied for a conducting program and was not accepted. I got an 
email from the director of bands congratulating me on developing the symphonic 
band programs at NCCU, but he stated that my conducting patterns were not like 
theirs and that I would be better suited for a degree in education. I understood 
how I was perceived from a double-consciousness perspective, but I could not 
process it. Here I am at a university working as a band director with the humility 
needed to want to learn more about my craft. I do not have access to the same 
musicians to play literature that those in power have labeled standards since I 
have to do a lot of “applied lesson teaching from the podium.”  I did not have the 
luxury of working on a damn conducting “look!” I got praise for my conducting 
ability and compositions from the PWI and HBCU community and once again, 
rejected by the PWI university to study. 
The way you think, the way you behave, the way you eat, can 
influence your life by 30 to 50 years 
-Deepak Chopra, Goalcast 
 
My management of stress did not improve and my worry increased. 
HBCUs in my experience function with the mindset of credentialism. It was made 
clear to me that having a terminal degree outweighed the value of promoting 
student success towards graduation and achievement in their field of study post-
graduation. As a young faculty member, I was engulfed in this culture. In 
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hindsight, I see that there was no way for me to get promotion or tenure when 
none of the work I was doing counted in the evaluation matrix. As much as I was 
involved in enhancing the university’s image and recruiting quality students, this 
was not enough. There was no possible way to write an article or present as a 
director of bands with the load that I had. I quickly learned that most HBCU band 
directors have a heavier load of teaching responsibilities in addition to band 
duties without having the help of graduate assistants, a full-time band 
administrative assistant, and a full-time equipment manager as many PWIs have. 
There was simply no time left after I carried out all of these responsibilities, and 
the time I spent did not matter or count toward promotion. For example, a faculty 
member can perform two recitals during the school year, another can compose a 
short selection for piano and voice and perform it in front of a small audience and 
both receive research and publication credit. A band director can arrange or 
compose for as many as five halftime shows for an audience of over 30,000, 
present multiple symphonic band concerts and they do not count toward 
promotion because the ensembles are referred as “lowbrow” or “not legit.”  The 
irony is that all of these ensembles have course numbers, including the marching 
band.  
Thinking about my future stressed me further. I developed acid reflux and 
began to have anxiety attacks. I had been rejected as a composition student and 
then again as a conducting student. Two dreams squashed. It was hard to grasp 
this because I was already conducting major ensembles and my compositions 
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were performed by other schools and universities. I hoped to learn more about 
the craft of conducting and composition. I wanted to study with the best. I did not 
know that one had to already be the best before getting an opportunity to study.  
On top of these disappointments, my heart was still broken over the loss 
of my engagement and I felt alone. I had hoped to start a family by the early 
2000s, and also to have a completed doctorate. Nothing went as planned. At the 
time, I attended a church, World Overcomers, in Durham which was a small 
store-front congregation on Garrett Road. I met with Pastor Andy for counseling. 
Although the sessions were helpful in the short-term and helped me to navigate 
situation at that time, they did not help me to find the long-term answers that I 
needed. At that point in my life, all I knew was the church and the Bible. I was 
taught to pray through any difficult situation and from there I would overcome. I 
prayed and still felt empty. The Lord was with me and I never felt abandoned, but 
I needed help. My new trusted and respected role models and band mentors, 
Harold Haughton, Hosea Brower, Paul Adams, O’Neil Sanford, and Donovan 
Wells, often pulled me aside and told me to slow down, and get rest before I 
burned out. Sadly, I only listened to them half of the time. 
I assumed wrongly that since I was not complaining about getting paid 
more money everyone would understand my heart and intention. I never 
complained about my salary or asked for a raise. One faculty member who was 
an adjunct with only a bachelor’s degree openly complained about Kawachi 
getting his doctorate while working. It would upset them more when they 
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discovered that I encouraged everyone that I brought on board to get their 
doctorate as contingency upon hiring. I do understand that they were frustrated 
that my assistant did not teach any courses and had freedom to study, but the 
fact is that the position was funded by the Title III grant that I received, and none 
of the resources were taken from the department. There were also more than 
enough personnel in the department to cover the teaching load. This faculty 
member would constantly gripe saying, “I wish I could work and get paid while I 
was working on my doctorate.”  I let that crap get to me. I did not understand the 
veil between arrogance and humility. I foolishly thought if I remained quiet and 
stayed in my place the backlash would quell. Mr. Tolbert had always said that 
silence gives consent and not saying anything made things worse. But, how 
could I say anything when the culture at the institution was that of retaliation 
towards those who spoke out to those in power? The faculty complained further 
over the course of the next years when I hired two more assistant directors who 
completed their doctorates while working with the band.  
Incompetence is the obstinate rejection of common sense. 
-Jorim Reid Sr. 
 
As the band improved over the years, “Good Idea Fairy” emerged. After 
reading the book No Easy Day (Owen, 2012) about the US Navy Seals, I 
remembered a passage where the Seals were distressed over the decisions 
made by those who did not know nor had even worked in their area of expertise. 
For the band, there were so many “Good Idea Fairies” who brought up solutions 
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for the band by preceding it with “can’t you just.”  A lot of decisions were made 
that caused more stress and cost the institution money. Some decisions were 
even dangerous. I started getting headaches worrying about the wrong things. I 
stressed over pressure to have the band do things that were not in the best 
interest or safety of the band.  
On one specific occasion, the athletic department decided that they would 
tell the band how to line up for the pregame. At this point the band had been 
performing a pregame show for nine to ten years. The stadium was ridiculously 
small with limited room on the sideline. I always had the band far from the 
sideline when the teams were warming up on the field because I did not want any 
of the band members to get run over by the football players. The band was well 
rehearsed and prepared. They knew when to get on the field and how to stay out 
of the way for pregame. Time was not a factor as the band was prepared to exit 
the field in any situation should the time run close. Still, the athletic department 
insisted that the band line up on the field before their normal time. They also 
wanted the band in a different location which was also a bad idea. The “Idea 
Fairy” demanded and I reluctantly complied. I was under so much pressure and 
stress that I feared retaliation or negative remarks aimed at me. I feared that 
others would say that I was not a team player or that I did not cooperate and was 
hard to work with. I gave in.  
On game day, I knew that something could go wrong when I took position 
on the field during the football teams’ warmups. I walked across the field down 
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the 50-yard line from the band hoping that everything would work. This was 
something that I had never done. The athletic department game day coordinator 
then screamed for the band to line up and start, but the teams had not cleared 
the field yet. Before we began, the visiting team began to run-through the band 
and appeared to knock over some of our band members standing at attention, 
and as I feared, a brawl between the band and football team ensued.50 The result 
was that my head drum major and percussion section leader were both ejected 
from the stadium. We continued with the pregame, but after the new Chancellor 
came down to the field so upset with me that some thought he grabbed and 
shook me. He was terribly upset and he did put his hands on me, but he did not 
harm me as some perceived otherwise. To those who did not know about the 
athletic department’s demands, this was all my fault. I could not say “I told you 
so” to the athletic department when I actually did. It was all bad optics. I was 
really at a “fuck all of this shit” moment! None of this was worth it.  
In the aftermath of the incursion, students wrote statements as to what 
they saw and how they felt about the situation. I did not ask, suggest or coerce 
the students to write these notes, but they were clearly upset about the situation 
and felt disrespected. I stressed further over the events that had happened. The 
administrators wanted to punish the two ejected students (drum major and 
drumline section leader) by either suspending them for several games or kicking 
them out of the band. One of the parents of the students tried to defend their son 
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after they saw a video showing that there were no punches thrown. There was no 
fight. This became another source of stress. 
By fall 2006, Kawachi Clemons had moved on to build the Hip Hop 
initiative and production studio in another area on campus, all while completing 
his doctorate at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. The band was 
significantly larger at this point, and his departure was sorely felt. I had to set up 
a search for another assistant band director to replace him. I began to recruit a 
South Florida band director Anthony Simons. The plan was to hire Mr. Simons, 
who was the current band director of the Miami Norland Senior High School. He 
had replaced Mr. Tolbert who had been the high school director to all three of us. 
But, FAMU made a crafty move to hire Anthony Simons right from under my nose 
before I was able to hire him in the summer of 2007. That spring, I was able to 
hire Jeff Au from Duke University to come in and temporarily to help with the 
symphonic band while I conducted the wind symphony. When Anthony Simons 
accepted the position at FAMU, I had to find someone else at the last minute. I 
did not want to go yet another year operating an entire band program alone. 
It’s better to be healthy alone than sick with someone else. 
-Phil McGraw, Twitter 
 
Since the fall of 2007, there was a shift in the program and many of the 
principles and ideals that built the program began to fall into neglect. The student 
conductor system was dismantled. I had read so many books about businesses 
that reached great success but eventually suffered due to the mistake of 
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neglecting their core values and original vision, or by adding personnel that did 
not share in those values or vision. My mistake was that I read those theories but 
I did not practice what I had learned. I had mentors, former band directors, and 
upper administrators who told me to 1.) stay away from band directors who are 
not trying to advance their craft, 2.) take care of yourself, and 3.) “fire” anyone 
one who is misrepresenting you, the program or university. I was always the one 
to listen to wise advice, but when it came to this advice I chose to do it my way. I 
was fearful of having others perceive me as elitist, selfish, or autocratic. This 
mental conundrum was frustrating, as I felt the pulse of the band weakening. The 
band still grew and performed at an elevated level, but something was wrong. 
Anonymous emails began to arrive to the department that accused me of 
personally hazing band members beginning in the Fall of 2007. The first was 
peculiar as the department chair emailed me to say that one accused me of 
personally ordering a drum line student to do over one hundred push-ups and 
that as a result the student had developed MERSA. The chair said that she had 
received an email from the mother of the student accusing me of this. This was a 
lie. This was the same department chair that misappropriated $10,000 from the 
band’s foundation account. I found out who the student was and called the 
parent. The parent was livid when they heard of the accusation, apologized, and 
sent an email to the chair and dean. The parent later came to campus to rectify 
the situation as their child had another unrelated medical situation. Moreover, I 
did not issue pushups for punishment as band director. I never had students do 
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push-ups even for exercise and conditioning.  
More anonymous hazing allegations began to appear out of nowhere. 
After working at NCCU for almost ten years, it was clear that the band did not 
have a hazing problem nor did the students show the symptoms of a culture of 
hazing. However, I complied with investigations and remained vigilant against 
hazing. Campus police got involved and found nothing. In my own band 
experience, I was never personally hazed in my section or as a drum major; 
however, the much larger band had real instances of hazing, so I knew there was 
no evidence remotely like that type of hazing. Next came anonymous emails that 
came directly to me complaining about the band student’s behavior in the stands 
at games that none of the directors or staff could recall witnessing. It was all 
bizarre and began to create tension between me and the university and within my 
personal wellbeing. I could not put my finger on what was happening, but the 
stress of it all was affecting my health. It would take years, a wiretap, and a 
subpoena to discover the source of the problem, but the damage to me and the 
program was imminent.  
‘Bownder’ over Stress and Mental Health 
There is no psychiatrist in the world like a puppy licking your face. 
-Bernard Williams, Anchor Counseling Centers 
 
My Aunt Gwen, who was my father’s youngest sister routinely called to 
check on me. She lived in New Jersey and would either come down or send my 
cousin Kamille down to spend time with me. She knew that I was incredibly 
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stressed and did not know how to relax. As an undergrad, I was considered lame 
or corny because I did not go to parties, I did not drink or smoke, and I did not 
curse. This was not a self-righteous decision but was more due to how I was 
raised and what I thought was in my personal best interest. I had fun by going to 
movies, watching Star Wars, playing the piano, going to church, and going for 
long walks. But I had never taken the time to simply escape and breathe. I had 
never taken a vacation since most of the summers were spent hiring an assistant 
or preparing the band for fall. Now I cursed, I cursed a lot, and I was angry. But I 
did not smoke or drink. Aunt Gwen knew all of this. 
Aunt Gwen asked how I was doing after my breakup, and how it was to 
live alone in North Carolina. She could tell that despite the success I had with the 
band that I was not personally fulfilled. It was obvious to her that I was 
depressed. I told her that I was going to church and even saw the pastor. Her 
response was,  
“Jory (my nickname), that’s what’s wrong with Black folk. We think we can 
get everything fixed by just going to church and praying about it. God gave 
man the mind to develop medicine and therapy so Black people need to 
get out of the stigma not going to counseling and this fear of letting a 
‘doctor get in ya head.’ I know so many famous people and millionaires 
who see therapists all the time. Successful White people get professional 
counseling all the time. People spend thousands of dollars on going to the 
gym for muscles, the hairdresser for hair, but won’t spend a dime or time 
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on the mind. There is nothing wrong with getting help. Folk out here 
hurting. It does not mean you are crazy. People go through things and 
most pastors are not qualified or have the credentials to talk to people who 
are hurting inside. It is OK to talk to someone who is qualified.” 
My Aunt was highly active in the Morris Plains, Parsippany, Newark New Jersey, 
New York area. Uncle Kenny, her husband was well connected. She was a 
Christian and highly active in her church, but she also knew how austere my 
parents were as Christians and how that mindset affected my own decision to 
talk to someone.  
A dog is the only thing on Earth that loves you more than you love 
yourself. 
-Josh Billings, A Few Lines on Disability Assistive Technology and 
Happiness 
 
 There was another friend whom I previously dated that gave me similar 
advice as that which my aunt, but offered a personal perspective. She had 
recently gone through a divorce because her husband had left her immediately 
after he graduated from Harvard Business School. She moved to Smyrna, 
Georgia from Cambridge, Massachusetts to get her life together. She shared that 
her divorce was tough for her and that she was seeing a therapist. She shared 
the same sentiments of my aunt regarding “Black folks” and the mental health 
stigma in our community. Her loving advice was a turning point for my feelings. I 
decided to get help for my personal life as opposed to that “damn” band in which 
I was engulfed.   
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 My friend also had a dog. She mentioned how her dog also supplied an 
outlet for her to reduce her stress and anxiety. In the mid to late 2000s the 
research was relatively new regarding pets, specifically dogs and their impact on 
mental health. I did not grow up with pets since my family “did not do animals.”  
Being one to take risks and try something new, I began to think about getting a 
dog at my girlfriend’s recommendation. I researched all kinds of dogs. I visited 
pet stores and read up on all types of breeds. Reid’s were not dog or animal 
people!  The first type of dog that I liked were the pit bulls. All my friends that 
knew I was looking said no, especially If I was trying to get a pet for therapy. I 
liked the Labrador retrievers but when I saw how large the poop was that came 
out of a puppy that still had a long way to grow, I said no. Both dogs also had 
short hair, which I quickly learned would affect my allergies. I had always thought 
that the long-haired dogs shed the most. After browsing websites for dogs that 
were better for allergy sufferers, I narrowed down the list. I went to the pet store 
and there was a Yorkshire Terrier that followed me into the store. The pet store 
owner brought a tiny Yorkie to me in the training area and this little thing followed 
me and stared at me in my eyes the entire time. From that moment it is all a blur. 
I remember handing over my credit card and driving home with a dog in a box on 
the passenger’s side staring at me all the way home. I named my puppy 
Bownder, which to me was symbolic of the fact that I was going to “overcome” 
the negative place I was in.  
 I only told my Aunt Gwen that I found and was seeing a counselor. I also 
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told her that I got a dog and she responded in joy saying, “oh my God!  That is 
great Jory! I don’t know why I did not tell you to get a dog a long time ago…pets 
are great, especially dogs…this is perfect. What’s his name?  I can’t wait to meet 
him!”  When I told my parents about seeing a counselor, my dad said exactly 
what was expected, “son, just pray about it.”  My mom would admonish, “Jory, 
just get in your Bible and stay in the word.”  My parents were also not so happy 
about Bownder at first. We were so anti-animal growing up that if someone had a 
pet, the Reid’s would not eat at your house or eat anything they cooked!  My 
mom was also scared of animals. But, after they met Bownder, they fell in love 
too! Years later I heard my dad talking to the pup saying, “thank you for taking 
care of my son, grand pup!” He was and is still little at 4.5 lbs., but has a huge 
heart, big ears, and a real smile (see Figure 94). With therapy and Bownder who 
loves to jump, I got better and came out of the dark place. I was then better able 
to navigate life’s stresses that would always exist, and I made some decisions. 
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Figure 94: Bownder the Yorkshire Terrier Jumps on a Drum Sample Sent From 
Yamaha 
 
Fanfare for Foster 
When I graduated from Florida State University in 2000 with a Master’s in 
Music Education, Dr. Foster sent me a congratulations letter and a check. The 
letter was mailed to my permanent address at the time in Miami. I was in awe. I 
never cashed the check. I could not cash the check. To me, the fact that he wrote 
me a check and hand wrote a letter congratulating me was far more valuable. I 
was in tears. He had given me several personal items over the years as an 
undergraduate. I even have his iconic band hat with the silver “F.” Yet, here is a 
legend in the HBCU band community, and I am, a nobody, where he takes the 
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time to HANDWRITE me an encouraging note to start my career (see Figure 95). 
I know he did this for many of his students and colleagues, but I am still overly 
grateful. 






Some classmates and alumni in the FAMU community felt like I was the 
heir eventually to become band director at FAMU. Some assumed that because I 
became a college band director at a young age and was building a program from 
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nothing as Dr. Foster had, that I was inclined to return to FAMU. I did not want 
that responsibility, and I am on record in words, posts, and actions that support 
the fact that I did not believe I was an heir to FAMU’s band director position. I 
remembered how so many of my high school classmates had proved me wrong 
when I ended up attending FAMU despite stating that I would not. This was 
different. First, I did not want to be a band director. Second, I would not nor could 
I ever fill the shoes of Dr. Foster or Dr. White. Regardless of how I was rumored 
to give the best impressions of both of their voices and conducting styles, I could 
never be a Dr. Foster of Dr. White. Imitation is the highest form of flattery. Dr. 
Foster and White were and are still considered the standard of what HBCU band 
directors aspire. They are highly respected. As a testament, the majority of the 
current African Americans in the prestigious and exclusively elitist to some, 
American Bandmasters Association are FAMU alumni. 
After moving to North Carolina, I visited Tallahassee, Florida, numerous 
times to visit my former teachers and mentors. In 2006, Dr. Foster recommended 
the NCCU band to perform for the biggest audience to date, which would be live 
on ESPN. That performance created even more opportunities for the program as 
millions viewed and heard the sound of the group, which was excellent. The 
students played at their best. In preparation for the Thursday night football game 
performing in place of Florida State University at and N.C. State Game. Doug 
Mannheimer, an FSU Booster and alum who was facilitating the NCCU band 
playing, called Dr. Foster during our rehearsal to let him listen in. Doug even got 
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legendary coach Bobby Bowden to record a message for the band thanking us 
for support and well wishes. After we finished playing, Doug handed me the 
phone, and I heard Dr. Foster's distinctive voice congratulating me on how good 
the band sounded. I was weak. This was always one of the few opinions and 
compliments that really mattered to me. I told the band Dr. Foster was on the 
phone and that he was pleased. They were ecstatic. This was approval from the 
highest level.  
Dr. Foster had been retired for over eight years at this point. We would 
visit or talk over the phone from time to time. One memory was the moment 
when he shared with me that his wife had Alzheimer’s Disease. When she later 
passed away, I could hear the sadness in his voice. Not much longer after, his 
own health began to decline, and he was placed in a nursing home.  
Procession to the Heavenly Cathedral. In Dr. Foster's final years, he 
resided in Miracle Hill Nursing and Rehabilitation Center. I made several trips to 
Tallahassee to pay him a visit. It was tough seeing him age because in my eyes 
he was one of the greatest conductors and band directors of all time. He was 
physically frail and did not walk much, but he had his mental faculties. He was 
still sharp, remembering everything. I came in and brought my recorder and 
talked with him for hours. My motivation to record our conversations was 
because I thought that I would write a dissertation or research paper honoring 
him in the future. He had a Bose wave radio in his room and was still playing 
music. Not just band music, all kinds of orchestral music from various periods. 
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The most unforgettable moment in my band life was when I had the opportunity 
to sit and listen to music with Dr. Foster. The most memorable song we listened 
to was Wagner's Elsa's Procession to the Cathedral. Every band member that 
ever marched at FAMU knows that "The Elsa's" was his favorite work. I knew this 
coming in as a freshman and made sure to passionately play the oboe solo in the 
Lucien Cailliet setting of the Wagnerian work. If I ever cracked a note on any 
oboe solo, it would never be this one. This selection from Lohengrin to this day 
has remained in the marching and concert bands repertoire. I cherish my 
personal recording of these moments. 
He stated how the horns were the heart and soul of the ensemble. In his 
distinctive voice, he says, "that is where the sound lives."  Of course, there is 
really no debating as most movie soundtrack's most recognized and emotional 
themes are resounded by the horn. The oboe is still "the greatest instrument of 
all time," however!  I knew he enjoyed the company as I began to realize that 
every time I came down from North Carolina to see him, no one else ever 
happened to stop by. We were never interrupted. This agitated me and I am sure 
that I came off as self-righteous, blasting all of the band alumni that were closer 
in the area for not stopping by and spending time with him as I thought they 
should. It is not my intention to say that no one visited him at all. I just had the 
notion that since he had so many former students in the area that there could be 
at least one or more visitors per day. I was aggravated by the conditions of his 
room, and I complained to the staff. But this was not my lane. I was not family, 
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nor was I in any role to open my mouth about anything.  
We talk about everything and he answered questions that I had allowing 
me to record our interactions. The biggest revelation was when I asked him what 
was the greatest or hardest challenge that he ever had to face. Without any 
hesitation, he said jealousy. I was shocked and did not really know how to 
process how or why anyone would be jealous of Dr. Foster. It would take me 
years to understand, but the reality of the achievements that Dr. Foster garnered 
did not come easy. The world clearly saw the great bands, but they only saw the 
glory and did not know the story. Later in my career, a former FAMU 
administrator shared with me how administrators at the highest level were 
frustrated with Dr. Foster because of his success and his ability to get funding 
and support from places when the university would not provide it. 
My parents drove me down from Savannah, Georgia, after visiting me at a 
football game in 2007. They wanted to see Dr. Foster too. They were used to 
visiting nursing homes since that was our weekly family ministry when I was 
growing up. I grew up going to nursing homes every week, bringing my sax and 
flute to play for the elderly residents as my parents went room to room to pray for 
them. I got close to some of the residents and early on would learn the 
inevitability of death, where so often I would return to look for a resident who was 
no longer there because they had passed on. This trip for my parents was only 
different in that they wanted to thank and pray for someone who they felt blessed 
and took care of their son. My mom smartly brought her portable DVD player with 
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one of my marching band performances and played it for Dr. Foster. It was from 
my 2007 Honda BOTB Show. He grabbed the tiny player and LCD screen and 
expressed how great the band looked and sounded. This was once again the 
only approval I needed. My mom and dad then asked Dr. Foster if we could pray 
for and with him, and he said, "yes definitely,” and we all bowed our heads and 
prayed. 
During one of the next trips that I drove down to visit Dr. Foster, I would 
enter his room and not see him in his chair or bed. I looked to my right, and I 
noticed that the bathroom door was cracked, and Dr. Foster had fallen asleep 
sitting on the toilet. I was livid. I quietly checked to see if he was okay and 
motioned for a nurse that was passing by as I did not want him to fall over and 
get injured. The nurse saw that I was furious and noticed the situation and 
avoided my eye contact. They entered the bathroom and closed the door for Dr. 
Foster, and I assume they cleaned him up and let him know he had company. I 
was so angered and hurt. I reported it and complained, but I am not sure what 
happened about it. His family would eventually sue the facility, but I am not sure 
what I witnessed is related.51  
I remember that at this moment I felt like I no longer wanted to be a band 
director and I promised myself that I would not give my entire career to the world 






ever lived. I wanted a new career. I hated seeing him like this. One of the last 
things he said to me was how he wanted to get better to come up and hear my 
band in person. 
Funeral for Foster. Dr. Foster passed away on August 28, 2010. His 
death was on the same day that my band at NCCU and FAMU's band would 
meet at a Sprite battle of bands, now the Queen City Battle of the Bands in 
Charlotte, NC. I dedicated our show, as would FAMU, to Dr. Foster. I paid tribute 
to Dr. Foster by wearing his band hat at that performance and throughout the 
entire season. Dr. Foster had an image of me in my drum major uniform on the 
cover of his book (see Figure 98, 99, 100, and 101). Whether or not this was by 
choice or coincidence, I felt more than obligated to pay tribute to him. When we 
arrived in Charlotte, I met Dr. White at his bus as FAMU arrived at the same time. 
We hugged each other, deeply saddened that our college band director had 
passed on. Dr. White is also a FAMU alumni and was a former FAMU drum 
major under Dr. Foster. We had a short conversation before continuing to get our 
bands ready for performance. Juan Richardson took a very timely picture 
capturing that entire moment (see Figure 96 and 97).  
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Figure 96: Jorim Reid Honoring Dr. Foster Wearing his Hat at the Sprite Battle of the 




Figure 97: Dr. White and Jorim Reid Sr. Speaking about Dr. Fosters Passing before the 
Sprit Battle of the Bands in Charlotte, NC. 
 
Dr. Chipman, who was the FAMU assistant director of bands at that time, 
accepted the recommendation of assistant band director Anthony Simons to play 
the setting of the Lord's Prayer52 that I had written. Dr. Chipman gave me the 
honor of conducting my setting at Dr. Foster's funeral. By the spring semester, I 





composition is Fanfare for Foster.53 The funeral service in Lee Hall auditorium on 
FAMU's campus ended with Dr. White conducting the wind ensemble in an 
emotional and fitting farewell of Dr. Foster's favorite selection (Elsa’s) and, to the 
surprise of the audience, climaxing with the Marching 100 in the balcony playing 
the closing theme to thunderous applause. The New York Times published an 
article54 honoring Dr. Foster. Eric Kelderman penned an article on Dr. Foster in 
the Chronicle of Higher Education, where he is called “Mr.” throughout the article. 
Dr. Ammons and myself were interviewed for Kelderman’s (2010) article: 
William P. Foster, Who Led Florida A&M's Famed Marching 100, 
Dies at 91 By Eric Kelderman 
If you're watching your favorite college, or even high-school, 
marching band this weekend, chances are you'll see some technique that 
was either developed or inspired by the creative genius of William P. 
Foster. 
Mr. Foster, who died late last month in Tallahassee, Fla., at the age 
of 91, is the former director of bands at Florida A&M University, a 
historically black institution. During his 52 years of directing there, he 
created a marching-band style that has influenced ensembles across the 
country—a style marked by precision, pageantry, and the fluid energy of a 






While Mr. Foster built an unmistakable brand for the university, he 
also won lifelong loyalty from his students and respect from his colleagues 
at other universities. The band even has an alumni association for its 
former members, many of whom are now teaching music at colleges and 
high schools and carrying on his traditions. 
"He was a great teacher. I modeled my conducting after him," said 
Jorim E. Reid, a Florida A&M alumnus who is director of the marching 
band at North Carolina Central University. 
Midwestern Roots 
Born in 1919, Dr. Foster learned to play the clarinet at age 12 and 
just a few years later became the student director of his high-school band 
and an all-city band in Kansas City, Kan. 
In 1941, when historically black institutions were still the only option 
for most black students, he earned a bachelor's degree in music education 
from the University of Kansas. Mr. Foster also received a master's degree 
in music from Wayne State University in 1950 and a doctorate in 
education, with a major in music from Teachers College at Columbia 
University in 1955. 
His tenure at Florida A&M began in June 1946, with 16 musicians 
in his band, but by 1950, the group had more than 100 members and 




Recruiting was crucial to the band's success, said Lawrence 
Jackson, director of bands at Southern University, in Baton Rouge, La. As 
a high-school-band director, Mr. Jackson said, he would get frequent 
updates about the Marching 100 and the camps and other events meant 
to entice young musicians to Florida A&M. 
James H. Ammons, president of Florida A&M University, said that 
because of Mr. Foster's heavy recruiting, the university remains a powerful 
magnet for top-notch high-school musicians. "I can tell you that today, 
about 75 percent of the students who are part of the Marching 100 played 
first chair in their high-school marching bands," he said. 
A Band Goes Big Time 
The band has even attracted students who were not musicians. Dr. 
Ammons, an alumnus but not a former band member, still recalls the first 
time he and his future wife heard the university's famed marching band: 
during a seventh-grade field trip to the Orange Bowl Classic in Miami. That 
performance sealed his desire to attend Florida A&M, Mr. Ammons said, 
and he and his wife reminisce about that trip every time they hear the 
Marching 100. 
What has made the Florida A&M marching band memorable 
through the years are its showmanship and the caliber of performance. 
While some of the marching bands in the Big Ten Conference used a 
high-stepping style, Mr. Reid said, Mr. Foster took it to the next level: 
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making the musicians' steps a little higher, the arc that they swung their 
horns a little wider. Eventually, Dr. Foster had invented some 30 new 
marching techniques, some with evocative names like the "death march," 
that became the signatures of his style. Mr. Foster's book on building and 
managing marching- band programs became a standard reference for 
band leaders. 
By the late 1950s, the band was receiving widespread acclaim in 
the news media and getting invitations to play at prominent venues. In 
1968, the Marching 100 made its national television debut at the National 
Football League's Playoff Bowl in Miami and continued regular 
performances at professional football games, including the 1983 Super 
Bowl in Tampa, Fla. 
In the early 1980s, the band was featured on the CBS news 
program 60 Minutes and on ABC's 20/20, and, in 1989, it was chosen to 
be the official U.S. representative at the bicentennial celebration of the 
French Revolution, in Paris. 
But what sealed Mr. Foster's legacy in the hearts of his colleagues 
and students was his personal attention and devotion to their successes. 
"He was a people person. He taught life skills. It was not just the music, it 
was not just the marching; he cared about students even after they 
stopped marching," said Mr. Jackson of Southern University, who as a 
high-school band director sometimes sought out advice from Mr. Foster. 
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(D)r. Ammons, Florida A&M's president, said Mr. Foster was a valuable 
adviser to him as a young faculty member and administrator: "He was 
always in a teaching mode." 
Mr. Reid also continued to seek advice and support from Dr.  
Foster as he took over a then-small band program at North Carolina 
Central, and visited his mentor often at the nursing facility where he was 
living, even bringing his parents to talk with his former teacher. "A good 
teacher should be measured by his students," he said. 
By Eric Kelderman 
Chronical of Higher Education 
September 19, 2010 
 


























Death of a Champion. We were traveling east on interstate 40 at a 
casual pace on our way to Augusta, Georgia. Aja, my wife, was pregnant with our 
first child Aria. Considering the cauldron of vitriol that began to stir with the band, 
I could not have been in a happier place. Our moment of bliss came to a grand 
pause due to a superfluous intermission. Our phones began to ring, beep, and 
vibrate simultaneously with no end. Since I was driving, I did not take a glance at 
my phone noting out of the corner of my eye that the voicemail was full and there 
were many unread texts. Aja answered a call, and her disposition changed. As 
she stared across the highway silent, my phone rang again, and I answered. It 
was my good friend Deon who I did not get to hear from much because he was in 
the military and often deployed. I grew up with his family in Miami. We both were 
drum majors at rival high schools, and years later were selected as FAMU Drum 
Majors at the same time. We were great friends, “homeboys” and brothers as 
drum major. “Germs!,” (his nickname for me) in his southern drawl in the way he 
would re-invent my name, but this time with the tone of lament he says, “A FAMU 
Drum Major just got killed, one of our own.” 
I immediately got off the interstate at the first exit, and found an open lot to 
park. Aja was already in tears at this point. Dazed while trying to process 
everything, I got out of the car and screamed. I cried. I threw the phone to the 
ground with my friend still on the line.  While I was screaming, “We just saw him. 
. . .Why. .they did it. We just saw him!” Aja got out of the car picked up and 
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handed me my phone off the ground and began hugging me while she continued 
to cry. My friend was still on the line, and the phone calls and texts continued to 
come in. Aja and I are both FAMU graduates and marched in the “Marching 100.”  
I had had an off week with no football game earlier in the season so we had 
driven to Tallahassee to see our Alma Mater perform. Robert was a kind and 
dedicated member.  
I knew that there would be investigations and fallout. The FAMU 
community knew what had happened before the story broke on CNN. My wife 
and I knew the history of “Bus C” and how a violent ritual took place on the bus 
that had gone on for decades even before we matriculated in the 90s. Deep 
down I also knew that the academic political machine of the HBCU would look to 
save itself and fire and replace the band staff there. At this point, I was the only 
alumnus that had over a decade of experience being a director of bands at a 
Division I University. Soon, the messages began to come in for me to consider 
the position of Director of Bands at FAMU when the inevitable happens. I knew 
HBCU bands would never be the same. 
On a cold November morning in Southwest Atlanta, I attended the funeral 
of a young man who lost his life too soon due to senseless acts of violence. 
Many other former FAMU drum majors who served over a span of four decades 
also attended the services. It was hard. To see a kid in a casket, dressed in a full 
drum major uniform. A uniform that I wore. But I NEVER had to endure the 
brutality or suffering that Robert faced in attempts to earn respect from his peers. 
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There was NO hazing process or brutality required to serve as drum major at 
FAMU, at least the years that I attended and prior. What Robert endured was a 
newly contrived drum major ritual created under the catalyst of the human 
condition’s longing to belong and for acceptance regardless of the violence and 
consequence. It was hard to understand how this negative behavior infested the 
Drum Majors at FAMU (see Figure 102). 




After finally escaping the conundrum of my thoughts, my eyes were drawn 
towards Dr. White as he got up from his seat. I was also concerned about Dr. 
White and his well-being. After nearly 40 years of directing FAMU’s bands, the 
administration fired Dr. White as Director of Bands because of the actions of his 
most trusted drum majors. Although I understand that the ultimate responsibility 
of the band program rests on its director, my heart weighed heavy feeling that 
we, as FAMU drum majors, past and present, failed the one person who had 
hand-selected each of us over the decades (see Figure 103). 
Figure 103: FAMU Drum Majors at Robert Champion's Funeral 
 
Dr. White approached the front of the church. He spoke in front of the 
now-closed casket. The casket was highly ornamented, and it was clear that no 
expense was spared for this service and internment. He did all he could to 
console the grieving parents, but no words could raise the dead or undo the 
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heartbreak. As I watched my college band director give a heartfelt discourse, 
there was a group of tall Black men who stood up in unison to support him. All his 
former drum majors including myself who were lawyers, two secret service 
agents, police officers, teachers, performing artists, band directors, businessmen, 
pastors, all stood up. We stood in support of Dr. White as he presented Robert’s 
mother a medallion and shared how he lost a child and then said, “NO parent 
should ever bury their child.”  When the funeral services concluded, current 
FAMU drum majors dressed in full uniforms, and one FAMU drum major who 
wore the Southwest Dekalb High School uniform ceremoniously carried out 
Robert’s remains. Southwest Dekalb High School was the High School Robert 
attended in Atlanta, GA, as well as the band featured prominently in the motion 
picture Drumline.   
When we exited the church, former and current drum majors gathered, 
then the media giants CNN and other networks swarmed us (see Figure 104). 
There was a heated conversation from one of our oldest drum major alumni from 
the 1970s, who was a pastor. He charged the younger drum majors with 
questions as to why would they institute a hazing process for the leaders of the 
band when no such requirement or tradition ever existed. Some held back tears, 
while some, as we encircled each other, had to hold back others who wanted to 
lash out physically. Everyone knew that “America’s Elite Band” was facing its 
most significant challenge ever. In reality, the actions of a few killed a student, 
several prominent Black leaders’ careers would end, and a celebrated band 
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program would never be the same all because of some kids decided to do some 
stupid shit! (see Figure 105). 




Figure 105: Current and Former FAMU Drum Majors After Robert Champion's Funeral 
 
As I began to leave, I saw the then President of FAMU, Dr. James H. 
Ammons, who had been my former University Chancellor at NCCU. He gave 
some words at the funeral on behalf of the university and it was obvious that it 
was taking a lot to hold things together with the impending PR nightmare. With 
his administrative assistants and cabinet in tow, I received the obligatory nod that 
I needed to be ready to apply for the position of Director of Bands at Florida A&M 
University. Deep inside my heart, I felt that this was not what I wanted, and I was 
not ready. I also felt that it would be challenging for anyone to navigate the 
maelstrom of controversy due to the publicity. Dr. Ammons resigned in July of 
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2012 due to the aftermath of Robert Champion’s death. Months later the Director 
of Bands position was changed in title to Director of Marching and Pep Bands. 
When the newly-titled position posted, I did not apply. I did not want the weight of 
responsibility nor to become the fall guy should the band not return to its past 
glory.  
Just days before the deadline, I received a call and email from an alum 
and administrator at FAMU saying, “why have we NOT received an application 
from you?”  After much urging from alumni and other influential people saying 
that the program needed me, I applied. I reluctantly sent the application 
electronically at 11:59PM before the deadline. The issue for me was not the 
position per se. How the band program and media was handling the situation 
was problematic. The incident activated the unspoken negative “culture of 
HBCUs.”  The university’s accreditation was in jeopardy due to the hazing death 
and with the band suspended for a year, the athletic department was losing 
money. They wanted a PR fix. Those in power were concerned about the 
optics— not the band, not Robert’s death, nor the students. They perceived the 
title “Director of Bands” as a symbol of power and not the order of operation for 
the program that kept the continuity of the musicianship, music education, and 
quality at the highest of standards. 
Dr. Shelby Chipman was still running the band program at that time, but 
after terminating three members of the band staff already, some in upper 
administration still wanted the entire band staff to be fired. Others in 
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administration used code words and statements such as, "we want to de-
emphasize the band at FAMU." The administrator explained their misinformed 
view of their perceived structure of a band program where each director should 
be over their respective ensembles and not interact with the others. The 
administrator condescendingly asserted further that, "no one person can direct all 
of the ensembles."  They did not comprehend that a director of bands did not 
necessarily conduct all of the ensembles or serve as some dictator of all bands 
(marching, jazz, concert, pep, symphonic, concert, etc.) as they perceived. The 
only way I could explain this to those with such a fixed mindset was to explain 
that the director of bands position functioned more like an athletic director over all 
sports teams, that may or may not coach one team sport. I figured if outlining the 
point with the analogy of an athletic director and making it understood that more 
academic responsibilities are involved, that they would realize that the director of 
bands position's nomenclature was more operational than functional. The 
administrators would not understand any of this, and as Dr. Foster would say, 
"they had no clue."   
They continued to view band programs through a blurred myopic lens with 
blinders going as far as seeking advice from institutions that had consistently 
poor, underachieving band programs, and music education departments. “We 
need to deemphasize the band program,” was one quote that would resonate 
with me.  
Those in power could destroy the near 70 years of Dr. Foster’s legacy and 
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work in the music education for Blacks with the hiring of one person who did not 
share the music and education philosophy for the band as Dr. Foster had laid as 
the foundation. I knew that if these forces placed any inept personnel in the 
newly titled position, it would destroy FAMU’s output of competent music 
educators and kill the music education program long term. As an alumnus, it hurt, 
and as a music educator at an HBCU preparing future band directors, this was 
discouraging.  
 Hazing? Every HBCU that had a band program went into panic mode 
after the death of Robert Champion. The administration at NCCU began to react 
in a manner that offended alumni and current students by what they felt were 
accusations of hazing when the program did not have hazing or a hazing culture. 
HBCU band programs began to see a rise in hazing allegations and band 
suspensions by their institutions. The frustration of it all was that there was more 
incidents of hazing at PWIs reported than at HBCUs (Ramos-Chapman, 2012). 
The 2017 hazing death of Andrew Coffey at Florida State University, walking 
distance from FAMU, did not get the same reaction from institutions or 
mainstream attention. Florida State would not have its accreditation placed into 
question nor would the concern of “the lack of institutional control” asserted as it 
was at neighboring HBCU Florida A&M after the death of Robert Champion.  
Aftermath. Immediately after the events at FAMU, out of nowhere my 
band at NCCU began to have anonymous hazing allegations and emails sent to 
various entities on campus. My first thoughts were that our rival institutions 
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sought to harm our program to spare themselves the competition. As time 
progressed, the allegations began to appear as being more personally directed at 
me being a former drum major at FAMU. Starting in the fall after Robert 
Champion died, campus police interrogated me regularly at the station. The 
NCCU campus police investigator told me that they contacted FAMU to get 
information with their law enforcement agency as to how to investigate and 
recognize signs of hazing. The NCCU investigator said to me that after they 
shared all the information that they had, the police at FAMU “laughed” and said 
that we did not have a hazing problem. 
The anonymous accounts put out personal information about how I almost 
died pledging a fraternity. The anonymous reports also cited how another 
instance in another fraternity where two of my pledge line-brothers could have 
died after being sleep deprived and crashing into a telephone pole near campus 
in Florida years ago. While the occurrences happened years ago and had 
nothing to do with my band or behavior at NCCU, some would still view me in a 
negative ire of suspicion. The school began investigating me as the kingpin for 
hazing in my band, yet, there was no evidence of hazing discovered. The 
rationale as to why there was no evidence or witnesses was that no one would 
speak because I had “power” over the student’s minds. To me, this was all 
stupid. Even in hardened criminal mafia cases where lives hang in the balance, 
there are always plenty of individuals that will speak out. There was no hazing. 




Things got worse at NCCU with allegations of hazing, and I would secure 
Attorney James Harriston. I did not have the money to get an attorney and did 
not want to take this legal route. Yet, everyone who supported me argued with 
me to take this route. Jamie Patterson, of Subject 2 Change Customs and NCCU 
alumni, would help me out significantly with collecting the money to retain an 
attorney.  
My dad took out some of his retirement money to help pay for the attorney 
as well. Attorney Harriston, as well as many others saw evidence that someone 
wanted me out of NCCU, and it was not clear at the time if it was someone on 
the inside or outside. Hairston wanted me to realize that there was a possibility 
that someone wanted to sabotage any chance that FAMU would offer me the job. 
There was retaliation in the form of removing resources and harsh actions such 
as abusive emails that were unexplainable. I could not wrap my mind around any 
of those ideas—someone wanting me fired or wanting my job. I still thought of 
NCCU as the band and job that no one wanted in 2001 (see Figure 106). 
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Figure 106: MSM Rehearsing in the new Band Room in 2011 
 
FAMU calls. I failed to realize that I had brought value to the position of 
the band director and the band at NCCU. No one wanted the NCCU band 
director job when it had a handful of students and inadequate resources. I 
wanted to stay in Durham. There was really nothing else for the FAMU band to 
do as the program had reached every prestigious band program milestone 
including the Sudler Award, three Presidential Inaugural Parades, Super Bowl 
Performance, Disney Anniversary Performances, and multiple CBDNA and ABA 
band performances to name a few. Despite my desire to continue to take the 
NCCU program to higher heights and spending my entire career there, for a 
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moment, I thought, “maybe it was time for me to leave NCCU. They do not want 
me here anymore.” But FAMU saw my worth and on January 9, 2013, FAMU 
Provost Rodner Wright called and officially offered me the position at FAMU. 
Dance Routine 
The Interview. I was a finalist for the position at FAMU. The on-campus 
portion of the interview took two days, but took place after the search committee 
had spent months going through a thorough application process. The interview 
consisted of meeting all the administration, football coaches, music faculty, and a 
part where each candidate met the band students in a rehearsal setting to 
observe conducting techniques. While this interview was rigorous, at some 
HBCUs the band director interview processes have improper procedures where 
music department faculty are absent, the interviewee is not required to present 
appropriate evidence of successful work with band ensembles, none of the band 
students are included, and music is not even involved. During the interview, I told 
them everything that I felt about the job and structure. I even said to them that I 
thought that institutions that purport the “zero tolerance” hazing policy that had 
been implemented there were only trying to protect themselves and could care 
less about student hazing. I stated further that I thought that if institutions wanted 
to end hazing that they would stop encouraging and profiting off public probates 
or new Greek Letter organization member presentations. These public probates 
or presentations are where Greek Letter organizations demonstrate hazing 
behaviors as defined by the university codes of conduct, and they are rehearsed 
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for weeks unsupervised. I honestly assumed that I sabotaged my chances for the 
job by being so honest about my thoughts.  
My personal belief was that Dr. Shelby Chipman should inherit the position 
of Director of Bands. Still, since the position of Director of Bands no longer 
existed at FAMU, I hoped that the operations of the program could function 
accordingly, and the idea of “deemphasizing” the band would not destroy it. I 
hoped that the four finalists could continue the legacy of music education and 
performance and would support Dr. Chipman. FAMU published an article of the 
finalists without consent and with our pictures on the cover. Now I had to deal 
with backlash from NCCU, at the very time that the interim administration was 
giving me the impression that they did not want me there. Either way, they 
released the finalists to the public. There I was, the light-skinned negro in front 
and center of the four candidates (see Figure 107). The finalist were me, Greg 
Drane, Richard Beckford, and Shelby Chipman, all from Miami.  
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Figure 107: Band Director Finalists on the Front Page of The FAMUAN Newspaper 
 
Greg Drane was the only non-FAMU alum who was a finalist, but we had 
the same band director, Mr. Tolbert, at the Miami Norland Senior High School. 
He interviewed a day before me and they had the both of us staying at the same 
hotel and on the same floor. Unbeknownst to FAMU, Greg and I knew each other 
very well and connected later that evening to talk about our experience. The 
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process was supposed to be fair, but we knew that everyone outside of the 
FAMU leadership felt that Dr. Chipman should inherit the position. Unfortunately, 
most of those inside and outside did not understand that the newly titled position 
would be more of a demotion for Dr. Chipman being that the duties relegated the 
role to only MARCHING and PEP BANDS. I am sure the perception of being the 
director of the famed Marching 100 had the optics of running the entire program, 
but it did not. Either way, my intent was to move my alma mater’s program 
forward by helping in any way possible. I did not want to serve over the entire 
band program. I knew without any doubt that I would not get the offered the 
position director of marching and pep bands at FAMU and I did not want to leave 




THE Exit (Bringing It Off!) 
THE TWENTIETH “Principle” is a script and a music score. This 
section is formatted (font, style, margins, headings) in the form of 
a movie script. This script covers my last tumultuous of years as 
the band director of the Marching Sound Machine to the 
Chancellor of Fayetteville State University, personally offering me 
the job of Director of Bands there. I will write in script format about 
the events of the offer and me declining the position of Director of 
Marching and Pep Bands at FAMU. The script concludes with my 
travel to Boston, Massachusetts, for doctoral residency at Boston 
University sleeping in the parking deck. A script is the first part of 
the movie making process, the music score is the last. My full 
musical score of an original composition that will serve as the 
soundtrack to this autoethnography is described and outlined 
below the script. 
 
To set up the script following this section, I write in prose. Below I 
write to put some imagery to those last four years to set up my 
exit. A video of FAMU Band’s notorious field exit plays while the 























This was my exit. 
 
I see my exit from the institution metaphorically. All 
band field shows must exit the field, but here my 
“exit” after 15 years of work at one university, 
aligns with the FAMU Marching 100. Where the pre-game 
entrance at FAMU is a "Death March" to a fast tempo, 
the exit proclaims a "Happy Day" in a very upbeat 
tempo only to accelerate to an even quicker pace. Four 
years of events culminate metaphorically to a marching 
band performance exit. 
  
Unlike the FAMU Marching 100 pre-game entrance “Slow 
One” Death March, the “exit” is called "Bringing It 
Off." 
  
The exit at FAMU, the traditional exit is to Andre 
Crouch's gospel hit, "Oh Happy Day," and the band 
exits the field marching stage left. After the "Oh 
Happy Day," the heavy tolling tenor drums pound a gut-
wrenching pulse. Taiko drums in feel but African in 
spirit. In an almost ritualistic fashion, the band 
converges marching in-step to the beat. The tenor drum 
drives the tempo forward, making it clear the 
abandonment of the obligatory 120 beats per minute.  
  
The drill of the drum increases as the band marches in 
time and intensity accelerating in cue with each 
stroke of the massive heavily duct-taped Ludwig 




The sousaphones converge as the rest of the band forms 
a snake, like the entrance. The rattlesnake formation 
forms as if it has shed its molted skin on the field 




The tempo gets frantically faster.  
  
Now 320 beats a minute with every band member marching 
an equal number of steps.  
Adrenalin.  
A rush.  
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There is a moment of tension where the snares play 
patterns that crescendo to a thunderous sound. The 
full power of the percussion section plays its 
cadence, just like the pre-game show, the band now 
marches in rapid 320 steps per minute. One drum major 
leads the sousaphones with quick steps making snake-
like movement toward the entrance of the snake tunnel 
formed by the rest of the band. Here, at the mouth of 
this "tunnel" of the snake, the drum major brings it 
off. The Drum major is leading the sousaphones that 
form the tail of this rattlesnake.  
 
One drum major, as if possessed or reacting to the 
venom of a poisonous snake, the drum major begins to 
"dap." or improvise dancelike moves. The "dapping" or 
dancing footwork could mirror a ballet at high speed. 
The drum major spins, jumps, turns, and bends using 
the cape and baton and all parts of the uniform to 
evoke the most charismatic choreography.    
  
Shaking, spinning, twirling the baton in a showy 
fashion. Flashing the cape and fancy footwork and hip 
movements that are alike to tap dancing.  
  
The action consumes the crowd, as the drum major sets 
up, "bringing off" the sousaphones, turning and facing 
them, bowing ritualistically at the climax, counting 
them off. Conjuring up all the energy he has left, the 
drum major bursts down the tunnel full speed and leaps 
into the air high and far to land in a split. As the 
crowd noise becomes deafening, one after the other, 
the sousaphones follow suit and execute a high-flying 
split. The crowd screaming for each sousaphone in tow 




Show over.  
  
SCRIPT BEGINS in Principle 20: ENERGY 
 









Principle 20: ENERGY 
There are some hurts that we experience that can be forgiven but 
we won’t forget them. 
-Joyce Meyer, Christian Broadcasting Network 
 
Rejected and Accepted by Your Own at Home 
 It is a choice to let rejection either drain or drive your energy. There were 
so many articles, social media posts, published books, and rumors about my 
situation at FAMU and NCCU that it took a toll on me and my family. I would 
make a choice to find a divine inspiration to drive my energy. From the death of 
Robert Champion in 2011 to NCCU music department chair and dean giving me 
a fake contract only to not renew my contract on the day it expired in 2014, I saw 
the writing on the wall and took notes. I wore a wire, literally, and had both the 
facts and my truth. To give context and set the tone to those final months for the 
script I quote Inabinett’s 2013 book titled The Legendary Florida A&M University 
Band – The History of “The Hundred.” My situations and I are discussed in this 
book and I am mentioned by name, and I was never contacted for my voice to be 
heard. Inabinett wrote: 
A NEW DIRECTOR OF BANDS  
January 20, 2013, the FAMU band director search committee 
indicated they made a decision on the hiring of a new band director and 
scheduled a morning press conference. Unfortunately, with a room full of 
national press streams, local and state press, students and staff members, 
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the press conference was abruptly canceled. The Tampa Bay Times 
quoted FAMU spokeswoman Sharon Saunders as saying, “Somehow they 
did not meet the negotiation process and they will not be able to name a 
candidate.” It was later revealed by Acting President Larry Robinson that 
Jorim Reid, the North Carolina Central’s band director was to be given the 
job. That announcement was to take place in spite of the support current 
FAMU Associate Director of Bands Dr. Shelby Chipman received over the 
months.  
Former FAMU “ Marching One Hundred ” member and retired 
Bandmaster L. C. Coney of Leesburg, Florida is quoted as saying, “ I 
wrote one of the letters that led to Chipman receiving the job as Associate 
Director of bands many years ago, as far as I’m concerned he’s the only 
man for the Director of Bands position.”  
That move by the search committee to hire someone from the 
outside, meaning a North Carolina Central band master, led some 
“FAMUANS” and former band members to wonder if Dr. Ammons [(see 
Figure 108)] had some influence over the process. It was rumored 
between a few former band members since he was a past President of 
North Carolina Central, and Dr. White was now retired, his choice was to 
have someone from North Carolina Central to fill Dr. White’s position. 
Even though the director in question graduated from the FAMU Music 
Department, he didn’t have professional ties to FAMU. The aftermath that 
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followed left a lot of “FAMUANS” wondering what was really happening 
behind the scenes as Acting President Robinson announced the search 
committee would be starting once again from scratch.  
In a scheduled conference call that took place a few weeks later 
that had over four hundred participants, it was obvious that three former 
FAMU Presidents were starting to fold under the pressure of whoever 
“their powers that be, were,” as all seemed to be in favor of not hiring Dr. 
Chipman for fear of FAMU losing accreditation, and because Chipman 
was the associate band director when Champion died. The past 
Presidents felt that Dr. Chipman was too close to the past and shouldn’t 
be given that position. Alumni participants held their ground and by the 
time the five-hour conference call was over, it was obvious that the 
consensus was in favor of Dr. Chipman being given the position of 
Director of Bands. (Inabinett, 2016, Loc 3136) 
 
NCCU AND OSU MARCHING BANDS  
Even though the state of Florida had no marching band member 
trials in June, the state of North Carolina, the home of North Carolina 
Central University and their up-and-coming “Marching Sound Machine 
Band” provided plenty of drama and entertainment for followers of 
university marching bands when the university’s administrators didn’t offer 
its entire band staff contracts for the upcoming school year, thus throwing 
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band members and alumni in a frenzy. North Carolina Central University, 
like many other HBCUs, are barely holding on to their existence. On 
September 23, 2013, an article appeared in The Herald Sun written by 
April Dudash that stated, “Within the marching band’s (North Carolina 
Central) fiscal 2013–14 budget, the money it uses for instrument repair 
and band supplies has been cut by more than half in two years, now at 
$50,000 for the entire year. The band also has received no athletics 
funding this year, which was at $45,000 last year, thus halting travel to 
away football games.” Also in that article, Bandmaster Jorim Reid, a 
FAMU graduate and now the former Director of Bands of North Carolina 
Central University, stated, “Waves of budget cuts resulting from the 
recession have impacted school band programs across the nation, 
creating a band recession.” Just like in the Florida A & M University band 
hazing death mishap, North Carolina Central University administrators, 
faculty, students, and alumni are all playing the “blame game” as to what 
happened and as to why Bandmaster Jorim Reid and staff were let go 
under questionable circumstances that appeared to only be known by 
university officials. [Rumors were ramped, and some alumni stated that 
the controversy started when Reid interviewed for the Director of 
Bands position at Florida A & M upon Dr. Julian White’s retirement, 
thus illustrating a less-than-wholehearted commitment to the North 
Carolina Central University global cause.] If North Carolina Central 
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University didn’t provide enough drama for the followers of marching 
bands as we waited for the anticipated “Now September 201” court trials 
of the former FAMU band members to start, the famed Ohio State 
University Band gave the nation an up close and personal view of its off-
field operating procedures which turned out to be as raunchy as it comes. 
(Inabinett, 2016, Loc 3781) 
 
Figure 108: Jorim Reid’s Mother Rose Reid and Chancellor Ammons at the 2007 




A Script and the “Score” to Settle 
Usually written in the first-person voice, autoethnographic work 
appears in a variety of creative formats; for example, short stories, 
music compositions, poetry, photographic essays, and reflective 
journals (Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and Carolyn Ellis, p. 7.) 
 















































































Artists are inspired by their experiences and the things they see around 
them. Throughout this journey, I began sketching out and composing a music 
composition reflecting what I heard around me throughout my life experiences. I 
want to inspire through the art of sound. I chose to be a scholar and an artist on 
this journey. The music in the score has either been inspired by the content of 
this dissertation or inspired its conception to completion. I will debut this work in 







3 Clarinets in Bb 
2 Bass Clarinets in Bb 
1 Contrabass Clarinet 
2 Bassoons 
Contrabassoon 
2 Alto Saxophones in Eb 
1 Tenor Saxophone in Bb 
Baritone Saxophone 
4 Horns in F 
4 Trumpets Bb 











*Hammond B-3 Organ or Drawbar Equivalent 
 Or Synthesizer with Drawbars matching B-3 
 Or Virtual Instrument Hammond B-3 Software such as IK Multimedia’s B-
3X 



























Symphony of (Four) Souls 
 
An Audio-Ethnography Unheard 
 
 Symphony of Souls is a four-movement work for a standard wind ensemble 
and percussion with sousaphone, marching percussion, Hammond organ or 
virtual instrument drawbar equivalent, computer/electronic applications, and 
voices. Each of the four movements will introduce a four-note melodic theme 
reflecting styles of the Western classical, Black and White Christian gospel, HBCU 
marching band traditions, and popular music such as hip-hop and R&B, 
respectively. The usage of plagal cadences, Lydian mode, suspensions, and 
harmonies built on 4ths are intentional and serve as musical tools and aural 
tensions to align with the text. The often quoted first four notes of Dies Irae are 
referenced at meaningful points throughout. This composition serves as the 
soundtrack to An Auto-Ethnography of an HBCU Director of Bands. The idea is to 
create a soundtrack of waring tensions in music at the intersection of four souls, 
four thoughts in one compositional body. 
 
The first movement (Worship) is the only movement that is loosely based 
on traditional classical Western music form. After the introduction, the framework 
is in sonata form. Four notes introduced with piano and later the oboe, are 
developed into thematic material that connects all four movements. The 
orchestration begins intentionally childlike and straightforward. It develops in 
complexity recapitulating with themes that will be introduced in movements 2 
through 3 combined in juxtaposition for tension at the intersection of musical 
styles, culture, and genre. 
 
The second movement (Praise and Shout) resembles variations on 
Christian music themes from hymns (I Surrender All and Clean Heart) while 
juxtaposing styles and orchestration between Black gospel and southern White 
Christian music. The movement ends at a fast tempo with improvisation on the 
organ played in the style of Black gospel using the up-tempo themes from Black 
gospel artist Tye Tribbett's “He Turned it.” 
 
The third movement (Altar Call) is built around a setting of “Available to 
You.” Organ and voice are used to complement the orchestration but can be 
omitted. This movement serves as a ballad in an overall ABA form that goes right 
into the fourth movement. 
 
The fourth and final movement (Benediction and Ascension) takes the 
themes of the previous movements. It combines them to form an entirely new 
theme. This theme is accompanied by an amalgamation of marching band, 
electronic and classical orchestration styles of all four movements interweaving 
themes from “Victory Lap” by Nipsey Hustle. My four souls, thoughts, strivings 









Writing veils the appearance of language; it is not a guise for 
language but a disguise (Saussure, 1916, p. 51) 
 
Academic Voice 
Code switch. In this research study, I define code-switching as switching 
between cultural, artistic, and academic grammatical systems (Deggans, 2013). 
The phrase code switching serves a metaphoric function in this section as I bring 
to a “coda” (or end) the narrative section and transition from the 
autoethnographic to traditional academic voice. The nature of this first-person 
narrative written in a non-traditional and non-academic voice was intentional as I 
intended it to reach and connect with a broader audience beyond that of 
academia. Chang (2016) wrote of autoethnography that it is “reader-friendly in 
that the personally engaging writing style tends to appeal to readers more than 
conventional scholarly writing” (p. 52). Therefore, I used colloquialisms to convey 
ideas, meanings, and messages that blur in translation between cultures and 
educational experiences. Gergen and Gergen (2002) argued that 
In using oneself as an ethnographic exemplar, the researcher is freed 
from the traditional conventions of writing. One’s unique voicing—
complete with colloquialisms, reverberations from multiple relationships, 
and emotional expressiveness—is honored” (p. 14).  
Therefore, it was my aim as an autoethnographer to project a unique voice to 
which readers could better respond. Code switching itself is an intentional 
exercise of double-consciousness. 
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WORDS MATTER in this autoethnography from the introduction to the 
end. The organizational structure of the narrative in "Twenty Principles," including 
documents, and represented artifacts was constructed because I agree with 
Holman-Jones (2005), who stated that "words matter” and that “the point of 
creating autoethnographic texts is to change the world" (p. 765). As first 
explained in the preface, the “20 Principles” are not headings but intend to 
convey the essence of my experience as a backdrop for the narrative rather than 
indicating strict principles that are tied to the content found under each. In this 
study, I investigated the tensions between my own and various communities’ 
multiple beliefs concerning the quality of musicianship at HBCU band programs 
in order to problematize or question those beliefs which work to impact the 
worlds of those who participate or view HBCU bands.  
Beyond my metaphorical use of the phrase code switch, it is important to 
note that within the narrative, code-switching is also routinely represented as I 
navigate aspects of my story. I have found that code-switching in various 
situations can ease the expression of a thought or allow one to fit in with a 
specific group, communicative expectation and in most cases survive. In the 
introduction I presented the framework of double-consciousness, which includes 
concepts of the veil, twoness, and second-sight that infer code-switching as a 
tool to navigate between social and racial structures (Deggans, 2013). However, 
in this final section, I return to the academic voice to articulate my methodological 





Holman-Jones (2005) describes autoethnography as ‘a blurred 
genre … [that] refus[es] categorization … (p. 765). 
 
As was stated previously, the research methodology I chose for this study 
is autoethnography. Autoethnography was a proper method for exploring my 
research aims, which were to make transparent my lived experiences as a 
marginalized person to challenge dominant and oppressive narratives (Denzin, 
2014). While using autoethnography as a method can at times be painful for the 
researcher, it can also be therapeutic. For example, autoethnography "can 
radically alter an individual's perception of the past, inform their present, and 
reshape their future if they are open to the transformative effects" (Custer, 2014, 
p. 2). The sharing of one’s story through an autoethnographic lens requires the 
researcher to be vulnerable as they share intimate accounts. Being vulnerable in 
sharing personal stories can foster empathy in the reader while avoiding the 
appearance of playing the victim. Band directors who are HBCU graduates have 
been found to embody "grit" (McCall, 2015), innovative ideas, and creative 
operations regardless of resources. To better capture and convey such qualities, 
I use imaginative writing to draw readers into my own story of perseverance to 
amplify my voice which has been previously silenced and marginalized.  
Autoethnography can also work to emancipate one’s scholarly voice. 
Langellier (1998) wrote:  
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The voice needs a body that personal narrative furnishes. From social life, 
a complementary movement applies: the body needs a voice to the 
colonizing powers of discourse. . . Personal narrative responds to both the 
wreckage and the reflexivity of postmodern times when master narratives 
disintegrate” (p. 207).  
My autoethnography has emancipated my heart, mind, and hands through 
narrative storytelling, links to performances, and a written script that is presented 
as a docudrama. “Autoethnographic performance creates a space for the 
detached voice and the “profane” body to dialogue reintegrating the head and the 
heart into academic writing and challenging the construction of master narratives” 
(Spry, 2001, p. 720). Chang (2008) wrote that “telling stories is an ancient 
practice, perhaps as old as human history” (p. 31). This research method is 
friendly to non-academic readers and researchers, enhancing cultural 
understanding of self and others, and having the potential to transform others 
and self are all benefits of autoethnography. (McCarthy, 2007) article in 
Research Studies in Music Education suggested to me that, as a veteran teacher 
of over 20 years, I need to share my story to “keep the flame alive” for other 
educators.  
Autoethnography through the lens of W.E.B. Du Bois’ double-
consciousness theory is the "methodology" often referenced as the "design" or 
"approach" to my research to address the research questions. In this study, I 
questioned why the musicianship of HBCU bands is praised by one culture and 
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rejected in another, and how I navigated these tensions as a director of bands at 
two HBCU programs. Life experiences and performances as an 
autoethnographer consist of unique epiphanies (Denzin, 2014, p. 27). 
"Epiphanies" or events are organized biographical vignettes of meaningful 
interpreted stories, re-told, and placed into context to convey understandings.  
Nash (2004), wrote that “scholarly personal narratives” liberate 
researchers from abstract, impersonal writings and “touch readers’ lives by 
informing their experiences” (p. 28). For example, the weaponized statements 
made by Dr. Quincy Hilliard that HBCU band “kids don’t play that well,” or my 
personal narratives of playing oboe; attending a Black and White church; playing 
the Hammond B-3; or such as the sharing of high profile events like the death of 
Florida A & M University (FAMU) drum major Robert Champion; the following 
hazing investigations; and subsequently being offered the band director position 
following that event, when observed through the lens of double-consciousness 
can allow readers to explore issues of equity and equality, cultural tensions, and 
dominant culture reactions and retaliation. These types of accounts allow me to 
connect the dots between the "lives, performances, the epiphanies, and its 
interpretation" (Denzin, 2014, p. 27).  
Autoethnography as A Method 
This is how music and method come together in their goals: 
Autoethnography with its roots in systematic ethnographic 
methods reaches for feeling, evocation, and embodiment in its 
narrative presentation, and what it asks of the reader. Music 
provides an exemplar for how to do that. Music has both feet in 
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the creative arts, in feeling and evocation. As it reaches now for a 
way to explore itself and add the personal to the professional, it 
turns to autoethnography to pave the way. Together the two 
provide a harmonious serenade. (Brydie-Leigh Bartleet and 
Carolyn Ellis, 2009 p. 11) 
 
 Autoethnography, a form of ethnography that examines the cultural 
situatedness of the self, emphasizes the researcher's life and experiences as the 
focus of study. Ethnography is a methodology that has been used to study 
people in their communities, and within their social structures, culture, or 
environment (Glesne, 2016). As such, the narrative or interpretive story about 
people and culture in autoethnography developed as an extension of 
ethnography. However, autoethnography differs from ethnography in that the 
researcher is the subject, and their interpreted experiences form the data 
(Bochner & Ellis, 2000). For this study, I am the musician and researcher utilizing 
personal stories, experiences, music, artifacts, 52 interviews, and narratives to 
define the content for this autoethnography.  
As I stated above, I intended for this autoethnography to be reader-friendly 
in that the "personally engaging writing style can appeal to readers more than 
conventional scholarly writing” (Chang, 2016, p. 52). The process of 
autoethnography as a method has created a seamless catalyst through which I 
(in this case a HBCU band director) have come to understand myself and others 
within their cultural environment (Chang, 2016) which in this case is wind bands 
and Black music. The process of writing this autoethnography has cultivated my 
own self-reflection and self-examination that I hope will offer a similar opportunity 
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to others. Personal stories within autoethnography have the potential benefit of 
transforming both readers and researchers (Chang, 2008). Autoethnography also 
has the potential to energize “another type of self-transformation (that) may bring 
about healings from the emotional scars of the past” (Chang, 2016, p. 53). 
Therefore, such an autoethnographic method is well suited to create meaning 
and generate conversation from stories that pertain to music, musicians’ lives, 
culture, and experiences.  
Autoethnography frees musicians from writing dry descriptions or reports 
of musical experiences. Instead, this approach encourages them to 
convey the meanings of vibrant musical experiences evocatively. The 
focus becomes telling a tale that readers can enter and feel a part of (Ellis, 
2004, p. 9).  
The intended narrative purports "something to be used; not a conclusion but a 
turn in a conversation; not a closed statement but an open question; not a way of 
declaring 'this is how it is' but a means of inviting others to consider what I (or 
they) could become" (Bochner & Ellis, 2003, p. 507). My aim for this study was to 
inspire others to critically reflect upon their own music experiences in relation to 
my autoethnographic narrative (Spry, 2001).  
In this study, I write about my own life and provide examples of tensions 
and conflicts that I hope will help future music educators and researchers to 
apply a critical lens to perceive this work in multiple ways (Shim, 2018). A certain 
range of distance offers clarity with a more useful and beneficial perspective from 
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which the readers can understand (Bochner & Ellis, 2000). At the time of this 
study, there had been from five to ten years of distance established between the 
events that took place, and this passing of time worked to empower me to share 
this story. The events within this story are supported by data and framed using 
the concepts of a theoretical lens (in this case double-consciousness (Du Bois, 
1903), and these work together to explain the phenomena and guide the 
“process of data organization, analysis, and interpretation and the structure of the 
writing” (Chang, 2016, p. 137).  
Whereas there are many benefits of autoethnographic inquiry, Chang 
(2008) notes that there are “pitfalls” including questionable academic rigor, and 
issues of methodological validity and subjectivity. Specifically, Chang (2008) lists 
five considerations an autoethnographer must be aware: 
(1) excessive focus on self in isolation from others; (2) overemphasis 
on narration rather than analysis and cultural interpretation; (3) 
exclusive reliance on personal memory and recalling as a data source; 
(4) negligence of ethical standards regarding others in self-narratives; 
and (5) inappropriate application of the label “autoethnography” (p. 54). 
To debunk "excessive focus on self in isolation from others,” I interviewed 48 
respondents (see Appendix E). I also collected documents, photos, and other 
artifacts from my personal collection of memorabilia, as well as artifacts that were 
given to me by others. A written script, an accompanying film, artifacts, and 
music provide context in this study help to avoid an overemphasis on narration 
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and to provide for a richer analysis and cultural interpretation. I presented the 
artifacts, documents, pictures, recordings, and collected interviews to invalidate 
any reliance on personal memory and recalling as a data source (Chang, 2016, 
p. 93). To prevent any "negligence of ethical standards regarding others in self-
narratives," I used pseudonyms to protect the identities of those who did not 
grant permission.  
I applied only the proper application of the label "autoethnography" in this 
study where the term is defined clearly. Autoethnography, as the word implies, is 
selfish by definition, having a methodological focus on self instead of seeking 
cultural context of the stories involving others (Chang 2008). There are issues of 
having the belief that they own the story that may not be their own or do not 
respect confidentiality. I referenced this evidence or data early on as “receipts” to 
each claim and epiphany which supplemented my personal story. I address 
concerns of perceptions, researchers, and participants in autoethnography in the 
manner of Shim (2018), who wrote:  
Among the atmosphere of emphasizing the identity of both researchers 
and participants, qualitative researchers have recently been applying an 
“auto" ethnographical approach to “tell the story of self” in order to analyze 
wider cultural and social conditions. The transpersonal approach goes 
beyond the researcher’s personality to encompass a broader sense of 
consciousness. Some justifications of the transpersonal may include 
compassion, wisdom, intuition, mindfulness, creativity, self-awareness, 
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and empathy because this research method utilizes autobiographical 
writing in examining the personal experience of the researcher and 
participants. (p. 2) 
The dominant power in research has always been academia. For the 
autoethnographer to maintain their academic status in the "group," it is crucial to 
make every effort to present various data to make sure that the narrative is not 
labeled untruthful because of the research methodology or being liberated from 
the academic writing tradition. I composed this final section in effort to push the 
conventions and boundaries of academia while maintaining my academic status. 
This final section labeled CODA is written in the academic voice, illustrating the 
data collection process, yielding and dissecting the evidence data, delving into 
the interviews, while probing the study through a Du Boisian theoretical 
framework. 
Do not use data, however, to tell the story that a priori you want 
told. (Corrine Glesne, 2016, p. 238) 
 
 
Data Collection. The practical modes of methodological guidance aid in 
the data collection process of autoethnography. Data such as a literature review 
will validate the research topic that has emerged from personal experience 
(Chang, 2016). The literature for this dissertation is weaved into the narrative and 
connect to literature throughout this dissertation. As was stated above, my 
memory was not the sole source of data for this autoethnography. However, 
memory can reveal a partial truth dependent on artifacts, documents, pictures, 
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recordings, and collected interviews to confirm that there was no distortion or 
blurring of events within memories used in the narrative (Chang, 2016). 
Triangulating and reflecting from "other individuals, visual artifacts, documents, 
and literature—provide additional perspectives and contextual information [that 
helped too] navigate and examine subjectivity (Chang, 2016, p. 54).” Throughout 
the process of collecting data, I engaged in a period of constant discovery where 
I was reminded of experiences that I had forgotten and where I learned of the 
contrasting perspectives of others. Data collection for this study began in the 
summer of 2016, and it continued through the writing process which ended in late 
spring of 2020. 
I'm not sure if the data confuse me or if I confuse the data. Both 
surely occur in research projects. As surely, research projects 
require courage and integrity. (Corrine Glesne, 2016, p. 273) 
 
Artifacts. Artifacts in the form of documents, pictures, recordings, and 
interviews are valuable to an autoethnography as they highlight cultural 
manifestations and outline their historical meanings. Official documents also 
validate the narratives within the various moments of the autoethnographer's life. 
Documents include court records, diplomas, programs, certificates, contracts, e-
mails, and other official documents. Newspaper articles, music compositions, 
recordings, and even old poems that were written many years ago are also 
textual artifacts that were useful in my autoethnography. Chang (2016) wrote, 
"artifacts can be sought out to fill the gaps left by insufficient textual data.” Audio 
and video data complement textual data and sometimes supersede the benefit of 
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textual data because visual data make long-term impressions on viewers 
(Chang, 2016). The artifacts collected for this study represent items I have 
collected over a span of 40 years, which include pictures, documents, programs, 
videos, audio recordings, news and magazine articles, public records, and 
memorabilia. The self-reflective data that emerged from self-analysis, 
introspection, and self-evaluation offered who and what I am as an 
autoethnographic researcher. Discovery of self through other data elucidates 
moments of self-reflection written in vignettes and stories (Chang, 2016). My 
documented artifacts were personally scanned and photographed, then stored on 
an independent secure and encrypted hard drive.  
The artifacts collected for this dissertation connect to a specific part of 
each story in the narrative. For example, the "Concert Selection" story or 
vignettes of Robert Champion's death, funeral, and aftermath corroborate with 
the obituary and pictures of myself with the drum majors in attendance at the 
funeral. I also collected the newspapers, videos, and magazines, where I 
escorted then First Lady Hillary Clinton and met Bill Clinton as a FAMU Drum 
Major in Tallahassee, Florida. Other artifacts include video of performances 
described in the narrative as well as musical scores and audio clips of 
compositions also referenced throughout the entire piece.  
Interviews. An indispensable data collection technique is the interview. 
Chang (2016) wrote:  
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Through interviewing [a] myriad [of] informants, ethnographers gather 
information unavailable from participant observation. When applied to 
autoethnography, interviews with others fulfill a different purpose. 
Interviews provide external data that give contextual information to 
confirm, complement, or reject introspectively generated data. (p. 103) 
For this autoethnography, data collection for interviews followed the protocol in 
Appendix F and G. Interview participants were selected from a sample of current 
and former HBCU band directors, current and former secondary school band 
directors, my former band directors,  my former students, my supervisors and 
mentors, my family members, my peers and colleagues, and stakeholders in 
relevant HBCU band programs such as administrators and faculty. The 
interviews were audio/video recorded in person or through video conferencing 
software such as Zoom, FaceTime, or Skype, and interview is stored on a secure 
independent hard drive with A.E.S. Cipher Shield that requires a Cipher Shield 
Key to access in addition to an encrypted code. A list of interview questions is 
located in appendix G.   
 My goal in conducting 52 interviews for this self-study was to explore as 
many contrasting and counter-voices and perspectives as was possible. I made 
every effort to interview everyone that I knew who had a significant impact on my 
life and career. These multiple voices corroborated and enhanced my memory of 
events and so strengthen my illustrations and simultaneously provide important 
contextual evidence. These data allowed me more effectively write creative 
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accounts of events by drawing upon details provided by interviewees, by 
including other’s voices, and by including additional artifacts to ensure the 
accuracy of my stories and epiphanies rather than heavily relying upon my 
memory. IRB approval documentation is in Appendix H. 
Du Bois, Double Consciousness, Double Vision, One Lens 
If the story recalled and written is too close to the lived 
experience, there is a temptation to get too caught up in the living 
the experience to be able to write about it. A certain range of 
distance supposedly provides clarity with a more helpful and 
healthy perspective from which the readers can learn. (Ji Young 
Shim, 2018, p. 3) 
 
 Itzigsohn and Brown (2015) wrote that “Sociology ignored the work of 
W.E.B. Du Bois for a long time” (p. 232). In this study, over 115 years after its 
publication in Du Bois' Souls of Black Folk (1903), I have found that double-
consciousness and its concepts are useful as a lens to interpret the narrative 
data within this autoethnography.  
The theory of double-consciousness was first introduced by Du Bois in 
Souls of Black Folk in 1903, and was further developed in Dusk of Dawn in 1940. 
Du Bois introduced the theory of double consciousness in his first essay titled “Of 
our Spiritual Strivings” in Souls of Black Folk. Within this essay, he introduced 
three concepts within the theory of double-consciousness, which he described as 
the veil, twoness, and second sight. 
The first concept, the veil, refers to a racial divide that renders Black 
experience and culture invisible. The veil works as a "one-way mirror: (where) 
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those on the dominating side of the veil see their projections of the racialized 
reflected on it. On the other hand, the projections of Whites onto the veil become 
realities that Black subjects have to process in their self-formation” (Itzigsohn & 
Brown, 2015 p. 235). The second concept, twoness, was articulated by Itzigshon 
and Brown (2015):   
Twoness means that within the process of self-formation, the racialized 
takes the position of two different worlds—the Black world, which they 
intersubjectively construct behind the veil, and the White world, which 
dehumanizes them through lack of recognition. (p. 235) 
Itzigshon and Brown (2015) also articulated the third concept, second sight, by 
stating, “Second sight then is the potential ability of the racialized to see the 
world behind the veil” (p. 240). 
 The veil can be seen as partially analogous to the curtain that divides 
musicians auditioning for a position or seat in a symphony orchestra. On one 
side of the “curtain,” the identity of the musician is not known, but only the sound 
of their instrument heard on the other side. The veil, in contrast to this musical 
“curtain” divide, the "White world either does not hear or completely 
misrecognizes what the people within the veil try to convey” (Itzigsohn & Brown, 
2015, p. 237). Du Bois described the rich cultural and social world behind the veil 
and how both are invisible to the dominant culture. Similarly, HBCU band 
programs, including their concert bands, jazz bands, and marching bands, are 
criticized, not recognized, or not even heard by many in the dominate band 
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culture despite being pervasive in the media which often represents HBCU bands 
through hyperbola. Itzigsohn and Brown stated: 
The veil creates a lifeworld distorted by a series of dualities. The veil is a 
duality of agency within an oppressive system, a duality in the formation of 
the self, and a duality in the understanding of the word. This duality runs 
through [Du Bois’] analysis of Twoness and second sight. (p.238) 
After recognizing the established veil, the concept of twoness is experienced 
when a Black person simultaneously identifies with being Black and an 
American. Twoness is further described by Du Bois (1903), who articulated his 
experience of having “two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two 
warring ideals in one dark body” (p. 2). As a result, there are two outcomes for 
the Black person navigating their twoness and the veil: they will assimilate with or 
segregate from the dominant culture.   
 Second-sight is “the potential ability of the racialized to see the world 
behind the veil” (Itzigsohn & Brown, 2015 p. 240). The gift of second-sight 
permits one to see the structures of racialized barriers in their environment 
represented by the veil. I attempted to portray my own second-sight within the 
context of this study through the narrative where I show the ways that I have 
navigated and translated between various social structures. Furthermore, the 
entire narrative is presented in a manner of self-awareness as the recollection of 
my experiences show how I maneuver back and forth across the Du Boisian veil. 
Specifically, in my case, the veil is between the musical worlds of Blacks, Whites, 
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Christians, and of academia. I deliberately chose autoethnography as a method 
to evoke this "sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes [and ears] of 
others” (Du Bois, 1903, p. 2). As Allen 1992) stated of the experience of 
constantly encountering the veil, “This is not consciousness, but a negated self-
consciousness” (p. 59). Through the narrative, I attempted to make clear the 
ways in which I experienced a negated sense of self as illustrated through 
specific situations. Itzigsohn and Brown (2015) stated that the “theory of Double-
Consciousness is central to the analysis of the self within the context of the 
modern racialized world” (p. 232). Therefore, I endeavored to conduct such an 
analysis of myself in order to better understand my past and to make transparent 
to others my experience. 
 In this autoethnography, the framework of double-consciousness and 
more specifically the concepts of the veil, twoness, and second-sight used to 
interpret each story. Critical or key moments as portrayed through the narrative 
and original music are interwoven to portray the veil, expose my sense of 
twoness, and reveal my second-sight. It is my hope that by applying these 
concepts to interpret my story, that I can give voice to “invisible” Black band 
stories (my own, those of other HBCU band directors, and those of band 
directors who are products of HBCU programs) so that the double-consciousness 
of our experiences is made clear and others might have a glimpse of the other 




When writing up data as a play, poetry, or narrative, you still read, 
reread, analyze, and interpret your data, but how you think about 
them and how you order them to vary with form, stressing, in the 
process, different issues. The same data can tell slightly different 
stories-a somewhat disconcerting but fascinating realization in 
itself. (Glesne, 2016, p. 248)  
 
Within the autoethnographic narrative I analyzed the salient occurrences 
that affected my life by applying concepts from W.E.B. Du Bois’s double-
consciousness theory. The lens of double-consciousness allowed me to connect 
the past and present, and analyze the relationships between myself and others. 
The data, as framed through this double-consciousness theory, permitted an 
interpretation of the phenomena in this autoethnography. 
Chang (2016) wrote that “analysis and interpretation enable researchers 
to shift their focus from merely “scavenging” or “quilting” information bits to the 
act of “transforming them into a text with culturally meaningful explanations” (p. 
126). I analyzed, interpreted, and evaluated emergent, incomplete, and variable 
data that I collected, which allowed me to illustrate the narrative, script, and film. 
Because autoethnography is ethnographic, it was my intention while writing the 
narrative to connect the reader to the subject matter and cultivate understanding, 
so I crafted the story by integrating the collected data to support my memories. 
There is a need to find meaning in analyzed and interpreted data.  
Data analysis and data interpretation are not the same but are not independent, 
as Wolcott (1994) stated. Systematic descriptions and features of the workings 
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and resources of HBCU band programs, in contrast to band programs of the 
dominant culture, outline how both perceive each other and interact. As defined 
by Wolcott (1994), "data analysis is the identification of essential features and 
systematic descriptions of interrelationships (or) how things work" (p. 12).  Data 
interpretation "focusses on finding cultural meanings beyond the data or making 
sense of the data” (Chang, 2016, p. 127). Throughout this autoethnography, 
there were recurring topics and cultural themes that were presented in the 
narrative which were the result of an art-based form of analysis. However, I made 
both artistic and analytical decisions to craft this dissertation. The application of 
the Du Boisian framework allowed me to interpret the narrative.  
Discussion 
 When examined through the double-consciousness lens, cultural and 
racial tensions are revealed concerning academia, Christian music, HBCU 
traditions, and musical expectations of the dominant culture. The narrative of this 
autoethnography presents an opportunity to examine HBCU bands through the 
unique lived experiences of one HBCU band director. All the key moments in this 
autoethnographic narrative reveal my own sense of double-consciousness 
beginning with my given name Jorim, which is Biblical with both Hebrew and 
Aramaic associations meaning “he who exalts the Lord or whom Jehovah has 
Exalted.”  I am Black and Christian; however, my name is more often associated 
with the Islamic faith and my light skinned complexion has often placed me in a 
space where I have been negatively labeled a Muslim, terrorist, Arab, nigger, and 
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even a nappy red-headed White boy. However, in this research, it is not my 
intention to dissect these microaggressive tensions or moments as they have 
occurred throughout my life. Rather, the key moments for investigation and 
discussion for this study primarily focus upon instances as they relate to HBCU 
bands and my status as a band director. That said, I have been subjected to 
microaggressions as a band director because of my name, how I look, my 
economic background, and where I was educated as was revealed in the 
narrative. These are a part of my lived experiences which created the conditions 
for me to develop a sense of double-consciousness and caused me to need to 
navigate the veil, and experience twoness and second-sight.  
 As I considered my own experiences through the lens of double-
consciousness concepts, I identified seven key moments or situations where my 
experiences can be well-interpreted using this framework.  
1. My early musical experiences in both the Black and White Christian 
church. 
2. Formal classical piano lessons and informal church music education from 
an early age. 
3. Hollywood Christian private school band and basketball. 
4. Norland High School Band MLK Parade and playing oboe at All-County. 
5. Rejection from the FSU Composition and ESM Conducting programs. 
6. Rejection, persecution, and backlash after the death of Robert Champion 
and the resulting FAMU job offer. 
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7. Rejection of my conception of musicianship and the hybrid band style at 
NCCU and aftermath. 
Applying the double-consciousness lens to interpret these moments reveals 
emerging themes that pertain to access, race, religion and family, musicianship, 
resources, and culture.  
God sent His Son to alleviate hurt 
To redeem us all from the curse 
For sickness Jesus gave us health 
And for poverty He gave you wealth 
From the curse of the law I've been redeemed 
And now I'm free to pursue my dream 
To be a success, to be the best 
To be the head and not the tail and nothing less… 
-Stephen Wiley, Bible Break Christian Rap Song 
 
Principles 1 - 7 
My Early Musical Experiences In Both The Black And White Christian 
Church. My early musical experiences show how I developed "twoness" in 
regards to my musical identity. First, my earliest experiences were listening to 
Black church musicians who did not have formal training nor had the ability to 
read music. In the Black church, it was expected that many Christian musicians 
would avoid any attributes of "worldly" or secular music which included learning 
how to read Western notation. There was also a veil that dichotomized Christian 
music into Black gospel and White Southern gospel. I was active in both 
children’s and youth ministry serving as a puppeteer, sound/media technician, 
and musician. I listened repetitively to a wide range of Christian music that 
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spanned styles of genre such as Bible Break (the first Christian Rap song 
released by Stephen Wiley)55 to the music of singer Amy Grant. Bible Break is 
the crux of my double-consciousness in Christianity where a Black man, in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, Christian raps and his song was primarily distributed in mostly White 
churches. I loved this song growing up. This created a sense of two-ness and 
caused a musical identity crisis which led me to develop Second-sight early on. 
The Music of Negro religion is that plaintive rhythmic melody, with its 
touching minor cadences, which, despite caricature and defilement, still 
remains the most original and beautiful expression of human life and 
longing yet born on American soil. Sprung from the African forests, where 
its counterpart can still be heard, it was adapted, changed, and intensified 
by the tragic soul-life of the slave, until, under the stress of law and whip, it 
became the one true expression of a people's sorrow, despair, and hope 
(Du Bois 1903, p. 122). 
I grew up with a clear view of the division within the Black and White 
church. The divide that I grew up to see behind the scenes included separate 
worlds between both Evangelical and Baptist Christians. My mother served for 
decades in ministry as the church secretary for two separate evangelical 
churches. The church membership was predominately White for one and the 
other predominantly Black. I lived and witnessed the "two separate worlds; and 





Bois, 1903, p. 128). We worshiped the same God, prayed in the name of the 
same Jesus, but the music, the culture, the preaching, and outside of the practice 
of "speaking in tongues," the praying was all different. 
My family's second church had a predominately White congregation which 
was affiliated with Rhema Bible Training College founded by Pentecostal  
minister Kenneth Hagin Sr. There was always a pro-Republican narrative that 
was the complete antithesis of what I experienced in the Black church where 
Democratic politicians often made appearances. I saw the bright veil dividing the 
church in terms of both politics and race, a reality that the "body of Christ" or the 
larger church community chose to ignore.  
In the '90s, there was a racial rift in the Christian church between Black 
televangelist Reverend Fred C. Price and Kenneth Hagin Jr. This rift occurred in 
1993 when minister Hagin Jr. preached that "White Christians should not date 
people of other races" (Dart, 1998). I remember that this controversy deeply 
upset my dad who was also a minister. In Charisma Magazine, Donnally (2000) 
wrote a transcript of Hagin Jr.'s sermon, where he said that when he sees his son 
playing with a Black friend he says to him, "We play. We go together as a group, 
but we do not date one another." Fred Price wrote to his mentor Kenneth Hagin 
Sr., about his son's sermon and expressed that he did not get a satisfactory 
response. Price dismissed the apology of Hagin Jr. because he only apologized 
for making the statements making it clear that he did not renounce what he 
believed reinforced the veil in Christianity (an example of double-consciousness 
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in the church.) 
Dart (1998) wrote in the Los Angeles Times that Price split from Hagin in 
1998, six years after the incident. I had friends that knew of our church affiliation 
and connection to the controversy which expressed their anger. Some groups of 
church members left their churches after Fred Price exposed the veil of passive 
racism in the church. Fred Price later wrote a series of books on race and 
religion. The late F. J. Dake, a convicted federal felon, had notes in his reference 
Bible telling 30 reasons God intended for the races to live separately. After 
learning that Fred Price planned to cite these racist notes on his TV program, the 
Dake Annotated Reference Bible publishers removed the racist notes that were 
in editions before 1997. The decision to remove the notes occurred over 50 years 
after the Brown v. Board of Education ("Brown et al. v. Board of Education of 
Topeka et al.," 1954) desegregation/integration court ruling further desegregated 
the South. In this example of Derrick Bell’s (1980) concept of interest 
convergence (as articulated in his Critical Race Theory), the publisher only acted 
for fear of a bad public image and the resulting loss of money rather than making 
these changes because they were racist. 
The Dake Annotated Reference Bible was first published in 1963, nine 
years after Brown v. Board of Education (1954). At the time of this controversy, I 
was teaching a collegiate Bible study at Tabernacle Missionary Baptist Church in 
Tallahassee, and my father made it clear that he did not want me to use the 
Dake Reference Bible. My Dad was a staunch supporter and reader of Fred 
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Price’s sermons and books, but we attended a predominately White church 
where our pastors at that time where not likely to take a stand on the issue of 
race. Apparently, we as a family were aware of the veil and put our faith in Christ 
above it. I grew up learning to embrace a sense of twoness in my place of 
worship all while I developed second-sight at home.  
Both the Black and White churches shared conservative and charismatic 
values. However, the veil divided the church not only in terms of race and 
politics, but in terms of music. As much as six times a week, I sat in either the 
front pew or behind the pulpit with the musicians. My family was able to meet and 
get to know many internationally known (some infamous due to scandal) 
ministers and evangelists. We traveled to a lot of church conferences and 
revivals. We attended many live telecasts of the Trinity Broadcasting Network 
(TBN) a Christian network founded by televangelists Jim Bakker, Tammy Faye 
Bakker, and Paul and Jan Crouch. I even visited Oral Roberts University's 
futuristic-looking campus in Tulsa, Oklahoma and briefly thought of attending. I 
got to meet evangelical giants such as Willie George, Kenneth Hagin Sr., Norvel 
Hayes, Lester Sumrall, Ken Blount, Rosey Grier, Paul and Jan Crouch, Jesse 
Duplantis, Joyce Meyer, trumpeter and singer Phil Driscoll, and Kenneth 
Copland. My family got pictures and even autographed posters from some of 
these figures at various events (see Figure 109). However, my mother once 
showed one of the pastors a picture of me on the front page of the newspaper 
where I appeared along with President Bill and First Lady Hillary Clinton. This 
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pastor responded by expressing disapproval of the Clintons and went on to 
question their Christianity. He went as far as expressing concern in making sure 
that their "evil spirits" had not gotten into me.  
Figure 109: Autographed Kenneth Copland Poster 
 
At the White church, Black music or Black gospel sounds were dismissed. 
Our church reportedly owned Bob Marley's B-3 Hammond Organ, but did not use 
it for years because one of the pastors did not like the "Black church" sound. 
Another pastor remarked that he did not want Black preaching or “wooping” 
(Kempt, 2018) during services. There was a veil that my family navigated as 
Black Christians who attended a White evangelical church. We lived with a sense 
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of Twoness, knowing that the congregants perceived Blacks negatively. 
Principles 3 - 9 
Formal Classical Piano Lessons and Informal Church Music 
Education From An Early Age. The warring Du Boisian idea of “two thoughts, 
two strivings, and two warring ideals” would materialize during the onset of my 
formal music training. Both of my parents are ordained Christian ministers, and 
my mother was a classically trained pianist who also had experience performing 
Black gospel music. The perceived Black church musicians' ability to apply a high 
level of musical skill without formal training shows evidence of their talent, but 
those talents go unrecognized by the dominant culture. The untrained Black 
church musicians I knew acknowledged their twoness when they articulated to 
me a clear sense of how they knew they were negatively perceived by the 
dominant culture and they went on to encourage me to pursue formal classical 
training in addition to learning to "play by ear." The Black church musicians 
helped me to be aware of and value two discrepant musical approaches 
manifested in my growth and ability to navigate the veil with the "gift" of second-
sight. The “gift” would manifest later in my own musical development on one side 
(classically trained) of the Du Boisian “color line” as a pianist and composer 
where Black church and Black music would be inherent in my emotional music 
DNA or soul on the other side (culture). 
According to Kempt (2018), sermons in the Black church style are 
“directed toward a listening ear rather than a reading eye" (p. 39). Kemp revealed 
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the structural veil in church music, noting that "African American music has been 
made in the context of a severely asymmetrical power structure" (p. 33). I grew 
up watching musicians accompany singers by ear on the piano or organ, and I 
later did the same when I became a minister of music at a church. Playing by ear 
is a musical gift like perfect pitch (which many Black church musicians have), yet 
it is also the Du Boisian gift of second-sight in the context of the Black church. My 
church experiences made it possible for me to be mindful of all types of musical 
ability throughout my career as a music teacher. This helped me to work with 
students who actually "could play very well" but lacked the formal training or the 
ability to read music.  
While many of my students had learned high levels of musical skill in the 
church, all too often I witnessed HBCU music faculty reject potential students 
who lacked formal training. Yet, these students performed well and had what I 
would deem as natural musical giftedness. Some faculty were oblivious to the 
student's financial, educational and family conditions, and insisted that "those 
kids" be turned away rather than cultivating, nurturing, guiding, and embracing 
their gifts and talents. Most of the music students that I had in my bands had 
never had music lessons nor had even owned their own instruments. Despite 
these students' deficiencies, I felt it was my job and responsibility to expose them 
to the band’s standards, help them get caught up, and prepare them for the 
expectations held by the dominant powers in academic music. As Black 
musicians had guided me early in my musical journey a youth, I wanted my 
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students to see across the veil and to develop “second-sound.” 
I believed in the HBCU mission, which was to provide educational access 
to African Americans as well as those who were disenfranchised or underserved 
in order to meet them where they were, build them up, and prepare them to be 
competitive in the workforce after graduation (Higher Education Act of 1965). The 
reality of the veil of disparity and lack of resources between HBCUs and PWIs 
that I experienced as student were clear. I questioned if there were structures or 
a veil to prevent HBCUs from having equal and equitable access and opportunity 
as PWIs. However, Wershbale (2010) questioned whether the definition of this 
mission was designed to maintain the veil or dominant status of PWIs. HBCUs 
provide access to education “to underserved, high-risk, and low-income students” 
(p. 93), and Wershbale argued that HBCUs often lack resources and 
infrastructure to meet accreditation standards as compared to PWIs, and this 
disparity in resources trickles down to the college, school and departmental level 
at HBCUs. All situations are the same and one size does not fit all. Additionally, 
those holding dominant power in many of the departments hold deficit views of 
HBCUs because many faculty have come from conservatories or institutions with 
adequate resources and means to attract the best talent. 
Many HBCU music faculty uphold European approaches and traditions of 
teaching music, and therefore hold deficit views of the "those kids" or students 
who fail to meet their musical expectations. There is a veil that divides music 
faculty, formally trained music students, and those who learned music informally 
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on their own either at home or at a church. HBCUs and other classical music 
institutions have denied many potential students the opportunity to develop 
twoness, and as a result they have missed the opportunity to learn or expand the 
skills they developed outside of formal training. 
Through the 1920s, most HBCUs were founded and directed by White 
missionaries and they were modeled upon a "traditional liberal arts curricula" 
(Allen & Jewell, 2002). Before Brown v. Board of Education, the majority of 
African Americans attended HBCUs. Tension has always existed between 
African American access to higher education and the dominance of White, 
European values in the curriculum and structure of U.S. higher education—a 
tension that manifests in HBCU music programs. This structural veil is a 
symptom within the racial veil that already exists at the top of an oppressive 
system. I was fortunate to have parents who could afford to enroll me in formal 
music training at a young age. If it were not for this, I wonder if I would have this 
story to share, or would be writing this narrative with the same perspective had I 
not been fortunate to have some formal training foundations to steady me while I 
embraced my second-sight and twoness. 
Principles 7 - 9 
Hollywood Christian School Band and Basketball. Double-
consciousness metastasized into multiple-consciousnesses as a result of my 
matriculation at a private predominantly White Christian school. I had already 
developed second-sight and a sense of twoness, aware that in the Black 
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community I lived I was often perceived as “not Black enough” because I had a 
lighter complexion and because I was a preacher’s kid or church boy. On the first 
day that I attended a Christian school, I was called “Buckwheat,” a common 
racial slur, and was teased for having nappy red hair. The institutional “color line” 
of prejudice and perspective were made manifest at the Christian school through 
my classmates who often made microaggressive statements toward me. For 
example, they referred to my neighborhood as the “boonies” or “hood,” and they 
made comments about my hair and skin, my music, how “Black people 
worshiped in church,” and my Biblical first name Jorim found in Luke 3:29 that 
means he who exalts the Lord. One of my classmates even went as far as to 
brag about how his parents supported the KKK financially in a voice that was 
intentionally loud enough for me to hear. 
As I described in the narrative, my classmates had very affluent parents 
and were dropped off to school in luxury vehicles wearing designer clothing. I 
was fortunate to attend the school because my parents made the financial 
sacrifices to pay for tuition and to dress me in quality clothing that I was never 
embarrassed to wear. In band, most of the other student’s parents purchased 
their horns and they were shiny with stylish molded cases. My parents were only 
able to rent me an instrument that looked rusted due to the worn plating and case 
that had duct tape to hold it together. My experiences at a private Christian 
school through grades 5, 6, and 7 would show the veil of the most racism and 
confirmation of socio-economic differences that I would ever live through. 
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Christianity through the interpretation of man in so many ways erected the Bible 
and its scriptures as a great multifaceted veil to make excuses for racism, 
inequality and denying access. The only veil I learned to revere is the veil in the 
Tabernacle of the Old Testament of the Bible, which separated everyone from 
the presence of God (Exodus 26: 31-35). It is written in the Bible that this veil 
was permanently torn at the moment when Jesus sacrificed his life on the cross, 
which ended the separation of man from God (Matthew 27:50-52).  
Principles 10 - 11 
Norland High School Band MLK Parade and Playing Oboe at All-
County. Band director Kenneth Tolbert’s musical philosophy and teaching 
affected my formative years as a musician. Mr. Tolbert challenged the color line 
by insisting that the members of the band make consistent achievement as 
determined by the musical assessments of the dominate White European norms. 
As a result, I most certainly experienced double-consciousness especially when 
he encouraging us to refute the racial stereotypes of Black bands. Dale Thomas 
chronicled Mr. Tolbert’s accomplishments as a band director in Florida in his 
book A Band in Every School: Portraits of Historically Black School Bands in 
Florida (2008). In our lengthy interview, Alfred Watkins, who has had multiple 
dissertations written about his life as a great bandmaster (Samuels, 2009; 
Thomas, 2010), called Mr. Tolbert the greatest band director to ever graduate 
from FAMU. The story of the band performing in the Martin Luther King parade in 
Miami exposed where the double-consciousness of the veil and color line divides 
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the Black community within itself. The expectations held by the Black community 
for Black bands to dance and play instruments out of their designed 
characteristics, created tensions between the community and Mr. Tolbert’s desire 
for the band to maintain the highest standards. Mr. Tolbert showed evidence of 
struggle with his double-consciousness in the way he operated his band 
programs. 
 I experienced double-consciousness as principal oboist for the Miami 
Dade All-County Band when the second and third chair players derided me 
before hearing me play because I was Black, did not own an oboe, did not have 
private lessons, and had store-purchased reeds. What is ironic is that I won the 
principal oboe seat playing behind a “veil Curtain” where I was heard and not 
seen. It was musical disembodiment. The other oboe players selected behind me 
could not hear through the veil and only saw a tall Black kid with a Dade-County 
issued oboe with an ugly serial number engraved on the wood.  
Principles 12 - 19 
 Rejection from FSU Composition and ESM Conducting Programs. 
Structural inequity materialized through the color line shutting me out from my 
dream to formally study composition and to become a film composer and 
conductor. The veil that worked to prevent me from studying composition is 
evident in the statements of the gatekeepers at Florida State who stated that I did 
not have a “credible” composition teacher and did not receive the “proper 
training” from the HBCU I attended as an undergraduate. Later, I would apply to 
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study conducting at ESM and a similar rejection came in the form of an email 
from the professor of conducting saying that my conducting was “unlike theirs.”  
Both rejections came without the opportunity to present or demonstrate fully my 
competencies or my body of work, which demonstrates the overwhelmingly 
negative perceptions that those in dominant institutions hold in regards to HBCU 
music programs. As institutions of the dominant culture both maintained the 
structural color line by delivering denials through communication in person or in 
writing that show evidence that my work was not heard or was completely 
misrecognized behind multiple veils hanging like curtains or scrims on a stage. 
However, despite these rejections, I was able to create opportunities for multiple 
public performances of my compositions and had conducting opportunities where 
I would garner public endorsements and approval from both the Black community 
and dominant culture. In this case, the one-way mirror becomes a distorted audio 
speaker and recorder with those on the dominate side of the veil hearing only 
their perceptions of the racialized recordings. 
 As was demonstrated in the narrative, I had enough formal training in 
music to understand the veil; however, this education was still insufficient as I 
attempted to navigate through the dominate power structures to gain access to a 
graduate education. Palmer (2011) wrote, “a variety of factors can play a role in 
who gains access to a particular institution and program, including but not limited 
to (a) socioeconomic status, (b) test scores, (c) race, (d) gender, and (e) cultural 
expectations (i.e., “accepted” music styles)” (p. 2).  Interestingly, Palmer also 
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emphasized that African Americans need role models to be successful. Yet I had 
role models such as Kenneth Tolbert, Julian White, William P. Foster, and Alfred 
Watkins and still did not get admitted to the programs I wanted. But, maybe 
admission into a particular graduate program is not the primary indicator of future 
success. In any case, many of the issues surrounding access to music education 
are the same issues found in regards to general access to higher education 
(Palmer, 2011, p. 5). Attaining a degree at a particular institution does not 
automatically qualify one for any position. Having occupied various positions in 
no way automatically qualifies one for any job. However, there is a systematic 
problem when the veil shuts out those qualified and exhibits quantifiable 
competencies from getting into "a position" of access to education or desired 
career. 
Principles 19 - 20 
Rejection, Persecution, And Backlash After the Death Of Robert 
Champion And The Resulting FAMU Job Offer. Academia is rightly the 
dominant power at HBCUs, but this power exposes tensions between academia 
and HBCU band programs. An “academic veil” can be seen within HBCU 
institutions where the band members and director experience double-
consciousness between the expectations of the cultural and public relations 
purpose of the band and the expectations of the music department. I navigated 
the color line in the band world as an HBCU graduate of FAMU. Graduating from 
FAMU garnered respect from the dominant culture allowing me access to 
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conversations of how the dominant culture really felt about the musicianship of 
HBCU bands. I refer to this phenomenon as FAMU privilege. This privilege did 
not work behind the veil, as not everyone in the dominant culture approved of the 
musicianship and teaching at HBCU FAMU. At first sight, FAMU is a Black 
school and I am Black, and so I exercised awareness of double-consciousness 
as to how I would be perceived on the outside. I was also battling how the 
dominant culture of campus or academic system would perceive me as a faculty 
member.  
After the hazing death of Robert Champion at Florida A&M University, 
HBCUs with marching band programs reacted in a manner that many HBCU 
band directors privately expressed frustration. They stated that administrators 
placed their bands under a verdict of guilty until proven innocent. I personally 
navigated a thicker veil of negative assumptions due to this incident because I 
was a FAMU graduate and FAMU drum major. The HBCU band directors felt that 
they were under unfair scrutiny and punishment for actions that took place at 
FAMU. The directors also expressed that many organizations on campus had 
real reported incidents of hazing and hazing related injury and death that did not 
garner the attention that HBCU bands were placed. Here again, the one-way 
mirror exposes more than the racial constructs originally intended where HBCU 
leadership reveal a fear and lack of understanding of HBCU band programs. 
Many HBCU leaders cited movies such as Drumline and TV shows like The 
Quad as if they were proper examples of HBCU band culture and not 
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entertainment hyperbola.  
It is common for HBCU band directors to maneuver behind multiple veils 
where they are separated from the opinions of their own departments, the 
perceptions of the institutional leaders, and the overarching dominant academic 
European music culture that they must navigate. As an HBCU band director, I 
have felt the pressure that comes with constantly living behind the veil and 
knowing that the dominant culture perceives me and my band negatively. In fear 
of retaliation and to maintain their employment, many of the HBCU band 
directors I have spoken share in anonymity that their time and work are not given 
the credit it should by their departments or institutions. The HBCU band directors 
believe they appear to have much power because they are commanding band 
programs that generate media attention and notoriety. But, in fact, they are 
powerless in their own departments because they are dominated by the 
European music ideology that holds a deficit view of marching band and wind 
band as a whole. Directors must, therefore, balance tensions between 
department colleagues and the admiration of higher administrators especially 
when jealousy rises due to the high demand for the marching band performance 
units instead of the other ensembles. The HBCU band directors with whom I 
have spoken reflect an additional “Academic veil” that denies them opportunity 
for promotion and tenure, dignity within their craft, and respect from their own 
colleagues.  
I was offered the FAMU band director job after the Robert Champion 
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incident but was rejected by the alumni community who wanted the assistant 
director at that time to be placed in that position. The FAMU administration at the 
time made it clear to me that they recognized that I had 13 years of experience 
as a director of bands and had built a program with few resources and with 
students who had far less talent than at FAMU. That position was titled “Director 
of Marching and Pep Bands,” which in the title was a clear demotion from the 
previous title of “Director of Bands,” the norm for band programs of the dominant 
culture. The Black community and FAMU community did not understand this and 
saw only the marching band as the “power” position. This rejection from my alma 
mater exposed a double-consciousness within me with both my alma mater, the 
academic community, and the HBCU community. The universal popularity of 
HBCU bands, dancers, and drumlines in public had blinded their communities, 
adding a thicker veil between the twoness in which these bands and band 
directors exist. 
In his book, Dr. Leonard C. Bowie incorrectly speculated about my 
decision to turn down the position at FAMU. He stated that: 
It had something to do with the previous state of autonomy in which Drs. 
Foster and White were able to function in the dual capacities as Director of 
Bands and Music Department Chair. Additionally, the search criteria 
mandated an additional administrative layer, a Departmental Compliance 




Bowie also stated that I was “recommended for the position, but declined 
the offer due to a dispute about the band director’s position in the structure of the 
music department” (loc 1120). This was not accurate, and it is important to point 
out that Dr. Bowie did not work at FAMU, was not there at the meeting, nor was 
in Florida at that time. After I turned down the position it was posted again in 
April, and the search committee invited only two finalists who were not among 
the first four finalists included in the original search. Having two new finalists 
showed that the academic veil was being exercised again because those in 
power clearly did not want Dr. Chipman to have any authority over the band. 
There was no consideration of the fact that Dr. Chipman had been running the 
band up to that point, was at that time a current member of the faculty, and had 
been a finalist during the round I was offered the position. I believe that those in 
power only saw Dr. Chipman as a member of the previous band staff who were 
associated with a hazing death. This placed him on the other side of the 
academic veil. 
Principles 19 - 20 
Rejection of My Conception Of Musicianship And The Hybrid Band 
Style At NCCU And Aftermath. As a director of bands at an HBCU, I 
recognized through second-sight that my students would face discrimination as 
gradates of an HBCU when they sought employment as a band director. 
Therefore, I seized the opportunity to  create a hybrid marching concept 
(traditional and corps-style) with pit-percussion to the marching ensemble to (a) 
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be open to all potential members of the band regardless of background, (b) 
present multiple musical and show options, and (c) provide experiences for 
music majors that would prepare and make them viable for employment at any 
program regardless of “style” of marching. Hybrid marching style was an 
opportunity for innovation and promotion of the university (see Appendix D). 
There were a small few who amplified their voices through social media to reject 
the new hybrid approach even though I did not see it as an attempt to abandon 
any of the HBCU traditions or “Blackness.”   
Even though I rejected FAMU’s offer and remained loyal to NCCU, the 
university rejected me and offered someone else my position while I was still 
occupying it. The aftermath of both the FAMU and NCCU situations seems to 
have caused a deeper level of concern for directors at HBCUs because to the 
date of this study, I am still asked about both. On a positive note, my students 
would have historical and memorable experiences in my bands at NCCU and 
later FSU, performing for President Barack Obama and FSU for President Bill 
Clinton just as I had as an undergraduate student at FAMU.  
In my tenure as a band director at two universities I saw a high rate of 
turnover for department chairs, chancellors, and presidents of HBCUs. On 
several occasions, chancellors resigned abruptly due to some alleged concern 
that raised questions about the HBCU’s stability and viability as a quality 
institution. Arguments have been made by HBCU opponents to discontinue the 
institutions due to inconsistent leadership, “eroding infrastructures, financial 
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insolvency, insufficient technology, increasing costs or enrollment and 
decreasing endowments” (Wershbale, 2010, p. 79). Wershbale stated that 
opponents of HBCUs believe that the Black institutions “substantially diminishes 
diversity initiatives at PWIs,” which openly erects the double-consciousness veil 
(Wershbale, 2010, p. 76). 
William Prescott (1983) wrote that there was a problem with the job 
preparation and turnover among university music department chairs and band 
directors. Although Prescott published in 1983, the issue of turnover is still 
relevant. Prescott’s study did not list any HBCUs in his study of 400 universities, 
but he did indicate that Blacks have a higher turnover rate than Whites (p. 34). 
While being a dated study, the study still provides insight into a systematic 
problem in terms of turnover in music positions at HBCUs. Consistency in 
leadership and position turnover is a constant issue at HBCUs causing issues 
with accreditation that “does not have a good effect of keeping people’s eyes on 
the task at hand” (Peeples, 2016). “When leadership changes at an HBCU, a lot 
of things change” (Peeples, 2016, p. 94). One respondent in my study, Dr. Kevin 
Jenkins in figure 110 of the University of Pennsylvania, stated how temporary 
leaders at HBCUs often make permanent decisions that become detrimental to 
the institution’s future. As I described in the narrative, a new chair and chancellor 
rejected me as band director and courted a replacement for me while I was still in 
the position. Within 12 to 18 months that chair was removed and the chancellor 
lost a battle with cancer. The veil of academia at HBCUs can stand as a steel 
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curtain and the revelries on either side often blur any chance of second sight.  








Getting brave enough to venture my own views was really what 
writing the book was all about" (Strouse, 1988, p. 190)  
 
Being misunderstood can be the most considerable frustration. Even when 
all of the information presented is factual and supported with evidence, or what 
we in the Black community call "receipts," the message can get lost as soon as it 
is read by someone else. In our current state of affairs, everything is instant. 
Most in our society do not read anything beyond a sentence, and regardless of 
how creative and captivating this narrative is written, reading is no longer an 
encouraged cornerstone of our society. And there is the fringe of our society that 
will believe a lie regardless of the facts presented because they have a hatred of 
a different point of view. 
I learned a lot about myself throughout this entire research process. Now I 
better understand the choices that I made as a band director. This study forced 
me to confront pain from the past and helped me to see that the music that I 
wrote was my response to heal. 
Your writing is interpretive; to pretend otherwise is to fool yourself 
but perhaps very few others. Nonetheless, the purpose of 
interpretivist research is generally to increase understanding, not 
to pass judgment. There may be a fine line between finding fault 
and finding meaning. Taking heed of this line is worthwhile. Tell 
the story from perspectives of your participants- most likely, you 
will have multiple versions to tell, which often include their 
evaluations of the merit and worth of a program or policy. (Glesne, 
2016, p. 238) 
 
Double-consciousness theory and its concepts of the veil, twoness, and 
second-sight might find a use for other persons of color and White people to 
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understand many motivations and actions of HBCU bands and their directors. 
The idea of "cranking," where certain HBCU bands play loud as they can beyond 
the characteristic tone colors of the instruments, as observed through the lens of 
twoness and second-sight gives a perspective into the mindset, educational 
background, and social demands that are the catalyst for this behavior, and why 
it is frowned on by the dominant culture. For Black bands that encourage this 
playing style, the veil works in reverse through the lens of double-consciousness. 
Band directors who encourage cranking do not need the gift of second-sight or 
twoness because they do not see the dominant power, given that their 
community and culture praise and promote this crank playing and associated 
behavior.  
Those in higher education would be wise to consider prospective students’ 
entire background and ability for admission. Graduate school music programs 
could view applicants for their programs being aware of Black students’ double-
consciousness and using their authority to remove the veil to recognize the 
potentials that Black students can offer. These graduate schools could also 
recognize the grit that HBCU students develop as an indicator of their ability to 
persevere and uplift regardless of circumstances. Black music educators from 
HBCUs could use the double-consciousness lens to be more self-aware of how 
they are perceived by groups in power so that they can present themselves in a 
manner that does not play into the negative stereotype. The double-
consciousness lens could also guide them to make decisions in teaching future 
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music educators. Teaching future educators how to recognize double-
consciousness and use it as a tool to make sense of their lived working situations 
would be invaluable. Students of these teachers will benefit from being 
encouraged to lift the veils and be proud of the church, home, school worlds that 
they come from. 
In sharing my personal story, I hope that it inspires future research. While 
literature on HBCU band programs has been slow to emerge, there is a great 
need for additional in-depth examination. A recent dissertation by Darryl Marc 
Singleton (2020), Black Band for Brown Students: A Cultural Relevant 
Pedagogy? is one of the most recent contributions to the literature.  
Unfortunately, a great portion of the literature on HBCU bands focuses on 
hazing. Here is a list of some of that literature: 
Jones, Jr. Thomas. (2014). The Role of A Servant-Leadership-Centered 
Approach on Preventing Hazing: A Focus On One Historically Black 
University Marching Band. 
 
Jones, A. (2001). CHAPTER Beyond the Fifth Quarter: The Influence of 
HBCU Marching Bands.  
 
Ware, D. (2009). Interviews With Sixteen Band Directors At Historically 
Black Colleges; Their Attitudes, Opinions, and Methods.  
 
Yates, D. (2013). Why Does Hazing Occur In Historically Black Colleges 
And Universities Bands in The United States of America. NAAAS 
Conference Proceedings, 710-737. 
 
There may be a need for studies that help to explore the bands on the 
other side of the veil that supposedly "don't play that well." It is important to find 
out who thinks that they “don't play that well” and who feels that they sound good 
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and why. Having a more nuanced understanding of such biases would allow for 
more direct conversations to occur about cultural expectations and reasons to or 
not to perpetuate them in practice.  
Further study is also needed to identify the structural causes of inequity in 
terms of resources for HBCUs and HBCU bands. I have often questioned why 
there are few orchestras at HBCUs and how additional research in this area is 
needed. HBCU choirs could also share this narrative as it sits within music 
education. Because the veil is a multifaceted concept in relation to HBCU bands, 
it is possible to create strategies to more effectively communicate the needs of a 
comprehensive band program to administrators, community, colleagues, and 
students. By understanding and countering structural causes of inequity and 
utilizing strategies to better communicate need, it may be more possible to 
eliminate funding barriers that keep HBCUs at a disadvantage as compared to 
PWIs. Finally, future research is also needed to examine band director's physical 
and mental health as it pertains to noise exposure, band-related injuries, work-life 
balance, hazing, and the counseling of students with mental health issues or 
traumatic past or current experiences.  
This dissertation brings to light my story as an HBCU band student and 
band director offering a view into the HBCU band world without the hyperbolic 
perspectives as seen in the media. I hope that this study will open a conversation 
about the missing narrative of HBCU bands and their directors. As only one 
person, I could never be the voice to speak for the entire group, but I hope this 
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autoethnography will serve as a catalyst to open doors for the voices of other 
HBCU band directors to be heard. 
As a researcher and writer, my examples on the identity crisis of 
my life, struggles, and conflicts as a researcher will help facilitate 
a successful research journey to lead educators and researchers 
with a critical lens to perceive the researcher self through a variety 






My Storage is Empty 
Lord, I’m Available to You. Use me LORD 
By Carlis Moody Jr. 
 
VERSE: 
You gave me my hands to reach out to men  
To show him your love and your perfect plan  
You gave me my ears I can hear your voice so clear  
I can hear the cries of sinners, but can I wipe away their tears  
 
VERSE: 
You gave me my voice to sing your Word  
To sing all your praises to those who've never heard  
But with my eyes I see Your need for more availability 
I see hearts that has been broken, so many people to be free.  
 
CHORUS: 
Lord I'm available to You. My will I give to You. 
I'll do what You say do. Use me Lord  
To show someone the way, and enable me to say 
My storage is empty, and I am available to You 
 
VERSE: 
Now I'm giving back to You, all the tools You gave to me.  
My hands, my ears, my voice, my eyes; so You can use them as You 
please.  
I have emptied out my cup, So that You can fill me up  
Now I'm free and I just want to be more available to You.  
 
Bridge: 
Use me Lord to show someone the way and enable me to say-My storage 












Post Credit Scenes to “MARVEL” 
 
Social media has become the amplified megaphone for the hateful and inept few. 
It has become the primary information source for the ‘critical thinking disabled 
masses.’ 
 
Tweets are the new “sheets.” 
 
After A trailer for Star Wars Episode 7 was released, I had this inspiration 
to write. The internet was in an uproar with some fans opposed to the 
casting of English actor John Boyega, a Black man of Nigerian parents, as 
a stormtrooper. He appeared in the trailer as a Storm Trooper in White 
armor and when he removed his White helmet, it revealed that he was 
indeed a Black man. "Storm Troopers are White," and accusations that 
Disney (the owner of Star Wars through its purchase of Lucasfilm in 2012) 
was acting like a "SJW" (social justice warrior) spread through many social 
media comment threads like a virus. During this time, the Black Lives 
Matter movement (not organization) and other activists spoke out 
addressing the issue of Black men being unjustly killed. As a huge Star 
Wars fan, I began to journal: 
 
Snowflakes in the Comments Below 
The real “fake news?” it lies, cunning like a FOX 
Rarely any facts, images to anger, the news is Faux 
Not fair or balanced, blinding its base, got them on lock 
“They deserved it!” Criminal! thug! this nigger deserved to go 
Some believe that judge jury and execution is the justice  
“one less nigger” one last breath. But it’s JUST US. 
 
One side can scream to lock her up 
Another, take a knee protest in peace  
Violent and destructive Riots?? I do NOT agree! 
Is this okay when we feel no one hears our pleas? 
Again? “But it keeps happening!” READ all of this to the end, yes, it is sad. 
YEP! Again! by the time you get to the end there will be another “hashtag.” 
 
What happens if they say “injun” for Indian or call your mom a hoe 
For every social media post there is always a [deplorable] response in tow 
Hatred flams a virtual burning cross fueled by tweets –[the new sheets] they glow 





After another slain Black man at the hand of IN-Just US 
or a simple announcement, press release, what’s the fuss? 
of a Black actor cast as Annie, Storm Trooper, Little Mermaid, 
OUTRAGE 
Three letters - SJW is a four letter word. Fear of those speaking up. 
Just read the comments below. 
 
If you speak up? 
SNOWFLAKE! 
Just read the comments below 
Nigger, Faggot, Dyke, Chink, Jew! And then they click- 
Submit 
Snowflakes? Offended? 
Just read the comments below. 
 
Online sometimes, you can see it snow 
Fueled by a few fanning flames, the hatred grows 
A few Snowflakes plie up you know. 
They melt in dirty piles of mud, still snow. 
Comments pile up! polarizing! relentless THROES  
THOSE trolls are the comments below! 
 
Writing that screams in my head is ALL CAPS read 
RED, in a pool of blood, again, someone is dead. 
In every post, there is a counter 
Not for facts, only to be louder 
In hopes to drown out any tamed voice 
The agenda here? There is no choice! 
 
Everyone has an opinion ON-LINE 
One line often at times JUST Lyin’ 
It should be my way, and my way is right 
If you don't agree, I say we just fight 
 
The [dim]wits of a “Twitt” thumb types instant rapid-fire ignorance 
-a fool’s opinions are taken as facts, all from thumb writing liars  
blocking gives them power, anger RALLYS up belligerence 
AGAIN? riots fire up the ‘Woke,’ MAKE it GREAT and Climate deniers 
 
But how dare you get factual information 
Speak out, Protest, Stand strong.  talk loud - strong 
How dare you take a stand, just shut up, go back to the plantation 
even if your forefathers helped build, you don’t belong 
even if they fought for this land, the color of skin measures one’s rights 
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Take the shots! and get over it says the cowards, they “type” their fights 
So Weak. Dim. Shallow, No Chill. All Hype no bite 
 
Coded words rally frenzied crowds beyond absurd 
When stirred in hateful smells, they would follow a turd. 
 
Offense spinning lies 
Defense hiding cries 
Truth, the news hides 
Facts gone, no one denies 
 
It's okay for unarmed men to die. Facts and stats don't lie. 
I have friends. Young, Black, White? A few who would die. 
 
I must digress, in all the comments to digest 
When it's right in our face, this thing called race 
The invisible plore, the indomitable foe 
It takes center space despite one's place 
 
So many try to deny it and say it does not exist 
Stating history is a lie, and "that was the past" they insist 
Equity and equality two different things 
His shows where lives were physically and mentally killed 
The uphill battle of just trying to level the playing field. 
 
You SNOWFLAKE! Silence! Who cares what you observed! 
Needing permission to state truth, or express what's absurd? 
How dare you speak. This is deserved! Don't say another word. 
Shut Up! I Can’t Breathe! Shots fired! DEAD, - justice served 
 
When a Young man killed be it nonviolent guilt or innocence 
Their words, "that's something deserved." Light candles, Burn Incense. 
Take it! Don't say a word for these “thugs” or speak out on social disaster 
They will call it, Reverse racism, socialism, shut up! - And obey Master! 
 
It's a “race” that is so “critical” that implies RACING to this “theory” - 
- is required as a lens to criticize racism, - but no one hears me. 
The anger can swell as we see "The Faces at the bottom of the Well" 
Long ago enlightened, challenged and affirmed by the late Derrick Bell 
If there was one way to dispel? Nah, hate thrives, send em' all to Hell. 
 
Athletes only "athletic" and disgraced because of their "play of the game" 
Never stated “intelligent” or "graceful,” Get Up! Shut up! just play ball! 
Get off your knee? the disdain of their fame and slander of their name. 
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Silent knee? “you should be grateful to make all that money, say nothing at all! 
 
Some say it doesn't exist. But it's only those who persist. 
Through ignorance, incompetence or fear of lost power 
Maybe we should ask, "would you prefer we not exist?" 
But, knowing their weakness is numbers, they would cower. 
 
But if you still insist, that race does not exist. kiss my behind! 
If you persist, that we all can and should be colorblind 
If you really believe that equality and equity are the same. 
If you find no fault in boy, nigger, thug, …Blackman called out their name- 
 
You have no sentient substance, and your morals are low. 
If racism doesn't exist, find a current issue that's known. 
No need to look for microaggressions, because true faces have shown. 
Racist are real; the hatred is deep. If you don't believe me, read the comments 
below. 
 
How dare you protest! how dare you speak! The average Joe. 
They want you silent. Now. Feels like he struck a blow... 
I Can’t Breathe…here we go again, you already know 
Just read…The comments below. 
 
If there is ever anything you really want to know, 
just go online and read the comments below. 
Hmmm 
You have an opinion. Well, in this case, you are not and never will be entitled to 
one. 
 
Snowflakes? Here we are at the end, ANOTHER HASHTAG. 
You can always tell what people really do not know. 
Of all the ignorance and profound incompetence, 





Who are YOU to Lie To? 
 “It still exists,” I write in a post on Facebook about a racist incident that 
happened to me and my band that included a confederate flag license plate 
being thrown at me (see Figure 110). When it comes to race, and I hear 
cowardly, ignorantly misinformed individuals state who they are colorblind, 
“racism is a myth,” or “get over it,” that person specifically does not get to tell me 
how I should feel or what and how I should say something. I am not and never 
will be the Black person who speaks about real lived racist experiences in a 
narrative to make you feel comfortable or dismisses race altogether. Some Black 
people may not have ever experienced racism in their personal space; good for 
you, but I did. The most dangerous individuals in any society are those who are 
ignorant, wantonly misinformed, and consumed with hatred. Quick to say 
something is fake, call one story a lie while regurgitating meaningless rhetoric 
only to win an argument and silence voices instead of unearthing the truth. This 
incident happened in Boon, North Carolina, in 2010. I and chapter brothers of 
Kappa Kappa Psi had an incident in Boon, North Carolina in 1994 while were at 
the Southeastern District Convention. A lie? Hoax? To those who often discredit 
voices of persons telling their truth, I quote my high school band director Kenneth 
Tolbert who often said, “to thine own self be true...  WHO ARE YOU TO LIE TO?” 
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4 Tha’ Black Folk Riff or Rift! 
Riff 256 was an original composition for the marching band intended to be 
an anthem for stadium fans. It became a popular piece for the band to play in the 
stands ironically before the start of the FOURTH quarter. Students began raising 
their fists symbolically for this song and renamed it “for the Black Folk in unison 
with the FOUR note motive that I sneak in every arrangement and composition 
as a musical easter egg since I began composing. The song hints at other charts 
and artists but maintains its uniqueness. It is simple but hints at some 
intentionally meaningful harmonic and rhythmic complexities that many never 
knew. To me, music should have profound meaning when written for a specific 
purpose. This short chart is my “QUARTAL CONSCIOUSNESS” in sound, music, 










Fanfare, Choral and Allelujah 
This autoethnography was constructed with the aid of many multimedia, 
image scans, concert programs, letters, music compositions, notes, and pictures 
to inform and inspire. These artifacts curated for this study are located in 
Appendix J. The words of the HYMN to the Marching Sound Machine were 
highlighted early on in this study. My original score setting for wind band 
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BLOG
I’M BETTER THAN YOU!: The
Elitist Mentality Of
Music Educators
BY ERNEST STACKHOUSE ON NOVEMBER 29, 2017FEBRUARY
10, 2018
2017 is not done with us yet! JUST when we thought we had
braved the worst of this miserable year and had finally reached
the home stretch where nothing other than Russian investigations
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THE QUINCY HILLIARD INTERVIEW
(https://www.facebook.com/nbhaymer/videos/10216026259388
514/)
To be fair to Mr. Hilliard, someone who I’ve garnered a lot of
respect for over the years, the context of his statements are not
adequately represented here. The questions that were asked or the
full conversation that was had (without editing) is not represented
in the video. I would love to sit down with Mr. Hilliard and hear
an explanation of his comments. However, the overall
understanding of the video, as published, is “troubling” to say the
least. Surely, a music educator of Quincy Hilliard’s stature would
not be so limited in his understanding of marching band to
purposely make such vague and generalized statements as
witnessed in this video.
I’ll address a few of Mr Hilliard’s more controversial statements:
Q. Hilliard: “A Majority of the black schools are doing more of a dance
(Southern or Grambling type style) marching.” 
I guess I’ll start with “dance marching”. Mr. Hilliard, there is no
style of march defined as “dance marching”. There are several
styles of which I detailed in this article
(https://blockusup.com/2017/04/26/i-despise-the-term-show-
band/). I highly recommend you review it. The style that I believe
you are referring to is known as “Big 10 Style” and/or
“Traditional Style”. It involves a knee lift as opposed to the rolling
of the feet in Corp marching. I was baffled at how little you
seemed to know about Traditional Style but you possess such a
negative opinion about EVERY band within the style. I would
suggest that you not paint every band with the same brush. In my
17 years of doing this, I’ve seen great Traditional programs and
great Corp programs. I’ve also seen bad Traditional bands and bad
Corp bands. I’ve never understood why the elite minded people
in our profession always box EVERY “black” program into one
box like they are all the same. However Corp programs enjoy the
freedom to “suck independently”… If one corp band is trash it has
no effect on every other band that marches the style. If one
Traditional band is horrible, in the eyes of people like you, they
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Q. Hilliard: Those kids don’t play that well. So they couldn’t get into
my university if they tried.”  
So I assume you are saying all students in “black bands” don’t
play well. This is the most insane thing I’ve read since the last
Trump tweet. How did you assess the musicianship of every kid
in every black band? What measure did you use?  Surely someone
of your significance and importance to music education would not
make such a blanketed statement. Mr. Hilliard, What makes you
think students from traditional programs can not attend “your
university” if they tried? I’m sure your comments were very
upsetting to those students who fit that description:
 
 Q. Hilliard: “There’s nothing that’s keeping them back except, them
being taught (if you’re going to be in a predominantly black situation) if
they taught the correct skills and proper tone and technique, of which I
try to tell them, instead of being able to only go to two universities they
will have the entire gambit to audition for and go to.” 
Mr. Hilliard, I know you have colleagues and students who are
directors and/or faculty members at schools you describe as
“black situations”. Are you saying these people are not teaching
their students basic musicianship? The theory, ear training,
history, and form taught to majors at HBCUs is somehow lesser
than what’s taught at PWIs? When these former students pass
their state mandated certification exams to become educators like
you and I, do they STILL not measure up to your lofty
expectations? What about when they go on to graduate programs
at schools that aren’t “predominately black situations” is it then
that they have proven themselves in your eyes?
Q. Hilliard: “I don’t think, in the band world, that I can remember any
publisher ever discriminating against me. If they didn’t want my piece of
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money… And they do everybody like that… black and white by the
way.”
This statement by itself, is totally legitimate. But in the context in
which you are using it, it becomes deeply concerning. You seem to
suggest that no discrimination against minorities exists in music
publishing. That’s a heck of a suggestion to throw out there
considering studies have proven discrimination exists within most
american institutions in some form. Your thinking seems to be the
mindset of those individuals that don’t believe something
happens just because it has never happened to them…  For
example, there is no police brutality against minorities because it
has never happened to me. I am truly glad that you have never
experienced discrimination in any form as a minority
composer/arranger. However, just because you’ve never been
discriminated against does not mean it doesn’t happen.
Mr. Hilliard you are an accomplished composer/arranger. I’ve
played your material on several occasions and have become a fan
of your work. However, I can not stand by quietly as you unjustly
belittle and insult an entire group of music educators and
students. In good conscious, I can no longer support your
business until a full apology is given for the devastating
comments you delivered against many hardworking music
educators and their hardworking students in “predominantly
black situations”. You seem to not prefer the traditional style of
march, and that’s perfectly fine, everyone is entitled to their own
tastes and opinions. However, negatively labeling an entire group
of music educators and students as musically inept is wrong. As a
rule we should refrain from projecting generalizations on an entire
group without data to support the claims we make. As a
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Reply to the interview from Dr.
Nathan B. Haymer – Dir. of Bands
Southern University
“My first thoughts were to let this issue slide, then I thought about what
I owe The African-American community in the position that I hold.
Especially when you have a professor teaching ignorance at an
institution of higher education. Here you have an African-American
composer that works at a predominantly white institution downing
Southern University and Grambling State University, two places that he
has no knowledge of by defining our Marching style as “dance march”.
Dr. Hilliard, Our Marching Style Is traditional, which is The American
Marching style. Corps style originated in Europe. Furthermore, America
has been “white washed” They taught us how to hate ourselves and the
only way to have credibility and validity is to go through them. Music,
the major scale system and minor scale system, the pentatonic scale, and
the piano was all invented in Africa. Jazz is also a black invention, now
you have white people, who initially hated it and said it wasn’t real
music, teaching it to us. I thank God that I went to an HBCU. It is
important that we support each other because SOME blacks in
predominantly white institutions are taught to turn their nose up at us.
This is why I do not go to their workshops and festivals. I can’t play their
game. These are same institutions that profits hundreds of millions of
dollars a year off of our athletes. Dr. Hilliard goes on to state that most
students in predominately black high schools in the state of Louisiana
cannot make it into “his“ university, which is the University of
Louisiana at Lafayette. Tell me how much notoriety does their band
have? Their marching band is mediocre and their concert bands are
nothing to write home about! Yes he is a nationally known composer
especially for music for young bands but his music is like steak with no
seasoning. Before you attempt to down our community, Look in the
mirror for the person who you really are and not what you think you are.
I have ZERO respect for people like him. I have students in my band who
could play circles around anyone at the university of Louisiana at
Lafayette. Case closed. For the record, we have students that come from
predominantly white high schools as well (I was one of them). We even
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BLACK BANDS, GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY, 
HBCU BANDS, NATHAN HAYMER, QUINCY HILLIARD, 
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY, TRADITIONAL STYLE
1 Comment
1. Keavon Runnels says:
 November 30, 2017 at 8:05 am
Prof Haymer was totally justified in his defense. I was shocked
by Dr. Hilliard’s comments. By saying schools like Grambling
and Southern, I felt as if he was referring to all HBCUs. Maybe
Dr. Hilliard hasn’t experienced discrimination, but many
musicians and fellow directors like myself experience have,
Just last year I took my band to area marching contest and a
conversation occured along the lines of “Why are they here?
When did UIL become equal opportunity?” That is
discrimination. I work at an inner city school with limited
funding, therefore many of our students can’t afford
instruments. We do what we can, buy used secondhand
instruments. At the end of the day I teach and there are many
just like me. We probably will never score the same as our
Caucasian counterparts because they have better equipment,
but I can guarantee my kids can play just as well.
Shout out to Prof. Haymer for defending the high ideals and
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Informed Consent Letter with Statement, Purpose and Protocol Questions. 
 






You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Jorim Edgar Reid Sr.   Your selection as a 
possible participant in this study is because you are currently or were formally a college band director, 
currently or were an Historically Black College and University Band (HBCU) director or faculty member, a 
current or former band director at any level, a former band director of the investigator, had a significant 
impact on my life and career, a former student of mine, or an administrator, family member, close friend, 
influencer, or mentor. 
 
The purpose of this autoethnographic study is to elucidate the personal lived experiences of a band 
director and how they catalyzed to develop nationally recognized programs at two HBCUs.  The study will 
document cultural and socioeconomic trials as well as challenges to make transparent racial inequality 
and inequity as it impacts 1) the academic and musical quality of HBCU band programs, 2) raises 
questions regarding access to resources, 3) elicits larger and more complex questions related to race and 
culture, and 4) the personal experiences of the director may have contributed to the phenomena of 
building these programs. 
 
Please read all of the information provided with care.  If you have any questions regarding anything that 
you do not understand, do not hesitate to ask before deciding whether or not to participate.  You make 
take as much time as you need to read and complete this informed consent statement.  A copy of this 
form will be given to you. 
 
INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY 
 
Should you voluntarily participate in this study, you will be requested to do the following: 
 
1.    At least one interview (in person, phone, Skype, FaceTime, Zoom, or written responses) about your 
experiences with the band, HBCU bands, HBCUs, impact on the investigator, possible impacts or the 
investigators work, and relationship with the investigator.  Interviews will last approximately 30 to 90 
minutes.  Should you choose NOT to be recorded, you can still participate.  
2.    Complete this form. 
 
All of the interviews will be recorded digitally and be stored on a Secure BusLink AES Cipher Shield Hard 
Drive that requires a Cipher Sheild Key to access in addition to an encrypted Code.  The recordings will 
be transcribed. 
 
Do you wish to be identified by name in the publication resulting from this study? YES/NO 
 




There are no known risks for this study.  Loss of confidentiality is a potential risk.  Should you feel 
uncomfortable or experience anxiety or discomfort, you may stop the interview at any time.  You are not 
obligated to answer any question that makes you feel uncomfortable. You can choose to stop 
participating at any time and any information collected can be redacted. 
 
BENEFITS 
There are no benefits for this study for participants.  This study could work to provide an affirming and 







Should you wish to be anonymous and identified by a pseudonym in the publication resulting from this 
study, any information that is collected and can be identified with you will remain confidential and only 
disclosed with your consent. 
 
All confidential data will be stored on a Secure BusLink AES Cipher Shield Hard Drive that requires a 
Cipher Sheild Key to access in addition to an encrypted Code. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Should you have any questions or concerns about the study processor procedures or experience any 
adverse effects from participating in this study, you may contact Jorim Edgar Reid Sr. at email 
jreid@bu.edu or phone (919) 423 – 2264 or Dr. Tawnya Smith at email tdsmith7@bu.edu or phone (617) 
353 - 8794.  Any other questions regarding your rights as a participant or any other concerns, contact the 
Boston University IRB by email at irb@bu.edu or telephone (617) 358 – 6116. 
 
PARTICIPATION 
You may decline participation in this study without any penalty.  Study participation is voluntary.  Should 
you decide not to participate at any time, you can withdraw without penalty. 
 
CONSENT 
I have read the above information.  I have received a copy of this form.  I agree to participate in this study.  
I understand that I can still participate in this study even if I do not wish to be recorded or identified by 
name. 
 

















Interview Protocols for Autoethnography of an HBCU Director of Bands 
 
Band Director Interview Questions: University and College (current and retired including my 
former living band directors) 
1. How long have you been a band director? 
2. How long have you been at your current positions? 
3. Did you attend an HBCU and participate in the band? If so, can you discuss your 
experiences? 
4. Can you explain your career including previous positions or occupations? 
5. Why and how did you decide to become a university band director at an HBCU? Was this 
intentional or a conscious choice? 
6. How would you describe in your own words the purpose and mission of both HBCUs and 
HBCU band programs that have marching bands? 
7. What are appropriate indicators of the quality of HBCU band programs? Are these indicators 
the same for PWI band programs? 
8. What factors do you consider are indicators of the quality of an HBCU marching band? Are 
these factors the same for PWI marching band? 
9. Do you perceive any inequalities and inequities in HBCU band programs? 
10. Do you remember when we met and what do you recall? 
11. What is your history with me? 
12. What were you doing in your life and career when our paths crossed? 
13. Do you believe that you and/or your work had any impact on me? 
14. Did I have any effect on you? 
15. Describe an HBCU band program in your own words. 
16. Is there anything that you would like to discuss regarding HBCUs? 
17. Is there anything that you would want to talk regarding HBCU bands? 
18. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU band programs? 
19. What are your views on the quality of HBCU music Programs? 




21. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU concert bands? 
22. Is there anything else that you would like to add or discuss? 
Band Director Interview Questions: High School and Middle School including former directors 
1. How long have you been a band director? 
2. How long have you been at your current positions? 
3. Did you attend an HBCU and participate in the band? If so, can you discuss your 
experiences? 
4. Can you explain your career including previous positions or occupations? 
5. Why and how did you decide to become a band director at an HBCU? Was this intentional or 
a conscious choice? 
6. How would you describe in your own words the purpose and mission of both HBCUs and 
HBCU band programs that have marching bands? 
7. What are appropriate indicators of the quality of HBCU band programs? Are these indicators 
the same for PWI band programs? 
8. What factors do you consider are indicators of the quality of an HBCU marching band? Are 
these factors the same for PWI marching band? 
9. Do you perceive any inequalities and inequities in HBCU band programs? 
10. Do you remember when we met and what do you recall? 
11. What is your history with me? 
12. What were you doing in your life and career when our paths crossed? 
13. Do you believe that you and/or your work had any impact on me? 
14. Did I have any effect on you? 
15. Describe an HBCU band program in your own words. 
16. Is there anything that you would like to discuss regarding HBCUs? 
17. Is there anything that you would want to talk regarding HBCU bands? 
18. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU band programs? 
19. What are your views on the quality of HBCU music Programs? 
20. What are your perspectives on the variety of HBCU Marching bands? 




22. Is there anything else that you would like to add or discuss? 
       Former Student Interview Questions 
1. Are you a current or former student and how long were you or have you been in my band 
program? 
2. How long have you been a student or at your current positions? 
3. Did you always plan to attend an HBCU and participate in the band? If so, can you discuss? 
4. Can you explain your major or current positions or occupations? 
5. Why and how did you decide to join my band program? Was this intentional or a conscious 
choice? 
6. How would you describe in your own words the purpose and mission of both HBCUs and 
HBCU band programs that have marching bands? 
7. What are appropriate indicators of the quality of HBCU band programs? Are these indicators 
the same for PWI band programs? 
8. What factors do you consider are indicators of the quality of an HBCU marching band? Are 
these factors the same for PWI marching band? 
9. Do you remember when we met and what do you recall? 
10. What is your history with me? 
11. What were you doing in your life when our paths crossed? 
12. Do you believe that you and/or your work had any impact on me? 
13. Did I have any effect on you? 
14. Describe an HBCU band program in your own words. 
15. Is there anything that you would like to discuss regarding HBCUs? 
16. Is there anything that you would want to talk regarding HBCU bands? 
17. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU band programs? 
18. What are your views on the quality of HBCU music Programs? 
19. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU Marching bands? 
20. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU concert bands? 
21. Do you perceive any inequalities and inequities in HBCU band programs? 




23. Is there anything else that you would like to add or discuss? 
Administrators, Supervisors, Faculty and Former Teachers Interview Questions 
1. How long have you been in your profession? 
2. How long have you been at your current position? 
3. Did you attend an HBCU and participate in the band? If so, can you discuss your 
experiences? Did you supervise a band or music department? 
4. Can you explain your career including previous positions or occupations? 
5. What is your familiarity with HBCU band programs? 
6. How would you describe in your own words the purpose and mission of both HBCUs and 
HBCU band programs that have marching bands? 
7. What are appropriate indicators of the quality of HBCU band programs? Are these indicators 
the same for PWI band programs? 
8. What factors do you consider are indicators of the quality of an HBCU marching band? Are 
these factors the same for PWI marching band? 
9. Do you remember when we met and what do you recall? 
10. What is your history with me? 
11. What were you doing in your life and career when our paths crossed? 
12. Do you believe that you and/or your work had any impact on me? 
13. Did I have any effect on you? 
14. Describe an HBCU band program in your own words. 
15. Is there anything that you would like to discuss regarding HBCUs? 
16. Is there anything that you would like to talk regarding HBCU bands? 
17. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU band programs? 
18. What are your views on the quality of HBCU music Programs? 
19. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU Marching bands? 
20. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU concert bands? 
21. Is there anything else that you would like to add or discuss? 






Family, Close Friends, Mentors, and Influencers Interview Questions 
1. What is your relationship with me? 
2. How long have you known me? 
3. How long have you been at your current position? 
4. Did you attend an HBCU and participate in the band? If so, can you discuss your 
experiences? Did you supervise a band or music department? 
5. Can you explain your career including previous positions or occupations? 
6. What is your familiarity with HBCU band programs? 
7. How would you describe in your own words the purpose and mission of both HBCUs and 
HBCU band programs that have marching bands? 
8. Do you remember when we met and what do you recall? 
9. What is your history with me? 
10. What were you doing in your life and career when our paths crossed? 
11. Do you believe that you and/or your work had any impact on me? 
12. Did I have any effect on you? 
13. Describe an HBCU band program in your own words. 
14. Is there anything that you would like to discuss regarding HBCUs? 
15. Is there anything that you would want to talk regarding HBCU bands? 
16. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU band programs? 
17. What are your views on the quality of HBCU music Programs? 
18. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU Marching bands? 
19. What are your perspectives on the quality of HBCU concert bands? 
20. Is there anything else that you would like to add or discuss? 
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Kenneth R Tolbert Jorim,  You are one 
of the best students I taught thats on 
asax,oboe piano or Drummagor always 
from the heart.200%  God bless you and 
your family.I'm so very proud of 
you.  VayanCondios Kentolbert 
11:03pm ·  
 
Kenneth R Tolbert Jorim,  I HOPE 
THINGS ARE OK,JUST CHECKING ON 


















September 24, 2009 
 
Mr. Jorim Edgar Reid, Band Director 
North Carolina Central University Marching Sound Machine 
1801 Fayetteville Street 
Durham, North Carolina 27707 
 
Dear Mr. Reid, 
Congratulations!  On behalf of the Pasadena Tournament of Roses Association’s 2011 
President, Jeff Throop, and the Board of Directors, it gives me great pleasure as 
Chairman of the Music Committee to extend this invitation to North Carolina Central 
University Marching Sound Machine to participate in the 122nd Tournament of Roses 
Parade, Saturday, January 1, 2011 in Pasadena, California. 
The Tournament of Roses has selected the North Carolina University Marching Band to 
participate in “America’s New Year’s Celebration,” because of your band’s excellent 
musical talents, entertainment value, performance skills, efforts, and your outstanding 
directorship.  Imagine having an experience of a lifetime as you march down Orange 
Grove and Colorado Boulevards in front of one million cheering spectators and an 
international television audience exceeding 40 million. 
Enclosed is the “Acceptance of Invitation” form.  Please review its basic policy terms, 
then acknowledge your acceptance by signing and returning the form to my attention by 
email (drstacyhouser@sbcglobal.net) or to my direct fax number (626-447-6801) by 
Thursday, October 1, 2009.  We need your confirmation to secure your participation 
otherwise we will need to fill the position with another band. 
Once we receive your acceptance, we will provide you with additional materials and 
information on all aspects of the Parade.  You will receive a hard copy of the Band 
Directors Manual and a welcome packet inviting you to join us in this year’s Incoming 
Band Director’s Festivities.  We recommend you arrive for the incoming festivities 
December 28, 2009 as the events will begin on December 29th and end with the parade 
on January 1st, 2010.  
The Music Committee will assign a liaison to assist you, in the upcoming year, to 
address your Rose Parade planning needs, policies, and procedural matters.  Until you 
are assigned a liaison please feel free to contact me. 
Again, Congratulations and Welcome!  We look forward to working with you throughout 
the next year. 
Most Sincerely, 
Dr. Stacy Houser 
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The N.C. Central University Marching Sound Machine has grown to 200 members under Jorim Reid's
leadership. When he took it over in 2001, it had 32 members.
BY ERIC FERRERI - STAFF WRITER
Tags: news
DURHAM -- Two years into his tenure as N.C. Central University's band director, Jorim Reid reached a
milestone in 2003 when he convinced the university to part with $60,000 for new band uniforms.
Though the band had been formally outfitted at times in the past, it had not for years. The band, tiny at 32
members when he took it over in 2001, had been performing in wind suits, humbling when compared to
larger, more decked-out bands from other universities.
Some band members wept when they opened the boxes.
"Some said they slept in their
uniforms," Reid remembers.
The uniform purchase was one
of several key moments in the
progression of the NCCU
Marching Sound Machine under
Reid's leadership, a slow slog
that culminated in November with
the band's invitation to the
Tournament of Roses Parade
next year.
The Rose Bowl, one of college
football's preeminent bowl
games, is considered "The
Granddaddy of 'em all." For Reid,
a coveted invitation to its parade in Pasadena, Calif., is a crowning achievement. The parade is considered
part of the holy trinity of accomplishments for marching bands, along with an invitation to the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade and the John Philip Sousa Foundation's Sudler Trophy given each year to the top
college or university band in the nation.
The parade invite was an unlikely goal in 2001 when Reid took over a band program on a shoestring budget
with little support. The $13,000 budget had to fund the Marching Sound Machine and the pep and
symphonic bands. There was little in the way of facilities and there still isn't; Reid's is a rare college band
$2.95 Shipping





Family: Mother, Rose Reid; father, Edgar Reid
Age: 36
Born: Gary, Ind.
Education: Bachelor's degree in music (piano major), Florida A&M
University; master's degree in music, Florida State University
Current position: Director of Bands, N.C. Central University since 2001
Professional experience: K-12 music teacher, piano salesman
First instrument: Guitar, at age 5
Instruments played: piano, oboe, saxophone, drums
Musicians in the family: Mother sings gospel and plays clarinet and
classical piano; father sings and plays guitar
Similar Stories:
NCCU band to march in Pasadena
NCCU band to march in Rose Bowl parade
NCCU band comes up roses
Band's trip to Calif. crowns years of toil
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Jorim Reid walks through his 200-
strong band at O'Kelly-Riddick
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Welcome to the 2011 Pasadena Tournament of Roses Parade
dr stacy houser [drstacyhouser@sbcglobal.net]
You forwarded this message on 9/29/2009 12:14 PM.
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 1:19 AM
To: Reid, Jorim E
Cc: Missy Baiunco-Augustyn [thealist@sbcglobal.net]
Attachments: 2011 Music Contract and L~2.docx​ (26 KB​) [Open as Web Page]
Dear Mr. Reid,
 
We are so delighted to welcome you to the Pasadena Tournament of Roses 2011
Parade. Just a days ago you received your official acceptance call! We hope you are
as excited as the Music Committee is that you will be joining us in the 2011 Parade!
I have included two attachments in this email. One is your official Welcome Letter"
and the other is your "Acceptance of Invitation." You will also be receiving a hard
copy through the US Postal Mail. Please complete the Acceptance of Invitation Form
and either email or fax (626-447-6801) to me by Thursday October 1st.
 
We hope you will be joining us this December for the Incoming Band Director
Festivities. It will be great fun!  If you should have any questions please contact me
either by email or
my cell (626-483-8484).














































































































































Music Score to my Setting of Holst Jupiter as a Warm-Up, Etude, and Band 












































































Clarinet in Bb 1
Clarinet in Bb 2-3
Alto Sax.
Tenor Sax.
Trumpet in Bb 1
Trumpet in Bb 2
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"jUPITER" of  Bands Jorim Reid
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Clarinet in Bb 1
Clarinet in Bb 2
Clarinet in Bb 3
Alto Sax.
Tenor Sax.
Trumpet in Bb 1
Trumpet in Bb 2
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Dear Marching Sound Machine Jorim Reid
© 1996 Jorim Reid
All Rights Reserved
"THE HYMN"
WIND ETUDE #4B 
CHORALE (Themes from Holsts' "The Planets")PERMISSION NOT FOR PROFIT OR DISTRIBUTION  
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